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Abstract 

 

 

The thesis uses a landscape history approach, drawing on existing records and 

augmenting these with extensive observations in the field, towards understanding the 

location and context of ecclesiastical sites and parish boundaries in Orkney. An 

historiographical assessment of previous work, and of the evidence on which it was 

based, prefaces the detailed re-examination of the individual chapel sites in their 

landscape setting.  The patterns that emerge from this study are compared with selected 

examples in Shetland and Caithness, and related to the wider European context.  The 

present study significantly places parish formation in the twelfth to thirteenth centuries, 

whereas the established view had held that the parishes originated in an early pre-Norse 

context. The chronology suggested is an initial period of private chapel building within 

districts definable as settlement areas, from the middle to late eleventh century, leading 

from the middle twelfth century onwards to the definition of parishes and designation or 

foundation of parish churches. The designation of parish churches and creation of 

parishes is seen as a direct result of the imposition of tithe.  Certain pre-parochial 

churches of higher status may have administered a form of pastoral care in larger pre-

parochial units. By examining the chapels in their settlement context, the extent of several 

of these larger units has been postulated.   
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Introduction 

 

 

Objectives and Intentions 

 
This study had four objectives. The first was to understand better the origins and 

development of the parochial system in the Orkney Earldom by means of a landscape-

based approach incorporating temporal, spatial, contextual and reflexive analyses of the 

subject.  The second was to reassess previous interpretations of parochial development 

and to understand the motives behind these studies. The third was to consider the context 

of the sites locally perceived as being chapels and churches, and to provide a holistic 

examination of these sites with regard to secular society and landscape development.  The 

fourth objective was to compile an inventory of medieval ecclesiastical sites in Orkney, 

which provides a history and context of the site as well as indicating the quality and 

quantity of evidence.   

 

There were three main intentions behind the thesis. Firstly, to attempt to provide an 

account of the medieval church in the Orkney Earldom, which would be of use to 

medieval scholars from a variety of disciplines, by combining all available sources to give 

a holistic interpretation.  Secondly, to assess the suitability of using a landscape-based 

method to approach a subject which had hitherto been studied by focusing on later 

documentary evidence and site-specific archaeology. Thirdly, to open new lines of 

discussion on medieval settlement development and landscape formation based on the 

impact of the parochial system.  

 

Boundaries 

The extent of the four objectives above resulted in boundaries being placed on the study.  

Initially Orkney, Shetland and Caithness were to be given equal coverage in order to 
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examine the Earldom in the most balanced manner and because only a reasonably small 

amount of data was expected from each area. However, due to the outbreak of Foot and 

Mouth Disease in 2001 the approach to the thesis altered and eight months were spent in 

Orkney Library and Archive accumulating a desk-based survey of documentary material 

relating to the Orkney sites.  The length of time that movement was restricted resulted in 

the collection of a large amount of material for Orkney and it was deemed impossible to 

attempt to collect the same for Shetland and Caithness. Orkney therefore became the main 

study area with comparative case studies made in Shetland and Caithness.  The focus on 

Orkney allowed a much more detailed study to be made of the sites and their landscape 

context, which was augmented by the wide-ranging desk-based data and the knowledge 

of the local landscape and social contexts gained from being based in Orkney.   

 

The case studies from Shetland and Caithness were limited to the number of sites that 

could feasibly be visited in a week and, where possible, parishes bordering each other 

were chosen to enable the greatest number of sites to be visited and the relationship 

between parishes to be assessed.  As a result of time limitations the desk-based surveys of 

Shetland and Caithness focused on secondary sources.  This meant that comparative 

analysis was restricted but, nevertheless, provided useful and hitherto unexplored 

findings. 

 

The main focus of the study has been on the ecclesiastical sites rather than the parish 

boundaries as the available data was greater for the former.  Surprisingly, as a result of 

the detailed study of the chapel and church sites, it was possible to reconsider the parish 

boundaries and their formation and therefore, by focusing on the sites and their landscape 

setting, a better understanding of the boundaries has been achieved.    
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Layout 

The reasoning behind the layout of the thesis, and particularly the inventory, is provided 

in section 1.4.  The thesis consists of two main parts: the text and the inventory.  The text is 

divided into eight chapters.  Chapter one discusses the theoretical influences and 

methodological approach behind the study and the sources used.  Chapters two and three 

provide literary reviews; chapter two discussing the parochial system outwith the 

Earldom and chapter three focusing on previous research within the Earldom.  Chapter 

four discusses the contextual background of the sites in Orkney with particular emphasis 

on the pre-Scandinavian landscape. Chapter five discusses Orkney parish characteristics, 

including land divisions and ownership, place-names as settlement indicators and the 

effects of agricultural improvements on the archaeological record and the present 

landscape.  Chapter six presents a detailed analysis of the Orkney sites based on the site-

by-site analysis in the inventory, while chapter seven focuses on the parishes and is based 

on the parish-by-parish section of the inventory.  Chapter eight provides a detailed 

discussion of the Earldom context of the Orkney findings.  Chapter nine considers the 

external influences on the Earldom as well as reviewing the aims of the thesis and 

presenting some areas of suggested further research.  The inventory is bound in separate 

volumes and its format is explained in its introductory notes and section 1.4. 
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Chapter One 

 

Theoretical Approach and Methodology 

 

 

This chapter outlines the theoretical approach and methodology behind the study, 

arguing against narrative historical approaches to studying the medieval parochial 

system, and advocating instead a landscape approach which, by its nature, involves the 

use of many types of evidence.  The reasoning behind such an approach is its ability to 

combine and analyse disparate and incomplete data from a variety of diverse sources in 

order to understand better the parochial system and to appreciate how the system was 

developed.   The sources are outlined in section 1.5 of this chapter, after the theory and 

method have been discussed. 

 

 

1.1 Theoretical Overview 

The parochial system has traditionally lain within the bounds of political history or social 

history.  The study of a public institution, involving administration and government in 

the formal organisation of power, sits comfortably in a socio-political framework whereby 

the system is the focus of the study.  This can be a useful way to consider such an 

institution, particularly when there is a wealth of documentary evidence.  However, in 

more recent years, there has been a move away from this systemic approach which has 

been considered weak in its focus on the structure of, and similarities within, society to 

the detriment of the individual and any differences that are present (Evans 2000: 323; 

Samuel 2000: 111).   
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This approach is an admirable deviation, which is reliant on source material with depth.  

The lack of such source material for the medieval parochial system in Orkney only allows 

a partial attempt to be made at applying aspects of this post-modern approach.  This 

chapter provides a summary of the aspects that have been investigated, and discusses 

theories and methodologies of influence.  A background context is given to these aspects 

and shows what is possible given optimum resources.   The compromises on this 

theoretical approach, necessitated by the resource constraints, are discussed in detail in 

the conclusions, together with possible ways of moving beyond the constraints towards 

an approach less reliant on systemic practices.  Attempts have been made to integrate the 

post-modern principles outlined below, within a systemic framework, by means of a 

systematic landscape analysis.  The results are given in chapters seven, eight and nine 

where individual settlement areas and differences between townships are considered 

alongside the overall development of the parochial system within the archipelago.   The 

fact that the parochial system is being considered in the small study area of Orkney is an 

attempt to move away from more national based histories.   

 

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries narratives were published detailing the 

widespread unified development of the parochial system across Europe, often in close 

association with the development of feudalism, and focusing on the power of the upper 

classes.  In these studies similarities between countries and communities were highlighted 

and a false impression of successful and systematic development across Europe presented 

with little consideration given to areas that did not appear to conform to the envisaged 

pattern.  For certain areas in Western Europe there is a large quantity of documentary 

evidence on the organisation of the church and, consequently, there is much to study and 

interpret.  However, there are other areas lacking detailed sources that have been quietly 

ignored (note the number of histories of Christianity in Europe which hardly mention 
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Scandinavia, for example, Ault 1937; Mundy 1983; Trevor-Roper 1965).  These narrative 

and progressive publications generally exhibit a level of knowledge and understanding 

beyond that for which we have evidence, and can present the past as inferior to, and 

progressing gradually towards, the superior present (enlightenment historians of the 

eighteenth century (Tosh 2000: 4)).  

 

These forms of study have recently been criticised and challenged, primarily by 

archaeologists who have adopted a new approach allowing conflict, difference, 

uncertainty and subjectivity to be presented and considered (Gilchrist 1993; 1995; 1999; 

2001; Moreland 1991).  This is reflected in the QAA Benchmark for Archaeology where 

emphasis is placed on the study of society as ‘a network of relationships rather than sets 

of formal structures and institutions which need describing’.  This theoretical approach 

has been developed by Barrett who advocates studying the relationships of material 

conditions and historical processes by means of agency, where agency is considered to be 

‘living means of carrying forward of the past to the future’, and is seen as inhabiting the 

material conditions which are investigated archaeologically (Barrett 1999; 2000: 61).   

 

By using this approach, aspects of past societies, particularly those pertaining to religion, 

can be explored and expressed in terms that combine individualistic and societal elements 

(Barrett 2001: 148-155).  This contrasts with narrative histories where the emphasis is on 

describing structures and institutions (Barnwell 2003: 1).  An agency approach emphasises 

the past in terms of multiple relationships and, in doing so, can provide a number of 

different interpretations when applied to any particular set of questions. This is in 

contrast to systemic approaches which favour a single overarching outcome. Attempts 

have been made in this thesis to follow an agency approach, particularly as expounded by 

Jenkins (1997).  
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Jenkins explored the agency standpoint, by stressing the subjective nature of history and 

advocating the use of a reflexive methodology where historiography is given equal 

precedence to the study of historical sources and, as such, allows for the creation of 

multiple histories (1997: 19, 26 and 69).   Morris argued on a similar vein by discussing 

historiography in a historical archaeology context and stressing the historical and cultural 

components of archaeology (2000: 1-29).  

 

Chapter three shows the significance of including a substantial historiographical element, 

as the historiographical review shows that many of the modern conceptions of medieval 

Orkney are based on histories written in the early twentieth century.  The antiquarians 

responsible for these histories were part of a wider group of intellectuals attempting to 

discover national identity through studying language and history from the mid-

nineteenth century throughout a large part of Europe (chapter three).  The influence of 

these antiquarians cannot be emphasised enough, especially within Orkney, where, by 

using the Orkneyinga Saga as their main source, they presented the population with a 

history to be proud of, but a history now accepted as flawed in some areas.  However, it is 

only because these antiquarians generated an interest in the medieval period that sites, 

documents and their interpretations have been preserved, as they might otherwise have 

been lost (chapter three).   

 

1.1.1 Archaeology and History 

Archaeological evidence and theory have been used and developed by historians in an 

attempt to reassess and update the works of preceding generations.  Moreover, 

archaeological investigations into subjects which have hitherto been considered the 

domain of the historian, have produced interesting and challenging results.  The 
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development of the discipline of archaeology has greatly influenced the study of history 

and the relationship between the two disciplines is a matter of continued discussion.  

 

The disciplines are clearly linked in their shared interest in understanding the past, as 

shown in the QAA Benchmarks where history is described as enabling ‘the student to 

acquire knowledge and understanding of the human past’ and archaeology as ‘the 

discovery and interpretation of the material remains of past societies’ (QAA Benchmarks 

for History and Archaeology 2002).  However, different skills are required to practise 

archaeology and history.  Too often historians regard archaeology as a substitute for 

documentary sources when they are lacking. On the other hand, history is too often 

regarded as a useful way of providing dates and contexts for archaeological discoveries.  

A study such as this, including both historical and archaeological evidence, has to be 

undertaken with the utmost understanding and respect for all the source material (Morris 

2000: 27).  The QAA Benchmarks for the two disciplines present very similar objectives 

including consideration of temporality, spatiality, contextuality, and reflexivity.  These 

objectives show the two disciplines can be used together by means of recognising and 

critically assessing the different archaeological and historical sources in order to facilitate 

a better understanding of the past.   

 

In this thesis considerable weight is given to the main primary source, Orkneyinga Saga, 

and to later antiquarian accounts of archaeology and upstanding sites.  This is because the 

strengths of the accounts are in contrast to the existing archaeological data which, without 

the written accounts, is quite meagre.  The historical accounts (including Ordnance 

Survey records) provide, in many instances, the only evidence of sites now lost.  This 

situation indicates the intrinsic links between archaeology and history in Orkney and why 

it is necessary to study both forms of evidence.  The extent to which knowledge of sites is 
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dependent on historical and/or archaeological evidence is presented in the inventory.  By 

ensuring the sources are considered within their contexts and that secondary material is 

given proper acknowledgement, this study has attempted to minimise the possibilities of 

misunderstanding and misrepresentation of material.  Section 1.5 discusses some of the 

main problems associated with using historical sources as part of a chronology for 

settlement development, as occurs in this thesis. 

 

A landscape approach is advocated, which allows history, archaeology, place-names and 

folklore to be considered together, in order to impart a holistic and localised presentation 

of the parochial system within Orkney (and the Earldoms of Orkney and Caithness).  The 

decision to use archaeology, history, toponymics and folklore together is twofold, being 

influenced by the constraints of the source material as well as by the limitations of 

previous single discipline dominated parochial studies (chapter three).  Temporality, 

spatiality, contextuality and reflexivity can be best considered by means of a landscape-

based methodology.  

 

1.1.2 Landscape-based Methodologies 

The term ‘landscape’ has been used widely in historical, archaeological and geographical 

studies and, as a result, Driscoll argued that its meaning has become diluted and variable 

(2003: 1). However, this variability provides freedom to use the landscape as the basis for 

a wide array of studies, as long as the way in which the landscape is to be used and 

interpreted is discussed at the outset.  In this thesis, the landscape is viewed as the context 

in which objects and people are found and meaning sought (Coones 1985: 5; Stoddart 

2000: 3) and by regarding the landscape as the basis for living and ‘dwelling’, its study is 

arguably fundamental for understanding the past (Cosgrove 1993: 282; Ingold 2000: 510-

530; Seamon and Mugerauer 1985: 8; Stewart and Strathern 2003: 4).  Landscape historians 
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support this understanding of, and approach to, landscape.  The aspects of landscape 

history and studies of that nature, which influenced this thesis, are outlined below. 

 

Landscape History 

The study of rural landscapes is the most important starting point as that is what is 

involved in studying Orkney. This grew out of settlement geography at the end of the 

nineteenth century and was developed through the influence of historical geographers, 

archaeologists and historians into the landscape history of today (Muir 1999: 24-37). 

Although termed ‘landscape history’ the discipline incorporates techniques from all the 

disciplines out of which it developed and landscape historians are as likely to have a 

background in geography and archaeology as history (e.g. Hoskins was a geographer; 

Crawford a geographer with interest in history and archaeology; and Taylor a 

geographer/archaeologist (Muir 1999: 27-34)). 

 

To landscape historians, landscapes are historical texts, where the landscapes store traces 

of all past human existence and can be unravelled and reflected upon better to understand 

all facets of the past (Muir 1999: 37).  This study is unlike most landscape history studies, 

which attempt to understand and explore all periods within a particular area, as it focuses 

on one event: the development of the parochial system in the medieval period 

(approximately the mid-eleventh century to the early thirteenth century).  Although the 

focus is particular, the subject is dependent on understanding the landscape both 

physically and culturally and therefore is embedded in past, present and future 

landscapes. As such, it involves reflecting upon and realising from what the parishes 

developed, how they were manifested, when they were created, what they consisted of 

and how they have been used and altered by subsequent generations. In order to attempt 

to answer these questions, techniques from a number of disciplines must be used and this 

multi-disciplinary approach is paramount in landscape history. The way in which the 
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landscape is studied - combining stringent research with awareness of cultural and 

symbolic aspects of landscape (in order better to understand the cultural landscape) as 

well as the physical landscape - was the essential theme taken from the principles of 

landscape history and applied to this study.  Discussed below are studies that have 

influenced the methodological approach of this thesis by inspiring the need to produce a 

holistic study using multi-disciplinary research methods. 

 

Holistic Studies of the Past 

The meanings embedded in the landscape influence developments within the landscape 

and, by attempting to understand these meanings, one can better understand the 

developments. This is especially so for ‘historically significant places’ as Driscoll showed 

in his paper given at the Dark Age Conference in St Andrews in 2003.  By considering 

prehistoric monuments and natural features in the landscape, Driscoll discussed the 

reasoning behind the location of several Scottish medieval sites and, in doing so, was able 

to suggest why they had been situated in certain areas, thus providing possible contexts 

for their existence (Driscoll 2003).  This approach allows the people behind the 

archaeology to be discussed and their possible beliefs to be expressed in a metaphorical 

and symbolic manner by using empirical data (Driscoll 2003:8).  In an area such as 

Orkney, where material evidence and historical documentation pertaining to the 

parochial system is limited, this approach provides a useful method and one which can 

potentially reveal much about medieval society and how it relates to other generations.   

 

Carver recently studied different forms of church organisation in Pictish Scotland using a 

landscape-based approach involving a thorough analysis of the archaeology (1998: 23-4). 

His study was similar to Driscoll’s, although the sites he considered were less 

monumental, therefore showing the possibilities of applying this method to a wide range 

of material of varying type.  The success of Driscoll and Carver’s studies is dependent on 
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the careful and critical handling of source material, which is important as there can be a 

tendency to be less stringent with data when using a landscape-based methodology, 

leading to compromised results and unfounded conclusions (Flannery and Marcus 1996: 

361; Corcos 2001: 3, 4).   

 

Hooper’s 2002 doctoral thesis, A Landscape Given Meaning: an archaeological perspective on 

landscape history in Highland Scotland, attempted to use a cultural landscape approach 

better to understand the social aspects of Highland society through time.  The thesis 

aimed to explore ‘ways to approach data in order to achieve more comprehensive and 

meaningful understandings of cultural landscapes’ (Hooper 2002: iv).  Hooper 

successfully advocated a cognitive1 archaeological standpoint in reassessing 

archaeological sites by means of their context, and by realising that all periods must be 

included to understand fully any one time (Hooper 2002: 2).  However, by emphasising 

the fluid nature of the landscape, there is consequently a compromise on chronological 

detail.  The main emphasis is on place, culture and cycles of use and disuse through time 

(Hooper 2002: 12-20) and so sites and sources of all periods are discussed together.  

Although providing useful insights into the constructs and concepts of landscapes, this 

approach restricts the reader’s ability to understand particular landscapes and to know 

the provenance and date of sources used.   

 

Hooper’s methodology is similar to Driscoll and Carver, although of greater scope as the 

timeframe studied is much larger.  The thesis shows that landscape analysis can provide a 

better understanding of monuments and their context and also illustrates what can be 

learned about cultural landscapes through a holistic approach.  However, by focusing on 

cultural landscapes, less emphasis is placed on particular events, on change, and on 
                                                 
1
 Cognitive archaeology is ‘the study of past ways of thought from archaeological remains’ 
(Renfrew and Bahn 1996: 369).  It uses artefacts and archaeological remains to draw inferences 
about the evolving imaginative capacities of the minds that created them (Roth 2004).  
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disruption (as these are deemed less significant than the lasting memory of such events) 

and therefore there is a passive element to the study.  Also, by using later folklore and 

historical sources to colour and interpret earlier periods, a false sense of long-term 

continuity is created.    Hooper’s aims were different from this thesis, but her method of 

landscape analysis and particularly her awareness of context and topography have been 

influential.   

 

1.1.3 Summary 

The use of landscape as a basis for research should not lead to studies that are without 

clear reference to time and it is vital that datable material is included in the analysis and 

interpretations.  Two Scandinavian studies that illustrate what can be achieved from 

careful chronological research are Brink’s studies of Viking Age and medieval Sweden, 

and Larsson and Saunders’ study of the late medieval Archbishop’s Palace complex in 

Trondheim.  Brink used the etymology and physical locations of place-names to recreate 

past societies using his own analysis of nomenclature, with dateable cartographic sources, 

recent archaeological excavations, and a variety of documentary, historical and literary 

sources (Brink 1990; 1996; 1997; 1998; 2003).   His methodology was extremely rigorous 

and his conclusions exciting and innovative. However, his research was reliant on the 

particular form and preservation of place-names in Sweden and was restricted to the 

areas where such place-names are found.  Larsson and Saunders used empirical research 

on medieval architecture and feudalism in Scandinavia to explore the cultural and social 

meanings of the Archbishop’s Palace complex.  Although an urban study of space rather 

than rural landscape, it successfully examined, through the architecture of the palace 

complex, the effects of the establishment of an ecclesiastical landscape on the changing 

dynamics of social power within Trondheim. The data for the paper was based on 

excavations at Trondheim and upstanding remains of the Palace. Consequently the 
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interpretation of social power and space was linked with datable archaeological evidence 

and effectively showed the cultural and social information that can be found by re-

analysing empirical data (1997).   These examples, together with the studies by Driscoll, 

Carver and Hooper show what can be achieved when strict academic principles are 

applied to a rich data set prior to and during interpretation.  Another example is Richard 

Morris who used surviving church buildings and historical documentation to explain the 

formation of the landscape in England (1997).  The success of these examples is partially 

reliant on extensive data. For medieval Orkney there is no comparable data and, 

therefore, what can be achieved by using similar principles for studying medieval Orkney 

will be limited by the resources available.   

 

The use of landscape furthers a holistic study of the past where long-standing 

dichotomies become redundant, such as nature versus culture, history versus 

archaeology, function versus ideology, and space versus place (Bowden 1999: 26, 156; 

Driscoll 2003: 1; Ingold 2000: 510; Tilley 1994: 34).  The landscape encompasses these 

concepts and provides a means of studying them together.   This is particularly relevant 

when considering the development of the parochial system where the erection of 

churches, chapels and the formation of parishes within the landscape involve all of the 

above concepts (Muir 1999: 294).  Bender described landscape as ‘blowing apart 

conventional boundaries between the disciplines’ (1993: 3) and, as such, it is an ideal basis 

for a multi-disciplinary study.  In fact landscape-based research necessitates multi (or 

inter)-disciplinary studies where a number of sources can be considered, evaluated and 

presented as layers within the landscape (Carmichael et al 1994: 5).    This approach is 

particularly appropriate for Orkney where the available sources are slight and variable in 

quality and coverage of the area.  Below are discussed significant examples of landscape-

based methodologies used in medieval contexts.   
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1.2 Landscape-based Approaches to Studying the Medieval Church 

As already stated, studies of the parochial system have been dominated by systemic 

historical narratives.  These histories are important, but there is the possibility that the 

parochial system can inform on much more than just the upper echelons of society.  The 

very nature of the parochial system necessitates contact with, and recognition of, the 

whole population and, as such, has much to offer in terms of social history.  This social 

local-level has been overshadowed by the study of the ‘all-encompassing’ creation of the 

system, of which medieval historians are particularly fond (section 1.1 and chapter three). 

This may to some extent have been because historical sources tend to focus on those in 

power, and it is much more difficult to find evidence for the local-level of society.  This is 

certainly the case in Orkney, where the primary source, Orkneyinga Saga, provides an 

account of the Earls of Orkney, not the farmers, smiths and fishermen (section 1.5).  

 

Nevertheless, the focus on narrative histories is partly because conscious awareness of 

theory and methodology are on the whole new to the medievalist who, until recent times, 

has denied the need for theory. This denial has been justified by the wealth of historical 

material available (Johnson 1993: 328; Tilley 1993: 21), but reliance on the ‘truth’ of 

documents is no longer accepted appropriate as an historical theoretical approach. As a 

result, medievalists have begun to experiment with theoretical approaches, mainly from 

the disciplines of archaeology and geography (Altenberg 2000: 26; Appleby et al 2000: 

315).  The most successful approaches combine several aspects of archaeological theory, 

creating a methodology specially for studying the medieval sources. These aspects 

include landscape, ritual symbolism, phenomenology, architecture, space and cosmology, 
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and generally conform to post-modern principles.   The work of scholars whose 

approaches have influenced the methodology of this study is discussed below2.   

 

The first influence has been of great importance, not just to this study but also to the study 

of the parish in Britain, since its publication in 1992.  Pastoral Care Before the Parish, by Blair 

and Sharpe was a milestone in the study of parochial origins.  It breathed new life into the 

study of the parochial system by highlighting and discussing ‘the cure of souls’ and 

revealing the worthiness of new studies based on the religious elements of the subject.  

This seminal work led to several important publications for example, the Cambridge 

medieval history sections on the parish (Reuter 1999 and Cowdrey 2004), Morris’s 

excellent account of Churches in the Landscape (1997), Jones’s A Thousand years of the English 

Parish (2000) and Pounds’s A History of the English Parish (2000).  This new emphasis on 

parish studies places importance on small-scale studies into individual areas as well as 

integrating these smaller studies into larger, more regional based interpretations.  The 

majority of these new studies are unsurprisingly based in England, where the source 

material is excellent (see chapter two).  One recent study that is a direct result of Pastoral 

Care Before the Parish (Blair and Sharpe 1992) is discussed below, as its approach is 

particularly significant, by considering religious elements in a landscape context. 

 

Corcos has made an insightful study of two churches within the landscape of Somerset, 

using a phenomenological approach3 combined with Blair’s model for early Capitular 

                                                 
2
 The geographical limits for the study of contextual material in this thesis are reasonably narrow, 
being restricted to those areas with a bearing (most often directly and occasionally indirectly) on 
Orkney.  Consideration is given to more recent investigations into parochial development in the 
Scandinavian region when the results are of particular significance to the situation in Orkney.  
Other discussions of parish formation have not been included as their relevance is outwith the 
scope of this thesis. 
 
3
 A focus on human consciousness and experience past and present where investigation is made 
into the meaning of things as perceived by the people around them (see Billingsley 2001 and 
Shanks’s web log at http://traumwerk.stanford.edu/~mshanks/writing/EP.htm). 
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churches (Blair 1992: 246-258) and, in his discussion, he emphasised the importance of 

location and visibility of churches for the impact of Christianity on the population (Corcos 

2001).   Corcos argued convincingly for medievalists to embrace phenomenological or 

cognitive archaeological approaches and specifically suggested that the topographical 

context of church sites should be reassessed using such approaches, 

…particularly as regards questions such as intervisibility with neighbours, 
the layout of communication routes, the visual impact of sites as 
experienced from various vantage points, looking both inward towards 
and outwards from the church itself, relationships to significant natural 
features, estate ownership, territorial antecedents, indicative archaeology, 
place-names and so on (Corcos 2001: 20).  
 

The presentation of Corcos’s paper demonstrated his use of empirical data as a basis for 

his research.  By separating historical, archaeological and onomastic data from the 

phenomenological model, he illustrated the informative and insightful results that can be 

obtained from this approach.  This separation, exemplified by Corcos, is adhered to in the 

design of the inventory of this thesis where the source material is separate from the 

interpretive sections. 

 

Another exponent exploring the religious elements of the medieval church through an 

archaeological/landscape based theoretical approach is Gilchrist, whose work on gender, 

castles and monasteries in England is enlightening and accomplished (Gilchrist 1999).  

Her work on the concepts of time and space, as represented in the architecture of 

medieval parish churches, is particularly significant and shows the religious importance 

and influence of such buildings on the people, in particular the women, who used them 

and lived near them (Gilchrist 1999: 83).  Her ability to focus on perceptions of buildings 

and of experiences of people is dependent on having upstanding buildings to interpret 

and is therefore something that cannot easily be implemented in Orkney. However, her 

approach is relevant as a contrast to the many medieval studies that focus on institutional 

developments such as centralisation and urbanisation.  Gilchrist’s work focused on the 
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individual whilst also providing a wider context by using historical sources to discuss 

English church practice alongside feudalism.   

 

The realisation of the importance of feudalism in parochial development is another theme 

that has recently been given new emphasis in historical studies of medieval Europe.  

Bartlett and Fletcher discuss the influence of feudal-type relationships on the foundation 

of chapels, the selection of parish churches and the delineation of parish boundaries, as 

well as discussing the importance of the development of towns and urban ecclesiastical 

centres (Bartlett 1993, 269-270, 295, 303-304; Fletcher 1997, 454-455, 465-476).  These studies 

are important because similar developments, based on lord and vassal relationships and 

shifts from rural to urban based centres, occur in areas outwith Norman control (such as 

Scandinavia and its colonies) and can be argued to have had a bearing on church 

development (chapters eight and nine).   The new awareness that the provision of pastoral 

care is linked to extensions of power in the countryside is of direct significance to the 

parochial system in Orkney - a rural area being defined ecclesiastically for the first time in 

the twelfth century by an urban cathedral.  The successful extension of power into rural 

areas of Orkney under Earl Rognvald and Bishop William could be argued to have been 

essential for the development of the parochial system (chapter eight) as similar extensions 

of power were in England, Scotland and Norway (chapter two).  

 

Another example of medieval research influenced by archaeological/anthropological 

theory is Johnson’s study of medieval houses in England, where he used a post-modern 

approach of examining architectural form generally applied to prehistoric archaeological 

and anthropological studies (2000a). He discussed expressions of power and status 

through spatial distribution within the house and extended this idea by considering field 

systems and churches (1993; 2000a; 2001: 108-113).  The study was influenced by 
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Bourdieu’s Berber house and Glassie’s Virginia House studies (Bourdieu 1973 and 1977; 

Glassie 1975).  The significance of Johnson’s study is that it showed that conclusions 

known from historical sources can be reached through archaeological analysis.  This is 

particularly useful as in many instances the medieval period is not historic but 

protohistoric (Corcos 2001) and therefore benefits from applying archaeological theory.   

 

However, one criticism of Johnson’s work is that he did not adapt his methodology 

specifically for a Christian society, which medieval Britain undoubtedly was. Being part 

of western Christendom has fundamental implications for all aspects of society and that is 

why historical material should always be considered when studying the medieval church.  

By not including a synopsis of medieval Christianity in his introduction, Johnson 

prevented the reader from discovering these historically known aspects. There are 

fundamental principles that apply to all Christian communities and these provide a basic 

context for any medieval ecclesiastical study. The extent to which these principals are 

applied can then be considered in detail for a chosen area (chapter two).  The practice of 

writing and recording facts is intrinsically linked with Christianity and its development 

(Driscoll 1995: 222). Therefore the documents are themselves material evidence for the 

impact of Christianity on society.     

 

 

1.3 Theoretical Approach 

This study will consider the parochial system in the Orkney Earldom using a landscape 

history approach to explore systematically temporality, spatiality, contextuality and 

reflexivity. The approach has not been used previously and it best suits the source 

material and the topic of research. Also, it allows the topic to be examined in a way which 

might provide insights into the development of the parochial system at a local level and 
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as a local phenomenon, and thus presents the parochial system as a social, political and 

ecclesiastical reality and not merely a construct or artificial institution (Barnwell 2003: 4).   

 

‘Landscape’ is the basis for the research and, although a great amount of the investigation 

is focused on the physical form of the landscape, other aspects of the landscape will be 

acknowledged and discussed where appropriate.  The landscape provides a spatial and 

cultural setting for the research, which is particularly important, as a precise temporal 

setting is not possible due to the nature of the sources.  The landscape is also pertinent as 

the parochial system saw the introduction of administration, buildings and defined areas 

based on territorial divisions of the landscape and, therefore, it is intrinsically related to 

topographic analysis, settlement patterns and probable social change.   

 

The medieval source material for Orkney is rich in variety but lacks depth and, as a result, 

it would be disadvantageous to study a subject as wide-ranging as the parochial system 

within the bounds of one discipline. Landscape history advocates the use of sources from 

more than one discipline and is therefore ideal for tackling the Orkney parishes.  A 

holistic interpretation will be given by using historical, archaeological and toponymic 

sources in consultation with secondary commentaries.    The lack of depth of source 

material places restrictions on what can be discovered about the parochial system at a 

local level.  This is most unfortunate as it means that the thesis must discuss parochial 

development as an institution, but there is an attempt made to discuss the creation and 

development of the chapels and the townships at a more local level to introduce and 

explore some of the approaches favoured above.   
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1.4 Methodology 

The methodology undertaken is outlined below.  More detailed information on the layout 

of the inventory and the analyses classifications are presented in the introductory notes to 

the inventory, in Appendix One, and chapters six and seven. 

 

1.4.1 Historiographical Analysis 

The initial stage involved researching the development of the parochial system within 

Western Europe, and then learning to what extent the subject had been studied for the 

Orkney Earldom and why it had been studied. This research is presented in the two 

literary reviews (chapters two and three) and provides the basis for the historiographical 

analysis of the subject.  Chapter two provides a summary of how parochial development 

is considered to have taken place in areas that may have had influence over Orkney. 

Chapter three, is crucial in understanding the way in which medieval studies have 

developed within Orkney and why, and is particularly significant as it is only from 

deconstructing the agendas behind previous studies that one can properly understand 

them, and re-evaluate the evidence used within them.  The ability to discuss the parish 

characteristics in chapter five was dependent on the historiographical research which 

allowed the work of Clouston, Marwick and Johnston to be contextualised and its value to 

be acknowledged properly within the theoretical frameworks in which they were 

working.  

 

1.4.2 Desk-based Survey 

Secondly, all the information possible relating to every known medieval ecclesiastical site 

in Orkney was identified and collated, together with material of relevance to the context 

of each site. The survey explored historical, documentary, cartographic, archaeological, 
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onomastic, folklore and historiographical sources, and was the basis for a gazetteer of all 

the sites described in relation to other monuments, place-names, settlements and features.  

Twelve months were spent gathering the data for this extensive survey, and a deliberate 

attempt was made to look beyond the sites listed by the Ordnance Survey recorders in the 

1870s and 1880s.  This was primarily because of flaws in the way the Ordnance Survey 

recorded the sites which meant that their search was not systematic and they did not 

cover all areas. The areas not covered have continued to be omitted since then as most 

subsequent inventories have based their information on the Ordnance Survey records; for 

example, the RCAMHS 1946 Inventory of Orkney (Lamb 2004).  By searching a wide 

range of sources, including the more systematic studies undertaken in the 1980s (for 

example, Hunter et al 1982 and 1984; Lamb 1983, 1984, 1987, 1989), sites were discovered 

which had not been included in the Ordnance Survey records. The results have produced 

an inventory with sites previously not discussed and with an assessment of the quality of 

data, something that has not been produced before.  

 

The results of the desk-based survey were surprisingly diverse and informative and, 

because of this, the method of landscape interpretation was greatly enhanced.  The desk-

based survey results are presented as part of the inventory (see the introductory notes to 

the inventory for a description of the inventory format).  By grouping the information 

under the three headings of ‘site history’, ‘context’ and ‘dedication(s)/place-name(s)’ the 

different elements of the site survey can be distinguished, in a manner similar to that 

demonstrated by Corcos (section 1.2).  Each site was given an identification code 

consisting of three letters representing the parish, followed by a number identifying the 

site. The sites are arranged alphabetically within the parish. The parish church was 

always given the number 0, for instance STE0 is the parish church of Stenness, STE1 is 
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Ireland Chapel and Burial ground, Stenness. This information was taken into the field and 

formed a core part of the landscape interpretation. 

 

1.4.3 Landscape Interpretation 

The third methodological process was landscape interpretation, which was informed by 

the data gathered in the desk-based study and local knowledge of the modern 

geographical and cultural landscape. The majority of the Orkney sites were visited in 

person and, where possible, examined in their present context and interpreted in possible 

past contexts by assessing the visible remains in conjunction with the source material and 

a local understanding of the landscape in its modern form.  An appreciation of the 

cultural, social and political development of the landscape allowed consideration of site 

temporality, spatiality and contextuality at both immediate and parish levels.   

 

The visits involved approaching the site from the nearest road, viewing the area of the site 

and walking (when possible) to the other sites identified in the desk-based survey, as well 

as noting any other sites identified during the visit.  Special attention was paid to possible 

landing places, access and to proximity of settlement.  The time at each site was 

dependent on the remains and the landowner, but ranged from a minimum of about 

fifteen minutes to four hours.  Some sites were visited on more than one occasion, 

depending on the weather, height of crops and extent of remains.  During the visit and 

immediately after, a diary entry was written for each site with diagrams. A photographic 

record was taken during the visit and any features of interest marked on copies of maps 

taken to each site.  Some of the most profitable visits were those when accompanied by 

landowners who were willing to discuss the site and anything they knew about the area.   
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The fieldwork aimed to acquire better understanding of why the sites were positioned in 

their locations, whether there were any nearby topographical or prehistoric features of 

significance, whether the sites were in settlement areas or not, how far they were from the 

sea, how easily visible they were in the landscape, what kind of land they were built on, 

whether any archaeological remains of the sites were still visible and how the landscape 

had changed since the sites were built.  An integral part of this fieldwork was speaking to 

people living in the area and finding out whether the sites were still known locally and 

how they were regarded.   

 

The visit to Linton Chapel and burial ground in Shapinsay (SHA4) provides an 

informative example of the fieldwork process.  The information from the desk-based 

survey was reviewed prior to the visit and taken into the field together with a 1:10000 

Ordnance Survey map and a 1:50000 map.  The site was visited at the end of March and 

was approached from the farm, over the fields. It was immediately obvious that the 

chapel was built on good land, was within a settlement area, close to the old farm and 

easily accessible.   Once the site was reached, it was clear that it had been built in the 

lowest lying land in the area and so was a little wet. Proximity to the shore and to a good 

landing place (verified by the farmer) were recorded.   

 

The upstanding remains of the chapel were measured, with assistance from the farmer 

who provided an explanation of their poor condition. A small fisherman’s house to the 

north of the chapel had been occupied by a poor family who took down the walls of the 

chapel in an attempt to catch rabbits that nested there.  The burial ground, unusually, was 

separate from the chapel and built on a platform at a higher level to the east-north-east. It 

seemed plausible from looking at the topography that the wet land on which the chapel 

was built would not have been suitable for burials and so the burial ground had been 
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deliberately located on higher, flatter ground.  The farmer said that, in hot summers, the 

sun scorched the grass over the horizontal grave slabs, so their location could be clearly 

seen.    

 

Although the landscape had seen great changes with the squaring of fields under 

improvements implemented by the Balfour Estate, the houses were not moved and so the 

farms that pre-dated the improvements were still in the landscape.  From the layout of the 

farms it was clear that Linton and Frustigar were the oldest and that Kirkton was newer.  

There were no other archaeological features noted in the vicinity of the chapel and farm, 

and this was not surprising as the squaring and cultivation of the land would probably 

have destroyed any remains that may have been there.  

 

After the chapel and burial ground had been examined and photographed, the 

fisherman’s house visited and the shore inspected, I returned to the farm and the site was 

written up.  The farmer, whose family had lived in the area for generations, was very 

interested in the site and provided local information about the chapel and the nearby 

settlements.  This took in total about an hour, after which the next site was visited.  

 

This method of fieldwork provided an understanding of the site that the desk-based 

survey alone could not have accomplished. The experience of seeing the site in the 

landscape enabled relationships between the site and settlement development, and the 

site and the topography, to be realised.  The most exciting part of the fieldwork was that, 

although in most instances the sites were no longer visible on the ground, by visiting the 

locations and understanding the settlement, topography and history, potential purposes 

for sites were revealed as well as gaining a better understanding of why sites were no 

longer extant. 
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The results of the fieldwork, based on the diary entries, photographs, interviews and 

observations, are presented in the ‘Site Visit/Analysis & Evaluation’ section of the 

inventory, and are under three headings ‘Location Analysis’, ‘Site Evaluation’ and 

‘Context & Associated Features’ (the latter only being included where appropriate).  This 

section of the form is a subjective assessment based on the fieldwork and the perception 

of the site. The division is deliberate, in order to separate the setting of the site (the most 

important part for the research) from the current condition of the site and from any 

additional contextual features which, although significant, are not the main subject of 

analysis.   

 

1.4.4 Data Analysis 

The fourth part of the methodology was to analyse, in a meaningful way, the data 

collected by examining all the sites together (chapter six), and then by considering the 

sites within their parish context (chapter seven).  In order to do this, a system was devised 

where a numeric value was allocated to observations made in the field, and from maps 

and written sources.  Thus, classifications were made according to the evidence gathered. 

The most complex of these classifications was the location code (or profile), which 

consisted of a six-digit number representing various aspects of the location of the site. For 

example, Mary Kirk in Harray (HAR4) has a location code of 2|2|1|1|2|2 (see Appendix 

One for a description of the categories).   Single figure classifications were given to 

represent numerically the present condition of the site, and to evaluate the sum of the 

evidence for the site.   

 

Each classification was numbered on a scale of zero to three.  This was considered 

appropriate, as the quality and nature of the analysis did not allow for a more detailed 

classification.  For instance, when in the field it was perfectly possible to determine 
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whether access to a site was good (1), bad (3), reasonable (2), or not possible to know (0). It 

was not possible, however, to make a more detailed judgement, as the information was 

not available.  This was the same for most of the categories and therefore the four part 

numeric system was chosen as it best suited the majority of the analyses.   

 

The classifications for topographical location  (the first number in the location code) were 

determined using values that, again, were deemed most suitable to the analysis.  After 

collating all the information and plotting sites and settlements on a map, it became 

apparent that the most meaningful value for distance from water was 500m, as it defined 

well which sites were in coastal regions and which were inland.  The 500m contained 

within it the greater extent of most coastal settlements. Thus a correlation between coastal 

settlement and coastal site was discovered.  There were no sites over 500m from the sea 

that were part of a coastal settlement.   The decision to categorise sites on islands smaller 

than 3km2 separately was again a result of noting that sites on these small islands were 

different from those on larger islands, as the restriction on size and what that implied 

could be seen to be determining factors in the location of the site and, as such, was an area 

to be explored. 

 

Settlement proximity (the fifth number in the location code) was the only other area to be 

categorised using distance.  The figure of 300m was chosen and again this was because, 

after having mapped out the sites and the farms/houses, this value best showed that there 

were some sites associated particularly closely with one house, whilst others were within 

a settlement area but not markedly closer to one house than another.  

The decision to allocate numeric values to the ‘site evaluation’ and ‘evaluation of 

evidence’ was based on the desire to ensure that the reader could easily see the amount of 

remaining archaeological evidence and the strength and quality of the overall evidence.  
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All the values were based on judgements made after the data was collected. When in the 

field as much as possible was written about each site and then the reports were analysed 

and the numeric values given. Some of these values were obtained by using maps to help 

accurately determine measurements, whilst others depended entirely on the visit.   These 

values were then entered into a database and analysed in a variety of ways: the most 

successful results pertaining to the sites and the parochial system were extracted and 

these form the basis for the discussions in chapter six.   

 

The final part of the analysis was the ‘Summary’, which is presented in two parts in the 

inventory.  It is also subjective because it gives an evaluation of the site (based on all the 

available evidence) and a brief commentary including a designation (based on the 

information gathered). The inventory form is presented so that the ‘empirical’ desk-based 

survey is separate from the ‘subjective and experiential’ fieldwork.  These sections are 

separate from the ‘Summary’, which brings together both forms of analysis (empirical and 

landscape) to assess the evidence.  In this way, the different elements of the research are 

presented to enable the reader to assess the ‘Summary’ and ‘Designation’ for himself, 

adhering to Corcos’s principles (for a detailed description of the inventory format see the 

inventory introductory notes).   

 

It was only after the sites had been examined in this way (by looking at their immediate 

context and landscape setting) that the analysis of parishes and the analysis of the sites 

within the parishes was undertaken.  It is because of the order of analysis that the 

possibility that the parishes were medieval was discovered, as it was clear that the 

association between site and settlement was stronger than site and parish.  The results of 

the parish analysis were unexpected and complex, and therefore a section in the inventory 

was dedicated to a detailed overview of each parish.  A map designed specifically to show 
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the distribution of different types of ecclesiastical site in relation to the topography and 

settlements accompanied the overview. This map was created from the desk-based survey 

and fieldwork results. It combined a variety of sources to give the best representation of 

medieval ecclesiastical development possible and, importantly, to give a sense of 

development through time, the relationship between the chapels and the farms/houses, 

and to show the differing sources used to arrive at the conclusions given in the overview.  

One particularly important factor which had to be conveyed was the uncertainly of the 

existence of some sites as medieval ecclesiastical sites. Symbols were therefore devised 

which allowed sites to be shown as ‘unknown’, meaning it was not certain what kind of 

site it was, if it was a site at all.   Chapter seven discusses the parishes and collates some of 

the information given on the maps and overviews. The amount of data gathered was too 

great to attempt to discuss it all, and so, as with chapter six, only the areas most pertinent 

to parish development were discussed.  

 

The value of the analysis and its presentation in the inventory is the creation of an 

extensive catalogue of all known ecclesiastical sites that may date to the medieval period.  

Moreover, it presents the data in a way that will be useful for future researchers as it 

deliberately separates the different aspects of the research and clearly references all 

sources.  The maps and overviews that accompany the site-by-site analysis provide a 

means of showing the sites within their settlement and parish contexts and allow the 

reader to view clearly the way in which these sites have been interpreted.  By discussing 

only the points relevant to the subject of parochial formation in the main text, an attempt 

has been made to give the thesis clarity, whilst the inclusion of such an extensive 

inventory allows the reader to see why particular points have been made.  
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The inventory is the basis for the analytical part of the thesis which explores wider 

aspects, such as the development of church sites and parishes and the factors behind their 

locations and boundaries, as well as considering how these aspects fit into the 

topographical and cultural landscapes of the Orkney Earldom. The importance of 

ensuring the reader is aware of the evidence, its forms, limitations and sources, is the 

reasoning behind the separation of the inventory from the main interpretative text.  The 

following section outlines the sources used, ensuring that the individual strengths and 

limitations of each source are understood from the outset.  

 

 

1.5 The Sources 

The sources used in this study can be grouped under four main headings: archaeological 

material, documentary and written sources, place-names and folklore.  The importance of 

knowing the strengths and limitations of the source material is paramount, and this is 

particularly acute when combining a number of different sources.   

 

1.5.1 Archaeological Material 

The archaeological material available for the study of the parochial system in Orkney can 

be grouped under three headings:  (1) ecclesiastical buildings and burial grounds, (2) 

secular settlements and (3) boundaries.  All archaeological material (and historical) is by 

nature incomplete and consequently conclusions should be ‘tempered with caution’ 

(Crawford 1987: 5).  Nevertheless, it represents a partial record of the material remains of 

the people who lived, worked and died in the islands and, as such, is invaluable in what it 

can tell us.  However, the limitations of the archaeological evidence for the medieval 

church must be stressed and, at present, there is a considerable lack of datable material 

and the identification of many of the archaeological sites is dependent on place-names 
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and documentary evidence, not on the fabric of the remains.  There is a temptation to use 

place-name and Saga evidence to identify positively unexcavated, indeterminate 

archaeological remains as ‘Saga sites’ (chapter three) and a number of the sites in the 

inventory are based on such assumptions.  The inventory lists all evidence for each site 

allowing for an evaluation of the archaeological material as separate from the written and 

onomastic evidence.  In this way it is possible to assess the evidence that has led to the 

conclusion that the site either is or is not a medieval site.  

 

The ecclesiastical material consists of fragmentary remains of possible chapel and church 

sites, of which only very few are upstanding or even visible.  The old parish churches are 

generally on or near their modern counterparts within burial grounds which remain in 

use, therefore restricting examination and preventing excavation.  In most instances there 

are no foundation dates for the buildings and the architectural qualities do not permit any 

accurate level of dating.  When chapel sites are not in existing burial grounds, they are 

often on arable land that has been ploughed for several generations, partially destroyed 

by coastal erosion or rabbit/sheep/cow damage.  The usable stone from such sites has 

long been carted away and used to build steadings or nearby stone dykes.  

 

Therefore, except in a small minority of cases, the useful evidence obtainable from the 

archaeological remains is minimal.  In most cases all that can be determined is that, at one 

time, there was a structure on the site that may or may not have been a chapel of medieval 

date.  The burial grounds are almost as elusive.  Only three medieval cemeteries have 

been partially excavated in Orkney, none of which have published excavation reports 

(Newark (DEE4), Bu of Cairston (STR0) and Tammas Kirk (REN4)).  In terms of remaining 

material, one of the most important artefacts is cut red sandstone.  There appears to be a 

predominance of this stone at parish churches and some chapel sites and it is possible that 
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such pieces may indicate there was once a high medieval building of status nearby, which 

emulated the decorative style of the Cathedral by including similar architectural pieces.  

In several instances such fragments have been built into later churches and burial ground 

walls (for example, BIR0; HAR5; REN0; SOL0; SOLC; WEC2).   

 

The evidence for secular settlement in the high medieval period is generally better than 

the ecclesiastical material. In addition, excavations in recent years have provided a wealth 

of information on the economy, diet and lifestyle of those living in Orkney in medieval 

times (Buteux 1997; Morris 1989 and 1996; Owen 1982; 1983 and 1993).  The particular 

importance of secular settlements for this study is the relationship between the 

settlements and the ecclesiastical sites.  This is one of the fundamental areas of analysis 

and has revealed much about the social composition of society and the reasoning behind 

the location of the churches within the landscape.  The most important fact that it revealed 

is that the secular and ecclesiastical are necessarily linked at this time and the parochial 

system cannot be considered without studying settlement (chapter eight).   

 

The archaeological evidence for parish boundaries in Orkney is very slight, with only one 

boundary dyke remaining clearly visible in the landscape (see ‘Physical Description’ 

section of Stenness Parish in the inventory, STE), whilst the majority of the boundaries are 

coastal and are therefore not defined archaeologically. There is slightly more evidence for 

township boundaries with collapsed hill-dykes remaining in the less cultivated areas. It is 

therefore possible to discuss the locations of townships with a degree of confidence, 

although the dykes were constantly rebuilt and moved and ploughed over so the original 

limits cannot easily be determined. Orkney parish boundaries and township boundaries 

are shown on Mackenzie’s Chart of 1750.  This provides the most comprehensive 
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cartographic pre-improvement source for the boundaries, although it was produced some 

five hundred years after the end of the period covered in this study.  

 

The archaeological material considered in the thesis is not just that pertaining to 

individual sites.  Consideration is given to earlier remains which may have influenced the 

location of high medieval settlement and the particular situations of sites, later 

archaeology and the development of farming, industry and housing are discussed where 

they have affected the medieval archaeological remains (chapter four and section 5.4). 

 

1.5.2 Written Sources 

The main written source for medieval Orkney is the Orkneyinga Saga (Guðmundsson 1965; 

Taylor 1938).  This source details the lives of the Earls of Orkney from the late ninth 

century to the end of the twelfth century. It is generally supposed to have been written in 

Iceland, probably at the intellectual centre at Oddi, some time before 1200 (Guðmundsson 

1993; Crawford 1987: 8).  This Saga text is termed an historical Saga although the intention 

is not to record the history of the islands but to record the deeds of the Earls and the most 

important men (Crawford 1987: 7-9).  It consists of a prose narrative written around 

several pieces of skaldic verse (Crawford 1987: 8) and includes one hagiographical text (as 

it is currently compiled).  The composition of the Saga is incredibly complex and it should 

not be used as a straightforward historical account but should be understood as a text 

reflecting thirteenth century literary concerns and political biases, as well as detailing 

incidents from the rule of the Orkney Earls (Christiansen 2002: 305-6; Thomson 2001: 24).   

 

The Saga is a unique and extremely valuable medieval source and, as it was written only a 

short time after the twelfth century events described took place, much can be gleaned 

concerning settlement and events at that time.  With particular reference to the parochial 
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system, there is little direct evidence from the Saga, although it does mention where the 

first permanent Bishop’s seat was located, refers to several churches and Bishops and 

gives details of the foundation of St Magnus Cathedral and the development of the Cult of 

St Magnus (sections 4.3.2 and chapter eight).  One of the most important aspects of the 

Saga, for this thesis, is the wealth of incidental details held within its pages. For example, 

it gives locations, names and descriptions of the homes of some of the Earls and the 

leading men, it shows the roles of these men in the administration of the Earldoms, it 

provides some insights into the relationships between the Bishops, the Earls and the 

chieftains, and indicates where some of the main Earldom and Bishopric settlement foci 

were.   

 

The combination of these incidental details and the events recorded in the Saga are the 

main points of reference for a chronological framework for the high Middle Ages in 

Orkney.  Therefore, in order to attempt to place the advent of the parochial system in a 

contextual framework, the Orkneyinga Saga has been used extensively in chapter eight.  

Although the Orkneyinga Saga is not an ideal basis for a chronology or an interpretation, it 

is the only source of depth available. To ensure that the context and chronology given are 

as accurate as possible, the Saga evidence has been, where possible, compared with other 

sources for validation. For example, place-names have been used to verify locations, 

archaeology to verify buildings, later documentary sources to shed light on possible 

settlement development, and other contemporary written sources to verify dates and 

events.  These written sources are discussed below.  By doing this, it is hoped that chapter 

eight will be seen as providing a meaningful context for the results of the landscape 

interpretation and one which has been checked, where possible.  The lack of datable 

material of any kind is the most difficult issue to resolve, but combining the datable 
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archaeology with dateable events in the Saga means some tentative suggestions can be 

postulated.  

 

There are very few contemporary written sources concerning Orkney with Hakon’s Saga 

(Dasent 1894), Historia Norwegie (Ekrem and Mortensen (eds) and Fisher (trans) 2003), 

Icelandic Annals (Anderson 1922) and Adam of Bremen’s History of the Archbishops of 

Hamburg-Bremen  (Adam of Bremen translated by Tschan 2002) being the four with most 

relevant.  Hakon’s Saga describes the murder of Earl John in c.1230, Hakon’s campaign to 

Scotland and his death in Orkney (Dasent 1894: clxx-clxxiii 155-158; cccxvii-cccxxxi 341-

370).  It also provides the earliest reference to the term eyrisland in an Orkney context 

(Vigfusson 1887: 363) and, as such, is significant for the discussion on the creation of fiscal 

units in Orkney (5.1.1). 

 

The Icelandic Annals record the consecration of three, and death of six, Bishops of Orkney 

from 1168- 1284 and mention seventeen Earls of Orkney (usually either when they receive 

the Earldom or when they die) as well as having passing references to events in Orkney 

and one mention of Shetland regarding the death of Archdeacon Andrew (Anderson 1922: 

vol.i, 555; Anderson 1922: vol.ii, 105, 139, 160,190, 213, 227, 236, 266, 314, 350, 369, 397, 406, 

451, 454, 460, 479, 513, 544, 551, 587, 607-8, 645, 665, 669, 675, 685). It is the Annals that 

record the drowning of nobles from Orkney in c.1232, which is referred to in chapter eight 

(Anderson 1922: vol.ii, 485).   

 

According to Mortensen, Historia Norwegie was written in the early part of the second half 

of the twelfth century in the Oslo area and survives in a fifteenth-century Scottish 

manuscript with Orkney connections (Mortensen 2003: 28-39). It records that the islands 

were subdued by the Scandinavians and used as a winter base from which to launch 
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attacks on Scotland, England and Ireland. In this short section it describes the Papar in 

Orkney wearing white robes and carrying books and the Picts as being dwarves who 

lived underground (Historia Norwegie, VI, Ekrem and Mortensen (ed) and Fisher (trans): 

65-69).  From the descriptions it seems that the Picts and the Papar had, by the later twelfth 

century, become figures of almost supernatural dimensions as if known only from a 

distant memory.  Crawford used this passage in the debate surrounding the fate of the 

Picts and the question of who the Papar were and whether there was continuity of 

Christianity within the islands. This is of significance for the contextual background to the 

medieval parochial system (Crawford 1987: 166-168). Adam of Bremen records Bishops of 

Orkney and legates from Orkney arriving in Bremen, as well as providing invaluable 

background material on the conversion and development of the church in Scandinavia 

(Adam of Bremen, Tschan 2002: book 3 xxxiv 134; book 3 lxxiii 180; book 4 viii 192). 

 

 
There are a number of useful later written sources which, when considered with great 

caution, can provide a large amount of information.  Of particular relevance are early 

charters and deeds mentioning chapels/churches, church lands, estate lands and the 

division, amalgamation, selling and buying of land in the centuries before 16144 (Clouston 

1914).  However, the most valuable later sources for settlement analysis are a series of 

Skat Rentals, which detail land for taxation purposes. The earliest Rentals date from 1492 

and 1500 and are thought to have been based on a now lost ‘Auld Parchment Rental’ 

dating back at least to the time when William Sinclair managed the islands (1434-1470) 

(Thomson 1996: ix; 2001: 206).  The original 1492 Rental does not survive and the version 

used is a copy made in the early eighteenth century by James Mackenzie (OA: D8/5) and 

published by Thomson in 1996.  This Rental gives the names of some four hundred farms 

and townships, gives their value in pennylands, and lists the Skats (taxes) and rents that 

                                                 
4
 In 1614, at the behest of Bishop Law, the Bishopric and Earldom lands of Orkney were separated out and 

Orkney was divided into Bishopric and Earldom parishes, thus rearranging the ownership of land (Thomson 

2001: 298-299). 
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were paid.  The later Rentals include similar information and, therefore provide a means 

of investigating patterns of settlement and ownership at the time they were compiled. 

They are the earliest source that can be used to do this.   

 

The settlement patterns in the Rentals were projected back by previous antiquarians to 

explain early medieval settlement in Orkney (see 5.1). Thomson rightly regarded this as 

dangerous stating, ‘great care is needed in using Rental evidence outside its own period’ 

(1996: vii).  However, the lack of other sources means there is a great temptation to use the 

information in the Rentals to help explain possible settlement development in the high 

Middle Ages. By considering the Rentals with other documents from the fifteenth century, 

place-names, Saga sites and archaeological sites, it is possible to speculate how some of 

the settlements in the Saga may have developed, or disintegrated, in the 300 years 

between the mention of a house in the Saga and the mention of it in the Rentals. Although 

this is by no means an ideal way of looking at medieval settlement development, it is 

currently the only way to do so in a uniform manner across the archipelago.  

 

1.5.3 Place-names 

The place-names of Orkney were comprehensively studied by Hugh Marwick and 

published in a number of articles detailing place-names and antiquities by parish in 

Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Society (1923a and b; 1924a; 1925; 1927; 1931), in a 

book on Rousay (1947), in his seminal work Orkney Farm-Names in 1952 and in The Place-

names of Birsay (1970, based on names collected by William Sabiston).  Place-names 

provide the most useful reminder of the extent of the Old Norse language in Orkney in 

that the old names are almost entirely Old Norse in origin.   
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Place-names record ‘aspects of history that may otherwise have been forgotten’ (Stewart 

and Strathern 2003: 6) and are important factors in understanding the social life of places 

as much as the origins of places.  That certain places have retained names recording the 

holy or Christian nature of a place is an important indicator of the continued significance 

of that place and the local perception of it.  All the place-names of Orkney are relevant in 

this study and special notice is taken of those that include a dedication (i.e. Marykirk) or 

mention of  ‘chapel’ or ‘kirk’, as well as the names indicating prominent settlements.   

 

The place-name analysis in this study was based on work by Marwick, Thomson and 

Jakobsen, particularly when considering settlement patterns and the development of 

settlement within the parishes.  There is no attempt made to etymologise names, as this is 

something only trained philologists can accomplish.  However, where the research has 

shown that place-name derivations are unfounded, these have been noted in the 

inventory entries. For example, Marwick assumes the existence of a chapel at Curcabreck 

in Rendall (REN1) but there is no evidence for this. In fact, the landscape analysis showed 

the topographical situation of the farm as unusual for a chapel site. 

 

1.5.4 Folklore and Tradition 

Folklore is a relatively modern concept introduced into English in 1846 by Agerman 

(Gazin-Schwartz and Holtorf 1999: 8–12).  It is extremely important as it retains 

underlying features within an area considered noteworthy by local people.  Often folklore 

has political or religious motivation and is consciously created and maintained (Layton 

1999: 28).  However, other aspects of folklore are developed through time and through 

common understandings of particular places.  Both these aspects are relevant to the study 

of parish formation, as it was a political and religious event, and the continued sacredness 

or not of a site is particularly insightful in understanding its use over time.  Folklore can 
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provide clues as to how a particular group of people understood and interpreted sites 

within their area.    In folklore the place is the important feature, not the time (Burström 

1999: 35, 43). Therefore, the material must be considered with caution, as most of the 

folklore recorded in Orkney is relatively modern and cannot be safely used to understand 

the landscape in the twelfth century.   

 

Linked very closely to folklore are traditions, because they also record what is considered 

to be important and significant about an area.  However, unlike folklore, tradition tends to 

be information that is written down at an early date after which it becomes static, 

suppressing historical changes in the intervening period (Tosh 1999: 10).  Yet recorded 

traditions are also useful as long as they are considered in context. For example, traditions 

concerning churches recorded by ecclesiologists and ministers (Low [1774] 1879; Muir 

1885; Neale 1848; Pococke 1887) where the acts described are often presented as 

superstitious tendencies, which is a subjective remark, but the buildings where the acts 

took place are also described and there is no reason for the description not to be accurate 

(Brough of Deerness DEE2; St Mary’s Kirk HAR5; St Tredwell’s PWE3).    These sources 

are particularly useful as they are often the first and sometimes the only record of 

archaeology which has now vanished or been reduced to amorphous mounds.   

 

 

1.6 Summary and Conclusions 

The above chapter has provided a general overview of the theoretical inspirations behind 

this study and has outlined how these different theoretical concepts combine to form a 

relevant methodology applicable to the particular context of this thesis and the sources 

available.  The methodology was chosen so that the most could be gained from the 

material available and, consequently, the question of the origin and early development of 
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the parochial system could be addressed in the most holistic and informed manner.  A 

significant aspect of the methodology was that the medieval sites should be understood in 

terms of temporality, spatiality, contextuality and reflexivity.  These areas are included in 

the main discussions throughout the thesis and inventory. In the following two chapters 

the historiography of the parochial system, in the wider European context and at a local 

level, will be discussed providing a reflexive context.  
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Chapter Two 

 

Literary Review 

 
 

This chapter will review the written evidence on parochial development in Scotland, 

Norway, Iceland and England, and provide a summary of papal objectives regarding 

parochial administration in the high Middle Ages.  Scotland and Norway have been 

chosen as they are geographically and culturally closest to Orkney in the medieval period, 

so their parish development is most relevant when considering Orkney.  England is 

included because the parochial systems in Scotland and Scandinavia were influenced by, 

and developed from, the English parochial system. The papal objectives are given as these 

were to be applied to all Christian countries and so were relevant to all areas covered in 

this review.  Iceland has been included to exemplify the detailed information that can be 

obtained when there are good written and archaeological sources and is for comparison 

with Scotland and Norway 

 

It is crucial to understand the way in which the parish has been studied in the last 150 

years in order to make sense of the current state of knowledge, and a basic summary of 

histories and theoretical approaches is in section 1.1.  The histories, or narratives, focus 

predominantly on the powerful and important in society as these are the people on whom 

the sources are based (Barrell 2000; Burleigh 1988; Dowden 1909; 1910a; 1910b; Fletcher 

1997; Hudson 1994; Lynch 1992; MacGibbon and Ross 1896; Mundy 1983).  Inevitably the 

discussion is dominated by these accounts and, consequently, the parochial system is 

presented as an almost uniform development of a rather static and centralised system.  

Little attention has been paid to regional variation, mainly because of the limitations of 

the historical evidence but also because the studies are written from national perspectives.   
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Recently attempts have been made to understand the impact of the parochial system in 

specific areas through more localised studies.  These studies have been partly or 

predominantly archaeologically based and, as a result, are not confined to using only 

historical sources (Blair and Sharpe 1992; Brendalsmo 2003; Brink 1996; 1997; 1998; 

Hansen 2003; Jones 2000; Morris 1997; Rogers 1992 and 1997; Vésteinsson 2000).   Another 

important development is the use of landscape theory as a means of achieving a better 

understanding of predominantly historical subjects (see sections 1.1 and 1.2; Carver 1998; 

Corcos 2001; Driscoll 2003; Gilchrist 2001; Sharpe 1992; Stamper 2001;Vésteinsson 2000).  

A good example of what has been achieved in Scotland by using a landscape approach is 

in Carver’s paper where he discussed the way in which three forms of Christianity 

present in seventh to ninth century Scotland can be identified in the landscape through 

archaeological investigation. Whilst Vésteinsson’s excellent example of an 

interdisciplinary study of the parish considered the impact and development of the 

parochial system at a more localised level, his interpretation emphasised the fluid nature 

of the church in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries and, as such, provides a 

more realistic picture of the origins of the parochial system in Iceland (Vésteinsson 2000, 

section 2.2.2).   

 

In Norway and Scotland there has been a distinct lack of research on the development of 

the medieval parish, or on the locations and settlement contexts of parish churches and 

chapels. Exceptions to this are the works of Ekroll on the stone churches of Norway and 

Skre’s work on parish formation (Ekroll 1997; Skre 1995).  The general lack of research is 

because there is a lack of historical documentation.  By using a landscape-based approach 

it is possible to focus on the location of the churches and chapels in the parish, and the 

factors that may have influenced their locations.  The summaries below are contextual and 

outline the current theories on parish formation in Scotland, Norway and England.  
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Firstly, a brief summary is given of the church in western Christendom in the high Middle 

Ages and what its aims and policies were in respect of parochial development and 

ecclesiastical administration of a Bishopric, including parishes.   

 

 

2.1 The Church in the High Middle Ages 

The twelfth century saw the ‘Europeanization of Europe’ in the spread of a shared culture 

by means of conquest and influence (Bartlett 1993: 269).  This culture originated in the 

lands that had once been the mainstay of the Carolingian Empire and a large part of this 

culture was associated with the promotion of the Latin Church, its spiritual and 

organisational frameworks.   The Church had been growing exponentially in 

independence and authority since the Gregorian reforms of the eleventh century. From 

c.1050 new institutional and cultural uniformity was created through the development of 

the machinery of authority and communication, and the strengthening of a Christian 

identity; an expression of which was the building of parish churches across much of 

Christendom (Bartlett 1993: 243, 250; Hamilton 2003: 45 –46; Helle 1998: 68; Sawyer and 

Sawyer 2000: 112-3).   

 

As had always been the case, the preferred means of structuring Christian ecclesiastical 

organisation in the high Middle Ages was to base it on the civil administration of an 

urban Roman framework (Fletcher 1997: 451).  However, in places where no Roman 

system existed, the church adapted and permitted Bishops to be attached to royal courts, 

even when they were itinerant, as was the case in Ireland (Fletcher 1997: 454).  

Nevertheless, the object was always to create territorial Bishoprics with fixed urban seats 

and, during the twelfth century when the papacy’s control over the church in the west 

grew, the routine use of legates promoted reform in the fringes of Christendom. For 
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example, around 1152 Nicholas Breakspear overhauled the Norwegian Church and John 

Paparos created four territorially based Archbishoprics in Ireland (Fletcher 1997: 453, 455, 

488; Hamilton 2003: 44-45; Helle 1998: 67; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 115).   

 

In implementing Church reform, these legates established new Archbishoprics and 

Bishoprics, particularly around the peripheries of Western Europe. Within these new 

ecclesiastical structures the impetus was on the Bishop to establish properly administered 

pastoral care.  In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, in areas where Christianity was new 

or had not been as organised before, these reforms saw the implementation of the 

compulsory payment of tithe.  Tithe necessitated the creation, often for the first time, of 

parishes and particularly parish boundaries.  It was through the exaction of tithe that the 

Bishop could obtain a steady income and thus better support his parishioners, clergy, 

churches, cathedrals and himself.  In order to exact tithe, parish churches had to be 

designated and the land divided so that people knew to which church to pay tithe. A 

portion of the tithe was reserved for the provision of the parish church clergy and the 

upkeep of the parish church.  Tithe was a critical factor in the division of territory and a 

means of allowing better organisation of the church through steady income (Bartlett 1993: 

304; Fletcher 1997: 465-468; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 110-1).    

 

However, this uniformity was not only of ecclesiastical administration but went hand and 

hand with uniformity of public worship, liturgical practice and institutional loyalty 

(Bartlett 1993: 243).   A sign of this was the increase in devotion to the universal and 

apostolic saints, which was expressed in the dedications of chapels and churches during 

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Bartlett 1993: 273-274; Hamilton 2003: 55).  This 

spread of the popularity of the universal saints was also expressed in the Christian names 

of the population, where local names were replaced with names such as Peter, John, 
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Margaret, Catherine and Nicholas.  This can be seen in the Scots Dynastic family from 

c.1200, where Gaelic and Scots names were replaced with names of saints and of Norman 

Kings of England.  In order for this uniformity to spread and be accepted, there must have 

been a network in place that was promoting such changes. Such a network can be seen in 

the newly created parishes, served by priests who were influencing the parishioners 

(Bartlett 1993: 274-280; Fletcher 1997: 480-482).   

 

By creating parishes and allocating priests to the parish churches, the Bishops were 

responsible for implementing pastoral care to the whole population and this was the final 

stage of Christianisation.  The existence of parish priests meant that a universal message 

could be ministered to parishioners across Europe, and thus the transmission of a shared 

culture was possible; a culture which shared in a deep devotion to the Virgin Mary and 

the apostolic and universal saints, a culture where naming children after saints and 

important rulers became popular, a culture where it was preferable to follow wide-spread 

trends than to be localised and insular.  

 

 Structures of pastoral care varied from place to place depending on local circumstances of 

environment, piety and power but the principle messages of the Church remained the 

same (Bartlett 1993: 274-280; Fletcher 1997: 465; Hamilton 2003: 55).  It is for this reason 

that it is difficult to trace influences on a church system that was put in place as part of 

these twelfth and thirteenth century reforms. The local variations that could tell much 

about influences were superseded by the need to be part of a Europe-wide culture.  

Thankfully, some aspects of local culture survived these reforms, especially in places 

where the church had been established for a long time before the twelfth century.  These 

are the aspects one must look for, and try to untangle, in order to consider what 

influences there were on the church in Orkney. 
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2.2 The Parochial System in Scotland 

There is general consensus that the medieval parochial system was consolidated 

throughout the realm of Scotland by David I and modelled on the English parochial 

system (Barrell 2000: 54-5; Bartlett 1993: 54-5; Burleigh 1988: 95; Cowan 1961: 44, 50; 

Fawcett 1985: 7-8; Lynch 1992: 80-2; MacGibbon and Ross 1896: 31; Macquarrie 2004: 109, 

117; Mitchison 1990: 24-7; Oram 2004: 147; Pagan 1988: 50-2).  In developing the church, 

David made use of the decayed diocesan structure which was in place in the former 

Pictish and Scottish Kingdoms. Where this had not existed or was no longer evident, he 

created new dioceses, for example, Caithness, Moray and Ross (Fawcett 1985: 8; Barrow 

1996: 66-8; Driscoll 1998: 47-51; Barrell 2000: 10, 42, 44-5; Macquarrie 2004: 114; Oram 2004: 

156, 158). These three dioceses were in the northern part of Scotland where royal control 

was less well established and where David had to make a concerted effort to establish 

royal power. The creation of dioceses helped to stabilise and maintain his hold over these 

troubled areas (Lynch 1992: 82; Oram 2004: 92-93, 96, 105-8). 

 

From documentary evidence, historians agree that the process of medieval parish 

implementation began in the late eleventh century and was in place by the early 

thirteenth, when the first taxation roll of Scottish benefices appeared (1274) (Cowan 1961: 

52) and was, therefore, in line with the reforms throughout Europe (see above; Driscoll 

1998:47-8).   This process was carefully administered and controlled by David, who 

granted land with the condition that churches were built by the new landowner (Fawcett 

1985: 24).  This deliberate policy of church building created a landscape where the parish 

and the feudal unit were one and the same (Cowan 1961: 50-1; Driscoll 1998: 50-1; Barrell 

2000: 55).  This union was formalised when David made the exaction of tithe compulsory 

and the parish thus became a legal and territorial entity (Cowan 1961: 50-1; Bartlett 1993: 

304; Barrell 2000: 55; Oram 2004: 158).  David, following in his mother and brother’s 
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footsteps, propagated the foundation of monastic institutions, which, through 

appropriation and benefices, guaranteed the foundation and continued existence of 

church and parish units (Oram 1998: 81). Monasteries did not die like individuals and, 

once they owned the land and churches, they could not sell (Cowan 1961: 52).  David’s 

monastic initiatives ensured monasteries were established that could act as administrators 

of parish churches and ‘in nearly every case the first recorded mention of a parish church 

occurs in a charter announcing that it has been given to some monastery’ (Burleigh 1988: 

52).  David also formed parishes in his newly created burghs (Cowan 1961: 51).   

 

The influence of the English church on the parochial system was a result of David I’s close 

contacts with the English court. A large number of new landowners who came back to 

Scotland with him were Anglo-Normans familiar with the parochial system in England, 

which they replicated (Fawcett 1985: 24).  Their knowledge of, and familiarity with, an 

organised church system probably accelerated the development of parochial structures.  

By using his experience of the church in England, David was able to develop and 

manipulate the parochial system in Scotland to his advantage and create a society 

whereby he not only controlled the church but feudal structures were also developed.  

The parochial system was a crucial factor in the institutionalisation of Scotland and the 

incorporation of the country into mainstream European society.  Orkney was not included 

in David’s ecclesiastical reforms as it was part of the Kingdom of Norway. David’s 

envisaged Scottish Archbishopric included Orkney within its territories but this was of no 

consequence as his attempt to seek papal approval failed. It does, however, show that he 

desired to assert Scottish influence over the Norwegian ruled archipelago (Crawford 2003: 

146; Oram 2004: 155).  The people of Orkney must have known of David’s reforms and, as 

his power increased and his control of the North became more secure, his actions would 

have been closely monitored by the Earls of Orkney.   
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Two regional studies of Scottish parishes, namely Gray’s paper on the boundaries of 

estates in the Caithness diocese (1923) and Rodgers’ doctoral study of the parishes in 

Perthshire (1992 and 1997), suggested that the parochial system in Scotland, like Scottish 

settlement and economy, was regionally variable, developed at different rates, and was 

administered in a variety of ways.  The Scottish parochial system was strongly influenced 

by the King and implemented through Royal land grants, the formation of monasteries 

and creation of burghs.  Clancy’s paper on the parish of Annat, addressed the origins of 

the parish from a place-name perspective and is an illustrative example of the significance 

of place-names in studying early ecclesiastical development (1995). In general, the 

influence of pre-parochial church organisation and the parochial system at a more local 

level is less well researched.  Fawcett’s excellent work on the church buildings has led to 

increased understanding of the buildings and their use, but there has been less attention 

paid to placing the buildings in their landscape context (Fawcett 2002). This lack of 

context is especially pertinent in Caithness and Sutherland, where the landscape was 

culturally complex with Scandinavian, Gaelic and Scottish influences evidenced.  

Caithness is of particular significance to the Orkney Earldom as it was the bridge between 

Scotland and Orkney (Crawford 1977). 

 

 

2.3 The Parochial System in Norway and Iceland 

European-wide histories provide an overarching and rather superficial view of the 

parochial system in Norway and its colonies (Mundy 1983: 56, 335, 346). However, 

Scandinavian historians and archaeologists provide accounts of church development and, 

although most work has concentrated on the early conversion period, there are several 

studies that have considered the development of the parochial system (Nyborg 1979; 
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Helle 1988; Sawyer 1988; Skre 1988,1995 and 1998; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000; Vésteinsson 

2000; Christiansen 2002; Brendalsmo 2003; Hansen 2003; Cowdrey 2004; Sawyer 2004).   

 

Evidence for the parochial system in Denmark is better documented than in Norway.  In 

Denmark initial conversion was early and influenced by England and Germany, mainly 

through King Knut and the auspices of the diocese of Hamburg-Bremen (Sawyer and 

Sawyer 2000: 105-112; Forte et al 2005: 358).  However, structurally the church was in its 

early stages in the eleventh century, and Svein Estridsøn (1047-1074) began to free the 

church in Denmark from Hamburg-Bremen supremacy and to establish a national church 

under Royal control during his reign as King (Forte et al 2005: 361). An independent 

Scandinavian province was established with the creation of the Archdiocese of Lund in 

1103/1104 during the reign of Svein’s son Eirik (1095-1104) (Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 115; 

Forte et al 2005: 372-374).  This was followed, fifty years later, with the creation of the 

Archbishopric of Nidaros in Norway by Nicholas Breakspear.  This Metropolitan See 

included the Norwegian colonies in the British Isles as well as Iceland and Greenland 

(Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 115).  Church development in Denmark was embroiled in the 

political struggle between the papacy and the German Empire and this shaped the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy and the appointment of Bishops (Cusack 1998: 135-146; Sawyer 

and Sawyer 2000: 114-5; Forte et al 2005: 357-391; Nyberg ND: 4-7).   The influence of 

Feudalism was also felt in Denmark as it was throughout Scandinavia, perhaps more so 

because of its geographical and political situation (Gelting 1988). The church in Denmark 

influenced the church in Norway, but English and German influences were more 

apparent.  This section will discuss present knowledge of the parochial system in Norway 

and Iceland; the two areas of Scandinavia most relevant to this study.   
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2.3.1 Norway 

Christianity reached Norway later than central Europe and the King’s hold over the 

Bishops was maintained for longer than in most of Western Europe (Mundy 1983: 335).  

Norway was Christianised by the eleventh century but the parochial system was not in 

place until several generations later (Roesdahl 1998: 167).  The parochial system in 

Norway is generally agreed to have been significant because it was through the 

establishment of local churches that a network was created to unite the country, which 

helped strengthen Royal power (Helle 1995: 29; Solli 1996: 95; Larsson and Saunders 1997: 

85; Roesdahl 1998: 147; Saunders 2002: 92).  Therefore, the King desired to maintain strict 

control over the development of the church and did so by founding the first churches, 

endowing early church estates and appointing Bishops (Helle 1988: 48, 50; Helle 1995: 29).   

 

A loose organisation based on a hierarchy of churches preceded, and was incorporated 

into, the parish system.  At the top of the hierarchy were Hofuðkirkjur / fylkiskirkjur 

founded by the King, equating roughly to one or two churches per small fylke5, with 

boundaries matching old secular units, and playing a similar role to Anglo-Saxon Minster 

churches in England (Helle 1988: 50-1; Skre 1998: 15, 18).  A middle class of Heraðskirkjur, 

founded by Kings and rich landowners developed in some areas in the twelfth century 

and administered to smaller units (Helle 1988: 51).  Also in the twelfth century, private 

chapels, hœgendiskirkjur or Eigenkirchen, were erected and maintained by chieftains 

(Brendalsmo 2003: 253).  The close ties between the secular lords and the priests meant the 

church had an aristocratic appearance in its early stages (Helle 1988: 51; Skre 1998: 13-15).  

The dominant position of the Hofuðkirkjur and Heraðkirkjur lessened as the parochial 

system took shape throughout the late eleventh and twelfth centuries (Sawyer 1988: 36) 

with the creation of a large number of parish churches (Sognekirker) from all levels of the 

                                                 
5 Fylke is translated into English as county or province and was the intermediate administrative 
unit between state and municipality (Helle 1988: 50).  
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hierarchy. Most other churches went out of use, although some chapels remained in 

existence (Helle 1988: 50-1; Sawyer 1988: 41; Skre 1995: 203-207; 1998: 15).      

 

The development of the parish is usually only briefly mentioned because of the lack of 

documents so that the accounts are general, although the importance of the parish is often 

stressed. Helle wrote that the parish was the foundation of church organisation. But, due 

to the lack of source material, could only state that, ‘gradually the whole country was 

fitted into a parochial system’ (1995: 77).  Again, Roesdahl was equally general, ‘it took 

several generations before a network of churches, parishes and Bishoprics covered 

Scandinavia’ (1998: 167). Andersen argued for a gradual development of parish churches 

that was ‘hardly completed until the end of the twelfth century’ (1988: 66).   Adam of 

Bremen’s writings on the church in Denmark are used as the basis for what may have 

been taking place in contemporary Norway (KLNM 1982: vol.xvi, 375-6; Sawyer 1988: 37-

40; Sawyer 1998: 143; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 100-110).  

 

The origin of the parish unit has been strongly contested.  Taranger firmly believed the 

parish system to be of Anglo-Saxon origin (1890), whilst Olsen argued the parish 

represented continuity between pre-Christian and Christian organisation (1928: 331).  

Likewise, Brink stated that in ‘parts of Norway the church used the prehistoric settlement 

district in creating a parish’ (1997: 401).  Andersen disagreed stating that the parish 

churches were not created ‘to fit into an already existing lay district division, but … were 

introduced to meet the religious and political needs of the King and the local people’ 

(1988: 66).  To a certain extent, Christiansen agreed with Andersen stressing the 

fundamental nature of the family as the main social unit within rural Norway and 

showing how the church, with the need to support priests and the imposition of tithe, 

resulted in the creation of larger ‘parish’ units (Christiansen 2002: 65).  Sawyer argued in 
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1988 and 2000 that ‘the assumption…that medieval parishes preserved the structure of 

pre-Christian units, is therefore fallacious’ (Sawyer 1988: 41-2; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 

111), and yet in 1998 stated that in certain areas in Norway ‘the Christian church adapted 

itself to, and so preserved, patterns inherited from the pagan past’ (Sawyer 1998: 143).   

Although the basis of the parish is still debated, it is generally agreed that tithe imposition 

in the latter part of the twelfth century created the need for parish boundaries (Sawyer 

1987: 86; Sawyer 1988: 41-2; Brink 1997: 398; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 111).   

Ecclesiastical structures in Norway were influenced by different countries including 

Denmark and Germany, but most strongly by Anglo-Saxon England (Helle 1988: 46; 

Lidén 1988: 72; Sawyer 1988: 38; Roesdahl 1998: 166; Sawyer 1998: 140; Nelson 1999: 118; 

Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 111).  Most of the early Bishops were of English origin, for 

example Bishop Grimkell, Olaf Haraldsson’s leading Bishop (Jones 1984: 378; Sawyer 

1988: 38; Roesdahl 1998: 165). Church buildings and the constitution were also established 

in an English style. For example, masons from Lincoln built Nidaros Cathedral. In 

addition, fragments of English service books have been found (Lidén 1988: 76; Sawyer 

1988: 38; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 111, 116) and English monks established the first 

Cistercian Houses in Norway (Bartlett 1993: 258).  Most importantly, the formal 

reorganisation of the church, including the formation of national churches, was impelled 

by the visit of the English papal legate, Nicholas Breakspear, in the 1150s (Cant 1995: 105; 

Abrams 1998: 110; Bagge 2003: 51-53). In the eleventh century Earl Thorfinn’s foundation 

of a church for the Bishop at Birsay may have been one of the influences behind Olaf III 

Kyrre’s decision to found churches dedicated to Christ in Trondheim and Bergen, and to 

establish permanent Episcopal seats there (Helle 1988: 47; Lidén 1988: 72-3).   

 

As the church evolved it developed a particular Norwegian form, combining aspects from 

the influences of English and Germanic missionaries and from the existing society (Helle 
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1995: 81).  Most churches were built by 1250 and formed part of a well-established 

ecclesiastical institution with reasonably independent authority.   The first Archdiocese of 

Norway was established at Nidaros in 1152/3 (Imsen 2003).   The creation of the 

Archdiocese and the establishment of a separate Norwegian province was significant as it 

allowed the church to become independent of the farmers and the monarchy through the 

creation of an ecclesiastical hierarchy linked to an international church (Helle 1988: 53; 

Helle 1995: 68; Imsen 2003; Saunders 2002: 92; Vésteinsson 2000: 118).  

Although the evidence is poor, it can be concluded that the parochial system was 

introduced by the King and strongly influenced by English ecclesiastics. The parishes 

incorporated earlier land units in certain parts of Norway but were new creation in other 

areas.  The deliberate royal control over the establishment of the parochial system is 

similar to Scotland, although there was no earlier ecclesiastical organisation in Norway on 

which to base the medieval system.  The reforms of the church in the twelfth century were 

led by an English legate and brought the Norwegian church into line with universal 

doctrine (see above). 

 

2.3.2 Iceland 

One of the most comprehensive studies of the development of the church in Scandinavia, 

and one of relevance to Orkney, concentrates on Iceland (Vésteinsson 2000).  The wealth 

of early Icelandic sources provides a history of the church and its organisation, where the 

people behind the development of the church are revealed.  These sources are themselves 

an indication of the developed nature of the church as it is only with the advent of 

organised Christianity that records can be produced and preserved (Vésteinsson 2000: 37).  

Vésteinsson stresses a very secular-dominated ecclesiastical development, where the 

church was dependent on the ruling/richest secular landowners, even without a 

dominant royal power. Because of the nature of the sources, Vésteinsson is able to give 
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detailed accounts of church development in relation to important men, especially Bishops 

and priests, and the state.   

 

The development of the Icelandic church was complex and lengthy beginning with the 

establishment and control of private churches by the richest men (termed goðakirkja) in the 

eleventh century and ending, after a long struggle, with the separation and definition of 

the church as a distinct part of society in the thirteenth century (Sawyer 1988: 39; 

Vésteinsson 2000: 45; Sigurðsson 2003: 122). The early churches were small, built in a 

similar location to the earlier pre-Christian cemeteries, and associated with skeletal 

material, suggesting that, initially, burial was the important factor in church location 

(Vésteinsson 2000: 52-7). The development of the churches was congruent with the 

growth of the chieftains and the economy in Iceland (Vésteinsson 2000: 67).   Therefore, 

Iceland’s church development is unique as the political importance of the church and the 

influence of the chief men on its development were essential factors in the style and form 

of church organisation.  This is evident in the early imposition of tithe in 1097, where the 

chieftains primarily approved tithe for their own benefit as the church owners received 

half the payment (Vésteinsson 2000: 69-92).   This is in contrast with Norway where tithe 

was later imposed and at a different rate (Helle 1995: 84; Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 111).  

Although, in a recent study of Trøndelag, Brendalsmo has suggested that owners of 

private churches may have been responsible for the introduction of tithe, as in Iceland 

(2003: 246-253). 

 

The church in Iceland, as in Norway, began as an integral part of secular society  (Sawyer 

1998: 58; Sigurðsson 2003: 122-127; Vésteinsson 2000: 193) and developed into a dominant 

and separate institution (Vésteinsson 2000: 209).  The early ecclesiastical influences came 

from the British Isles as well as from Norway (Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 104).   The 
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parochial system developed in parallel with the growth of the independence of the church 

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.  Parishes were congruent with single estates in 

many instances and, less commonly, could include two or more estates (Vésteinsson 2000: 

209).  The lack of monastic influence on the development of the parochial system 

differentiates Iceland from Scotland, England and Ireland where monastic institutions 

played important roles in the early administration of parish systems (Cowan 1961: 52; 

Vésteinsson 2000: 133-5).   The history of the church in Iceland, as postulated by 

Vésteinsson, helps elucidate the possible development of the church in the Earldom of 

Orkney where there are certain similarities in situation, but no early sources of the same 

quality.  As in Iceland, there is a lack of known monasteries in Orkney. Also, in Orkney 

the designation of parish churches shows a close relationship between Bishop, magnate 

and Earl, just as in Iceland, although in Orkney there was a clear hierarchy with the Earl 

being the most influential (section 4.3.2.1).   

 

 

2.4 The Parochial System in England 

There are many studies that discuss the establishment of the parochial system in England 

(for example, Stoney 1918; Briggs 1983; Stenton 1989; Blair and Sharpe (eds) 1992; Morris 

1997; Aston 2000; Bartlett 2000; Campbell 2000; Hadley 2000; Jones 2000; Pounds 2000; 

Gilchrist 2001; Stamper 2001; Corcos 2001). This is due to the large number of sources 

available for study.  N J G Pounds’s History of the English Parish (2000), R Morris’s Churches 

in the Landscape (1997), and A Jones’s A Thousand Years of the English Parish (2000) provide 

comprehensive and detailed accounts.  These studies describe the chronology of parochial 

development, although they use different source material: historical sources, archaeology 

and architecture respectively.      
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Corcos and Gilchrist have challenged older narrative accounts of the church in England 

by emphasising the symbolic nature of church buildings and the impact the church had 

on the community (Gilchrist 1999 and 2001; Corcos 2001).  These post-modern approaches 

to the church have brought to the fore many new areas for research and have stressed the 

importance of the individual parishioner (section 1.2).  It is difficult to see how these 

ideals can be realised when studying the parochial system in Orkney, where the available 

evidence is much more limited than in England. These studies have shown what can be 

achieved when the evidence is available, and their focus on the individual has influenced 

this thesis where consideration is given to how the parish was formed and to the 

relationship of the churches to settlements and features in the landscape. In this way some 

of their ideas are being emulated, albeit on a more general scale as restricted by the source 

material.    

 

The parochial system in England, as in most of Western Europe, was only firmly 

established in the twelfth century as a result of papal legislation. This reinstated the 

importance of the parish as a territorial unit and restricted each parish to one church 

which had the right to collect tithe, to administer the cure of souls and to bury the dead 

(Hadley 2000: 38; Hadley 2001: 42; Jones 2000: 49; Morris 1997: 28, 226, 229, 237 and 2.1).  

The English parochial system, as it was structured in the twelfth century, was based on 

several earlier forms of pastoral care with varying levels of organisation, which were 

regionally diverse and were preserved to differing degrees (Jones 2000: 42; Blair and 

Sharpe 1992).  These forms have been grouped in two by Jones: Roman/British and 

Gallic/Irish (Jones 2000: 42-7; Morris 1997: 128-133).  The Roman/British forms are loosely 

based on a Minster system, where a major church in a large district was responsible for 

sending out priests to administer to a number of chapels within its bounds (Hadley 2000: 

37-8; Jones 2000: 42-7; Hadley 2001: 11).  The Gallic/Irish system consists of a number of 
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small independent churches and a monastery, all of which were responsible for extended 

family units within a large, tribally defined territory (Aston 2000: 43-62; Jones 2000: 42-7).  

One of the main features of these early forms is that they administered to large districts 

reflecting the social organisation of the time (Sharpe 1992: 84; Thacker 1992: 139).  In many 

cases these large districts were refined and reduced in size throughout the tenth, eleventh 

and twelfth centuries (Morris 1997: 228). 

 

The basis of the parochial system was established during the tenth century at the 

instigation of King Edward (who made tithe payment compulsory), King Edgar, 

Archbishop Dunstan, Archbishop Oswald and Bishop Aethelwold (Stoney 1918: 326; 

Wollasch 1999: 173; Jones 2000: 48, 68).  These five men created fledgling parochial 

structures in areas under their control. These were developed, integrated and amended in 

the eleventh and twelfth centuries to form a parochial system as part of a centrally 

administered reorganisation of the country.  These parish units, which had taken years to 

form, were fluid and changed according to the political and ecclesiastical climate. They 

were almost in their finished form by the end of the eleventh century but were only 

finally cemented in the thirteenth century through canon law (Morris 1997: 147, 229; 

Campbell 2000: 125; Jones 2000: 49). It is important to stress, however, that, in certain parts 

of England, there had been no organised pastoral care prior to the eleventh/twelfth 

century and we should not imagine that England had a successful uniform manorial 

Minster system throughout its bounds before 1066 (Morris 1997: 133, 232).   

 

The transfer of power in the eleventh century changed England dramatically because the 

native thegnhood was replaced by a French-style feudal aristocracy (Bartlett 2000: 13, 202-

218; Briggs 1983: 53).  However, the new landowners took on, ran and developed already 

established estates and churches and therefore the landscape, in many areas, was 
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relatively unaltered in terms of building locations and settlement units (Briggs 1983: 53; 

Campbell 2000: xxvii; Hadley 2001: 39-40).  The proliferation of churches rebuilt in stone, 

or possibly founded for the first time, on manorial estates in the eleventh century is 

significant and coincides with the transfer of land ownership.  It would imply, contrary to 

the general consensus, that the parochial system was not firmly established until the end 

of the twelfth century when the erection of churches became much less common (Jones 

2000: 119).  It is also significant that the majority of parish churches were built very close 

to the main hall on the estate, suggesting that the churches were originally proprietary. 

 

In England the development of the parochial system was a slow and complex process.  

Early structures of pastoral administration existed and were developed, altered and 

overlain with later structures until the medieval parochial system emerged in the eleventh 

century and was confirmed in the twelfth century.  The early development of the 

parochial system ensured that the English system, even when at an embryonic stage, 

influenced the development of the church in other countries where Christianity was less 

well established, for instance in Norway in the eleventh century and in Scotland in the 

twelfth century.  It is for this reason, more than any other, that the English parochial 

system is of such significance to this study. 

 

 

2.5 Summary and Conclusions 

The parochial system that is familiar throughout Europe today was one of the final stages 

in the Christianisation of an area.  Being the most localised level of church organisation, 

the parochial system could only be fully appreciated once those in power were converted 

and Bishoprics in place.  Once the parishes were established, they provided a source of 

stability for the whole community because territorial boundaries were created and the 
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population was tied, through their homes, to a church by tithe payments. This stability 

was something that was often lacking due to changes in secular authority. 

 

The parochial system implies a degree of formal organisation and stability in those areas 

in which it existed.  The stability and authority provided by this system was not quick to 

be implemented but evolved over a long period of time.  It could be suggested that the 

first missionaries performed a primitive form of pastoral care to communities. However, 

this lacked the inherent permanence, hierarchy and obligations of the later parochial 

system.  Indeed, the formation of the parochial system was a medieval construct. 

Although started much earlier, the formalisation of the religious needs of the people was 

part of a high medieval reorganisation of the church and part of an attempt by the church 

to free itself from secular dominance.  The irony is that there are essential ties between the 

secular and the ecclesiastical within the parochial system.   

 

 The fundamental feature of the parochial system was a territorially defined parish unit 

where pastoral care could be administered and tithe collected.  Therefore, the creation of 

these units is the key to understanding the origins of the parochial system in territorial 

terms, whereas changes in the power of the church provide the reasons for the creation of 

a formalised ecclesiastical system throughout the whole of Christendom. The parochial 

system in some places was based on pre-existing (mainly secular) territorial divisions and 

in other places, was a new creation but, in both instances, could only be implemented 

with the co-operation of those who held the land.  

 

Four main factors affected the formation of parish units. Firstly, pre-existing territorial 

land units often defined parishes. For example, the English parish system retained some 

Anglo-Saxon land divisions (Jones 2000: 30).  It can be argued that, in areas of England, 
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Scotland (and to a lesser extent Norway), the church, although providing a central focus, 

was not the main reason for the existence of the parish.  In many cases the parish, or at 

least the territorial unit on which the parish was based, predated the introduction of 

Christianity.  The church did not always create new land units for the basis of the parish 

but refined those already in existence, which explains why there is such varied parish 

size.  Even in Kent, which had a continuous Christian tradition from 597, the parish sizes 

ranged from 140 acres (0.56km2) to 15000 acres (60km2), depending on when and where 

they were established (Jones 2000: 62-67).  In Norway churches were often built near to 

prominent pagan burial mounds by landowners and chieftains, thus preserving inherited 

pre-Christian patterns of settlement (Jones 1984: 143). There was usually more than one 

church in a parish, indicating that Christianity was established before the ecclesiastical 

parish system was formed.  This implies that patterns of worship in a less-structured form 

were present prior to the advent of the parochial system and this less-structured pattern 

influenced the layout and form of the later parishes.  

 

Secondly, parishes were based on areas of secular importance where there were groups of 

people, be they estates (Fawcett 1985: 24), villages (Fossier 1999: 45) or towns (McKitterick 

1999: 136).  In general churches were ‘manorial’ and ‘proprietary’ being built in 

association with local centres of administration, usually founded by rich landlords on 

their estates (Barraclough 1970: 101). The erection of a church, as well as providing the 

patron with spiritual fulfilment and a place for worship and for burial, was a symbol of 

prestige, power and wealth, as he owned the church and decided who could attend.  The 

provision of pastoral care required that churches be in centres of population rather than in 

isolated areas and often these proprietary churches were upgraded to parish churches 

because of this.  
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Thirdly, those in authority affected the creation of parishes. The King could either request 

the formalisation of the church in his Kingdom or could choose not to. For example, 

David I of Scotland wanted the introduction of parishes (Fawcett 1985: 8), whilst Sverre of 

Norway argued with Rome and was excommunicated (Sawyer and Sawyer 2000: 117).  

The Bishop was important because he was responsible for creating the parochial 

infrastructure, as seen in England with Dunstan, Aethelwold and Oswald and in Iceland 

with Bishop Gissur (Jones 2000: 69; Sigurðsson 2003: 122).   

 

Fourthly, the formation of parishes was part of a Western European formalisation of 

settlement and society in which tithe payment played a considerable role.  The early 

Middle Ages saw the development of a more structured society, which could be termed 

feudal in England and Scotland and quasi-feudal in Norway. Church reforms in the high 

Middle Ages made use of the relationships formed through feudal societies to extend 

their authority.  Church organisation partially fossilised settlement by creating permanent 

centres, based around parish churches, and this permanence was enhanced, defined and 

derived from the imposition of tithe, which resulted in the parish becoming the unit of a 

territorial tax.   

 

In conclusion, there are four Europe-wide similarities in the origin of the parochial system 

in England, Scotland and Norway.  These are that, when available, there was a tendency 

to use pre-existing land units; that there was a need for the pre-existence of Bishoprics and 

secular support; that the imposition of tithes was fundamental and there was almost 

always a link with secular power centres.   These similarities, and the factors affecting 

parish formation, highlight links with secular society. However, the main reason for the 

formation of parishes was to provide spiritual care for the population and to improve 

church administration.  The growth of institutions in the high medieval period affected 
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ecclesiastical organisation, as it did other administrative frameworks.  This explains the 

formalisation that occurred in the twelfth century, which finally established the parochial 

system and cemented it in such a way that it remained almost unchanged until relatively 

modern times.   

 

This chapter has summarised the main features of the parochial system in three countries, 

all of which are relevant to Orkney.  Chapter three provides the historiographical context 

for the study, by reflecting on those scholars who have most influenced medieval 

ecclesiastical studies in Orkney.  
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Chapter Three 

 

Orkney: A Review of Medieval Ecclesiastical Studies     

 
 

This chapter examines the development of the study of medieval ecclesiastical history in 

Orkney by discussing previous works on the parishes, chapels and parish churches, and 

their authors.  The historiography of medieval history in Orkney is particularly significant 

as the clear agenda behind the numerous publications on medieval Orkney written in the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth century is revealed, allowing a more critical 

evaluation, of the secondary material.  

 

 

3.1 The Sixteenth to Nineteenth Centuries 

A number of descriptive accounts of antiquities in Orkney, including within them chapel 

and church sites, were written from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century.  Six of these 

descriptions are of importance to this study.  The first and earliest description - although 

only extant in three later manuscript copies - was written by Jo Ben and describes Orkney 

as he found it in the sixteenth century (Ben 1805, 1922 and 1985).  His description records 

the folklore and archaeology of the islands and includes several church descriptions; the 

most detailed being that of Flotta.   From the tone of his description, it is possible to 

suggest that Ben was a clergyman.  The second description, written by the Reverend 

Wallace in 1693 (1883), was very detailed and was used as a basis for histories by later 

antiquarians such as Barry (1805) and Tudor (1883).  The third, a Tour, written by the 

Reverend Low in 1774 (1879), was in a similar vein to Wallace’s earlier account.  These 

two accounts contain detailed descriptions of chapel sites and of folklore pertaining to 
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chapels and churches within the islands.  The final three accounts, written by the 

ecclesiologists Neale (1848), Muir (1885) and Dryden (1868, 1878 and 1884) in the 

nineteenth century, were the first accounts to describe the ecclesiastical sites of Orkney in 

detail.  These studies provide a valuable source of information on many of the more 

prominent medieval church sites.  It is out of this context that the nineteenth and 

twentieth century antiquarian interest in church sites originated and the scholars noted in 

sections 3.2 and 3.3 used the aforementioned sources.  These early accounts are 

fundamental in understanding how and why the history of the church developed in the 

way it did.     

 

 

3.2 Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century Investigations 

The two decades either side of the turn of the twentieth century saw the publication of a 

number of articles on the church in Orkney.  These included the only comprehensive 

account of the history of the church in Orkney to have been written to date (Craven 1893; 

1897; 1901; 1912), several parish church history accounts such as Birsay Church History and 

Sanday Church History by the Reverend Goodfellow (1903; 1912) and Clouston’s work on 

chapels and the parish churches (1918a; 1918b; 1927a; 1927b; 1932a; 1932b).  The majority 

of these studies were undertaken by churchmen and focused primarily on the later, 

better-documented history of the church, with only brief and general presentations of the 

early church, its foundation and development.  However, a few of the histories stand out 

because their authors attempted to understand the creation and development of the 

parochial system, and they are discussed below.  

 

3.2.1 Craven 

Archdeacon Craven, in his History of the Church in Orkney from the Introduction of 

Christianity to 1558 (1901), used dedications, archaeological evidence, the Orkneyinga Saga 
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and documentary evidence to provide a chronology of church buildings and also a history 

of the development of Christianity.  In using a number of earlier accounts, including the 

important and excellent work by Dryden (Dryden 1868; 1884; and in MacGibbon and Ross 

1896), Craven provided a tentative account of the church and its development.  He stated, 

‘At the death of William the Old, we may suppose that every district in Orkney was 

provided with a Christian church, it need not be supposed that as yet the diocese had 

been divided into parishes’ (1901: 71).  He did not consider the shape or bounds of the 

districts or detail the formation of parishes, but did list the churches he considers to have 

been in existence.   

 

Craven’s history is comprehensive and, in the later sections of the volume and subsequent 

volumes, his historical judgement and use of sources is very good.  His account of the 

early church is fairly general, demonstrating his credibility as an historian in that he 

considers only the sources available to him; it is the dearth of material that has resulted in 

the limited history presented.  This is not to his detriment, as Craven’s account provides 

an excellent record of the state of knowledge at the turn of the nineteenth century.   

 

3.2.2 Johnston 

Alfred Wintle Johnston was a prominent figure in Orkney’s antiquarian movement, 

although he did not live in Orkney.  He wrote on many subjects, including the church, 

where he discussed the rival claims to the Bishopric of Orkney by York and Hamburg-

Bremen, the imposition of tithe payment, burial ground divisions in Norway, conversion 

of the Vikings to Christianity and Early Christianity in the Northern Isles (1914; 1915).   In 

an article on the excavations at the Round Kirk in Orphir, Johnston concluded that ‘we do 

not know when ecclesiastical parishes were formed, nor do we know whether existing 

civil districts were adopted for that purpose.  There is no specific mention in the Saga of 
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an ecclesiastical or civil district’ (1903a: 183). This is the only mention of the parish in his 

work on churches.  He worked around the lack of information on the parish by 

emphasising the role of the town as ‘the unit of Orkney topography’, with the implication 

that the parish was less important (1903b: 461).     

 

Johnston’s main interest was taxation and therefore he researched tithes in detail (1914: 

222-230; 1915: 52), concluding that tithe payment was ‘imposed on Orkney and Shetland 

in the early twelfth century at the same time as it was laid on Norway, by King Sigurd the 

Crusader’ (1914: 224).  Johnston believed the church in Orkney was highly organised from 

a relatively early date, and based on a Norwegian model (1915: 52).  This interpretation of 

the Orkney church and its Norwegian influence was shared by most scholars at this time, 

with the academic trend being to emphasise the ‘Norseness’ of all aspects of Orkney’s 

medieval past in a deliberate attempt to diminish any notion that Scotland may have had 

influence in the medieval period.   

 

Johnston’s articles form part of a collection of medieval church research dating from the 

turn of the twentieth century.  Although the church was not his main research interest, he 

wrote many comments on churches and the ecclesiastical history of Orkney in Old Lore 

Miscellany as well as the articles mentioned above.  Contemporaries and subsequent 

scholars scorned some of Johnston’s theories because of the apparent political agendas 

within his research.   This certainly is the case for much of his work on Udal Law and 

medieval taxation but less so for his work on the church, which was less politically 

motivated. Nevertheless, it was nationalistic in that he emphasised the close relationship 

between Orkney and Norway.   Johnston excavated the Earl’s Bu and Round Church in 

Orphir, and produced influential articles detailing his interpretation of the site (Flett and 

Johnston 1900; Johnston 1903a and 1903c).  Subsequent studies have challenged his 
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conclusions and there is little doubt that his interpretation was based on a desire to find 

an important site rather than to describe the jumble of archaeology which he uncovered. 

(For the most recent and in-depth consideration see Batey 2003). 

 

3.2.3 Clouston 

Joseph Storer Clouston had a passion and scholarly interest in medieval Orkney that 

ensured that his contributions to the subject are still consulted by scholars today.  

Clouston wrote extensively on many aspects of medieval Orkney that had not previously 

been researched and he dedicated a large part of his life to discovering how his ancestors 

had lived and worked.  He was passionate about the Orkneyinga Saga and much of his 

work promotes and discusses the Vikings with whom he was so enamoured.  This passion 

for the ‘Golden Age’ of the Vikings was contrasted with a distain of the Scots who 

replaced these Norwegians and so there is a bias in his work towards Norwegian models.  

He was an historian who regarded history as political and institutional and so, like so 

many other historians of his time (chapter two), his narratives tended to focus more on 

systems and institutions. For Clouston, most of these systems were of Norwegian or 

Icelandic origin.  Nevertheless, Clouston was remarkable in his achievements and his 

contribution to studies in medieval Orkney is second to none.  

 

Clouston is the only scholar to have made a detailed study of the origins of the parochial 

system in Orkney.  The main impetus behind his research was to understand the large 

number of small chapels that were built in the medieval period throughout the islands.  

He first published his findings in two articles in Scottish Historical Review in 1918 (a and b) 

after which he discussed the chapels and parishes in his introductory sections to Orkney 

Parishes (1927b) before devoting a chapter in his History of Orkney to his final theories on 

the church in the twelfth century (1932a).   
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Clouston only briefly alluded to ecclesiastical parishes in his published work.  Under a 

section entitled ‘Origins of Parish Churches and the Parochial System’ he stated the 

parishes were, 

at least as old as the eyrislands (on which the ursland system was based). 
They were, in fact, relics of far-off heathen days adapted to christian 
purposes. When the church became an established and efficient 
organisation, it found the islands already divided into areas suitable for a 
parochial system (1932a: 154).   
 

Clouston’s tone implies the imposition from above of an ecclesiastical institutionalised 

system on the islands which made use of pre-existing parish and eyrisland units for its 

structure.  It is here that, unusually for Clouston, he seems to be focusing more on the 

system than the people behind the church developments and the buildings.  This is partly 

because he believed the early church ‘counted for little in matters of temporal wealth or 

power’ (1932a: 141) and also because there was less historical evidence available to him 

for this early period. Therefore, he did not attempt to put the church into a social or 

political context until he discussed the twelfth century. Clouston proposed that the 

twelfth century was when the Bishopric and the parochial system came into operation 

(1932a: 153-4). The significance of Clouston’s statement is that he believed the parishes 

and the eyrislands to have predated the Church and, moreover, possibly to have predated 

the arrival of the Scandinavians.  

 

In his History of Orkney Clouston proposed a two-part chronology for church development 

and, in doing so, he provided a context for these stages using the Orkneyinga Saga.  Stage 

one was the ursland6 chapel system, which encompassed the eleventh century and 

covered almost every parish, with the exception of four or five where head-churches were 

found.  Clouston dated the chapels and churches to before 1136 because this was the date 

                                                 
6 Ursland (or Urisland) is a corruption of the ON Eyrisland, meaning Ounceland.  The ounceland 
was a fiscal unit used to divide the land for the exaction of tax, it contained 18 pennylands and was 
1/8 Mark (5.1.1. below). 
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given for the canonisation of St Magnus and, as so few chapels and churches were 

dedicated to Magnus, Clouston thought they must have been dedicated before Magnus 

became a saint (1932a: 144). This seems credible although, as seen in the previous chapter, 

by the twelfth century local saints were losing favour to the universal saints, so it is 

possible that the chapels and churches dedicated to universal saints were dedicated after 

1136.  Clouston convincingly uses the church at Westside in Westray to show that the 

parish churches were ‘simply enlarged chapels’ (1932a: 145) and by noting the later 

private ownership of the land on which some of the chapels were built, he concluded that 

‘an early system of privately owned kirks or chapels…exactly as in Iceland and to some 

extent in Norway’ existed in Orkney (1932a: 145).   

 

Stage two of Clouston’s hypothesis was the formation of the Bishopric and the parochial 

system in the twelfth century.  He saw the Bishopric as the creation of Bishop William the 

Old, with the donation of Earldom lands being made by Hakon (as penance for killing 

Magnus) and by Rognvald (as a devoted Christian) (1932a: 151, 153-154).  The parish 

churches, according to Clouston, were enlargements of pre-existing chapels founded by 

the Earl or chieftain who held a Bu estate in the parish. In parishes without Bu estates he, 

‘was without a clue to the origin of their churches’ (1932a: 156).  

 

Clouston’s model is a little static and does not account for changes in settlement over 

time.  The notion that there could be something as structured as the ursland system in 

place needs to be reconsidered.  Clouston’s approach to the chapels was very much in 

keeping with similar systemic studies which relied on the assumption that taxation was 

imposed upon Orkney by King Harald Fairhair of Norway (870-930) and that, as part of 

this, the lands were divided into urislands. This is no longer deemed credible (Thomson 

2001: 214) and the chapels should be looked at bearing this in mind.  It is also necessary to 
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consider the impetus behind the building of the chapels, the origins of the parochial 

system and how these developed within Orkney. 

 

Clouston’s interpretation of the church in medieval Orkney, like Craven’s and Johnston’s, 

was based primarily on the Orkneyinga Saga and a Norwegian model but, unlike earlier 

scholars, Clouston undertook several excavations and a rigorous programme of fieldwork 

prior to publication.  Clouston’s excavations were primitive compared to modern 

standards and the stratigraphy of the sites was not fully understood.  Consequently 

Clouston’s interpretations suffered but, in embracing excavation, he was able to gather 

extra information to support his theories and, in doing so, was all the more convincing.  

Clouston’s work should not be undervalued. Without his research there would be a huge 

gap in our knowledge of Orkney’s medieval history.  Of particular value were his 

discussions on settlement development and his large collection of information and 

documents gathered from local sources (OA: D23/notebooks 1-10).   

 

3.2.4 Marwick 

Hugh Marwick was a native Orcadian with a background in secondary teaching and 

education, and a passion for English literature and language.  His main subject was 

toponomy and he dedicated most of his time to collecting and translating the names of 

Orkney.  He followed Olaf Rygh and Jakob Jakobsen closely in his etymological 

derivations of Norse names and also corresponded with Magnus Olsen (OA: D29/7/18).   

Initially he was interested in pre-Norse names which he claimed to have found and this 

led to correspondence with A W Johnston (OA: D29/5/2; OA: D29/7/18).   He produced 

five articles in the Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Society detailing the names and 

antiquities of islands in Orkney (1923a and b; 1924a; 1925; 1927), as well as three books: 
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The Place-names of Rousay (1947), The Place-names of Birsay (1970) and his seminal work 

Orkney Farm-Names (1952).   

 

Marwick had a close working relationship with Clouston and they discussed excavations, 

current theories and place-name derivations through written correspondence (OA: 

D29/8/9 and 10).  It is clear from his publications that Marwick respected and was 

influenced by Clouston, specially concerning the medieval history of the islands. The 

nature of their friendship is further revealed in a letter of condolence written by Marwick 

to Mrs Clouston where he states that ‘There is no one (apart from my own family) whose 

loss I could so much deplore.  I have often thought what an irreparable loss it would be to 

me if your husband were not here to consult and discuss with the manifold subjects we 

both had in common’ (OA: D23/35/222, folder 1, envelope 1).   

 

In the process of recording field, shore and house names, Marwick identified names that 

he concluded were possible indicators of churches and chapels.  Marwick based his 

theories of church development very much on Clouston’s model and used place-names as 

evidence.  It is clear from archive material that Marwick used local sources in collecting 

names. There are many letters listing names from various Orcadians including Robert 

Scarth of Binscarth, listing names in Firth; Johina J Leith with names from around 

Appiehouse, Stenness; Herbert Sutherland who provided over sixty names in Flotta; J R 

Leask on Eday names; James Miller on Stronsay names and William Sabiston of 

Scrutabreck, Birsay who provided the data for Marwick’s book on Birsay names.   Several 

of Marwick’s notebooks contain accounts of visits to islands, the sites he saw and people 

to whom he spoke. This is valuable, as Marwick does not reference his sources in his 

published articles.  The material shows that he made the effort to meet local people and to 

collect as many names as accurately as possible. He was also keen to record archaeological 
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sites and took notes, drew sketches and took photographs.  The following example is from 

a trip to Papa Westray: ‘Saw coped stone on grave in old Kirk with W Kirkness.  Old man 

Burgar of Bibbo told me that Binnas Kirk was on the mound on the outside of Kirkyard of 

St Boniface.  Also told tradition of people in St Boniface’s hearing the singing in Binnas 

Kirk’ (OA: D29/4/4/Notebook 6, 20). 

 

Marwick was an excellent onomastic scholar and his collections of local names provides 

modern scholars with vast, detailed and reliable records of place-names as found in the 

early twentieth century.  However, in his interpretation of medieval institutions, he, like 

Johnston and to a lesser extent Clouston, relied on late sources for his evidence, looked to 

Norway as a parent country for Orcadian institutions and was much too systematising in 

his approach.  He, like Johnston, was interested in taxation and land units and so was 

keen to discover Norwegian systems in Orkney.  This is best exemplified in his fictional 

portrayal of a Leidang system in Orkney in the medieval period (1935; 1949), where his 

obsession with systems and neatness led to his creation of a naval conscription method 

based on arithmetical principles, which was not plausible for the society for which he 

created it (OA: D29/8/10 (letter 26/02/1935); Smith 2003d: 12). 

 

Marwick’s desire to show Orkney as a daughter of Norway may well have been 

influenced by childhood accounts of oppression by Scots and British, and comparable 

stories may also have contributed to Clouston’s similar desire. Rousay, where Marwick 

was born, suffered Clearances at the hands of General Burroughs in the late 1800s and, 

consequently, the islanders had a great resentment of lairds and absentee landowners.  

This must have affected Marwick and it is interesting to see that he, like Johnston and 

Clouston, had a predisposition towards a Norwegian Nationalistic interpretation of the 

history of the Islands.  
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3.2.5 Goodfellow, Fraser, Dietrichson and Meyer 

A number of other antiquarians and interested locals produced material on individual 

sites, usually in the form of notes in The Orcadian, The Orkney Herald, Proceedings of the 

Orkney Antiquarian Society or Old Lore Miscellany.  Their relevant contributions are 

included in the inventory and consequently there is no need to mention these people 

individually here.  Finally in this section three authors should be mentioned as their 

works are widely known and their contributions need to be considered in context.   

 

Firstly, the Reverend Goodfellow, minister in South Ronaldsay, produced histories of the 

church in Birsay and Sanday parishes (1903; 1912).  Like Craven, Goodfellow’s interest lay 

in the later period rather than the early.  He recorded superstitions and traditions of early 

chapels, but refrained from producing an historical narrative on the early period and 

mentioned no sources for his information.  Goodfellow was a minister interested in past 

ministers of the church rather than an historian and so the reliability of the material in his 

books must be treated carefully.   

 

John Fraser recorded the antiquities of seven West Mainland parishes and, in doing so, 

discussed chapel and church sites occasionally noting local traditions otherwise not 

recorded (1923; 1924; 1925; 1926; 1927; 1928; 1929).  He appears to have based his 

understanding of the church on Clouston’s work and does not discuss the subject in any 

great detail.  Fraser is important as an independent source for traditions pertaining to 

church/chapel sites.  He wrote under the initials ‘JF’ in an article on Harray printed in The 

Orcadian in 1921. 

 

Dietrichson and Meyer published an important Norwegian volume entitled Monumenta 

Orcadica.   The Norsemen in the Orkneys and the monuments they have left with a survey of the 
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Celtic (pre-Norwegian) and Scottish (post-Norwegian) monuments on the Islands (1906).  In this 

high-quality volume they discussed ruined churches in Orkney in great detail with 

excellent drawings and careful analysis of the architecture of pre-Norwegian and 

medieval churches.  They proposed that the Celtic churches were long abandoned prior to 

the arrival of the Norwegians, and that they were architecturally distinguishable from the 

later churches, which they considered to have been based on a Norwegian model (1906: 

43-136).  They based their history of the medieval church in Orkney on the Orkneyinga 

Saga and Norwegian sources and, as a result, emphasised Norway’s influence on 

Orkney’s past through a study of its ecclesiastical architecture.   

 

3.2.6 Summary 

The ecclesiastically orientated work of Johnston, Dietrichson and Meyer, Clouston and 

Marwick form part of a large collection of material published on the Viking period which 

emphasised the Viking ‘Golden Age’ and formed part of a general ‘National-Romantic’ 

trend current at the time.  Similar studies were made in Greenland, Iceland, Scotland and 

England (Svanberg 2003: 29-52, 60).  Scholars were searching for their roots and their 

place in the world.  For the Orkney scholars, their main agenda was to find a past to be 

proud of and they found this in the Orkneyinga Saga, the history of swashbuckling heroes 

with flashing swords.  Clouston compared these ‘Golden’ Saga days with the days of 

oppression of the Stewart Earls and, in doing so, created a Romantic history of which his 

church studies formed a part.  He was influenced in this by Scandinavian scholars such as 

Dietrichson and Meyer, Olsen, Jakobsen, Brøgger and Munch (as evidenced in his 

acknowledgements and throughout his archive collection OA: D23; Svanberg 2003: 60-61).   

 

For Johnston and Clouston it was paramount to prove that the Norwegians and not the 

Scots created the institutions in the islands, for Norway was ‘the Old Mother Country’ 
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(Clouston 1926: 281).  Therefore, the histories all focus on Orkney as part of Norway and 

this is particularly relevant where the church is concerned as it is possible to argue that 

the development of Christianity in Norway in the tenth to twelfth centuries was different 

from that in Orkney. There had been a Christian society developing in Orkney from 

possibly as early as the sixth to the eighth centuries (section 4.2), which was not the case in 

Norway where Christianity arrived quite late after it had been well-established elsewhere 

(section 2.2.1).    Johnston and Clouston acknowledged the existence of Celtic Christianity 

in Orkney but made no attempt to consider any possible relationship between it and the 

later medieval church.  They also did not consider how the church in Orkney might have 

been influenced by Scotland, England and Western Europe, although they were well 

aware that the Earls and Bishops travelled widely.    

 

The prevailing trend at the time was to emphasise the ‘Norwegian-ness’ of Orkney and, 

therefore, a rather one-dimensional picture was presented where all influences were 

predominantly Scandinavian and occasionally generic. For instance, in 1918 Clouston 

cited King Sverri’s Saga as evidence for a chapel system similar to that in Orkney (1918b: 

225); in 1931, he noted that, in Norway, there was a public character to church 

organisation (1932a: 142) and, as a consequence, suggested that the Orkney system was 

more akin to the system in Iceland (1932a: 142).  Again, this emphasis can be seen when 

Clouston interpreted a site he excavated in Stenness as a Hof, like that found in Iceland 

(Clouston 1926: 287-88, ft.nt. 1).  Most overtly, the deliberate cultivation of studies into the 

Norwegian past is seen in the foundation of the Viking Club by A W Johnston in 1892, 

which indicates his desire to emphasise Orkney’s Viking past and proved to be important 

in providing an outlet for Scandinavian-based research in the North through the 

proceedings of the Saga-Book of the Viking Club and Old Lore Miscellany.   
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In restricting themselves only to Scandinavian sources of influence and by accepting all 

that the Orkneyinga Saga told them, these scholars were forced to produce static accounts 

of medieval Orkney, where most institutions, place-names and settlements were formed 

in the ninth and tenth centuries, and then remained, almost unaltered, for centuries 

thereafter.  These weaknesses are now obvious, as academic research has moved on 

considerably, especially in the fields of archaeological technique and methodology.  

However, the ideas of these historians continue to appear in accounts of the history of the 

islands.  This is a result of their continued dominance within the field of medieval studies 

in Orkney and the continued popularity of Nationalistic narrative histories.  Section three 

outlines more recent contributions to medieval ecclesiastical studies in Orkney and the 

authors mentioned are those who have, within certain spheres, challenged the theories of 

the antiquarians. 

 

 

3.3 Contributions since the 1930s 

The 1970s saw a renewed interest in research into Scandinavian Studies in Orkney after 

several decades where Radford had dominated early Christian history/archaeology in 

Britain, having excavated church sites throughout the country including Glastonbury 

Abbey, Whitby Abbey and the Brough of Birsay, Orkney.  Radford’s influential 

excavations of the Brough of Birsay, with Cruden, in the 1950s and 1960s may have 

partially spurred this renewal and his claim that he had found Thorfinn’s Minster on the 

Brough caused great interest and controversy (1959: 3, 7, 11).  Radford’s excavations were 

not the first at the Brough. Dryden excavated in 1866 and this was followed in the 1930s 

by a lengthy period of excavation and restoration headed by Richardson (see RCAHMS 

1946 ii: 1-5 (1) for his report of the site; Curle 1982: 13).  Radford’s reinterpretation of the 

Brough of Birsay was promulgated by Cruden at the Third Viking Congress and was 
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subsequently published (Cruden 1958).  The following year Radford expanded this new 

interpretation in the official Ministry of Works guidebook (1959). This has remained the 

only statement by Radford of his views on the site, excepting his contribution to the 

Birsay-dedicated volume of Orkney Heritage in 1983.   

 

Most of the new wave of research was archaeology based and several important 

ecclesiastical sites were excavated including the Brough of Birsay (Morris 1989, 19967; 

Morris and Hunter 1976a, 1976b; Hunter 1986), the Brough of Deerness (Morris 1976; 

1977a; 1978a, 1978b, 1979c, 1987; Morris with Emery 1986a and 1986b), Newark cemetery 

in Deerness (unpublished), and St Magnus Parish Church Birsay (Barber 1982; 1996).  

More importantly this era saw the reinterpretation of many of the ideas previously 

expounded by scholars both from Scotland and Scandinavia.  There is a great deal of 

material on the medieval period from this time, and only research directly related to the 

parochial system in Orkney will be discussed.   

 

3.3.1 Cant 

R G Cant is the only person to have made a comparative study of the chapels and 

churches in Orkney and Shetland in any detail, and he published his findings in 1975 and 

1984.  Cant’s interpretation of the churches and chapels of the Northern Isles suggested 

there was strong Norwegian influence in their development and form (1984: 176, 178).  He 

saw the chapels in Orkney and Shetland as having developed in different ways but 

appearing almost identical in the known archaeological remains (1984: 177).  He proposed 

that the chapels in Orkney were imposed from the top down by the resident Earl and 

Bishop and that the system was particular to Orkney, as a result of the independent 

nature of the islands (1984: 170-1, 174-5, 178).  Whereas in Shetland, the main influence in 

                                                 
7 There are also the following interim reports 1977b, 1978c, 1978d, 1979a, 1979b, 1980a, 1980b, 1981, 
1982, and 1983. 
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the twelfth century, Cant argued, was Norway and he saw the earlier chapels as 

developing from the bottom up because of the lack of an immediate controlling authority 

such as an Earl or Bishop (1975: 9, 15; 1984: 170-1, 174, 178).  He postulated a system 

where the chapels in Orkney and Shetland were administered by head-churches which, in 

the course of the twelfth century, developed into parish churches, albeit in different ways 

in the two island groups (1975: 11, 13; 1984: 177-8).   

 

Cant described the local ecclesiastical organisation in Orkney and Shetland as being 

‘based on the parish (sokn or sogn) under its parish priest (sognprest) save that in the 

scattered territories of the Norwegian church a single priest might be in charge of a group 

of parishes forming a “priest’s district” or prestegeld’ (1975: 11).  His use of Norwegian 

terms and his previous chapters suggest this was based on a medieval Norwegian system.   

 

The priests’ districts have proved difficult to understand and to substantiate with any 

source material.  Cant took his lead from Clouston’s divisions of the Earldom although he 

argued for fifteen districts rather than the twelve postulated by Clouston (1975: 11). It is 

possible to challenge the notion of priests’ districts from two angles.  Firstly, the concept 

behind Clouston’s Earldom divisions has been disputed through the discovery of flaws in 

his method (outlined in Thomson 2001: 71-2).  This is particularly evident in his lack of 

consideration of Shetland and Caithness which were part of the territory ruled by the 

Earls, and the artificial appearance of his divisions.  It seems more plausible that the 

priests’ districts discussed by Clouston and Cant were later in date, possibly after the 

Black Death8, and part of an ecclesiastical rearrangement from above rather than being 

original features of the parochial system.   

 

                                                 
8
 According to the Icelandic Annals Black Death ‘ravaged’ the islands in 1349 (Thomson 2001: 169). 
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Secondly, and more importantly, the term ‘prestegjeld’ is a Lutheran term for church 

administration and is not found in any medieval source in Norway (Steinar Imsen pers. 

comm.).  The term prästagiäld is discussed by Sawyer as a medieval Swedish term for an 

area served by one priest with a parish church and several annexe-churches (1988: 41).  

However, he does not provide a date for the first use of the term. It may well be that, in 

Sweden as in Orkney, the creation of larger areas with several churches served by one 

priest was a result of the downgrading of some smaller parish churches after the 

disastrous affects of the plague on the population, priesthood and economy, rather than 

being an original feature of the pre-parochial church, which, certainly for Orkney, can be 

argued not to have been so systematically organised (section 7.3). 

 

It is entirely possible that islands with more than one parish were at times served by only 

one priest, as evidenced from a 1567 document relating to Yell in Shetland (Johnston 1907: 

85).  However, this reference is post-Reformation and cannot be used as evidence for the 

existence of a hierarchical system with ‘priests’ districts’ as an integral part, being in place 

throughout Orkney and Shetland in the twelfth century (as Cant used it).  The validity of 

this suggestion is further cast in doubt by the fact there is no reference to such a system in 

Norway in the medieval period.   It is safer to disregard the priests’ districts and not to see 

them as part of twelfth century church organisation. There is no evidence to support their 

existence in the medieval period and the 1567 reference does not use the term, although it 

shows that priests could be serving more than one parish in the sixteenth century.  Due to 

the lack of evidence, this is where the idea of priests’ districts should be left.  

 

Cant, just like Clouston, Johnston and Marwick was determined to find a church system 

in the islands which would neatly classify and categorise the available material. It is in 

this context that his prestegjeld units should be seen. His work, useful in detailing what 
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was then new research, was largely based on late sources and Clouston’s research and 

consequently, his conclusions coincide with Clouston’s.  Although some of Cant’s theories 

are unsubstantiated, his detailed consideration of the church in Shetland and his 

exploration into the differences between the church in Orkney and in Shetland are very 

important.      

 

3.3.2 Lamb 

R G Lamb has done much to enhance our knowledge of the Pictish and medieval church 

both in terms of the archaeology of the ecclesiastical sites and the development of church 

organisation (1973; 1974; 1979; 1983; 1995; 1998).  He highlighted the existence of medieval 

hermitage sites, medieval monastic sites and ‘minster’ churches in the Northern Isles. The 

hermitage and monastic sites had never before been extensively studied and his detailed 

examination of many of the sites brought a large amount of new information to light 

(1973).  His discussion of the development of the church in the Pictish period, and his 

ideas on the church in the medieval period, have been influential and will be discussed in 

more detail in chapter four.  Lamb, more so than any other recent scholar, has challenged 

conventional interpretations of Orkney and its role both within Scotland and wider 

Europe.  He has postulated links between Pictish Orkney and the Continent, challenged 

the notion of a Celtic, insular church in the islands and used material from the Orkneyinga 

Saga better to understand secular and ecclesiastical sites (1981a; 1997; 1998 and section 

4.2).   

 

3.3.3 Crawford 

B E Crawford has produced a great amount of material on the medieval period in the 

Northern Isles (particularly her excellent Scandinavian Scotland, 1987). However, this 

summary discusses only her work on the high Middle Ages where she focused on the 
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wider context of the period by bringing external influences to light, and considered the 

role of the Earldom as part of the medieval world.  Some of her most important work in 

this area considered the effect of Scottish influence (1971; 1977; 1993b), as well as 

Scandinavian influence, on the Earldom (1993a).  Of particular importance is her edited 

volume on St Magnus Cathedral and Orkney’s Twelfth Century Renaissance (1988), the 

product of a conference held in Orkney to mark the 850th Anniversary of St Magnus 

Cathedral.  The papers within this volume clearly show the wide range of contacts that 

the Earldom had in the twelfth century and how influences of these contacts manifested 

themselves culturally and architecturally in the islands.    The volume exemplifies the 

advantages of combining different disciplines and scholars from both Scandinavia and 

Scotland to enhance understanding and promote academic debate.  More recent work by 

Crawford on the Papar in the North Atlantic and Houseby, Beaquoy, Orkney has 

challenged previous interpretations of the subjects, whilst a synopsis of the Bishopric of 

Orkney provides an excellent overview to ecclesiastical relations between Orkney, 

Scotland and Norway from the eleventh century to 1492 (2002; 2003; 2004; forthcoming). 

 

3.3.4 Morris 

C R Morris has discussed the church in Orkney as part of wider medieval archaeological 

investigations and has made considerable contributions to our understanding of Orkney 

from the ninth to twelfth century.  He excavated buildings and coastally eroding 

archaeology on the Brough of Birsay and around Birsay Bay (see references listed above) 

and the chapel on the Brough of Deerness (references listed above), as well as publishing a 

more discursive paper on the church in the North Isles (Morris 1990).   His work in the 

Birsay Bay area has produced a vast amount of data for the medieval period and for the 

settlement at Birsay.  Discussing the Brough of Deerness, Morris highlighted the problems 

encountered when dating the earliest medieval churches, and also postulated, using his 
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excavations as evidence, that timber churches may have preceded a number of the twelfth 

century stones churches.  Controversially, he has suggested that churches at the Brough of 

Deerness need not have been monastic, but that the associated buildings could have been 

secular, as found at the Brough of Birsay. In doing this he has challenged earlier academic 

opinion (Morris 1987: 126; Morris with Emery 1986b; Lamb 1973: 93-4; Lamb 1976: 147).   

 

3.3.5 Lowe 

C E Lowe studied early ecclesiastical sites in Orkney as part of an unpublished PhD thesis 

entitled Early Ecclesiastical Sites in the Northern Isles and the Isle of Man: an archaeological field 

survey, (1987).  He discussed in detail the Ounceland unit, and the relationship between 

Pictish and medieval chapels, by using a model based on his previous research in the Isle 

of Man.  He proposed a six-phase development model spanning the fifth to the fifteenth 

centuries, and used the development of chapels in association with settlement units as 

indicators of change and continuity, considering the location of the chapels within the 

units as significant (1987: 229-236).  He was therefore able to suggest both a chronological 

and geographical development for chapels in the Isle of Man which enabled the sites to be 

better understood in their historical and topographical context.    

 

This model was extremely useful when applied to the Isle of Man, which is no surprise as 

Lowe based the model on archaeology from there.  However, it is apparent, from existing 

source material, that such a model would not suit Orkney.  In the chapters preceding his 

model definition, Lowe outlines the differences between the Isle of Man and the Northern 

Isles and it is evident from the information provided that his model would not be as 

useful in analysing the sites in the Northern Isles (1987: 12-37, 51-101, 124-137, 159-177, 

191-200).    He writes that boundary associations of ecclesiastical sites in the Isle of Man 

are ‘at the very heart of this study’ whilst later noting that ‘the lack of boundary 
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associations in Orkney and Shetland may be due to chronological reasons…could be due 

to an element of discontinuity…if we disregard the Manx model, it may have been the 

case that the early Northern Isles sites were not located in these boundary zones in the 

first place’ (1987: 246-7).  This indicates the weakness of the Manx model when applied to 

the Northern Isles, which was apparent from his earlier description of the source material.    

 

However, his examination of the sites is excellent, producing a range of new material 

from surveying known chapel sites.  He recorded the dimensions of sites and noted their 

present condition, together with relevant associated archaeology.  Unfortunately, in some 

instances he did not discuss the site with the landowner and, as a consequence, failed to 

understand the later development of the site in terms of the surrounding settlement. For 

instance, at Skelwick in Westray (1987: Westray 8, 106-109) where his interpretation of the 

development of the settlement area failed to acknowledge the locally known tradition of 

the move of the farm-name ‘Kirkhouse’ from the site recorded in the Rentals to the 

present ‘Kirkhouse’ site.  This fact affects the interpretation of associated buildings related 

to the chapel site and its location within the settlement area.  Again, at Kirbist (1987: 

Westray 6, 100-103) local tradition records a very different location for the chapel site and 

one which is much more feasible in terms of settlement context and topography (WEC3).   

 

Lowe’s major excavations at St Boniface church, Papa Westray have revealed a 

considerable amount of information on the development of a settlement site from the Iron 

Age to the medieval period and how the focus and nature of the site changed over time.  

Of particular significance is the relationship between the secular and ecclesiastical aspects 

of the site and how they develop from the Pictish to the high medieval period (1998).  

Lowe has also excavated several burials at Newark in Deerness and has postulated that 

there is no evidence to confirm that the building interpreted by Brothwell as a chapel is 
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anything other than a later farm building (2000a; pers. comm).  This is a significant 

conclusion that challenges the accepted interpretation of the site and, as such, is 

fascinating.   

 

Lowe’s most recent work in Orkney, at St Nicholas Church in Papa Stronsay, has 

produced intriguing results which are likely to change our understanding of the 

relationship between the Pictish and medieval church, as demonstrated in his synthetic 

paper given at the Papar Conference in St Andrews in 2002.   The excavations have 

revealed an eleventh/twelfth century church built over a small oval structure with a stone 

setting in the centre, reached by means of a path, with a fragment of porphyry between 

the structures.  Lowe suggested this Later Iron Age oval structure was a beehive cell with 

a possible ecclesiastical association, hinting that the Papar name may have derived from a 

desire by the Scandinavian population to relate their church to something much older 

(Lowe, et al 2000; Lowe, et al 2001; Lowe 2002; Lowe pers. comm.; STP6).   

 

3.3.6 Summary 

Cant, Lamb, Crawford, Morris and Lowe all spent considerable time in Orkney and, as a 

result, their work is presented from a knowledgeable stance in terms of geography, 

history and archaeology.  Their research is more contextual than any preceding work and 

their understanding of the complexities involved in the creation of the Sagas also ensures 

that their historical narratives are realistic and not entirely Saga based.   The combined 

contribution of these four scholars has greatly enhanced our understanding of Pictish and 

medieval Orkney.  As a result it is now possible to reconsider the development of the 

parochial system, with the advantage of being able to utilise a corpus of contextual 

material and detailed excavation results hitherto unavailable. Much of this material is in 

the inventory.  
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3.4 Conclusions 

A number of studies have included the church in their sphere of research but only one 

study has focused on parish formation, and that is Clouston’s.  There have been great 

advances in knowledge since Clouston’s time, especially in the field of archaeology, and 

we now have a better understanding of medieval society, how it functioned socially, 

politically and economically both within Orkney and in terms of its European context.  

However, there is still a gap when it comes to the church.  Only Crawford has integrated 

the medieval church into society or into its European context in any detail.  We know 

there were chapels associated with large farms and estates, and that some of the parish 

churches were originally chapels.  However, we lack an understanding of the quality of 

the evidence behind these conclusions and also need to re-evaluate Clouston’s ursland 

chapel system (sections 6.1 and 7.3).  These are some of the areas that will be considered in 

the following chapters, along with the location of the sites, and how this may be relevant 

to their function (6.3.2).  

 

The importance of topography in understanding high medieval institutions has not been 

discussed and this study is pioneering a new way of considering the past.  In the 

inventory the main sources for each site are outlined and evaluated and the topographical 

context carefully considered in order to explore the spatial, temporal and contextual 

aspects of the development of the parochial system. This chapter and chapter two have, 

through historiography, introduced a reflexive element to the work9.  Chapter four will 

provide a detailed context for the sites by discussing previous occupation of the 

landscape, evidence for previous churches and a background summary of the Earldom. 

                                                 
9
 This is reflexive in the sense that the sources and previous academic contributions have been considered 

and evaluated from the outset as an integral part of the study. 
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Chapter Four 

 

Contextual Background 

 

 

This chapter provides background information specific to chapel/church sites in Orkney 

which will be referred to, with the material presented in chapters two and three, in 

chapters six, seven, eight and nine when discussing the chapel sites. The first section 

summarises settlement patterns that have influenced the location of high medieval 

settlements and chapel sites and provides a general presentation of religious sites from 

the Iron Age to the Viking period.  The second section summarises the Pictish church in 

Orkney in the context of later medieval chapels.  The third section provides a basic 

overview of the period from 1065 to 1231. This falls within the ‘high medieval’ period, 

1100-1300 and covers the time when the majority of chapels were erected and when the 

parochial system was established.  The aim of section four is to provide a brief historical 

context which will be further expanded and discussed in chapter eight.   

 

 

4.1 Settlement and Religion in the Orkney Landscape 

It is not the intention of this study to interpret and research patterns of religion and 

settlement throughout time. However, the pre-medieval settlement of the islands will be 

discussed before considering the church and its development.  The settlement of the land 

determines many aspects of society, of which church development is only one.  A general 

knowledge of settlement patterns improves interpretation of the locations of churches 

within the culturally complex landscape of medieval Orkney.   
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The landscape of Orkney is one of the best sources of evidence for understanding the 

history of the islands (even considering the extensive changes caused by agricultural 

improvements, see section 5.4).  As with all landscapes, it is a fragmentary source.  Each 

successive society has utilised the space of those who went before, incorporating and 

reacting with the natural features and the remains left by the previous dwellers to create a 

landscape of their own:  a personal space within the world and also a shared space with 

those with whom they interact.   In order to comprehend the complexities apparent in the 

medieval landscape, one must consider and be aware of how the previous inhabitants 

shaped and altered the landscape. This section, by discussing the monument/building 

types that are located near to chapels and medieval settlement, shows that those living in 

the medieval period dwelt in a land that had been lived in, altered and had been evolving 

for some four thousand years.   

 

4.1.1 Early and Middle Iron Age 

Current archaeological opinion sees dispersed farming units focused on the round house 

as the most common form of settlement in the Early Iron Age (Card 2005: 61-63).  

Examples of early round houses such as Quanterness (St Ola) and Bu (Stromness) indicate 

that they were probably home to an extended family group (Hedges 1993: 169).  These 

houses were large and may have marked the landscape as symbols of control and power 

by means of their external monumental architecture (Armit 1990: 196-198). Examples have 

been found in the vicinity of, or on top of, Neolithic tombs.  It is not known why Iron Age 

builders located their settlements at Neolithic sites (see Hingley 1996 and 1999), but the 

reuse of earlier settlements (Neolithic and probably Bronze Age) allowed for the 

utilisation of the already partially developed soils around the earlier settlements which in 

turn allowed for developments in agricultural practise seen in the Later Iron Age (Dockrill 

et al forthcoming).  The cultivatable land was limited, due to the geography of the islands 
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and so settlement remained focused in the areas most agriculturally viable and, over time 

as noted above, the soils developed and the land improved.  This improved land was one 

of the main reasons for subsequent generations to continue living in the same places.  

 

In the Middle Iron Age settlement became more nucleated and was often in the form of a 

village with quite a large population situated around a broch (Armit 1990: 200).  Brochs 

are currently regarded as having been monumental towered houses developing out of the 

roundhouse building tradition; a theory first promulgated in the later 1940s by Sir 

Lindsay Scott (1947).  In the 1950s and 1960s opinion shifted and supported Childe’s 

theory of the broch being a development of a fort tradition (1942: 244-9; 1946: 87-91, 95-6). 

The occurrence of brochs with contemporary villages is restricted to Orkney and 

Caithness.  There are 112 broch and possible broch sites listed for Orkney (RCAHMS 

CANMORE).  They are generally in coastal situations on the best land, similar to previous 

Iron Age and Neolithic settlement sites.   

 

The broch with contemporary village has been considered by some to reflect a centralised 

or politically sophisticated culture (Card 2005: 62). However, it may more accurately 

reflect reactions to pressure on land resources combined with a growing population.  The 

size of the brochs and the quantity of stone used in their construction has ensured that 

many still survive as amorphous overgrown piles of collapsed stone.  Since their disuse 

they have remained settlement foci, having been robbed for stone to build later structures 

including houses, chapels, farm buildings and dykes as well as being used, in one 

instance, as a refuge in the high medieval period (Orkneyinga Saga Guðmundsson 1965: 

xcii 249; Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: xcii 311; Egil’s Saga Pálsson and Edwards 1976: 

xxxiii 83).  The lack of references to brochs as buildings in the high medieval period could 

be taken to indicate that, by then, they were mostly reduced to rubble.  Not all settlement 
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in the Middle Iron Age focused around brochs as seen at Skaill in Deerness (Gelling 1993) 

and Pool in Sanday where nucleated settlement existed without a broch (Hunter 1990: 

179). 

 

Dockrill has associated agricultural developments in the Later Iron Age with the 

appearance of an elite associated with brochs; the power of the elite being founded on the 

redistribution of agricultural surpluses (Dockrill et al forthcoming).  Certainly there is 

evidence for an intensification and development in farming at this time and, as a result, 

parcels of improved farmland were established and developed around the settlement 

areas (Simpson 2002: 64-5).  This settlement pattern can be loosely compared to township 

settlements recorded for the first time in a systematic manner in the 1492 and 1500 Skat 

Rentals (sections 1.5.2 and 5.1), with the broch settlements and their farmland being 

located in similar situations to later medieval farmsteads (as noted in the context section 

of many of the inventory entries).  This is again a reflection of the land determining the 

location of settlements.  By the Later Iron Age, most of the then viable farm land in 

Orkney had been occupied and so the pattern of settlement was determined and only 

modified on a small scale until the nineteenth century when farming improvements 

allowed previously uninhabitable land to be drained and brought into cultivation and 

habitation (section 5.4). 

 

In contrast to earlier religious and ritual patterns, the Iron Age sees the deliberate 

construction of complex ritual structures within the settlement and therefore a specific 

ritual space is created within the confines of the domestic space.  The so-called ‘wells’ 

within the brochs are an example of what could be termed ritual constructions (Ritchie 

2003: 3-10), together with the complex underground structure at Minehowe and earth 

houses (Card 2005: 64).  There is a clear association between ritual, water and 
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underground in the Iron Age; a good example being Burghead well on the Moray coast 

(Ritchie 1997: 12-15).  In Orkney this association is reflected in the number of 

underground structures associated with water and the location of sites on the margins of 

wetland, or on islands in wet areas (Gurness, Loch of Isbister, Minehowe).   

 

Settlement in the Early and Middle Iron Age is particularly relevant to this study as 119 of 

the 220 possible church/chapel sites in Orkney are located within 500m of a possible Iron 

Age site and, of those, twenty-seven are parish churches, out of a total of thirty-six parish 

churches in Orkney.  The association with water in the Iron Age period may also be 

significant as a number of chapel sites either located on holms within lochs, on peninsulas 

jutting into lochs or on off-shore/tidal islands have been termed ‘Celtic’ and in several 

cases appear to be of early date (St Colm’s SRS5; Brough of Birsay BIR2; Bretta Ness 

ROU1; The Burrian ROU2). 

 

4.1.2 Later Iron Age and Pictish Period 

The Later Iron Age in Orkney covers the period c.200AD to c.850AD and incorporates the 

‘Pictish’ period (Card 2005: 61).  The archaeological and historical evidence for the Picts in 

an Orkney context dates from about the sixth century and often results in confusion in 

terminology.  The emergence of the Picts involves the first written references to Orkney of 

any detail.  These sources, however, are scant and, although Orkney is identified within 

the Pictish Kingdom, there is no record of the name of any Orkney Pict.  Archaeologically, 

material culture termed ‘Pictish’ is found increasingly in the islands from the sixth 

century and is most clearly demonstrated in the appearance of Pictish symbols carved on 

both portable objects and standing stones.  Therefore ‘Pictish’ is used in a general 

‘cultural’ sense as a convenient term for the sixth to ninth centuries in Orkney.  This 

‘Pictish’ period can be seen as the earliest part of the early medieval period which in 
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Orkney, as in Scotland, spans from c.600 to 1100, incorporating the Pictish and Viking 

periods (mid-ninth century to mid-eleventh century). 

 

Later Iron Age settlement continued in villages around the brochs (Howe for example) 

and at non-broch sites such as Pool, Skaill and Buckquoy.  However, through time, 

dispersed settlement became more common, for example at the Bay of Birsay where the 

houses were more detached than at the ‘villages’ and thus represent a more dispersed 

settlement although still maintaining a village-type structure.    Many of the excavated 

‘Pictish’ sites such as Gurness, Birsay Bay, Buckquoy, Skaill and Brettaness are found in 

close association with ‘Viking’ settlements (Buteux 1997; Marwick 1984b; Morris 1989; 

Ritchie 1977).  This settlement continuity shows that Iron Age settlement patterns were 

the basis for settlement in the Viking period.  

 

Symbol stones form part of the Pictish cultural assemblage and twelve have been found in 

Orkney (RCAHMS 1994), as well as other fragments of Pictish sculpture (e.g. the cloaked 

figure from Burness (FIR3)).  The construction, symbolism and meaning of these stones 

have been much discussed (Ritchie 1997).  Examples from Orkney have been found in 

association with later occupation of broch–period settlements (Burrian, North Ronaldsay 

(NRO2); Pool, Sanday) and in cemeteries (Brough of Birsay (BIR2)) as well as more 

isolated places (Knowe of Desso (EVI2)).  There is a general propensity for Pictish stones 

to be moved and few stones are found in their original contexts (Gurness (Evie), Burrian 

(Harray), Burrian (North Ronaldsay) Ritchie 1993: 186-7; Pool (Sanday) Hunter 1990: 185-

7). The majority have been built into or near later churches (BIR2; EVI0; HOL0; SRN0) and 

farm buildings, or lost (Oxtro), and, therefore, they can only provide limited information.  

Nevertheless, the stones represent authority and power and their erection implies the 

presence of an elite capable, through wealth and status, of erecting these monuments.  The 
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removal of the stones from their original positions and their incorporation into later 

buildings, particularly ecclesiastical sites, may be of significance, when trying to 

understand how later societies comprehended the Later Iron Age people.  

 

In the Later Iron Age the elaborate and enigmatic ‘well’ structures fell out of use and it is 

not clear with what they were replaced.  A pit in the centre of the Stones of Stenness has 

been dated to this time and may indicate ritual activity at the site (Ritchie 1993: 189).  Re-

use of earlier sites may explain the lack of identified ritual sites elsewhere in the 

landscape.  It is almost impossible to date burials precisely from 1000BC until the Viking 

Age because there is no tradition of grave goods and most sites were investigated before 

the advent of scientific dating methods. However, three different forms of burial have 

been identified and considered to be of Later Iron Age date, and most of the burials are 

found in association with Early Iron Age settlements.  

 

Firstly, inhumations and cremations in short cists have been found. A good example of a 

short cist cremation cemetery being at Oxtro broch (Petrie 1866: 76; Ritchie 1993: 190-1).  

Secondly, there are kerb cairn burials which are distinctive to the north of Scotland with 

examples from Buckquoy, where a circular-shaped kerb cairn was found, Ackergill in 

Caithness which provides the type-site and Sandwick in Unst which is very similar to the 

Ackergill example (Ritchie 1993: 191).  Finally, perhaps the most common form of burial 

identified is extended inhumations in stone-built long-cists (Ritchie 1977: 183-4). 

However, it is wrong to suppose (Close-Brooks 1984: 96) that long-cist burials always 

signify the adoption of Christianity (Downes 1997).   The long-cist cemetery at Moaness in 

Rousay has been interpreted as Christian and of Pictish date, and is particularly 

interesting in that several ‘pagan’ Viking burials were found near to, and respecting, the 

long-cist graves (Kaland 1993: 312).  This has been used as evidence to suggest that the 
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native population survived into the Viking period (Card 2005: 64). However, the graves 

had head markers and so would have been visible, whether or not a native population 

survived (Kaland 1993: 312).    Certain long-cist burials have been interpreted as Christian 

due to their location in cemeteries and their association with contemporary or later 

Christian sites; for example, the lower stratum of burials at the Brough of Birsay which 

interestingly also includes a square kerb cairn (Ritchie 1993: 190). Long-cist inhumation 

cemeteries become more common towards the end of the Later Iron Age and probably 

coincide with the gradual conversion of the population and the development of some 

form of ecclesiastical organisation within the islands. (For a comparable example see 

Proudfoot’s interpretation of Hallowhill long-cist cemetery in Fife, Proudfoot 1998: 57-73).  

The Pictish church is discussed in section 4.2. 

 

By the end of the Later Iron Age there is evidence for a society capable of producing very 

fine metalwork artefacts (Curle 1982; Ritchie 1993: 186) and pottery (Gelling 1984; 1993: 

179).  The society appears from archaeological and historical evidence to have been 

successful, and sophisticated and ruled, in 565, by a regulus (meaning a petty King) of a 

King of the Picts (Adomnán: ii 42, 196).  Orkney was part of a nascent Pictish Kingdom as 

evidenced in archaeological material culture and written sources (e.g. Dumville 1976: 

266), although there is no evidence for the form of relationship which Orkney had with 

Mainland Pictland or of any political or religious relationships which may have existed, 

excepting the term regulus mentioned above.   

 

The society was rural and the majority of settlements were on the coast, being located on 

fertile land comprising agricultural units developed from the Early Iron Age.  This 

settlement distribution was the basis of settlement that developed in the Viking and high 

medieval periods and, therefore, the upstanding Iron Age buildings and field patterns 
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influenced the formation of the landscape in later times; something that Clouston 

proposed in 1932 (Clouston 1932a: 348). 

 

4.1.3 The Viking Age 

Before summarising the settlement and burial practices of the Viking Age, the main 

debate concerning the establishment of Scandinavian settlement in the islands ought to be 

reviewed as it has a profound effect on the interpretation of the archaeological remains of 

the Viking period.  There are two extreme viewpoints recently expounded by Smith (2001) 

and Bäcklund (2001): one that the Vikings killed the entire Pictish population; and the 

other, that the Vikings gradually established themselves through trade and intermarriage.   

The first argument is based on the predominance of Norse place-names in Orkney and 

Shetland which Smith argues is evidence for the extermination of the original population 

of the islands (Smith 2001: 7-32; 2003).  Iain Crawford expounded a similar view for the 

Northern and Western Isles in 1977 using archaeological evidence from his excavations at 

The Udal in North Uist (Crawford 1981).   The second theory is based on excavation 

results from Buckquoy, where Ritchie argued that the archaeological evidence implied 

acculturation, with the gradual and ultimately peaceful replacement of Pictish material 

culture with Scandinavian artefacts. This stems from the discovery of a ‘Norse’ house 

with a ‘Pictish’ assemblage (Ritchie 1977; 1983; Bäcklund 2001: 33-48).  Several 

archaeologists and historians have challenged Ritchie’s interpretation of the ‘Norse’ house 

and her views on acculturation (Crawford 1981, 265; Smith 2001,15-17; Graham-Campbell 

and Batey 1998: 163).  

 

This debate is particularly relevant for understanding ecclesiastical and political 

development within the Viking period, as it is likely that the two hypotheses would have 

resulted in different developments.  Also, the two arguments highlight the lack of 
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evidence for Viking settlement in the early ninth century and this indicates that the Viking 

settlement may not have been as early as generally supposed (Thomson 2001: 26).  This is 

supported by the late dates of the pagan burials in Orkney, the ‘Pictish’ Flotta altar-panel 

and the St Boniface stones which have been dated to the ninth century (Graham-Campbell 

and Batey 1998: 127-140; FLO0; PWE0).  It is unsafe to assume there was Viking settlement 

in Orkney as early as 800 as there is a basic lack of evidence.  

 

Regardless of when the Scandinavian settlement began and whether there was a peaceful 

or violent beginning to it, by the end of the tenth century Orkney was inhabited by a 

culturally-Scandinavian-based society: this is evidenced in the style of housing (Kaland 

1993; Morris 1996: 231; Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 160-173), the material culture 

(Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 61-62, 128, 222, 235, 238) the personal-names, place-

names and descriptions of society (as given in the Orkneyinga Saga).  It is very unlikely 

that Pictish institutions such as the church organisational framework or land taxation 

survived such a dramatic change of culture, and the lack of evidence for continuity of any 

such institutions corroborates this (sections 4.2 and 5.1.1).   

 

Continuity of settlement is a different matter and it is clear that the Scandinavian settlers 

inhabited the same settlement areas as the preceding populations, as exemplified at Skaill 

(Deerness), Pool (Sanday) and Birsay (4.1.1 and 4.1.2).  The majority of known Viking 

settlements are located close to the shore.  These coastal farmsteads were ideally situated 

to exploit the maximum number of resources including the developed soils created in 

prehistory. They are often found near good bays allowing ease of sea access and 

communication.   
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The Viking settlement area most investigated in Orkney is that around Birsay Bay (Morris 

1989 and 1996).  The Bay at Birsay was a Pictish settlement focus of high-status prior to 

the arrival of the Scandinavians and this may explain its continued use in the Viking 

period (Ritchie 1977: 192; 1988: 5). One of the largest Earldom estates was located in Birsay 

and the seat of the first Earldom Bishopric in Orkney was established there (Orkneyinga 

Saga Taylor 1938: xxxi 18910).  There is evidence at Birsay Bay for several farmsteads and a 

church (BIR0) along with a settlement on the Brough of Birsay which includes a chapel 

and burial ground (BIR2).   A similar pattern of settlement has been found at Skaill in 

Deerness (Buteux 1997; DEE0, DEE2).     

 

Within 250 years of the first Scandinavian settlements in Orkney, a powerful Earldom had 

developed with its centre at Birsay (Crawford 1987: 63).  The number of settlements 

within the islands grew throughout this period as the Scandinavians gradually colonised 

the islands and expanded the already existing settlement patterns (Thomson 1986a: 214-5).  

The Orkneyinga Saga records c.1050 that Thorfinn ‘turned his mind to the government of 

his land and people, and to the making of laws’ (Taylor 1938: xxxi 189), which suggests he 

was attempting to develop governmental structures and, if correct, places him and 

Orkney ‘well in the forefront of eleventh century political development’ (Crawford 1987: 

80).  It is within the context of the Earldom that Christianity in the medieval period should 

be considered.  However, the continuity of settlement from the Iron Age to the eleventh 

century should not be used as evidence for continuity of administration or government as 

it is erroneous to assume that such structures remained unchanged within the islands 

over such a long period, particularly considering the cultural and population upheaval in 

the ninth and tenth centuries.  

 

                                                 
10 ‘Hann sat jafan í Byrgisheraði ok lét þar gera Kristakirkju, dýrlight musteri; þar var first settr 
byskupsstóll í Orkneyjum’ (Guðmundsson 1965: xxxi 80-81). 
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The Scandinavians who arrived in Orkney and settled, probably from the mid-ninth 

century, were of a pagan country and brought their pagan beliefs with them.  Orkney has 

the largest concentration of pagan graves from any region within Scandinavian Scotland. 

Analysis of the many varied grave-goods found associated with the burials has provided 

an estimated date-range from the mid-ninth to the mid-tenth century (Graham-Campbell 

and Batey 1998: 154).  The most common form of pagan burial was inhumation in 

cemeteries, an example being the cemetery behind the Viking mercantile settlement of 

Pierowall in Westray where the largest group of Viking graves yet discovered in Britain 

was found (Lamb 1993: 82).   

 

The evidence for Christian burial in the Viking period is very slight and problematic.  A 

long-cist cemetery at Saevar Howe in Birsay is the most securely dated site: it has been 

dated to no earlier than the tenth century and consequently has been ascribed as 

Christian. A large cemetery of c.250 individuals at Newark in Deerness (DEE4) has been 

tentatively dated to the ‘late Viking/Late Norse [sic]’ period (Graham-Campbell and 

Batey 1998: 51, 52, 167).   

 

One would expect Christian burials in association with churches.  However, the evidence 

for Viking church sites is limited and open to debate.  There is some archaeological 

evidence for two small chapels in use in Orkney by the mid-tenth century, at Newark in 

Deerness (DEE4) and at the Brough of Deerness (DEE2) (Barrett et al 2000: 13-14).   

Newark is located at a sheltered bay and the possible Viking chapel is part of a multi-

period site which includes Iron Age occupation, a medieval cemetery and a laird’s house.  

The existing evidence for a Viking chapel at Newark is not wholly convincing, although 

little can be ascertained because the site excavation report has not been published.   
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The Brough of Deerness has evidence for an early chapel which has been ascribed by 

different authorities as ‘very early Christian’, ‘Viking’ and ‘Late Norse [sic]’ (Dryden 1868: 

11-12; Radford 1962: 166-67; Morris with Emery 1986; Lamb 1973: 93-94). Excavations 

revealed that an early timber and stone-clad chapel was replaced with a stone chapel in 

the eleventh century or later and that there was an intermediate phase of activity between 

the two chapels associated with a coin of Eadgar (959-975) (Morris with Emery 1986).  It is 

therefore possible that the earlier timber and stone-clad chapel was not from the Viking 

period.   

 

The main problems in dating and identifying Viking church sites and Christian burials are 

the lack of datable architecture within the islands (a problem shared with the rest of 

Scotland), the lack of datable material in burial contexts, and the tendency to reuse 

chapel/church sites.  Viking Christian sites may be located under later church sites and, 

as a result, have not yet been discovered Alternatively, and more probably, the Viking 

period may have been a time when Christian traditions were only beginning to be 

adopted by the Scandinavian settlers with church building beginning in earnest in the 

eleventh century.   

 

Barrett has recently suggested that there may have been Christian and Pagan factions 

within Orkney in the ninth century, explaining the possible churches in Deerness and the 

late Pagan graves in Birsay. He further suggests that these factions need not have been 

‘native’ versus ‘Norse’ but possibly both Scandinavian (Barrett 2002: 220-1).  This is a 

controversial but interesting interpretation of the archaeological evidence and Barrett also 

used it to interpret the one contemporary written source, Vita Findani, which, if believed 

to record a real event and not to be a hagiographical construct, makes mention of a Bishop 

who Thomson (1986b) and Lamb (1995: 23) have associated with Papa Westray in Orkney.  
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According to Barrett’s hypothesis, the Bishop need not have been ‘Pictish’, as argued by 

Lamb, but could have been an Irish cleric.  Barrett cited ‘Norse/Irish’ archaeological 

parallels in the early buildings on the Brough of Deerness as support for his hypothesis 

(Barrett 2002: 221).   Barrett’s hypotheses offer an intuitive and attractive alternative to the 

more accepted interpretations (Morris 1987; 1990). 

 

The most explicit piece of documentary evidence for Christianity in Orkney in the Viking 

period comes from the Orkneyinga Saga. However, the dubious historicity of the early 

sections of the Saga must be stressed and the purpose of the passage may have been to 

enhance the reputation, power and Christian zeal of King Olaf rather than to record a true 

event. It is recorded that, in 995, Olaf Trygvisson met with Earl Sigurd and said ‘It is my 

will that thou have thyself baptised and all those under thee, else thou shalt die on the 

spot and I shall bear fire and flame through all the Isles’ (Taylor 1938: xii 149).  This 

passage is taken to record the first official conversion of Scandinavian-settled Orkney to 

Christianity, not the Christianisation of Orkney.  It is worthy of note that, although Olaf 

Tryggvisson tried, Norway was not made Christian under him.  The forcible conversion 

of Sigurd, and Orkney, apparently did not last either, if one believes the Saga accounts of 

his ‘heroic pagan’ death (Taylor 1938: xii 150; Magnusson and Pálsson 1979: clvii, 346-352). 

 

The Orkneyinga Saga provides less dubious evidence of paganism and Christianity 

through burial practise.  In the late ninth century Earl Torf-Einar ‘had a howe piled over 

Halfdan’ (Taylor 1938: viii 143) after he killed him indicating a pagan burial.  By the mid-

eleventh century, when Earl Rognvald Brusisson was killed, his body was moved from 

Papa Stronsay to Papa Westray where it was buried (Taylor 1938: xxx 185) possibly 

indicating a Christian burial as there is evidence of a church and monastery on the island 

(St Boniface Church, PWE0).  These examples, if nothing more, indicate that it was fitting 
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c.1200 to consider pagan burials appropriate in the late ninth century and Christian 

burials in the mid-eleventh century.  

 

Although the evidence outlined above is only partial, and in many cases of questionable 

value, it does indicate that, in the mid-ninth to mid-tenth centuries, individuals were most 

commonly buried in a pagan fashion and that, by the close of the tenth century, certain 

people were buried in a Christian manner in the vicinity of settlements (for example, 

Saevar Howe). However, the existence of tenth/early-eleventh century Christian 

foundations is less well supported and the Christian burial style alone does not 

necessarily equate with a wholly Christian society but could be seen as a stage within the 

conversion process.   

 

4.1.4 Conclusions 

There are a number of points to be drawn from this overview, the most significant being 

that the Scandinavians settled in a landscape with obvious settlement and burial foci from 

multiple previous cultures.  The settlement and burial patterns in Orkney throughout 

time have focused generally on the same areas. However, this does not imply continuity 

of settlements or similar conceptions of, and inhabitation of, the landscape.  The 

geographical limitations in Orkney restrict the amount of land available for cultivation 

and therefore restrict the areas of settlement.  These agriculturally viable areas have been 

occupied in different ways throughout time and, although the main location remains 

constant, the style, distribution and function of settlement and religious structures differ 

greatly.   

 

The overall picture reveals a landscape which, by the medieval period, had been changing 

and developing for four thousand years.  The remains of settlements and burial places 
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were still in many cases visible, although their original function was not necessarily 

obvious and, in most cases, the monuments had been witness to physical and conceptual 

alterations and reinterpretations.  These past monuments influenced, and were 

incorporated into, the medieval settlement pattern.  The decision to build settlements near 

to brochs may well have been initially purely functional.  However, the mounds and the 

remains of past settlements would have become part of the Scandinavians’ new home 

and, as such, would have been incorporated into their cosmology, as evidenced in the 

Norse place-name elements borg and haug and the traditions of Hogboons in Orkney 

(Holm 1999; Marwick 2000: 39-40).  How the Scandinavians interpreted their landscape 

would have depended greatly on whether any of the pre-Scandinavian population 

remained in the islands.  If the pre-Scandinavian population remained in the islands and 

inter-married with the Scandinavians, then the traditions and memories of past 

generations could have been transmitted. Whereas, if the majority of the natives were 

killed or fled, the landscape would have remained alien to those who settled. Any 

interpretations and understandings of that landscape would have been derived from their 

own Scandinavian cosmology.   

 

 

4.2 The Pictish Church in Orkney 

 The arrival of Christianity in Orkney in the Pictish period and its development is a 

complex topic and one that has recently been discussed prolifically by Ritchie (1983 and 

1997) and Lamb (1995 and 1998).   The significance of the subject has been highlighted 

above and, because several historians/archaeologists believe there to have been 

ecclesiastical continuity between the Pictish and Viking periods, the most current and 

influential theories are discussed below.   
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Ritchie considered the introduction of Christianity as the ‘single most influential 

development in Orkney in Pictish times’ (1997: 117).  She described it as a gradual process 

beginning in the sixth century and reaching fruition in the eighth.  The evidence, she 

admited, is slight but continued by stating there may have been a Bishop resident in Papa 

Westray and that the ecclesiastical structure in place survived the arrival and settlement 

of the Vikings (1997: 117-8).   

 

The archaeological evidence for churches in Orkney in the eighth century is derived from 

two archaeological sources, both of which are notoriously difficult to date (Crawford pers. 

comm.): a sculptured altar frontal from Flotta, and Celtic bells from Saevar Howe and 

Kirkhouse Chapel in Orphir (ORP5).  The possible existence of a Bishop is taken from the 

continental hagiographical source Vita Findani which describes the escape of a cleric from 

Viking slave traders and his subsequent discovery of a Bishop who spoke Irish.  The 

source is problematic and is not considered historically accurate by all scholars, with 

Smith being the most recent to outline his scepticism of its value as a source for the church 

in Orkney (2003a).  If it is taken as accurate, the events described took place around 

850AD, based on the date of the MS.  The identification of the Bishop with Papa Westray 

is based on indeterminate evidence (Thomson 1986b) and is by no means considered 

conclusive (Lowe 1998: 8-9).   

 

Ritchie’s view of the continuation of the church into the Viking period is influenced by her 

theory that the transition from Pictish to Viking rule in the islands was predominantly 

peaceful (1983: 63-4).  This is not a universally accepted theory (section 4.1.3).  Ritchie’s 

interpretation of the development of the Pictish church in most respects appears 

conceivable and can be archaeologically supported, although only tentatively.  However, 

the evidence from the altar frontal and the Vita Findani is questionable. There is no 
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doubting that the Flotta altar frontal is a remarkable piece of sculpture and indicates a 

church of high standing and wealth.  Its existence, however, is not enough evidence to 

support the theory that an organised ecclesiastical system in place in the islands endured 

Scandinavian raids and continued to operate throughout the Scandinavian settlement 

period.  The use of the Vita Findani is firstly unsafe and secondly (section 4.1.3) need not 

imply continuity with Picts but could refer to an association with Scandinavian/Irish 

settlement on the west coast of Scotland. Therefore, there is not enough evidence to 

conclude that the Pictish church continued to operate into the Viking period.  

 

Lamb used place-name evidence for Papar sites, archaeological survey and comparative 

historical material to propose that a group of distinct churches in Orkney recognisable by 

their dedications to Peter, their locations on large broch mounds and their non-parish 

church status, ‘form a pattern of Minster churches quite distinct and apart from the 

parochial system’ (1998: 43). These churches, he suggested, were a result of ‘the formal 

conversion of Orkney to Christianity and the installation there of an ecclesiastical 

organisation, the planning and execution of which were entrusted to Egbert’ between 715 

and 717 or soon after (1998: 44, 45).  In an earlier publication he noted ‘the Peterkirk 

network has the characteristics of an eighth-century system of pastoral organisation, 

belonging to the Roman Church, integrated into the secular power-structure and probably 

having its main centre in Papa Westray…influenced by the ambition to extend both 

Pictish royal influence and the Roman Church into Shetland’ (1995: 20, 22).   

 

Lamb’s studies have brought the pre-Viking church in Orkney to the forefront of 

academic debate and, as such, are of considerable value (Smith 2001: 19).  This bold 

interpretation of the Pictish church in Orkney originated from the large number of Peter 

dedications within Orkney and their association with broch mounds. However, there are 
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several reasons for treating such a hypothesis with caution.  Firstly, and most importantly, 

no Peterkirk site has been fully excavated, nor has any material been produced from any 

Peterkirk site to prove conclusively there was a church at the site in the eighth century.  

Secondly, as will be discussed in chapter seven, over half of church/chapel sites in 

Orkney are associated with brochs or settlement mounds and, in several cases, there are 

non-Peter dedicated churches built on large mounds such as HOL0, HOL1, ROU8 and 

STL0.  Thirdly, of the seven identified Peterkirk sites, four are later parish churches 

(SAN0, NSR0, STR1 and STP0) and therefore cannot be said to be ‘apart from the 

parochial system.’ The three remaining ‘Peterkirk’ sites have late dates for their visible 

structures and there have been no excavations to ascertain whether earlier church remains 

exist under the later buildings. (EVI3 has been dated to the thirteenth century, SAL10 is 

post-eleventh century and the earliest reference to SAN3 is from 1709).  Fourthly, in only 

one instance in Orkney does a Peterkirk site and a Papar name relate to the same area 

(Paplay in South Ronaldsay NSR0).  The churches/chapels in the other Papar named areas 

are not dedicated to Peter but, where their dedications are known, are to Boniface (PWE0), 

Bride (STP5), Nicholas (HOL0; STP6), Olaf (SOL0) and Tredwell (PWE3). Therefore, there 

is reason to doubt the accuracy of Lamb’s hypothesis because of the only partial 

conjunction of name and site, and the general lack of available archaeological evidence. 

 

The documentary evidence is also problematic.  Barrett, in discussing Lamb’s theory, cited 

Landnámabók as the basis for associating Papar names with ecclesiastical sites and notes 

that it states that Papar sites were named after monks who fled prior to the arrival of the 

Scandinavians in Iceland, thus not supporting the hypothesis of Pictish ecclesiastical 

persistence into the Viking period (Barrett 2002: 211).  Barrett agreed with Smith’s 

comments on the lack of datable material as the main problem with Lamb’s hypothesis 

(Barrett 2002: 211; Smith 2001: 18-9), whilst Thomson suggested that Lamb’s theory is 
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convincing for the site of St Peter’s in Paplay, South Ronaldsay but that his historical 

narrative connecting the church in Orkney with Egbert is ‘venturing beyond the provable 

facts’ (Thomson 2001: 20).  MacDonald, in his recent work on the Papar place-names, 

suggested the names may have been given by the Norse-speaking population to 

abandoned church sites in the second half of the ninth and tenth centuries (2002: 21-22), 

whilst Lowe suggested a twelfth century date (2002: 95).  Thomson suggested sites which 

looked as if they once were Christian were given Papar names and dedicated to early 

Saints in an attempt to legitimise and provide a history for a newly created church system 

in the high medieval period (Thomson 2004 pers. comm.).  Gammeltoft, through 

onomastic evidence, showed that the Papar names were peculiar to the North Atlantic and 

that they date to the settlement of the islands rather than to the twelfth century, thus 

contradicting Lowe and Thomson.  He suggests the names were given by the Norwegians 

to places they associated with the Papar but who or what the Papar were cannot be known 

from the onomastic evidence (2004: 41-45). 

 

The lack of evidence for the pre-Viking church is such that little can be proven.  However, 

because of Ritchie and Lamb’s work, the possibility of some form of organised church in 

the Pictish period is now being considered.  Although there is insufficient evidence for the 

form of ecclesiastical organisation proposed by Lamb, there is evidence enough to accept 

that there were churches in pre-Viking Orkney and that Papar names marking pre-Norse 

Christian sites are located in the most fertile areas in Orkney, suggesting the clerics had 

wealth and standing and were not seeking desert lands11.   

 

The most frustrating problem with the Pictish church is the lack of evidence and the lack 

of information on the transition between the ‘Picts’ and the Scandinavians.  At present, 

                                                 
11
 For the most recent discussion on the Papar see Crawford (ed) 2002 and ‘the Papar Project’ 

website(http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/academic/history/medhist/staff/crawford/).  
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with the meagre scraps of available evidence, it is not possible to do anything more than 

postulate possible scenarios. Lamb and Ritchie appeared confident that the Pictish church 

survived the Viking invasions or at least persisted in Orkney through the tenth century 

(Lamb 2004 pers. comm.) but there is very little evidence to support this.  The evidence 

indicating Christian activity in Orkney prior to the arrival of the Scandinavians must be 

remembered when considering the later developments in the church as these earlier 

churches influenced the siting of later medieval churches (e.g. Brough of Birsay (BIR2), 

Flotta Parish Church (FLO0), St Boniface Church (PWE0), St Colm’s Chapel (SRS5)).   

 

 

4.3 Orkney from 1065 to 1231 

There have been several written accounts focusing on the Earldom of Orkney (Orkneyinga 

Saga; Clouston 1932a; Crawford 1987; Thomson 2001; 24-147) and there is no reason to go 

over the ground again.  This section deals with material relating to ecclesiastical aspects of 

Orkney and firstly examines the two main external influences in the period and, secondly, 

focuses on the internal development of the Earldom in order to provide a background 

context for the chapels/churches/Cathedral which will be examined in chapter six.   

 

4.3.1 External Influences 

The Earls ruled three geographically distinct areas: Caithness, Orkney and Shetland 

which, by the late eleventh century, formed the two separate Earldoms of Orkney and 

Caithness (Crawford 1971; 1993b: 129).  During the eleventh and twelfth centuries, all 

three areas were affected by increased Royal interest from the Scottish and Norwegian 

Kings.  The Kings of these newly-consolidated Kingdoms began to exert pressure on the 

Earls and, in doing so, Caithness and Shetland were brought more strongly under Scottish 

and Norwegian control respectively.   
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Ecclesiastical organisation in Orkney, Shetland and Caithness was also affected by 

increased interest from Norway and Scotland.  Geographically all three were within the 

orbit of the British Isles but culturally they were part of Norway. Therefore there was 

contention over ecclesiastical supremacy of the Orkney diocese with York, Archdiocese of 

the Scottish Bishops, and Hamburg-Bremen, Archdiocese for Scandinavia, both claiming 

authority over Orkney in the eleventh and early twelfth centuries (Crawford 1996: 4, 8; 

2003: 143). Rival claimants to the Earldom encouraged rival Bishops.  After the death of 

Thorfinn - who had his own Bishop appointed by order of the Pope (Adam of Bremen, 

Tschan 2002: 215-6; Crawford 1987: 80-1) - his son Paul looked to York for confirmation of 

his choice of Bishop prior to 1073. In the first half of the twelfth century there is evidence 

for the appointment of rival York Bishops to the diocese of Orkney (Crawford 1996: 10-

11).   However, York did not manage to maintain any influence in the diocese and the 

Scandinavian appointed ‘Bishop William the Old’ became a dominant figure in the Saga 

for the next sixty years of the narrative.  Norwegian influence was strengthened in 1152/3 

when Orkney and Shetland became part of the Archdiocese of Nidaros and were placed 

under Norwegian diocesan control (Crawford 2003: 146-7; Smith 2003b).  Shetland was 

brought more firmly under Norwegian control and lost many of its political connections 

with Orkney after it was detached from the Earldom in 1195 and governed directly from 

Norway under King Sverre (Thomson 2001: 121).  However, its ecclesiastical connections 

with Orkney continued because it remained part of the diocese, although under the 

Archdeacon’s authority (Smith 2003b).   

 

Caithness, in contrast, became part of the Scottish diocesan structure, but not without a 

period of violence (Crawford 1993b).  The creation of a permanent Bishop’s seat (ON 

byskupsstóll Guðmundsson 1965: xxxi 80) under Thorfinn and the subsequent endowment 

to the Bishop of lands in Orkney and Caithness indicate that, in the eleventh century, 
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Caithness was considered part of the Orkney diocese (Crawford 1993b: 131-134).  These 

Caithness lands were still held by the Bishop in the sixteenth century (Peterkin 1820, III, 

art.7, 23-4).  In the twelfth century David I created the Scottish diocese of Caithness out of 

the two relinquished Scandinavian territories of Caithness and Sutherland (section 2.1). 

David appointed Andrew as Bishop of Caithness c.1150 and even went as far as to seek 

Papal approval for the inclusion of the diocese of Orkney in a Scottish church province in 

1151, which approval was not forthcoming (Crawford 2003: 146; section 2.2).  The arrival 

of a Scottish Bishop in the North resulted in the establishment of a new form of 

ecclesiastical administration in Caithness based on the Scottish church and not on the 

Orkney church.  

 

The attempted imposition of Scottish ecclesiastical administration led in the late twelfth 

and early thirteenth centuries to a period of violence, culminating in the murder of the 

Scottish Bishop Adam, after which time the diocesan centre of Caithness was moved from 

Halkirk in the north to a more southern and thus secure location in Dornoch (Crawford 

1993b: 129-137; section 8.3).  The violence indicates that the Orkney Bishop had firmly 

established his position in Caithness for such a time as to allow traditions to form based 

on Orkney church administration. It was the Scottish Bishop’s attempts to alter these 

traditions that consequently led to the unrest. The North was not stable enough, nor 

firmly enough within Scottish power, for Scottish church authority to be enforced.   

 

The external influences of Norway and Scotland should not be underestimated when 

considering Orkney and ecclesiastical developments in the eleventh to thirteenth 

centuries.  Many of the Earls’ decisions were made in reaction to external pressures and 

the varying stability and authority of Norway and Scotland greatly affected what the 

Earls could achieve.  It is no coincidence that during the successful reigns of Thorfinn and 
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Rognvald Kali-Kolsson there were internal pressures in Scotland and Norway which 

provided the opportunistic Earls with the chance to expand and consolidate their 

Earldoms.   The reigns of these two Earls coincided with three of the most important 

ecclesiastical events in the eleventh and twelfth centuries: the creation of a Bishopric seat 

at Birsay (ON byskupsstóll Guðmundsson 1965: xxxi 80); the movement of the seat to 

Kirkwall and the foundation of the Cathedral (ON byskuppsstólinum Guðmundsson 1965: 

lxviii 159, see section 4.3.2.3).  It is evident that these ecclesiastical developments occurred 

at times of relative stability in Orkney and the early to mid-twelfth century, when the 

Earldom was reasonably secure and free from external pressures, is the most likely time 

for political and ecclesiastical administration to have been developed; and this should be 

considered in the context of the move to Kirkwall.  The moving of the Bishop’s seat from 

Birsay to Kirkwall emulates common European trends at this time (section 2.1), unlike the 

move of the Bishop’s seat in Caithness, where the reasons stemmed from unrest caused by 

the arrival of a Scottish Bishop in an area previously administered by Orkney.  

 

4.3.2 The Orkney Earldom 

This period in Orkney’s history begins with the death of Thorfinn the Mighty in 1065. At 

the time of his death he ruled an Earldom which had been expanded by the previous Earls 

and was thriving under the stability of his sole rule and shrewd judgement.  Under 

Thorfinn, the Earldom grew both in size and coherence and his death is used by historians 

as one of the dates that mark the close of the Viking period (Crawford 1987: 1).  From the 

rule of Thorfinn to the rule of Harald Maddadson, Orkney developed from a kin-based 

familial society of Norwegian origin to a high medieval society comparable to other small 

feudal Earldoms in Western Christendom (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: xv–cxii 153–349).  

An important part of this development was the creation and implementation of a 

structured ecclesiastical administration which included the parochial system.  
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This period saw the growth of Orkney as a power in the North.  This power was at its 

peak during the rule of Earl Rognvald Kolsson, as the development of the medieval 

institutions of urbanisation and centralisation began to be consolidated in and around the 

growing town of Kirkwall.  The twelfth century has been regarded as Orkney’s 

Renaissance period, and this is most overtly reflected in the quality of the buildings 

erected, as best exemplified by St Magnus Cathedral and the Bishop’s Palace in Kirkwall 

(Crawford 1988: 11; Lamb 1997).  The ecclesiastical nature of both these buildings is 

significant and reflects the symbolic and material wealth of the church in the twelfth 

century.  The ruinous medieval churches and chapels are the only visible remains of the 

process by which the church became established and developed within Orkney and it is 

only by considering the chapels alongside the historical material and the topography that 

they can be better understood. 

 

4.3.2.1 Society and Settlement 

The Orkneyinga Saga portrays a hierarchical society with the Earls in control, but subject to 

the King of Norway and reliant on a group of chieftains or good-men (from the ON 

gœðingr) for support. These men were granted Earldom estates and, in return, supported 

the Earl and possibly performed administrative functions for him.  These good-men 

originated out of the Earl’s hirð but later developed into a more independent class 

although still dependent on the Earl for their positions and related to the Earls in many 

instances (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: lv and lvi 217-8; see chapter eight for more detail).  

From the work of Clouston (1932a: 166-168, 171-181), Marwick (1952), Thomson (1990; 

1993; 2001) and Lamb (1981a: 1997) it is possible to identify the homes of the gœðingr with 

known later medieval estates. The majority of these estates originated as Earldom lands 

and, in almost every instance, have an associated church or chapel. This provides clear 

evidence that the Earls and the gœðingr were influential in founding chapels/churches, as 

would be expected.   
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Archaeological evidence combined with the written evidence shows that high-status 

settlement within Orkney in the medieval period comprised three main elements: 

residence, farm and church.  The settlements were situated near to the Viking period 

settlements, as found at Beachview in Birsay (Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998: 190-1).   

The settlement at Westness in Rousay clearly illustrates a common form of settlement 

development in the medieval period with an eleventh century farmstead (Kaland 1993: 

308-312) built to the east of a twelfth century high-status settlement (The Wirk and ROU0) 

and, further to the west, the remains of a late medieval farm. To the east is the farm of 

Skaill and the modern farm of Westness.  This sequential settlement pattern is common 

and is often found stretching across the hinterland behind the large sandy bays of the 

North Isles of Orkney.  

 

Excavations at Skaill in Deerness (Buteux 1997) and at Tuquoy in Westray (Owen 1982; 

1983; 1993) have revealed high-status sites with large dwellings most likely of a hall-house 

type construction.  These structures date to the twelfth century and share architectural 

characteristics with the Bishop’s Palace in Kirkwall, on which perhaps they were based 

(Lamb 1997).  The Wirk at Westness and an eroding site at Backaskaill in Sanday are 

probably similar buildings, whilst Kolbein Hruga’s castle, church and farm on Wyre, 

Castle Howe in Holm and the settlement on Damsay represent the same elements 

although arranged differently (Grieve 1999).   These buildings illustrate the increasing 

wealth of the local chiefs.  The hall-houses are indicative of a feasting culture and the Saga 

evidence shows the Earls travelling around their estates, feasting and maintaining rule.  

The associated chapels and burial grounds form an integral part of these estates and 

represent one aspect of the socio-religious society operating in the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries.  
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4.3.2.2 Pre-Parochial Ecclesiastical Arrangements 

The geographical association of secular and ecclesiastical centres recurs throughout the 

Orkneyinga Saga text in the number of instances an Earl and Bishop or priest are at the 

same house at the same time (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: lvii 221, lxxvi 259, lxxvii 261, 

lxxxv 281).  The peripatetic rule of the Earls and Bishops in Orkney indicates that the 

Bishops were comparable to hirð-Bishops in Norway (Crawford 1993a: 21; Cowdrey 2004: 

243-4; Sawyer 2004: 299). It is therefore no surprise that the Earls and the Bishop are found 

together with the chief men (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: lxxxv 281).  However, the Saga 

also provides indirect information indicating that, by the early 1100s, the Bishop had some 

form of independence, having his own residence away from the Earldom estates, and not 

in Birsay at the Episcopal centre but in Egilsay.  The importance of Egilsay is evident from 

the times of year when the Bishop is found there, Easter and Christmas, and also by the 

fact it is the neutral place chosen by the bondi for Hakon and Magnus to settle their 

differences (ibid: xlv and xlvi 206-7, lxvi 244-5).  The continued and increased importance 

of Egilsay developed with the Cult of St Magnus but it is clear that this island was 

important as an ecclesiastical centre before the martyrdom.  Clouston (1932a: 150) and 

Thomson (1993: 341) both suggested that Egilsay may have been an early Earldom 

endowment to the church and this is certainly the way the Saga evidence points.   

 

Lamb has proposed that there was a pre-parochial ‘Minster’ system in place in the islands 

prior to the twelfth century and that it was based on churches with towers serving large 

districts on or near Earldom estates that had the obligation to entertain (1997: 15-6).  He 

cites Egilsay, Stenness and Deerness as examples, although only Deerness is on such an 

estate12.  There were important church foundations in Orkney from 1100, built on church 

land and Earldom land, indicating the church was supported by the Earl and yet also had 

                                                 
12 The possibility of a ‘Minster’ system in Orkney should not be ignored but, at present, the subject 
remains unstudied and, as such, cannot be discussed in detail. 
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its own wealth from early endowments.  The very meagre archaeological evidence 

indicates there may have been a form of  ‘Minster’ system in existence, because there are 

several larger and more architecturally sophisticated churches which appear to pre-date 

the establishment of parish churches. Some, but not all, of these churches later become 

parish churches within the parochial system (DEE0, SAN0, EGI0, STE0).   The extent to 

which these early churches provided pastoral care is not known.   

 

4.3.2.3 Kirkwall 

The growth and development of Kirkwall was linked with the church through Earl 

Rognvald Kali Kolsson’s transferral of the Bishopric seat13 to Kirkwall and the church’s 

requirement that Episcopal centres be in towns (Crawford 1993a).  Kirkwall was a 

residence of one of the Earls as early as 1046 (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: xxix 183). 

However, it is with the translation in c.1136 of St Magnus’ relics from Birsay to the 

kaupstaðrinn (market town) of Kirkwall (Orkneyinga Saga Guðmundsson 1965: lvii 125; 

Taylor 1938: lvii 221) and the founding of the St Magnus Cathedral in 1137 that the town 

began to develop more fully.  Rognvald deliberately shifted the power centre from Birsay 

and established Kirkwall as the secular and ecclesiastical centre of his Earldom. It is from 

this period onward that Kirkwall became the main centre for courts and the base for both 

Earl and Bishop.   

 

The development of the market within Kirkwall would have been encouraged by both the 

Earls and the Bishops (Lamb 1993: 46). The refinement and collection of taxes based on the 

land may also have been started after the secular centre moved to Kirkwall  (Thomson 

2001: 219) and in conjunction with the reorganisation of the church (chapters seven and 

eight).  The establishment of Kirkwall as an ecclesiastical and political urban centre was 

the culmination of gradual centralisation as well as the economic and social development 
                                                 
13 ON byskupsstóll, (Guðmundsson 1965: xxxi 80). 
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of this period.  The importance of the Cult of St Magnus within Orkney (and further a-

field) and the dual role of the Cathedral as pilgrimage centre for that Cult and proprietary 

church of the Earls, helped to establish Kirkwall as an important ecclesiastical centre.  The 

Cathedral (as the seat of the Bishopric, the centre for pilgrimage and with its close 

association with the Earls of Orkney) emulated, albeit on a smaller scale, Nidaros in 

Norway (Crawford 1998a: 35; 2003: 145-6). 

 

The promotion of Magnus’ sanctity was politically motivated and engineered by Earl 

Rognvald (Magnus’ nephew and only male heir in the Erlend line) and his father Kol to 

gain support in Orkney and Shetland.  The development of the Cult of St Magnus was 

successful because Rognvald provided the people of Orkney with a ‘national’ figure of 

importance and, in doing so, took steps in uniting the population. This compares with 

Olaf’s sanctification uniting the Norwegian population. Rognvald created a monumental 

and magnificent physical representation of the wealth and prominence of his dynastic line 

by building the Cathedral dedicated to Magnus and, by generously endowing the 

Cathedral, he gained the support of the clergy.  It is his close relationship with the clergy 

which Crawford suggests led to his sanctification in 1192 (1998a: 35-7).  The success of the 

cults of the Orkney saints Magnus and Rognvald may have been the reason behind the 

extension of the east end of the Cathedral where their shrines were located (Crawford 

1998a: 37).  It is possible that Rognvald was revered, as a result not only of his endowment 

of the Cathedral but also because of his support of church administrative development 

and his assistance in creating a network of medieval parish churches. 
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4.4 Summary 

The contextual background to the parochial system is complex and multi-faceted. The 

above chapter discussed four significant spheres of influence that may have affected the 

instigation and development of such a system: previous settlement patterns and 

landscape features; the Pictish church; the Earldom, and external influences.  The 

combination of these four areas provides the reasons behind the particular nature and 

layout of the church and how it developed throughout the eleventh, twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries.  It is the varying significance of these elements that will be examined 

and discussed in the following chapters, thus providing a more coherent and detailed 

examination and presentation of the church, and its relationship with society in the 

medieval period.  
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Chapter Five 

 

Orkney Parish Characteristics 

 

 

Orkney parishes are characteristically small in comparison to those in the Highlands of 

Scotland and the west of Norway (Ordnance Survey Indexes to the County series maps of 

Scotland 1854-1886, map of Ecclesiastical divisions in Norway14).  A document of 1614-15 

suggests there were some thirty-five parishes covering Orkney, probably fairly closely 

representing a medieval situation, and the list includes all the same parishes as are known 

today (1614-15 list of parish churches, OA: D21/1/8, 33).  The parishes, as shown in 1750, 

consist of single units defined by natural boundaries, most commonly the sea, burns, 

uncultivated land or hills (Mackenzie 1750 and First Edition Ordnance Survey maps, 

1881).  From the Rentals and other early documents, ecclesiastical and secular parishes can 

be traced back further (albeit not their exact boundaries). It appears that the ecclesiastical 

parishes were the same as the secular parishes and thus were probably defined by the 

same boundaries.  Today, in most instances, the ecclesiastical parishes have been 

conjoined and there is documentary evidence from the sixteenth century to the present 

day indicating that the parishes have varied in their ecclesiastical status, certain parishes 

having had more than one pairing/grouping and separation.  However, the secular 

parishes have remained almost unchanged (as seen by comparing Mackenzie’s 1750 

Charts to modern Ordnance Survey maps) and therefore it is possible to attempt to trace 

the extent of the ecclesiastical parishes.   

 

                                                 
14 http://www.nls.uk/digitallibrary/map/early/os_scotland_county_series_list.html  
http://digitalarkivet.uib.no/geistleg/eng/oversikt.htm  
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The quality of the land and the rural based economy created a relatively dense settlement 

distribution, resulting in the reasonably small parish units in Orkney. These reasons were 

more evident in the medieval period when agriculture was the mainstay of the islands 

(Clouston 1932a: 193).   The parishes are also divided into various smaller units, in certain 

parishes still called townships (West Mainland), but in others now known as districts 

(North Isles).  These units, like the parishes, are almost always self-contained and respect 

the parish boundaries in almost every instance.  There are no dates pertaining either to the 

origins of parishes or the smaller districts but, from an examination of the remaining 

archaeology and an analysis of the units, it is possible to suggest that some of the smaller 

units were inherent in the landscape prior to the medieval period, whilst others were 

medieval creations.   

 

The small districts into which the parishes are divided are discussed below together with 

a summary of settlement patterns, land ownership and agricultural improvements.  These 

areas are relevant because of their connections with the chapel sites, both at the time they 

were in use and as they remain today. The internal divisions have been discussed with 

reference to the chapels/churches in previous interpretations (Clouston, Marwick, Cant, 

Thomson: see chapter three). 

 

 

5.1 Internal Features 

The evidence for the medieval land divisions of urislands (ON eyrisland) and townships is 

derived from a series of Rentals compiled for the levying of the land tax of Skat. The 

earliest of these is dated 1492 but is believed to contain information from an earlier ‘Auld 

Parchment’ Rental (Thomson 1996: ix).  There is a six hundred year gap between the date 

of composition of the earliest Rental and the period which scholars, such as Clouston, 
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Marwick and Johnston, used the information from the Rentals to explain.  These scholars 

thought that the information recorded in the Rentals dated back to the imposition of 

taxation by Harald Fairhair in c.900 (see sections 1.5.2 and 3.2).  Moreover, there are over 

two hundred years between the original document and the surviving transcription of the 

1492 Rental (section 1.5.2).   This is most unfortunate but has not prevented the 

production of various speculative hypotheses concerning the origin of the units of land 

described in the Rentals and their original and later purposes.  The majority of these 

conjectural assumptions ascribe the land divisions and taxation system to one of two 

equally doubtful events: the expeditions by the Norwegian King Harald Fairhair in c.890 

to the Orkney Earldom and King Magnus Barelegs’ expedition in c.1098 (Marwick 1952: 

211; Clouston 1932a: 13, 19).  The regrettable truth is that there is no concrete evidence to 

support any argument on the possible origins of the internal parish divisions in the 

Earldom.  However, it is possible to consider the settlement and division of the land at the 

time of the Rentals, and to compare the picture with the partial and imprecise information 

provided in the Orkneyinga Saga, and with the rather more helpful, if undatable, 

onomastic evidence.   

 

5.1.1 Urislands (Ouncelands) and Pennylands 

A large amount of detailed work has been written about the urisland.  However, there is 

much to be sceptical about as the majority of the work was by Johnston, Clouston and 

Marwick and was part of their ‘systematising’ of the history of medieval Orkney (section 

3.2; Smith 2003d: 3). Johnston, Marwick and Clouston based their work on Thomas (1884) 

and dedicated years of research to the origins and function of the urisland. Unfortunately 

their obsession with neatness and orderly systems resulted in articles detailing unrealistic 

specifics of the ‘urisland system’ (Johnston 1916; Marwick 1935; 1949; 1952: 189-223; 

Clouston 1918a; 1932a: 13-4).  They created a monster by over-analysing the late 
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fifteenth/sixteenth century documentary evidence, applying it to Orkney within a 

Norwegian framework from c.800 AD and assuming the medieval population was as 

obsessed by order as they were themselves (Smith 2003d: 3; Svanberg 2003: 46-51, 60).  In 

doing so, they presented medieval Orkney from as early as c.900 as an organised and 

carefully portioned-out group of islands where all land was divided into urislands and 

pennylands. They further suggested there was a centrally administered systematic 

exaction of taxation, levying of a naval fleet and system of chapels based on this division. 

These theories are based on a general misconception of the evidence shared by Johnston, 

Marwick and Clouston.  Nonetheless, they have been used widely in discussing Orkney’s 

medieval land divisions and the development of taxation, administration and the church,  

(Cant 1975; 1996; Clouston 1932a; Crawford 1987; Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998; 

Johnston 1915; OA: D21; Marwick 1935; 1949; Thomson 1987; 1997; 2001). 

 

The Rentals show that the urisland was a fiscal unit for the purpose of assessing the land 

tax of Skat.  It was a sub-division of the parish and is reasonably assumed by Marwick, 

Clouston, Crawford and Thomson to have been imposed from above (Marwick 1952: 210-

215; Clouston 1932a: 13, 146; Crawford 1987: 86-88; Thomson 2001: 217-9).  An urisland 

was valued at eighteen pennylands, with the pennyland determining the share of the 

ounceland Skat paid by an individual farm/croft.  It is possible to equate a pennyland 

very roughly with the value of a small farm/croft (Thomson 1987: 25; Thomson 2001: 206). 

By the time of the early Rentals, pennylands throughout Orkney were highly variable in 

size and this is likely to be due to the uneven development of the land and the resulting 

expansion of certain pennylands whilst others remained more or less unchanged, thus 

proving the varied nature of settlement development (Thomson 2001: 207).   
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The origin of the urisland remains a mystery and, while Marwick suggested it was a re-

named Pictish fiscal unit, there is currently no evidence to support this (Marwick 1952: 

211-2).  Smith has argued convincingly that the pennyland originated as a unit for 

dividing up land and that only later was it used for taxation assessment (2000: 5).  The 

first use of the term ‘urisland’ in an Orkney context is found in Hakonar Saga in 1263-4 

when Hakon’s men are billeted out by eyrisland (Vigfusson 1887: 363).  Therefore, there 

was a unit called an eyrisland in the islands by 1263/4. However, it is not clear in this 

reference what the eyrisland represented. Clouston convincingly argued that it was 

referring to a geographical unit of similar size to the fiscal unit, rather than being an actual 

fiscal unit (1918b: 230-231).  We know that pennylands and urislands in Orkney and 

Shetland were identical, which indicates that they were in use prior to 1195 after which 

Shetland was annexed to the Norwegian Crown and was administered directly from 

Norway and not by the Earls of Orkney (section 4.3.1).  In Orkney and Shetland the 

urisland was equal to ⅛ of a Mark and there were 144 pennies in an Orkney and Shetland 

Mark. Therefore the urisland was equal to 18 pennies.  This division of the Mark is 

different from that in Norway, Scotland and England, but the same as in Cologne. The 

Cologne Mark was common in Northern Europe from the mid-eleventh century and, 

therefore, if the Orkney/Shetland Mark was based on the Cologne Mark, it must have 

dated to no earlier than the late-eleventh century and more probably the twelfth century 

when money circulation was more common (Thomson 1997: 68-70; 2001: 218; Smith 2000: 

5-7).  In summary, (the pennyland and) urisland in Orkney and Shetland must have been 

introduced between the late-eleventh century and 1195.    Crawford saw the pennyland as 

a later imposition as part of a system of Peter’s Pence payment and, although all scholars 

do not accept this theory, the significance of the late date is important (Crawford 1993b: 

137-143; Thomson 1997: 83-4). 
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There is evidence to support the interpretation by Clouston (1932a: 186-189) that parishes 

pre-dated urislands; a theory that has also been promulgated by Marwick (1952: 213-214) 

and Thomson (2001: 207-8).  Marwick noted that the Skat of wattle15 was assessed on the 

whole parish and not on individual townships, which provided him with evidence to 

support Clouston’s theory (Marwick 1952: 214).   Clouston used the example of urisland 

divisions in the parish of Rendall to show the earlier date of the parishes. In Rendall the 

urisland of Ellibister and Gairsay was clearly an artificial unit with no geographical 

coherence. The two places were separated by four miles of land and sea, suggesting the 

two smaller areas were combined so as to allow for the division of the parish into roughly 

equal taxable units and that the parish divisions were therefore in place when the 

urislands were formed (Clouston 1932a: 187).  More importantly, this example indicates 

the non-geographical nature of the urisland and demonstrates its main purpose: to divide 

the land into workable units for fiscal reasons (Smith pers. comm.).  By focusing on the 

use of the urisland as a fiscal measure, there is less confusion over its origin and its 

possible later development into a land based unit.   

 

Clouston discovered a confusing but essential feature of the use of urisland as a term.  He 

revealed that, although the urisland had originated as a means of determining Skat 

payment and was 18 pennylands in size, it was modified by ‘considerations of 

geographical convenience’. The term ‘urisland’ was therefore used in a more general 

sense for districts which were not necessarily 18 pennylands but were physical divisions 

of the parish, as well as being the term for an 18 pennyland unit (1918b: 229-230; 1932a: 

146).  He suggests tentatively that Earl Hakon Paulson undertook this modification 

between 1116 and 1126 (1918b: 229-230).  Clouston is the only scholar to have discovered 

this general meaning to the otherwise particular fiscal term and, in doing so, was able to 
                                                 
15 Wattle was a medieval taxation in Orkney and derives from the ON Veizla meaning 
hospitality/entertainment.  This tax was peculiar in its assessment and is also considered to be an 
early form of taxation contemporary with a peripatetic form of government. 
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distinguish between the fiscal and non-fiscal usage of the term.  Clouston applied the 

general use of the term ‘urisland’ (which he distinguished by calling it an ‘ursland’) to his 

chapel system.  There is no doubt that, in some instances, the urisland units were 

recognised as geographical units as they were made up of groupings of ‘tuns’ on a 

roughly geographical basis and, therefore, could be a physical entity as well as a fiscal 

unit.  However, for Clouston to use such a term for his chapels was confusing, especially 

when the term was not recognised throughout all the islands but only in a few areas. 

 

Clouston discovered that post-Reformation burial districts in Harray, Birsay, St Andrews, 

Rendall and Firth were remembered as ‘erselands’ and that, in the case of Harray, the 

districts were 18 pennylands in value.  From this evidence he concluded that burial 

districts in Orkney were once called ‘urislands’. Clouston further discovered that, in the 

past, the Mainland funerals were usually attended by only those resident in the burial 

district of the deceased and that there were documentary sources indicating that, at one 

time, attendance was compulsory for all men in the burial district (Clouston 1918a: 93).  

He also discovered that burial districts were often the bounds for the elders of the church 

and that the elders were also, in some instances, lawrightmen. He therefore concluded 

that the elders’/lawrightmen’s districts throughout Orkney equated with the chapel 

districts which were based on urisland units.  By using the sources detailing the 

lawrightmen and the burial grounds, he established the location of the ‘ursland’ units in 

most of the parishes in Mainland Orkney.  He had little success in the North Isles which 

he did not discuss in any detail in his article (1918a: 93-4).   

 

This geographical urisland unit was the basis for Clouston’s ursland chapel system; with 

the existence of the chapels being the impetus behind his research and his consequent 

discovery of the geographical urisland.  But there are a few concerns regarding Clouston’s 
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system. The primary concern is the use of the term ‘system’, indicating there was a 

deliberate chapel building policy, for which there is no proof.   Secondly, the burial 

districts and elders’ districts were post-Reformation land divisions and Clouston was 

using their existence as evidence for matching districts in the eleventh century which, he 

suggested, had been created in the pre-Norse period (1932a: 13-4, 141-156).  This presents 

a static layout and contradicts his perceptive comments about landscape development  

(Clouston 1920). As noted in chapter three, Clouston appeared to have been concerned 

with the system behind the chapels stating that ‘the provision of those early secular 

chapels was far from haphazard’ (1918b: 229).  He suggested that Earl Hakon Paulson 

revised the constitution of the islands and defined the districts according to the fiscal 

urislands wherever possible (1918b: 230). Thus creating districts, similar but not equal to, 

fiscal urislands that were also called urislands, and later corrupted to ‘erselands’.  This is 

acceptable as a premise but, because of the confusion over nomenclature, it makes things 

difficult to untangle. 

 

Clouston’s use of the term ‘ursland chapel system’ in many ways is a misnomer because 

as shown above, the chapel system he identified pre-dated the introduction of the term 

‘urisland’. Also, the units he identified with the chapels were only in a few instances ever 

termed urislands, or other corrupted versions of the name. On a related issue, Marwick 

recorded the term urisland in c.1910 from one man in Harray who pronounced it ‘Ersland’ 

and had no notion of its origin.  In 1952 Marwick stated that the term was ‘now obsolete 

in the local dialect’ and that the record from Harray in 1910 was the only instance he had 

recorded of the term being known (1952: 196).  Conversely, Clouston stated in 1918 that 

the term urisland was known in five Mainland parishes and that it was known specifically 

to refer to burial districts (1918a: 94).  These observations are difficult to reconcile.   
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Clouston made some excellent observations and his interest in the chapel sites has meant 

there is an archive of material on sites that are no longer extant.  However, Clouston 

overcomplicated matters by introducing the urisland.  For Clouston there was no 

problem, as he believed the urislands were older than the chapels and he firmly believed 

the chapel districts were based on fiscal urislands (section 3.2.3).  However, if one 

proposes that the term ‘urisland’ was not established in Orkney either as a fiscal term or a 

geographical term when the chapels were being built, then the need to associate the one 

with the other is removed.   Clouston’s theories about the creation of the chapels and their 

association with kin-based geographical units is perceptive and wholly acceptable as a 

premise. This is discussed in chapters seven and eight.  

 

There is no certain evidence that urislands existed as recognised fiscal or geographical 

units by the eleventh century. This is why the chapels merit reconsideration through 

landscape analysis, rather than analysis of the units. The existence of the chapels is not in 

doubt but their association with urislands is, as is the uniformity and central 

administration implied in their creation by Clouston (chapter seven).   

 

5.1.2 Townships 

The township was one of the basic settlement units in Orkney and, unlike the urisland, 

was a changing and developing physical feature in the landscape (Marwick 1952: 219).  

Townships are the units that the lands of Orkney are divided into in the Rentals.  The 

term itself does not appear in the Rentals, but Clouston and Marwick assume that the 

agricultural units in the Rentals are townships (Clouston 1920: 16; Marwick 1952: 217).  

The townships were divided from the common land and from other townships by turf 

dykes, which were altered, extended and moved over time.  Within the dyke, the houses, 

arable land and meadows were enclosed.  The size and value of townships varied greatly 
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as indicated in the Rentals.  In the seventeenth century the average township had three to 

seven houses and two to three cots (Clouston 1920: 36).  The arable land within the 

township was divided into fields of which each portioner received a share, excepting a 

field adjacent to the house of the portioner which was exclusive to him and was called a 

‘tumail’.  The meadowland was wetland pasture and was divided into sections which 

were shared between the portioners on annual rotation (Marwick 1952: 221). 

 

Marwick stated that the township was the unit on which the udal farming system was 

based and that farming was of a communal nature (Marwick 1952: 218, 222).  He also 

suggested that the townships in place at the time of the first Scandinavian settlers were 

‘radically modified’ by 1492.  He used the existence of the Bu farms as evidence because 

the Bus were individually managed (1952: 217-8).  There is no doubt that the townships 

were modified in the six hundred years between the first settlement of the islands by 

Scandinavians and the date of the first Rentals. In fact, it is dangerous to assume any form 

of precise continuity from the time of the Rentals back even as far as fifty years.  However, 

comparable townships are found throughout Europe in the medieval period up to the 

period of agricultural improvement. It is safe, therefore, to assume that there was a form 

of communal farming in existence in Orkney for a considerable period of time and that, 

although the townships themselves altered, the style of farming remained reasonably 

constant (Dodgshon 1981: 141-163; 2000).  

 

Clouston identified two ways in which the seventeenth-century townships formed in 

Orkney.  The first was a township developed out of a single large farm which 

subsequently divided because of udal tenure.  The second was a township formed from 

the grouping together of several independent farms where, over time, the lands became 

so intertwined that they were ‘rendalled’ together (Clouston 1920: 38-45; 1932a: 347-349).  
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From Clouston’s analysis it is easy to see how a variety of very different origins can be 

lost throughout time and that a pattern of land settlement which appears ancient can be 

relatively new.   

 

The continued use of the townships to the present day in Harray, Orphir and Stenness 

indicates their importance as a basis for society as well as economy.  In the medieval 

period the township was the foundation of settlement, the basis of the economy and the 

land division most recognised by the population.  Unfortunately, in other areas of Orkney 

the township has not survived and this is mainly as a result of nineteenth-century 

agricultural improvements and changes in land practice.  However, in most instances 

townships can be traced through documentary sources and topographical analysis, even if  

they are no longer known by the present inhabitants.   

 

5.1.3 Conclusions 

From the above analysis (and section 3.2) it is arguable that the systemising approach 

used for interpreting medieval Orkney by Johnston, Marwick and Clouston has led in 

some instances to the creation of organisational frameworks which are unworkable 

because of their artificiality (Smith 2003d: 3, 7, 11-14). It is probable that their existence is 

preventing a clearer understanding of the development of medieval society based on less 

restrictive frameworks.     The analysis of the chapels in the following chapter will set 

aside these systems and consider the medieval period afresh, rather than attempting to fit 

the evidence into to system.  In this way the systems need no longer be the focus of 

medieval Orkney, leaving way for more natural and organic explanations of the 

remaining features.   
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5.2 Settlement Patterns 

The medieval settlement patterns of Orkney have been discussed in detail by three 

Orkney scholars: Clouston (1924; 1927b; 1932a); Marwick (1931 and 1952) and Thomson 

(1993; 1995a; 1997; 2001) and it is only by reviewing all three that it is possible to 

appreciate fully the development of the theories which now dominate this complex 

subject.  The three models will be outlined after which the individual settlement elements 

will be discussed with reference to the three theories and other contributions to the 

subject.   

 

5.2.1 Clouston’s Framework of Settlement 

Clouston was the first to establish a basic framework and chronology for Scandinavian 

settlement in Orkney.  Based on a large amount of personal research published in several 

of his early papers,16 it was finally brought together in 1932 in his History of Orkney.  The 

chronology was divided into two phases.  The first was the pre-Earldom, original 

Scandinavian settlement phase, which Clouston associated with Bœr and skáli names, 

primarily because of their coastal locations on sandy fertile soils in the North Isles and on 

the west coast of the Mainland but also because of their Skat value.  Clouston thought 

Skat was imposed on Orkney in the ninth century by Harald Fairhair (section 5.1.1). He 

therefore concluded that the low pennyland value of the ‘Skaills’, and their measurement 

in whole or half urislands was proof that by the time Skat was imposed they had already 

been in existence for some time and had reached their full potential. This meant, to 

Clouston, that the first settlement phase, of which he thought the Skáli names were a part, 

dated to before 900. The third name in this phase was ‘Bu’, which Clouston attributed to 

the settlements of later Vikings, who according to the Orkneyinga Saga, fled Norway 

because of Harald Fairhair (Taylor 1938: iv 138).  He considered their coastal locations, as 
                                                 
16 The main articles were ‘The Orkney Townships’ 1920, ‘The Orkney Pennylands’ 1922, ‘An 
Orkney Perambulation’ 1925, Orkney Parishes 1927b, ‘The Orkney Bus’ 1927a, see bibliography for 
full references. 
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seen in Sanday, as evidence of ness-taking, therefore verifying their early date (1932a: 8-

20).   

 

Clouston dated his second settlement phase to the early years of the Earldom.  This phase 

involved the expulsion of the Vikings and subsequent takeover of the Bu sites by the Earls 

and the settlement of inland areas of the Mainland by members of the Earls’ hirð.   The hirð 

settlements were characterised by staðir names combined with a personal name and were 

ascribed by Clouston to the time of Sigurd the Mighty and Toft-Einar (1932a: 33).  The 

skáli settlements, he suggested, remained the homes of the early Scandinavian settlers 

whilst the Bœr farms from the first phase were broken up through udal inheritance (1932a: 

10, 18, 20).  The locations of the above names led to his conclusion that Scandinavian 

settlement began on fertile coastal land in the North Isles and the west coast of Mainland 

and spread gradually south and east throughout Orkney.   

 

The problem with Clouston’s chronology is his belief that Orkney was paying Skat by the 

end of the ninth century.    The Saga-recorded events used to date his settlement 

chronology and his inferences relating to Skat are no longer considered accurate 

(Thomson 1995a: 42; Thomson 2001: 53). Therefore his dating, and consequently several of 

his origin theories for the names, should be reconsidered.  Nevertheless, Clouston’s ‘Bu’ 

and ‘Skaill’ name analyses are of particular importance, particularly his work determining 

the common factors within each name type. Unusually, Clouston includes the pre-Norse 

population in his chronology and provides several hypotheses to explain how the 

Scandinavians came to settle the best land, unlike Marwick who based his model on 

Icelandic settlement of an uninhabited landscape. 
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In contrast to his chronology Clouston’s settlement models are still of value because they 

provide useful insights into the variety of ways in which settlement developed in the 

early medieval period.  The models are based on the township, which Clouston claimed 

originated from an Iron Age settlement unit (1932a: 348), and are shown as schematics in 

figures 5.1 and 5.2.  Clouston used as his main example a single-farm township (figure 

5.1) with a nucleus of good land and an original settlement located on the inland side of 

the best land (1). This house in time, through udal inheritance, was divided and new 

houses built to accommodate the heirs; firstly in close proximity to the original farm (2) 

and then at a farther distance (3). Quoys were broken out of the original township as it 

expanded and houses were built on the outer boundaries of the township (4) (1932a: 355).   

 

Figure 5.1 Clouston’s single-farm township development model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clouston’s composite township (figure 5.2) was formed of several independent farms 

with land which, because of expansion over time and for the same reasons as above, 

became interlinked and was eventually ‘rendalled’ together and thus formed a single 

township.  Clouston states that the arable area of land in both the township models 

steadily decreased from ‘before the end of the fifteenth century ‘ and specifies primitive 

farming methods as the reason (1932a: 350-355).    

Settlement Chronology 
 
1 original settlement 
 
2           divisions 
 
3           later divisions 
 
4           intakes 
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Figure 5.2 Clouston’s composite-farm township development model 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These township models are perceptive and record document-attested, settlement 

development. The examples highlight the shifting nature of settlement within the 

township and the problems of division inherent in the hereditary system.  Clouston 

provides no dates for his settlement models and makes no attempt to discuss the meaning 

of the farm-names in terms of settlement.  These simple yet valuable models highlight the 

fluidity of settlement throughout the medieval period. Although lacking the detail of 

Marwick’s model, they are in many ways more useful as Clouston presents settlement 

development as variable and ever-changing, at the same time as considering the 

influences of the population and economic factors.   

 

5.2.2 Marwick’s Settlement Chronology 

Marwick established the first detailed chronology of Scandinavian settlement in Orkney, 

which he published first in 1931 and finally in 1952 as part three of Orkney Farm Names.  It 

is clear Marwick derived many of his ideas on land organisation from Clouston17. 

Marwick’s talent as a place-name scholar allowed him to expand Clouston’s ideas and 

develop them into a more complete and thorough settlement model, and absolute 

                                                 
17 Marwick acknowledges Clouston several times in his 1952 publication. 
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chronology. Unfortunately, Marwick’s model was based on the same assumptions as 

Clouston’s that Harald Fairhair established the Orkney Earldom and imposed Skat in the 

ninth century, and therefore his dating is similarly flawed.   

 

The first part of Marwick’s Orkney Farm Names comprises an invaluable list of the earliest 

settlement names as found in the early Rentals. Only names of Old Norse origin denoting 

‘a farm, habitation-site or human settlement of some kind’ (1952: 227) are used for his 

chronology of settlement.  The chronology can be divided into three main phases defined 

by types of farm-name, although Marwick stressed that examples of the name-types are 

found both earlier and later than his general conclusions indicate (1952: 248).  The three 

classes of name-type, with the names indicative of each phase, are outlined below in table 

5.1 whilst figure 5.3 shows the chronology of the names as given by Marwick. Figure 5.4 

shows Bailey’s representation of Marwick’s settlement development.  

 

Table 5.1 Marwick’s phases and associated name-types 

Phase Name-type 

‘Relatively late’ settlements Quoy  

Setter 

‘Secondary or derivative’ settlements Setter 

Land, Garth, Bister, Skaill *, Stath, Bu 

‘Original Norse settlements’  Bae, names of a geographical nature 

 

*’Certain individual farms…may represent original Norse settlement’ (1952, 243). 
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Figure 5.3 Marwick’s place-name chronology 

 

 

 

 

Marwick’s chronology and settlement model was primarily based on the location of the 

names and whether they were Skatted.  Marwick used the location of farms within the  

township to establish settlement development.   From his analysis, Marwick determined 

that the original settlement names were located on the best land, that the secondary or 

derivative settlement names were located in the body of the township, but generally not 

in the best locations, and that the late settlement names were to be found on the periphery 

and on intakes of land.  It is for this reason that he suggests the ‘Stath’ and ‘Bu’ names 

resulted from the later renaming of earlier settlements as the age of the names and their 

locations did not correspond.  Similarly, it is the location of examples of ‘Skaill’, ‘Bister’, 

‘Garth’ and ‘Land’ names on the best land that led Marwick to conclude some were 

original settlements whilst the majority were derivative.   
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Figure 5.4 Marwick’s settlement model (after Bailey, Thomson 2001, 52 fig.16) 

 

 

The main concern with Marwick’s model is the way in which he associated geographical 

settlement development from the centre of the township to the edge with chronological 

time.  There was no allowance for late settlement development in the centre of the 

township and the models are particularly static in their presentation, with little 

consideration given to possible changes in the status and names of settlements or of 

settlement abandonment and reoccupation.  However, Marwick’s work was a pioneering 

detailed interpretation of settlement in medieval Orkney and was used as the basis for 

understanding settlement development until the 1990s when Thomson revised it and 

produced a more updated and realistic analysis.  Marwick’s dominance of the subject and 

his authority as a place-name scholar has ensured that his model has continued to be 

reproduced and used as the basis for settlement models within and outwith Orkney 
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(Wainwright 1962; Nicolaisen 1976; Fellows-Jensen 1984; Crawford 1987; 1995c: 9 and 

Waugh 2003).   

 

5.2.3 Thomson’s Settlement Model 

The weaknesses in Marwick’s chronology, recognised by several scholars (Thomson 

1995a: 42), were presented by Thomson together with a complete revision and 

reinterpretation of Orkney settlement in his 1995 paper ‘Orkney farm-names: a re-

assessment of their chronology’.  This crucial paper for better understanding the Orkney 

landscape and its development in the medieval period has since been republished in 

Thomson’s The New History of Orkney (2001: 50-55). 

 

Thomson cited three reasons for revising Marwick’s model: firstly, Marwick did not 

account for the pre-existing population affecting Scandinavian settlement; secondly 

Marwick relied erroneously on tax-paying to date settlement and, thirdly, there is 

documentary evidence proving that place-name generics were not given consecutively 

but simultaneously (1995a: 45-51; 2001: 51-4).  Thomson concludes that Marwick’s model 

was ‘essentially a hierarchy based on size, location and status’ and that the chronological 

relationship assumed by Marwick ‘is usually more debateable’ (1995a: 50; 2001: 54).  He 

suggestedhe names should be seen primarily as describing different types of farm rather 

than being indicators of different dates of settlement (1995a: 51). 

 

Thomson presentedettlement as more gradual and later in date than Marwick (and 

Clouston), suggesting there was a need for new names in the eleventh, twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries, as a result f population expansion and settlement intensification 

(1995a: 47-8; 2001: 53).  This explains the need for dividing name elements such as ‘Ever’-, 

‘Mid’-, ‘Near’-, ‘Nist’-, ‘Utt’-, ‘Nor’-, ‘Sym’- and ‘Is’-, as well as resulting in settlement 
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expansion into fields and outlying pastures giving ‘garth’, ‘aiker’, ‘setter’ and ‘quoy’ 

names and new centrally-placed settlements with ‘Skaill’ and ‘Stove’ names (1995a: 48; 

2001: 53).   Some of Thomson’s analysis of place-names is shown in table 5.2, his 

reinterpretation of the generics is expressed in figure 5.5, and is followed by a summary of 

the main generics and their meanings as currently accepted. 

 

Table 5.2 Measurable characteristics of Orkney place-names (after Thomson 1995a: 52) 

 Bœr Bu of Skáli Bólstaðr Staðir Land Garth Sætr Kví All 

Total Number 41 35 42 83 31 109 161 60 438 1000 

Average size in pennylands 14.4 13.2 5.1 8.2 8.0 7.0 5.9 2.5 2.0 6.2 

Whole urislands (in %) 4.9 28.6 2.4 9.6 9.7 5.5 5.0 0.0 0.2 3.9 

Whole urislands plus regular fractions 29.3 48.6 11.9 48.2 54.8 28.4 18.0 16.7 3.7 17.7 

Division and directional names 22.0 14.3 7.1 19.3 3.2 3.7 9.5 10.3 4.0 7.7 

Average height above sea level (feet) 69 38 55 68 84 107 80 112 112 87 

Median distance from the sea (yards) 500 75 300 500 900 700 400 1000 500 600 

Median distance from the ‘hill’ (yards) 350 775 700 500 650 400 500 200 400 450 

Pastoral or marginal specifics (in %) 0.0 0.0 9.5 7.2 0.0 13.8 8.7 38.3 18.0 14.1 
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Figure 5.5 Thomson’s model (Thomson 2001, 54 fig.17) 

 

 

5.2.4 Old Norse Settlement Place-names 

ON Bœr, Orkney -’bae’, ‘Bea’, -’by’, ‘-bay’, -’bie’ 

(Marwick 1952: 244-6; Thomson 1995a: 53-55) 

Thomson agreedwith Marwick that these names denotedlarge farms that were later 

replaced. Marwick cited twenty-eight and Thomson forty-one examples of the name. It is 

probable that this discrepancy results because Marwick counted all names relating to one 

original Bœr as one whilst Thomson counted each example of the name separately18. As 

                                                 
18 Marwick only counted and used examples of ON habitative names found in the early Rentals 
(Marwick 1952: 227).  Thomson notes his names are not all habitative and are from a range of 
sources including Rentals, maps and published collections (Thomson 1995a: 51). 
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can be seen from figure 5.5 and table 5.2, this name has the largest average size of the 

generics and is not always found in the best land. 

 

ON Bú, Orkney ‘Bu of’ X 

(Clouston 1927a; 1932a: 169-181; Marwick 1952: 240-243; Thomson 1995a: 55) 

All three authorities agreed that the ‘Bu of’ X names have had Scottish influence on their 

form, have coastal locations, were used to name many of the principle properties of the 

Earls, were associated with chapel/church sites and by, the sixteenth century, meant a 

large farm worked as a single unit.  Taylor noted that not all the places described as bú in 

the Orkneyinga Saga developed ‘Bu of’ X names and had Staðir and Skáli generics instead. 

Thomson thus suggested these two generics shared characteristics with the ‘Bu’ farms 

(Taylor 1938: notes 372-4; Thomson 1995a: 55). Clouston cited twenty-one examples of the 

name, Marwick thirty and Thomson thirty-five. These are the second largest average sized 

generic according to table 5.2.  

 

ON Skáli, Orkney ‘Skaill’, -’skaill’, ‘Skel’- 

(Clouston 1932a: 14-18; Marwick 1952: 237-240; Thomson 1995a: 55-57) 

Thomson argued convincingly that the ‘Skaill’ names are not early, as suggested by 

Clouston and Marwick, but conversely that they are of eleventh or twelfth-century date.  

He used their proximity to eleventh/twelfth-century church/chapel sites as supportive 

evidence.  He suggested that the low pennyland value of ‘Skaills’ could either be 

attributed to their not being in existence when assessment was undertaken or, more 

convincingly, that the name referred to a specific building rather than to land.  This 

building, he postulated, could be a hall suitable for entertaining Earl and military retinues 

and thus, when the hall went out of fashion at the end of the Saga period, so did the 

name.  ‘Skaills’ are the second closest settlement names to the coast and in their location 
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share a characteristic with the ‘Bu’ names. Clouston cited thirty-three examples, Marwick 

thirty-eight and Thomson forty-two. 

 

ON Bólstaðr, Orkney –’bister’, -’buster’, -’bist’ 

(Marwick 1952: 232-4; Crawford 1987: 110-111; Thomson 1995a: 57-58) 

Thomson’s analysis confirmed Marwick’s designation of these names as large farms 

within the body of the township. Crawford and Thomson cited the meaning of Ból as 

allocation/portion as evidence that these names were used when the settlements were 

divided, and also note their common usage as township names.  Thomson explained the 

lack of Bólstaðir names in the post-medieval period as a result of late medieval climatic 

deterioration. Marwick cited fifty examples of the name and Thomson eighty-three.  These 

names have the third largest average size, after Bœr and Bú. In attributing a later date to 

these names, Thomson eradicated one of the problems faced by Marwick, with reference 

to the ten Bólstaðir names with the prefix ‘kirk’-.  According to Marwick, the ‘bisters’ date 

to before 900 as they were Skatted and yet Orkney was not officially converted until 995. 

Therefore he looked to Iceland and explained the names as being the homes of chieftains 

already Christian before the official conversion.   If, as Thomson suggested, the majority 

of the names date from the eleventh-thirteenth centuries then there is no longer the 

problem of there being Christian names in a pre-Christian context.  This, however, still 

leaves the unsolved question of what the ‘kirkbisters’ represented.  The two elements  - 

church and farm - need not imply, as is often suggested, the presence of a church on the 

property, and could alternatively indicate a settlement belonging to the church, a 

settlement near a church, or a township with or supporting a church.   
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ON Staðir, Orkney –’ston’, -’sta’, -’stay’ 

(Clouston 1932a: 8-11; Marwick 1952: 234-7; Thomson 1995a: 58-9) 

All three scholars noted that the majority of Staðir names have personal specifics and are 

mostly located on inland sites in the West Mainland.  Thomson did not agree with 

Clouston’s interpretation of the names as the homestead of the hirð and instead considers 

Staðir to denote a modest single farm (in a similar way to Bu for a large farm), as distinct 

from Bólstaðir which he saw as representing a township.  Clouston cited twenty-five 

examples, Marwick twenty-three and Thomson thirty-one.  These names have the fourth 

largest average size, after Bólstaðir. 

 

ON Land, Orkney –’land’ 

(Marwick 1952: 231-2; Thomson 1995a: 59) 

Thomson noted the general use of the term for anything from a district to a non-inhabited 

feature.  Their location, according to Marwick and Thomson, is less favourable that the 

‘bisters’ and they are usually found nearer to the hill than the shore. Marwick considered 

thirty-six to be of Old Norse origin. Thomson cited 109 examples in total.  

 

ON Garðr, Orkney (-) ‘Garth’ 

(Marwick 1952: 232; Thomson 1995a: 60) 

Thomson’s data show many non-Rental garths to be ‘minor enclosures’.  Of the Rental 

farms he noted that some may have been associated with sheep management because of 

the hillside locations, whilst others were township names.  Thomson’s description is of a 

relatively low-status farm of reasonably late date, which contradicted Marwick.  Marwick 

cited forty-five examples and Thomson 161. 
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ON Sætr or setr, Orkney  ‘Setter’, -’setter’, -’sater’, -’Seti’ 

(Marwick 1952: 229-231; Thomson 1995a: 60) 

Marwick and Thomson disagreed on the etymology of Setter names.  Marwick suggested 

the names meant dwelling–place and Thomson believed it to be ‘sheiling’, based on the 

small size, high location and marginal nature of the name.  Marwick cited twenty-five 

examples and Thomson sixty. 

 

ON kví, Orkney, (-) ‘Quoy’ (-) 

(Marwick 1952: 227-9; Thomson 1995a: 60-2). 

Marwick and Thomson agreed that ‘Quoy’ names are the most common farm names, 

smallest in size, originally deriving their name from an oval enclosure later built on, and 

that they were generally located in marginal areas.  Thomson cited 438 examples. 

 

5.2.5 Summary 

The general picture of settlement development in medieval Orkney has fortunately 

progressed from the days of interpreting all names on the basis of Harald Fairhair’s 

establishment of the Earldom and the imposition of Skat in c.900.  Thanks to Thomson’s 

work, it is possible now to understand better the meaning and application of settlement 

names and their place within the township. Through his careful analysis of medieval 

settlement development in particular areas of Orkney, one is able to appreciate the 

complexities of settlement in a period for which little documentation remains, for example 

the Rousay Husabae, Marwick, Tuquoy, Rapness and Walls (1993: 340-2; 1995a: 53-55; 

1995b: 49-50; 1993: 342-7; 1995a: 45-7 respectively).  The settlement names, and specifically 

examples of the Boer, Bú, Skáli and Bólstaðir generics, are all found located near 

church/chapel sites and so will be discussed in the inventory and chapters seven and 

eight in relation to their distance from, and possible associations with, the chapel/church 

sites. 
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5.3. Land Ownership 

An integral part of, and influencing factor on, land settlement was land ownership; 

particularly so in the medieval period when the land was, in many instances, intermixed 

and ‘rendalled’ together.   Most of the information on land ownership comes from the 

early Rentals and so presents the situation at the close of the fifteenth century. The Saga 

provides some information which can shed light on the Earldom properties of the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries.  Establishing who owned the land is of relevance when 

attempting to understand the builders of the chapels and churches and their motives. 

Where possible, land ownership is included in the inventory entries. 

 

5.3.1 Earldom Lands 

By the end of the fifteenth century there were three types of Earldom land: Bordland, 

Auld Earldom and Conquest. Of these the Conquest lands were acquired from the end of 

the fourteenth century and so are beyond the period covered in this study (Thomson 1996: 

xix; 2001: 170, 225).  However, because the Earls acquired them they obviously were not 

Earldom property prior to their acquisition and must therefore have been udal land, as 

the church did not sell property.  Auld Earldom was land acquired by the Earls at a later 

date than Bordland but prior to the rule of Earl William Sinclair (1434-1470), after which it 

would have been termed Conquest. It was used for dowries, gifts to vassals and the 

church.  It was fluid in nature, being acquired and gifted when necessary, and is thought 

to have been acquired from annexing udal lands (Clouston 1932a: 153; Thomson 1996: 

xix).  The Bordlands were the most prestigious Earldom properties and are recognisable 

in the Rentals as Skat-free.  These were the private estates of the Earls.  There were 

possibly fourteen such estates in Orkney, strategically located on the coast with 

commanding views of all major sea routes into and between the islands. The estates 

probably served an administrative function during the peripatetic rule of the Earls 
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(Clouston 1932a: 153; Marwick 1952: 192; Thomson 2001: 222-5).   The Earldom Bordlands 

identified by Thomson can be seen in figure 5.6 below19.   

 

5.3.2 Bishopric Lands 

‘Understand that the old bishopric of Orkney was a greate thing, and lay sparsim thro-
owt the haill parochines of Orkney and Shetland. Beside his lands he hade the teynds of 
auchtene kirkis: his lands grew daylie as adulteries and incests increased in the countray.’ 

(From a seventeenth century report by Bishop Graham, Peterkin 1820: III 21). 
 

The Bishopric property as indicated above consisted, by the end of the fifteenth century, 

of a large amount of land throughout Orkney. The accumulation of this land was a result 

of the purchase of land by the church, the acquisition of lands through lending money 

which were never redeemed, fines for breaches of canon law, endowments of land (and 

Skats) from Earls and gifts of land from udallers probably in return for provision and 

support in old age, Norwegian proventkjøp, and of course tithe payments (Marwick 1952: 

193; Clouston 1932a: 149-50). 

 

Bishopric estates represented the common fund of the church and were not allocated to 

any specific foundation. In fact, their distribution indicates ‘that at no time could they 

have borne any relation to the provision required for the respective parish churches’ 

(Clouston 1932a: 149).  Clouston suggested that early endowments to the Bishopric 

included the Skatted lands of a large part of Birsay (once Bordland) and St Ola, all of 

Egilsay and the adjacent side of Rousay (once a Husabae), and also lands in Westray, 

Flotta, Stenness, St Andrews, Marwick and Shapinsay, and certain Skats in Sanday  

(Clouston 1932a: 150-1).   

                                                 
19 The pennyland values are misleading when considering the value of the properties at the end of 
the fifteenth century as, by then, their values had become so varied that the Mark had replaced the 
pennyland as a means of valuing land (see chapter 5.1.1).  The Bordland of Hoy was in fact largest 
in size and second in value to Birsay, although its pennyland value does not show this (Thomson 
2001: 224).  
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5.3.3 Kirklands 

Kirklands were distinct from Bishopric property as they were allocated to specific local 

churches or to prebends in the diocese and resulted primarily from endowments or gifts 

by landowners including the Earls, although there is at least one instance of kirkland 

being acquired as a fine by a vicar for punishment of a crime (Clouston 1932a: 149; 

Marwick 1952: 193).  Clouston neatly terms kirklands as ‘the donations of the pious’ 

(1932a: 149). 

 

5.3.4 Udal Lands 

Udal (or Odal) land was found distributed throughout the whole of the island group and 

was characterised by being privately owned by unwritten right and being divisible 

amongst heirs. Ownership was absolute and the owner did not perform duties or services, 

apart from paying Skat.  The way in which the land was inherited resulted in its division 

into smaller and smaller portions over time as each child received a share with daughters 

receiving a half share. This led to the fragmentation and dispersal of the land to such an 

extent that it became unworkable (Thomson 2001: 311-2).   Earl William was responsible 

for buying up about one third of the udal lands in the period immediately leading up to 

the appropriation of the Earldom estates by the Scottish Crown in 1471 (Clouston 1932a: 

Marwick 1952: 192; Thomson 1996: xix; Thomson 2001: 311-2, 454). In the medieval period, 

before the onset of fragmentation reduced his status, the udal landowner was ‘the 

aristocrat among freemen’ (Thomson 2001: 312).  

 

5.3.5 Kingsland 

The term pro rege (belonging to the King) is found in the early Rentals and was believed 

by Clouston and Marwick to represent old private property land of the Kings of Norway 

acquired from 1195 onwards (Marwick 1952: 192-3).  However, Thomson suggested the 

term referred to ‘former Earldom, now in the hands of the King of Scots’ and represented 
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recent land acquirements mainly post-1468 rather than the retention of the estates 

confiscated by King Sverri in 1194 (1996: xix; 2001: 227).  The Kingslands were small in 

quantity and there is little evidence to explain their origins (Thomson 2001: 226-7). 

 

5.3.6 Summary 

The intricacies of land ownership in the medieval period are unfathomable, primarily 

because of a lack of evidence.  However, from the available sources and the nature of land 

ownership, it is possible to establish which of the three landowner-classes owned certain 

areas of land in the centuries before 1492.  For example, in the 1492 Rental, the lands 

described as ‘Conquest’ and belonging to the Earldom had previously been udal and were 

acquired by Earl William in a successful attempt to build up a private estate for himself, 

prior to the assignation of the Earldom lands to the Kings of Scotland (Crawford 1985: 

240-2).  Therefore, because of the nature of udal tenure we can assume that ‘conqueist’ 

lands were udal for a considerable period prior to 1471.  Kirklands follow the same 

pattern so that, although there is no date for the beginning of the endowments, we can 

again assume that the majority of the kirklands were originally udal. We can also assume 

that the gifting of land to the church only began after the churches and prebends which 

were endowed, became accepted, i.e. after the parish churches and the Cathedral were 

established. The Bishopric lands are also, in several instances, clearly endowments from 

the Earls. Estates known from the Orkneyinga Saga to be the property of Earls are later 

recorded as Bishopric estate, for example, Birsay and St Ola, and are recognisable by their 

uncharacteristically unified form. Other possible early endowments by Earls can be 

postulated again through combining Orkneyinga Saga evidence with the layout of the 

estates as indicated in the Rentals and onomastic indicators; for example, the Rousay 

Husabae (Egilsay, Sourin and Scockness, ROU and EGI).    
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The above summaries chart some of the ways in which landownership changed and 

developed from the eleventh to the sixteenth century.  Udal and Earldom land dominated 

in the early period but, through endowments, gifts and fines, the Bishopric estate and 

kirklands increased. At the same time, udal land became increasingly more unworkable 

as it was divided into progressively smaller portions. Approximately one third of the udal 

land was eventually sold to Earl William at a time when the future was uncertain and the 

prospect of money rather than land was perhaps more desirable.  Even such general 

observations as those outlined above, help immensely in understanding the medieval 

landscape and provide another means of better understanding the reasons behind the 

chapel/church foundations and their continued existence or decay. 
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Figure 5.6 Earldom Bordlands (Thomson 2001, 223 fig.45) 
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5.4 The Agricultural Revolution 

Settlement patterns and land ownership are fundamental in understanding the medieval 

landscape and its development.  However, settlement patterns have changed dramatically 

since the medieval period, most significantly as a result of the agricultural revolution in 

the nineteenth century.  Understanding the impact of this revolution is relevant for 

comprehending the great many changes that have taken place in land settlement and 

ownership. Yet the constancy of Orkney’s settlement patterns is often a feature 

erroneously expressed in academic and popular writings, particularly when concerning 

Udal Law.  As a result of this misconception the effect of agricultural improvements on 

the landscape will be summarised below. 

 

5.4.1 Transformation of the Landscape and David Balfour 

The agricultural revolution came later to Orkney than to most of the rest of Mainland 

Scotland (Martins 1995: 93, 135).   However, when it came it resulted in a dramatic 

transformation of the landscape with a vast increase in the amount of cultivated land and 

in the amount of tenanted land (Farrell 1874: 93-4; Pringle 1874: 63; Thomson 2001: 333, 

394, 401).  Land reclamation began in the early 1800s, as a result of three major factors: the 

merger of the Hudson Bay Company and the Northwest Company with their new policy 

to enlist workers from Canada rather than Orkney, which resulted in an increase in the 

number of male workers in the islands; the collapse of the kelp and linen trades in the 

1830s and a sustained increase in population from 1811-1861 (Thomson 2001: 378).  These 

factors led to minor reclamations by crofters which were followed by major, rapid 

improvements on a capitalist scale beginning in the 1840s.  This was mainly due to the 

division of the commons, a surplus of labour in the islands, the new government grants to 

assist with improvements and the arrival of paddle steamers allowing produce to be 
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shipped more easily and quickly between Orkney and Mainland Scotland (Pringle 1874: 

60; Thomson 2001: 379, 384).   

 

The operations of David Balfour, described as the ‘”fons et origo”[sic] of the movement’ 

(Pringle 1874: 18), provide a marked example of agricultural improvements.  David 

Balfour inherited the already partially improved estate of Balfour in Shapinsay from his 

father William and, at the same time, inherited his great-uncle John’s Indian-made 

fortune. He also received a £6000 government loan for improvements. With this money he 

bought out the two other landowners of Shapinsay, Samuel Laing and the Crown, and 

began his improvements in 1848 (Thomson 1985: 35).  Balfour portioned the whole of 

Shapinsay into ten acre lots, divided by deep open ditches, and introduced leases which 

obliged the tenants to build stone drains and dykes, or to be charged for the estate 

providing them.  Prior to his improvements, there were only 748 acres of arable land in 

Shapinsay and by 1874 there was over 6000 acres of cultivated land, described as ‘one 

continuous tract of cultivation’ (Pringle 1874: 17-8).  His improvements included 

provision for twelve miles of road, which greatly improved infrastructure, the erection of 

Balfour Mains steading and Balfour Castle with its terraced grounds and surrounding 

plantation.  

 

There is no doubt that Balfour’s operations improved the agricultural economy, and the 

provision of new cottages and steadings improved living conditions for the local people.  

However, Balfour and his factor were regarded by the islanders as ‘their greatest enemies’ 

when they first began their changes and, although Pringle states ‘this feeling, however, 

has long passed away’, there is a long-standing memory within the island of the hardship 

felt by those who had to cease their age-old way of farming, were made to rebuild their 

houses, and improve their land only to be charged greater rents (Pringle 1874: 23).  
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In making his improvements Balfour showed a ‘total disregard for what went before’ 

(Thomson 1985: 37). The squaring of the fields and the digging of deep ditches through 

hillocks and anything which stood in the way resulted in the loss of the earlier medieval 

landscape.  This involved not just the physical loss of remaining archaeology, but also the 

loss of place-names and familiarity with the landscape through the removal and resettling 

of the population.  It is ironic that, in his latter years, David Balfour attempted to preserve 

Orkney’s heritage by collecting old Orkney melodies (Balfour 1885) and gifting several 

archaeological artefacts to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. One such artefact is 

described as having been found ‘near the ruins of St Salvador’s chapel...The site was an 

ancient burial ground, and immediately beside it was a congeries of underground 

chambers called “Picts’ Houses”’ (Balfour, Donations 1862: 490). As a result of the massive 

changes in the landscape there is no knowledge of the location of St Salvador’s and no 

memory of a ‘Picts’ House’ or burial ground.  This is only one example of how the 

agricultural revolution altered the landscape so that place-names and features were 

forgotten as fields were squared and new land cultivated.  

 

David Balfour’s estate extended throughout Orkney and he improved his properties of 

Holland and Huntown in Stronsay, Stove (SAC3), Warsetter and Westbrough (SAC5) in 

Sanday, Trenabie and Noltland (WEL3) in Westray, Ireland in Orphir, and his lands in 

Gairsay, Evie and Deerness in a similar manner to Shapinsay, although to a lesser degree 

in the Mainland properties than in the North Isles.  The steading at Westbrough was 

particularly impressive and, in his account of farming in Sanday, Pringle describes the 

spreading of the farm mounds, as found in the stackyards of Westbrough and Howe, on 

the land for fertiliser (1874), thus indicating another process involved in the improvement 

of the land which inadvertently destroyed archaeological material.   
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5.4.2 ‘Improvements’ and their effects on Archaeology 

Balfour was not the only laird to improve his estate and other prominent lairds included 

the trustees of the late George Traill, the Earl of Zetland, Thomas Traill of Holland, R J 

Hebden, Col Burroughs, Dr Baikie of Tankerness, Archer Fortecue, James Pollexfen, 

Robert Brotchie and Robert Scarth (Pringle 1874: 17-59). Through the initiative and capital 

of these men, their factors and tenants transformed Orkney into the green landscape of 

today.  The most dramatic effects of the agricultural revolution for this study are listed 

below: -  

� The creation of large square fields removed the earlier field systems, flattened the old 

township dykes and, at times, resulted in resettlement of crofters.  

� Stone dykes enclosing the fields changed the landscape from open to closed and the 

building material was usually obtained either from a nearby quarry or ready source of 

stone such as a ruinous broch.  

� The digging of drains on average c.3 ft deep but up to 8 ft deep in places such as 

Weyland, Kirkwall (Dickson 1841: 128) was the first time systematic stretches of the 

land had been dug to this depth. 

� The reclamation and deeper ploughing of the commons altered the layout of the 

landscape as well as bringing new areas under the plough and into cultivation. 

� The resettlement of the population and the creation of new settlement areas e.g. 

Balfour village in Shapinsay, Braeswick in Sanday and Quandale in Rousay meant the 

stories and traditions known by the population pertaining to their homesteads were 

lost. 

� The erection of new large steadings, farm houses and mansions changed the 

settlement pattern. Mansions tended to be built in conspicuous places whereas 

previous dwellings were built in the lea, e.g. Trenabie in Westray. The new steadings 

were built from readily available stone and extended beyond the previous steadings.  
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� The building of roads and the planting of trees again destroyed any archaeology 

under the ground and also changed the physical landscape.  Roads profoundly altered 

communication routes by replacing the previously dominant maritime links.   

� The buying-up of the bankrupt kelp estates and the small udal lands by the lairds 

changed the ownership of land in Orkney with the owner-occupied land accounting 

for only 16% of the total land in 1880 and falling to 9.4% by 1919; and the great 

majority of the land belonging to the enterprising improvement lairds listed above. 

 

Unfortunately these factors have led to the loss of archaeological material relating to 

chapel/church sites; be it the loss of sites through cultivation, the expansion of steadings 

and settlements, or the partial destruction of sites through the removal of stone for 

building material and the alteration of the topographical context of a site through loch 

drainage, cultivation or road building.  However, these improvements resulted in the 

drawing up of estate maps, recording of estate properties, discovery of archaeological 

finds and the preservation of the majority of the population20.  This non-removal of the 

population and the subsequent transmission of traditions and folk-lore, old place-names 

and stories through the generations is an invaluable source, not just for the pre-

improvement landscape but also for the exceptional period of social change brought 

about by the agricultural revolution.   

 

The agricultural revolution had a more dramatic effect on the landscape of Orkney than 

any other single event and, as such, is a vital component when considering the remaining 

archaeological material and determining its context.  The loss of many chapel/church 

sites, known today only from early maps, documentary sources and published Tours (e.g. 

                                                 
20 Unlike in other parts of Scotland, the population of Orkney was not cleared from the land but 
was encouraged by the lairds to rent larger farms and to better themselves. The poorest were 
employed on the newly-improved estates, with crofts continuing to be built into the 1880s 
(Thomson 2001: 381).   
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Ben c.1590; Blaeu 1654; Clouston 1914; Mackenzie 1750; Neale 1848; Peterkin 1820; 

Wallace [1693] 1883), is the most obvious effect of the improvement process on this study 

and it is this loss of archaeology which limits the conclusions which can be reached when 

discussing the dating and architecture of the sites.  The effects of the agricultural 

revolution can be clearly seen in the fertility of the modern landscape of Orkney, even 

after 160 years, and although land ownership and the layout of the land and its use have 

altered, the cultivated land, the stone dykes, the mansion houses, the roads and areas of 

plantation are all testimony to the profound changes introduced in the 1840s. 

 

5.4.3 Summary 

The landscape of Orkney today is in no way similar to that of the pre-1800s landscape. 

Therefore, any topographic analysis of sites must be carefully considered using as many 

of the early sources as are available and, where possible, reliance should be placed on 

natural features rather than man-made structures.  Although physically the appearance of 

the landscape has changed, the previous sections have shown there is a wealth of 

historical, archaeological and onomastic material with which an understanding of the 

medieval landscape can be gained. Thus the development of settlement and land within 

the parish can be postulated with a degree of certainty for particular areas of Orkney 

(chapter seven).   

 

The evidence for chapel/church sites is as varied as the evidence for settlement, land 

development and land ownership and the following chapter will discuss the data 

collected for the individual sites.   
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Chapter Six 

Data Analysis 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Map of Orkney showing parishes and sites 
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This chapter analyses and discusses the data for the possible medieval ecclesiastical sites 

in Orkney.  The data are presented in the inventory in site-by-site format.  Each entry in 

the inventory includes numeric classifications which form the basis of the analysis, with 

the main emphasis being on the six-figure ‘location analysis’ code. The details of the 

categories can be found in the introduction to the inventory and in sections 1.4.4 and 7.2. 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the locations of the ecclesiastical sites and to use 

the ‘location analysis’ to understand better the sites in their landscape context.   The initial 

section will examine the quality of the evidence and establish the credible limits of 

beneficial analysis.  

 

 

6.1 Quality of Evidence 

The quality of the evidence for chapel and church sites is remarkably variable and 

consequently the data accumulated cannot be considered equally. It is for this reason that 

a site evaluation and an evidence evaluation category have been included.  These two 

categories broadly classify the extent and quality of the remaining archaeological evidence 

and the overall evidence for the site.  The nature of the evidence is such that the sites have 

been classified in three broad bands, generally indicating ‘good’, ‘reasonable’ and ‘poor’. 

In this way the greatest number of sites have been analysed.  This simple three-choice 

classification is the reasonable limit of analysis, based on the quality and range of 

evidence (section 1.4.4). 

 

Sites with a numeric ‘site evaluation’ and ‘evidence evaluation’ classification ‘1’ have 

recorded extant structural remains and a reasonable quality of evidence from several 

well-attested sources; whilst those with a classification ‘3’ have no visible archaeological 

remains and the evidence as a whole is poor.  These class ‘3’ sites are of limited value in 
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terms of what can be learned about the individual site, but can still be included as 

possible sites within the overall analysis, as long as the poor quality of the evidence is 

acknowledged.  In certain instances it has been possible, through the fieldwork and 

‘location analysis’, to ascertain more clearly than previously, whether or not the site could 

once have been a medieval chapel. These assessments are included in the final summary 

of each entry in the inventory under ‘commentary’ and ‘designation’ and will be 

discussed later in this chapter.  

 

6.1.1 Site Evaluation 

The site evaluations are based on the remaining archaeology.  This evaluation is 

important as a means of revealing the number of sites which have been securely dated to 

the medieval period (class 1), as well as indicating those sites where excavation could 

potentially reveal ecclesiastical sites which have not been dated or examined in detail 

(class 2). For a list of sites in evaluation categories 1 and 2 see Appendix Two. This 

evaluation also indicates sites where there are no visible ecclesiastical remains above 

ground (class 3).  Above all, this evaluation highlights the paucity of sites in Orkney with 

upstanding remains which have been securely dated to the medieval period.  This is in 

contrast to England where there is a wealth of upstanding early churches, in many 

instances still in use (Morris 1997).   

 

The sites have been grouped according to the quality of the remaining archaeology.  Class 

1 sites consist of those sites with extant structural remains which have been dated, either 

through form or scientific dating methods, to the medieval period; an example being St 

Magnus Cathedral (SOLC) which is a medieval church of prime architectural quality 

dating to the twelfth century.   
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Class 2 sites are those sites where there are earthworks remaining which, in form, could 

potentially represent the remains of a medieval ecclesiastical site. This includes evidence 

from the investigation of cemeteries. These sites range from Tammas Kirk in Rendall 

(REN4) to Our Lady’s Chapel, Halcro (SRS2). At Tammas Kirk in Rendall the lower 

courses of a church, stylistically probably twelfth century, remain within an enclosure 

beside which east-west extended inhumations have been excavated. At Our Lady’s 

Chapel, Halcro there are only slight traces of archaeology in the form of a bank and ditch 

at the site, possibly representing the eroded remains of a wall.   

 

Class 3 sites have no visible archaeological remains of a form which could be interpreted 

as a medieval chapel site. There are exemplified by Kirbist Chapel in Cross, Westray 

(WEC3) where there are no visible remains in the field where the chapel once stood. 

 

There are 220 sites in the inventory, of which only thirteen have been ascribed a class 1 

site evaluation, forty-eight are class 2, 150 are class 3 and nine cannot be given a site 

evaluation as there is no known site.  In Appendix One, class 1 and class 2 sites are listed 

alphabetically by inventory number, in order to show the sites that still have visible 

archaeological remains.  

 

6.1.2 Evidence Evaluation 

The evaluation of evidence is the penultimate evaluation presented in the inventory entry 

for each site.  This evaluation takes into consideration all research into the site and is 

based on an assessment of the material presented in the ‘desk-based survey’ and ‘site 

visit/analysis and evaluation’ sections.  It is crucial to realise the variable quality of 

evidence from the outset, and to be aware of the limits and constraints this variability 

places on the analysis.  The evidence evaluation is therefore presented before the ‘location 
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analysis’ (section 6.2). The numeric classifications in the ‘evidence evaluation’ section are 

based on an analysis of all the available evidence for each site and therefore can be used to 

indicate the overall quality of evidence for all the ecclesiastical sites in the inventory, as 

shown in table 6.1. 

 

Evidence evaluation class 1 consists of sites with good evidence from several well-attested 

sources that, when combined, suggest a medieval date and an ecclesiastical use for the 

site.  For example, St Magnus Church, Egilsay (EGI0) where the archaeological evidence 

indicates a twelfth century date of construction, the literary evidence makes several 

mentions of a church in the island in the twelfth century and provides information on 

who owned it, and the dedication links the literary and archaeological evidence to verify 

the date of the foundation as post-1115. 

 

Class 2 consists of sites with reasonable evidence from several well-attested sources 

and/or good evidence from a few sources, which suggest the site was an ecclesiastical 

building in the pre-Reformation period.  Stenness parish church (STE0) is a good example 

of this category.  The combination of archaeology, documentation, place-names and 

location reveal the appropriateness of this site as a pre-Reformation parish church and its 

significance as a church in the medieval period.  Although the evidence is compelling, it 

can only be used to suggest a twelfth/thirteenth century date for the origin of the parish 

church and therefore is termed as class 2.  Another class 2 example is St Colm’s Chapel 

and burial ground, Burwick, South Parish, South Ronaldsay (SRS5) where the tradition, 

location, dedication and archaeology would indicate a pre-Norse site. However, without 

any dateable evidence, this can remain only a suggestion and the evidence is evaluated as 

class 2.  
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Class 3 consists of sites with poor evidence from only one or two, late or poorly-attested, 

sources where the information gathered cannot be used to confirm the existence of an 

ecclesiastical building at the site in the medieval period.  An example of this category is 

Binscarth, Firth (FIR2) where the chapel is only suggested from two sources, both late in 

date and giving no detail of location, date, form or source of information.    

 

Table 6.1 shows that 147 sites with good or reasonable evidence make up 67% of the total 

data set. Therefore this approach, in considering all the evidence, including 

archaeological, documentary, written, folklore and onomastic, is clearly advantageous to a 

single discipline study as it allows a more thorough consideration of more sites than a 

purely archaeological analysis.   However, it is also shown in table 6.1 that only thirty-

four of the 220 sites have a classification ‘1’, indicating that the evidence for the great 

majority of the sites is reasonable or poor.  Therefore, any conclusions made about the 

medieval ecclesiastical sites in Orkney can only be tentative suggestions. The quality of 

evidence limits what can be understood about the individual sites in terms of their 

origins, use and development.  This has been taken into consideration throughout the 

study particularly when ascribing each site with a designation. 

 

Table 6.1 Total number of inventory entries in each evidence evaluation category 

Evidence Evaluation Number of sites As a Percentage 
1 34 16% 
2 113 51% 
3 73 33% 

 

6.1.3 Summary 

From the site and evidence evaluation classifications, it is obvious that the evidence for 

medieval ecclesiastical sites is generally poor in terms of visible archaeology, excavated 

sites, knowledge of the appearance of buildings, use of buildings and is especially poor in 
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providing any datable material.  However, only nine of the 220 sites are not located and 

therefore location analysis provides a means of improving understanding by visiting 

where the site once stood and considering it in terms of its landscape context (section 

1.4.3).  In this way the greatest number of sites can be considered in the same manner and 

using the same analysis criteria. This allows the sites to be considered individually and 

allows for the discussion of any patterns or similarities which may occur and also for that 

analysis to be applied at a district, parish and county level (chapter seven).   

 

Furthermore, the landscape basis allows the sites to be considered spatially in terms of 

their location and the relationship between sites and other features in the landscape. It 

also allows them to be considered temporally, where associated evidence provides 

suggestions for the placing of a site and of its subsequent uses and, where applicable, its 

abandonment.  The combination of this detailed form of landscape analysis with the 

evidence gathered in the desk-based survey, ensures all 220 sites are examined as fully as 

possible, without breaking the ground surface. Importantly, this ensures the sites are 

considered, not as static individual entities, but as integral parts of an evolving landscape.   

 

 

6.2 Forms of Analysis 

This section outlines three areas of analysis within this study.  The first area to be 

discussed is the location analysis which makes up the greatest part of this study. Each 

category within the location analysis is described and examples given to illustrate the 

different classifications. The designation categorisation is discussed in the second part of 

this section and details the way in which the designations are given and provides 

examples of each designation.  The third area briefly discusses dedications, showing all 
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dedications found in Orkney and describes how the dedications can be used better to 

understand the sites.   

 

6.2.1 Location Analysis 

The major benefits of location analysis in the study of the medieval ecclesiastical sites of 

Orkney are outlined above.  There is another factor which is as important as those already 

mentioned and that is the use of location analysis as a means of better understanding 

those sites with very poor archaeological, written and onomastic evidence.  Even a site 

with only one poorly-attested reference, as long as it has a location, can be considered in 

terms of its situation and therefore can be included in the study.  Section 6.3.3 will discuss 

such sites. 

 

In the course of the study, 193 of the 220 sites in Orkney have been visited or viewed from 

close proximity by the writer. For a description of the site visits see section 1.4.3.  The four 

sites on the islands of Flotta and Graemsay were not visited. There are eighteen sites that 

it was impossible for the author to visit, either because of their location on small islands or 

because of restrictions on access. In most instances others have visited these sites within 

the past ten years. The location analysis was based on the most recent survey and, where 

possible, the surveyor was contacted and the site discussed. These sites are: AUS1, BIR6, 

BIR10, CAV1, COP1, EDA4, EGI1, EGI2, FAR1, FLO1, GAI1, SHA2, LIN1, MGH1, MSK1, 

NFA, SWO1, and WEL2.  There are nine sites that could not be located, so could not be 

visited (but the general areas were viewed) nor given a location classification and are 

therefore omitted from the following analysis.  These sites are: NRO6; SAL11; STP4; 

SHA5; SHA6; SRS1; SRS6; STR5 and WAL4.  One site, STP2, consists of two possible 

locations for the same chapel and therefore will be included in categories 4, 5 and 6 where 
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the criteria for the two chapel sites are the same, but will be excluded from 1, 2 and 3 as 

the criteria differ.   

 

The location analysis results are displayed in a series of tables in Appendix One. The 

tables describe the classification categories and show the results of the location 

classification and the division of the results according to the evidence evaluation 

discussed above.  Therefore, it is possible to see how many of the sites have good 

evidence, reasonable evidence or poor evidence.  A description of the analysis, examples 

from each category and a summary of the results are presented below. 

  

6.2.1.1 Category 1: Topographical Location 

The purpose was to establish the topographical location of the site and, as Orkney is an 

island-based county, the categories were established by their relationship to expanses of 

water, which is the most significant feature affecting the topography of the islands.  

Included within the definition of ‘water’ are sea and lochs, but not burns.  The reason for 

the omission of burns is threefold: firstly, in Orkney burns are small and often run dry in 

the summer so that they do not form a constant barrier; secondly the majority of the burns 

encountered had been diverted for drainage and are, therefore, modern features in their 

current location, and thirdly, the topographical analysis is mainly to establish whether the 

sites are located inland, on the coast or on small offshore islands and proximity to burns is 

not relevant to this.  Where significant, burns have been noted in the ‘location analysis’ 

description.  The site visit involved taking notes on the topographic location which were 

then referred to when the distance from the sea/loch was calculated using Ordnance 

Survey 1-10000 maps.   
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Class 1 sites include various forms of islands including St Peter’s Chapel, Swona (SWO1) 

on a small detached island off the coast of South Ronaldsay; The Burrian, Rousay (ROU2), 

a partially artificial island located within a loch with a submerged stone causeway 

connecting it to the land, and St Mary’s Kirk and burial ground, Grimeston (HAR5) 

located on a peninsula jutting into the Harray Loch and connected to the mainland by 

means of a narrow neck of land.  Class two sites are exemplified by St Mary’s Chapel and 

burial ground, Wyre (WYR1), located up from the coast on the lower slopes of a hill; St 

Lawrence Parish Church, Burray (BUR0), located in the immediate hinterland of a 

sheltered bay, and Lyking Chapel and burial ground, Sandwick (SNK5), located on 

sloping land adjacent to a loch edge. Class 3 sites are generally located in a valley in a 

range of hills (Kirk o’ Kirkgeo, BIR8) or on the summit of a hill (St Michael’s Parish 

Church, HAR0). 

 

The main conclusion from this analysis is that the majority of the sites (67%) are within 

500m of the sea or a loch, with more sites located on small islands and holms surrounded 

by water (16%) than located inland and distant from water (12%).  The topographical 

location analysis, although primarily based on distance from sea/lochs has also taken into 

consideration nearby hills, valleys and where on a hill slope the site is placed.  This 

topographical analysis is a reflection of the landscape in Orkney, which is comprised of 

many small islands with the main settlement areas along the coast and with little 

settlement in the few inland hill areas. 

 

6.2.1.2 Category 2: Access 

The purpose was to establish whether access to the site from the surrounding area was 

easy or difficult/open or restricted. Prior to the twentieth century roads were poor or non-

existent and sea transport was used in preference to travelling over land. Therefore access 
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by sea and over land, but not by modern roads, is considered.  This analysis was carried 

out by assessing, where relevant, whether there was a suitable landing place nearby, how 

easy the land was for walking over and whether there were any natural or man-made 

obstacles restricting access to the site.  The categorisations were based on the fieldwork 

and, when not visited, photographs and maps of the site were studied and people who 

had visited the site asked about ease of access.  Local people were consulted, where 

possible, and nousts and shore-names used to determine landing places. 

 

Easily accessible sites (class 1) include St Nicholas Parish Church (HOL0) where the site is 

located at a sheltered bay suitable for landing and on gently sloping fertile ground which 

can be easily traversed.  Reasonably accessible sites (class 2) include Brims Chapel and 

burial ground (WAL1) where the site is accessed by landing at a rocky shore, which is a 

suitable landing place except when stormy from the southeast, or by walking over a slight 

brae.  Sites which were considered difficult to access (class 3) include those on stack sites 

such as Tams Castle, Stronsay (STN6), far up inland valleys such as the Kirk of 

Norrisdale, Evie (EVI1) or on islands with dangerous sea currents around them such as St 

Peter’s Chapel, Muckle Skerry, St Mary’s, South Ronaldsay (MSK1).  

 

The results show that only 9% of the sites are difficult to access and that the remaining 

86%, of sites which could be analysed, are almost equally distributed between reasonably 

accessible (44%) and easily accessible (42%).  This indicates that the vast majority of sites 

were built in areas where access was reasonable or good and that only eighteen sites were 

built in places which were difficult to access.  The majority of the land in Orkney is 

accessible and the sites that were difficult to access are found either in inland and upland 

locations or inaccessible islands. They would appear to have been deliberately placed in 

areas where access is restricted.  
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6.2.1.3 Category 3: Surrounding Land Quality 

The purpose was to examine the quality of the land surrounding the site at the time of 

visit with consideration given to how the land may have been prior to agricultural 

improvements (section 5.4).  This was a very difficult assessment to make and, by its very 

essence, was subjective.  However, it was possible, in very general terms, to designate the 

land of good, reasonable or poor quality.  The object of this category was to establish 

whether the sites were generally built on similar or different land types and whether any 

patterns are apparent.  The quality of the land is an important consideration because the 

economy in Orkney in medieval and prehistoric times was based on farming. Therefore 

the position of the site in relation to farmland provides a means of understanding who 

built the sites and why.  

 

Examples of good land (class 1) include Houseby Chapel, Birsay (BIR5), where the chapel 

is located centrally within a fertile basin, and Marwick Chapel and burial ground (BIR9), 

where the site is located near rich black earth, proven from soil analysis to be ancient and 

fertile. Reasonable land (class 2) includes many sites in the North Isles and in the West 

Mainland, for example the island of Sanday and the parish of Sandwick.  In both these 

areas the land is sandy, easily drained and suitable for primitive farming methods. 

Another example of reasonable land is found at St Andrews Parish Church, St Andrews 

(SAN0).  Class 2 sites are on land which appears to have been cultivated for a long time 

but is more suitable today for grazing cattle. It perhaps is affected by wind and sea and is 

wet in the winter (GRA0-2, SRN2-4).  Poor land (class 3) is land considered unsuitable for 

growing crops or for extensive grazing, and it is mainly land adversely affected by salt 

spray such as Holms of Ire Chapel, Burness, Sanday (SAB1) or heath/moor land as at 

Settiscarth Chapel, Firth (FIR9). 
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The results are similar to the access results, with the great majority of the sites located on 

good (42%) or reasonable (41%) land whilst the remaining assessable sites (12%) are on 

poor land.  Twenty-seven parish churches are on good and seven on reasonable land, 

with only one parish church in poor land, and the parish church status of this site is 

debatable (Faray Parish Church, NFA0).  This shows that a higher proportion of parish 

churches were built on good land than the average calculated from the whole data set.   

The decision to build a chapel on good/reasonable farmland indicates that the site was 

considered important enough to give up good farmland, and/or that the site was required 

to be in a settlement area where the best farmland was located.  

 

6.2.1.4 Category 4: Visibility 

The purpose was to establish the degree of visibility from the site.  Originally it was 

hoped that site inter-visibility and visibility to the site would be assessed, in line with that 

suggested by Corcos, section 1.2. However, when out in the field this was discovered to 

be almost unachievable because of access constraints.  In many cases it proved to be 

logistically impossible to discover who owned the surrounding land and to seek 

permission to walk on it.  The difficulty was increased by the proximity of many sites to 

farm steadings that blocked the view of the site from the surrounding area. Where 

possible, the visibility on approaching the site is given but, unfortunately, this does not 

occur often (Kirk of Cletton, Harray HAR3) and also inter-site visibility is given where 

possible (Mary Kirk and burial ground, Harray HAR4). The main emphasis of the analysis 

is on visibility from the site, with special interest given to the amount of land or sea which 

can be viewed.  The gently undulating landscape in Orkney is such that, if the site has 

good visibility, it is generally the case that the site can also be seen from a considerable 

distance. Therefore the tentative assumption can be made that, in most instances, visibility 

of the site is similar to visibility from the site.  
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Class 1 sites are those where visibility is good within the vicinity of the site and beyond 

the immediate area in two or more directions; for example, St Magnus Parish Church 

(EGI0) where the church is located on the summit of a hill on the reasonably small inner 

north island of Egilsay, and Kirkness Chapel and burial ground, Sandwick (SNK4) which 

is within a large natural basin in the West Mainland.  Class 2 sites are those with 

reasonable visibility within the area of the chapel, including the main approaches to the 

site; for example, Hannah’s Kirk, Eday (EDA1), where the site is on low cliffs above a 

beach with low-lying land in two directions and gently sloping ground in one direction.  

Class 3 sites are those where visibility is poor and the only two sites in this category are 

Kirbist Chapel, Egilsay (EGI1) where the possible site is located near a hill that blocks 

visibility, and Kirk of Etheriegeo, Birsay (BIR6) where the site is in a narrow valley in the 

midst of hills. 

 

Almost all of the assessable sites have good (39%) or reasonable (56%) visibility and only 

two sites (1%) have restricted visibility.  This is a reflection of the topography of Orkney 

where the land generally slopes gently or is reasonably flat.  However, BIR6 with its 

restricted visibility both to and from the site, is unusual and marks it out as different from 

the majority. 

 

6.2.1.5 Category 5: Settlement Proximity 

The purpose was to establish the proximity of the site to the nearest settlement.   The 

density and pattern of settlement is discussed in the location description in the inventory 

entry.   Only settlements of a considerable age have been included (i.e. found in 

documentation from fifteenth to seventeenth century).  The aim of this category was to 

determine whether the site appears associated with one particular settlement, with a 

settlement area, or is not near settlement.  This analysis was based on identifying 

settlements in the field, and determining their age by locating them on early maps 
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(Ordnance Survey First Edition 1881, early estate maps from eighteenth-nineteenth 

century) and from documentary evidence (Rentals and field-name/farm-name lists and 

derivations) including farms no longer in existence but known through cartographic and 

documentary sources (i.e. Walls Chapel, Lady, Sanday SAL15). 

 

Class 1 includes all sites less than 300m from the nearest settlement, for example 

Housebay, Nicholas, Stronsay (STN1) where the chapel and burial ground are located in a 

park directly in front of the farmhouse.  Class 2 includes those sites within a settlement 

area but more than 300m from the nearest old property. Examples include Chapel of 

Arstas, Lady, Sanday (SAL2), where the chapel is prominently situated on a hill with the 

houses clustered around the bottom forming the settlement area, and Kirk Knowe, 

Deerness (DEE3), where the chapel is on the shore and the houses are mostly built on the 

surrounding sloping hill ground which defines the settlement area.  Class 3 sites are those 

that are not in a settled area and can thus be termed isolated, such as Cornholm Chapel, 

Copinsay, Deerness (COP1), where the chapel is located on an island divided from the 

settlement by a tidal ayre, and Kirk o’ Kirkgeo, Birsay (BIR8) where the chapel is located 

in hills away from settlement. 

 

Almost half of the assessable sites (49%) are located within 300m of the nearest house, 

whilst 37% are within a settlement area and 10% are ‘isolated’.  This shows that the 

preferred location for the vast majority (189 out of 220) of sites was within settlement 

areas, indicating that the majority of sites were more likely to have been pastoral in nature 

than eremitic. This corresponds with the land quality analysis where the majority of sites 

are found on the good/reasonable land, which one would expect to find within settled 

areas and in close proximity to the farms (in the old in-field areas). This can also be 
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considered with the number of sites located in areas that are easy/reasonable to access, 

because the association with settlements partly explains the need for easy access. 

 

6.2.1.6 Category 6: Associated Archaeology 

The purpose was to establish the proximity of the site to known medieval and prehistoric 

archaeology.  In this way a better context for the site was formed, relating the site to 

contemporary structures and those that were already in existence at the time the chapel 

was founded.  This analysis was based on OSMR and RCAHMS sites identified in the 

desk-based survey and then located during the field survey. Their distances from the site 

were calculated using Ordnance Survey 1-10000 maps. Sites discovered during the 

fieldwork were also included.   The importance of this analysis is most evident in the 

information on the varying forms of associated archaeology, and this will be discussed in 

detail.  The analysis grade shows the number of sites with associated archaeology of any 

kind dating from the medieval or prehistoric periods.   

 

Class 1 sites are those that have evidence for both medieval and prehistoric archaeology 

within 500m of the site. For example, St Nicholas Parish Church, Holm (HOL0) where the 

church is built on an Iron Age mound and is 500m from a prehistoric sepulchral 

monument and a medieval watchtower.  St Lawrence Parish Church, Burray (BUR0) is 

also included in class 1 because, although the associated medieval and prehistoric 

archaeology is further from the site than 500m, it is clearly associated with the site and in 

the same settlement area.  

 

Class 2 sites are those with either prehistoric or medieval archaeology within 500m, 

examples being Langskaill Chapel, Gairsay, Rendall (GAI1), where the site is associated 

with the known medieval hall of Langskaill and a possible Viking structure, and 

Swanbister House Chapel and burial ground, Orphir (ORP7) where a broch, possible 
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burnt mound and flint scatter are all within 500m of the site.  These class 2 sites in many 

instances probably have both prehistoric and medieval archaeological remains (judging 

by the age of the farms, the form of mounds and the layout of the settlements) but, if there 

is no dateable material for both periods, the site is termed class 2 rather than class 1.  

 

Class 3 sites are those with no known archaeological remains within 500m and include 

The Graand, Calf of Eday (EDA4), located on a small island off the coast of Eday and Bay 

of Myre, Orphir (ORP1), located where no remains have been recorded, although traces of 

possible indeterminate prehistoric remains were noted during the field visit. 

 

There are thirty-six sites in class 1 (16%), 127 sites in class 2 (58%), forty-four sites in class 

3 (20%) and thirteen sites in class 0 (6%), thus indicating that the majority of chapel sites 

were situated in locations with other recorded archaeological remains, either 

contemporary with, or, more commonly, pre-dating the chapel/church/burial ground.  

The analysis results are similar to the settlement analysis and indicate that the chapels are 

generally in areas that have been inhabited or utilised in some form before and after the 

chapels were built.  The number of sites in the 0 class is greater in this category because 

thirteen sites are not well enough located to measure the distance of archaeology from 

them, but are able to be analysed in the other categories. 

 

The sites without recorded archaeological remains can be further divided into two: (1) 

those sites where the fieldwork revealed is likely to be unrecorded archaeological 

remains, or where there are remains, or the likelihood of remains, within the settlement 

area but slightly over 500m from the site, and (2) those where the site was built a distance 

away from any pre-existing or contemporary sites. Twenty-six sites fall into the first 

category (BIR1, DEE3, EGI1, EVI2, FIR7, FIR9, GRA1, HOY1, NRO4, ORP1, ORP4, ORP5, 
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ORP6, SAB0, SAL1, SAL5, SAL14, SAN4, SAN6, SNK7, STL/N1, STN0, STN2, STR3, 

WAL3 and WEC3) and eighteen in the second (BIR6, EDA2, EDA3, EDA4, EVI1, EYN1, 

FLO1, MGH1, ORP3, REN2, SAB1, SOL2, STL2, STL3, STN6, STP2, WEC1 and WEL2).   

 

Although subjective and dependent on the research cover of particular areas, the above 

analysis can be used to conclude that the majority of chapel sites were built on already 

occupied/used sites. There are 119 sites in close association with Iron Age settlement 

sites, and especially brochs/possible brochs and settlement mounds, of which thirty-three 

were also associated with high medieval settlement archaeology.  When compared with 

the number of sites associated with known medieval settlements and no Iron Age 

settlements (seven) this figure is even more remarkable. This is, of course, in part due to 

the more substantial nature of the Iron Age remains but there was clearly a preference by 

the builders to locate chapels near Iron Age settlements. The number of possible medieval 

sites is greatly increased with the consideration of place-names and therefore this analysis 

only shows a partial picture which will be further discussed in chapters seven and eight. 

 

6.2.1.7 Summary 

The location analysis described above covers a wide range of attributes which can be used 

to identify sites in terms of their location and topographical context. The most exciting 

part of this analysis was that only 5% of the sites could not be analysed in this manner, 

therefore allowing for the most complete form of examination possible.  The categories 

cover the physical position of the site in the landscape and the quality of land on which it 

is found, and also take into account the relationship of the site to contemporary settlement 

and earlier occupation of the area, as well as considering access and visibility. In this way 

each site has been analysed according to its position within the landscape: not just the 

physical position but also the historical and cultural position.   
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Overall, the majority of sites in Orkney are located within 500m of the coast/loch, have 

good or reasonable access, are built in an area of good or reasonable land with reasonable 

visibility, and are situated most often within 300m of a settlement or within a settlement 

area and within 500m of another prehistoric or medieval archaeological site.  This gives 

the average Orkney chapel a location code of 2 | 1 or 2 | 1 or 2 | 2 | 1 | 2 for example, 

Thickbigging, Firth with 2|1|1|2|1|2 (FIR1) and Lady’s Kirk, Shapinsay 2|2|2|2|1|2 

(SHA3) are typical sites. This average chapel profile (2 | 1 or 2 | 1 or 2 | 2 | 1 | 2) will be 

discussed in section 6.3. The number of sites classified as ‘1’ or ‘2’ in the second and third 

categories of the code are so similar in the analysis that both have been included in the 

profile. The overall preferred chapel/church location indicates that the majority of sites 

were distinct features within the settled landscape of the medieval people and that, 

whatever their purpose, they were easily accessed, seen from a reasonable distance and 

were clearly associated with the larger settlements.  The proximity to coast and loch can 

be clearly seen on figure 6.1, whilst the topographical situation is shown on the individual 

parish maps in the inventory.  Figure 6.1 also shows the overall distribution of sites and 

this corresponds with the main settlement areas in the islands.  For example, the areas 

without chapels in Hoy, Rousay, Eday, Deerness, Orphir and Shapinsay are all areas of 

uninhabited hill ground.   

 

6.2.2 Designations 

Each site in the inventory has been given a designation resulting from the data analysis.  

The designations are listed and explained in the introduction to the inventory. The 

designations were given after all the data had been gathered and analysed and therefore 

are made, not just from the evidence presented for the individual site, but from a 

consideration of all the sites in Orkney.  Figure 6.2 shows the percentages of sites in each 

designation and table 6.2 shows the designations and number of sites. 
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Figure 6.2 Site Designations
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Table 6.2 Designation breakdown  (Burial Ground (BG); Parish Church (PC)) 

Designation 
 

Number of 
sites 

Number of sites within each main designation with 
additional descriptive designations 

BG 1 0 

Cathedral and BG 1 0 

Chapel 69 6 isolated        4 monastic 

Chapel and BG 67 1 isolated        2 monastic        1 PC? 

Chapel, PC and BG 12 1 monastic 

PC and BG 23 0 

Hermitage 2 0 

Not a… 16 1 BG        14 chapel        1 church 

Unknown 29 0 
 

The results show that the number of sites not considered to be chapel sites of a possible 

medieval date total 7% of the whole; those of ‘unknown’ status (due to a lack of evidence) 

make up 14% whilst those sites termed ‘chapel’ or ‘chapel and BG’ together make up 63%.  

The parish church sites total 15% and the remaining 1% consists of hermitages, a burial 

ground and a Cathedral.  Sites designated ‘chapel, PC and BG’ are those where there is 

evidence for a chapel on the site preceding the parish church foundation, and almost one 

third of the parish churches are so designated.  The function of the designation is to give 
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the site a meaningful label, thus allowing the sites to be considered in groups according to 

designation (section 6.3).   

 

6.2.3 Dedications 

Over half  (118) of the inventory entries have dedications (Appendix Three).  However, 

their analysis is problematic.  Seven of the entries are not located and therefore could 

either be dedications of chapels already recorded in the inventory or unrecorded sites. 

The amount of information these dedications can give about the chapel/church is 

therefore limited.  Eleven of the entries have multiple dedications and although in some 

cases it is possible to suggest a dominant dedication, there is still the problem of how 

these dedications can be interpreted and used better to understand the sites. The 

dedications have helped with three of the entries designated ‘not a chapel/church’ (five 

with this designation have dedications) as the dedication was the main reason for the 

designation. St John’s Kirk in North Ronaldsay has been considered an error in a written 

source (NRO6), and St Katherine’s (STL2) and St Salvador’s (STL3) in Stronsay were 

thought to be chapels because of the dedications but it is much more likely that the 

dedications arise from the lands belonging to the prebends of St Catherine and Salvador.  

The discussion below considers all sites with a possible dedication but does not include 

sites designated ‘not a chapel/church’. The total number of entries included is 113 or 51%. 

 

It is possible to make some general conclusions based on the surviving dedications.  

Firstly, the variety of dedications shows the chosen dedications of the founders and gives 

a general picture of the saints revered in Orkney when the dedications were given.  The 

dedications are to Christ, Mary, the apostles, evangelists, early martyrs, virgins, abbots 

and more localised saints (see Appendix Three).  From 113 entries there are 129 

dedications recorded and thirty-one saints, of which fifteen are recorded only once.  
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Figure 6.3 presents the dedication distribution in Orkney.  Mary is by far the most 

common dedication with thirty-three possible dedications, of which three are from entries 

with multiple dedications.  The second most common dedication is Peter with nineteen 

possible dedications, of which again three are from entries with multiple dedications.  The 

remaining dedications with five or more entries are Colm/Columba with thirteen, of 

which two are from entries with multiple dedications; Cross with nine (one from a 

multiple dedication entry); Nicholas with eight; Bride/Bridget/Brivitta with six; and Olaf 

with five.  Of these dedications Mary, Peter, Cross and Nicholas are found widespread 

throughout Western Christendom in the Middle Ages (section 2.1).   Colm/Columba and 

Bride are associated with the Irish church and Iona, whilst Olaf and (possibly Bridget, if 

Bridget of Sweden21 is meant), are associated with Norway (and Sweden respectively).   

 

The variety of saints indicates the widespread nature of the influences on the church in 

Orkney, and shows Orkney in its geographic and cultural position as being close to 

Scotland and Ireland (Curitan/Boniface, Ninian, Columba, Drostan, Bride, Brendan), 

under suzerainty of Scandinavia (Olaf) and clearly part of Western Christendom (Peter, 

Thomas, Lawrence, Mary, Augustine, Andrew).  The greater number of Scottish and 

Roman dedications could be taken to indicate a greater influence of Scotland and Rome.  

This suggests that the church in Orkney developed at an earlier date than in Norway and 

possibly also indicates that pre-Norse dedications were retained in the islands such as 

Columba, Tredwell, Boniface, Ninian, Drostan and Bride.  Although these dedications 

could equally have been introduced in the medieval period to provide the newly 

established church with age and authenticity. 

 

                                                 
21
 The dedication to Brigitta is postulated by Marwick to explain the name ‘Bretta ness’ (ROU1). However, 

Bridgit of Sweden was not canonised until 1415 and so it is likely there would be some record of the chapel 

having been dedicated at that date.  The other suggestion is that Bretta may derive from ON Brekka for slope 

or ON Bretta, to turn upside down.  
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Figure 6.3 Dedications 
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 The majority of the dedications are of pre-thirteenth century date and indicate that the 

church sites are also pre-thirteenth century. Thus confirming the suggestion put forward 

in the inventory that churches and chapels without a documentary history probably pre-

date the extant documentary sources which, in a reasonable quantity, date back as far as 

the fifteenth century.  The Peter dedications, suggested by Lamb to be indicators of Pictish 

church power in Orkney, together with the Bride, Columba and Ninian dedications need 

not be early, and they illustrate the difficulty encountered when attempting to establish 

when a dedication was attributed to a church.  However, in one instance, a possible 

indication of date and influence can be inferred. The Nicholas Cult had a widespread 

revival in the eleventh and twelfth centuries when Nicholas’ relics were stolen by Italian 

merchants and enshrined in Bari in 1095 (Farmer 1992: 254-5; Millard 1989: 416).  

Mackinlay suggests that Hakon introduced the Orkney Nicholas dedications after his 

penitential journey to Jerusalem. Thomson supports this by noting the association of 

Nicholas churches and Earldom land (Mackinlay 1914: 438; Thomson pers. comm.).   
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The Marian dedication, as well as being the most common dedication in Orkney, is also 

the most common dedication in Scotland. The significance of this is undermined by the 

pre-eminence of the Marian Cult throughout the whole of Western Europe (Farmer 1992: 

327-9 Mackinlay 1910: 70; section 2.1).  However, the comparison with Scotland is 

interesting when considering the parallel developments between the Scottish church and 

the church in Orkney in the twelfth century and the fact that Mary is not such a common 

Norwegian dedication.   

 

The usefulness of the Orkney chapel and church dedications as indicators of date is 

minimal as, for the majority of sites, there is no way of knowing whether the dedications 

stem from the original spread of a particular Cult or from a later revival.  However, in 

terms of influence they are helpful and indicate the Scottish and Roman influences on the 

medieval Orkney church, and the conformation of the Orkney church to contemporary 

medieval trends and preferred dedications.  The dedications will be briefly discussed 

again in chapter eight together with dedications in Shetland and Caithness.  

 

 

6.3 Location Analysis of Groups of Sites 

This section of the chapter considers the sites by designation and in this way each group 

of sites is more closely considered. A location code has been attributed to each group 

which identifies shared location characteristics (see section 1.4.4 for a description of the 

numbering system). The general chapel/church six-figure location profile was    

2 | 1 or 2 | 1 or 2 |2 |1 |2 (section 6.2.1.7) and this section will compare this profile with 

the designation group profiles.  The parish churches are discussed first, followed by the 

chapels, and finally those sites designated ‘unknown’. Those sites designated ‘Not a …’ 

are not included in the analysis as they are not considered to be relevant.  
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6.3.1 Parish Church Location Analysis 

The analysis of the parish churches is most important for this study and, by considering 

their locations, conclusions can be reached concerning their early development.  The 

parish churches are generally found within 500m of the coast (thirty-two class 2, one class 

1, and three class 3), with good access (thirty-four class 1, three class 2 and one class 3), 

near good land (twenty-seven class 1, eight class 2 and one class 3), with good or 

reasonable visibility (fifteen class 1, twenty-one class 2), within settlement areas (twenty-

four class 1 and twelve class 2), and with associated archaeology (thirty-four class 1 and 2, 

two class 3 with both in areas where archaeology is assumed but has not been proved).  In 

these respects the parish churches are similar to those sites designated ‘chapel’/’chapel & 

BG’ and this strengthens Clouston’s argument that they were chapels which were 

upgraded (1932a: 142-145).  This similarity can be seen in figure 6.2, where the 

distribution of chapels and parish churches shows that their locations are similar.  If the 

parish churches were not on the map there would be a number of major settlement areas 

without a church site and the pattern would be very much altered.  

 

Clouston’s proposal certainly seems true of the twenty-four parish churches associated 

with probable medieval farms, suggesting that the churches were initially 

private/manorial churches (St Magnus (BIR0), St Mary’s (DEE0), St Mary’s (SRS0)). The 

twelve parish churches in settlement areas, but further than 500m from a medieval farm, 

may also have been associated with nearby wealthy farms and could have been built 

deliberately in central settlement areas to serve the surrounding population, perhaps 

either at the behest of a magnate (St Lawrence BUR0, St Nicholas HOL0, Faray NFA0) or a 

group of smaller farmers (St ColmsWAL0). However, some of these sites may have been 

so situated as a requirement of the introduction of the parochial system and, therefore, 
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they need not have previously been chapel sites (such as Firth FIR0, and St Peter’s, 

Stromness STR1).  This will be discussed further in chapters seven and eight.   

 

Thirty-three of the thirty-six parish churches have known dedications and are shown in 

table 6.3.  The most common dedications are the same as for all dedications in Orkney: 

Mary has ten parish church dedications, Nicholas and Peter each have five, Cross has 

four, Olaf, Magnus, Lawrence and Colm/Columba each have two and Andrew, Boniface, 

Christ and Michael each have one. There are three parish churches with more than one 

dedication. Deerness (DEE0) is recorded as being dedicated to both Mary and Peter, 

although the Mary dedication is the most established. Birsay (BIR0) is dedicated to Christ 

and Magnus. This is explicable as the Christ dedication was the original, with the church 

later being dedicated to Magnus because the church was Magnus’ first resting place after 

his martyrdom and the location of many purported miracles (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: 

lii, 212-213, lvii 219-220). Egilsay (EGI0) may have been dedicated to Mary before Magnus, 

and, again, the rededication is explained by the importance of Egilsay in the Cult of St 

Magnus. 

 

The predominance of Marian dedications is in keeping with Scotland and Europe, and 

indicates a date of the twelfth/thirteenth century for the foundation of the parish 

churches (section 2.1). As suggested in section 6.2.3, Hakon may have given Nicholas 

dedications to Earldom churches. Peter may indicate Pictish foundations or could equally 

be medieval in date, as the use of Peter as a parish church dedication was widespread. 

The choice of Mary, Peter, Cross, Lawrence, Michael and Andrew may reflect a desire of 

this newly-organised church to conform to Western Christendom. Columba/Colm and 

Boniface may indicate a Scottish influence, with Olaf being indicative of Norwegian 

suzerainty, and Christ being a customary dedication used by Norwegians for their 
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Cathedral churches (Mackinlay 1910: 49).  Magnus can be seen as representing the islands, 

and is an indicator that Orkney was aware of national identity and of the Scandinavian 

tradition of warrior saints, of which Magnus is part.   The significance of the dedications is 

limited but, as seen above, some general suggestions can be inferred. 

 

The location analysis allows the parish churches to be analysed as a group and their 

common factors to be highlighted.  Their location code, based on the most common 

classification results from each category, is 2|1|1|2|1|2 which is similar to the overall 

chapel code, although categories 2 and 3 are more clearly defined, and can be given single 

classifications.  The location analysis is particularly significant as only five parish 

churches have visible medieval archaeological remains and only eight sites have possible 

traces of earlier church remains.  The location analysis results are not surprising and 

confirm that the parish churches in Orkney were built in settled areas with good visibility 

and access, on the better land and, more often than not, adjacent to large, probable 

medieval, settlements.  In these respects the parish churches conform to a pattern of 

location found in parts of Scotland, England and Norway (chapter two).  In showing the 

proximity of parish churches to settlements, the location analysis has confirmed 

Clouston’s theory that the parish churches were chapels before being upgraded.  The 

context of the parish churches will be discussed in more detail in chapter seven.   

 

St Magnus Cathedral is similar in location code (2|1|1|1|1|1) to the majority of parish 

churches being within 500m of the coast, with good access, built on an area of good land, 

with excellent visibility, within 300m of the nearest settlement and with associated 

archaeological remains from both prehistory and the medieval period.  There is, however, 

no indication that there was ever a chapel at the site prior to the foundation of the 

Cathedral. It is more likely that a new site was chosen for this building.  
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Table 6.3 Parish church dedications 

Designation Inventory number Dedication 

PC & BG SAN0 Andrew 
Chapel, PC & BG PWE0 Boniface 

PC & BG WAL0 Colm, Columba 
PC & BG SAB0 Columba, Colm 

Chapel, PC & BG WEC0 Holy Cross 
Chapel, PC & BG STR0 Holy Cross 

PC & BG STE0 Holy Cross 
PC & BG SAC0 Holy Cross 
PC & BG REN0 Lawrence 
PC & BG BUR0 Lawrence 

Chapel, PC & BG BIR0 Magnus, Christ 
Chapel, PC & BG EGI0 Magnus, Mary 

PC & BG SRS0 Mary 
PC & BG ROU0 Mary 
PC & BG SAL0 Mary 
PC & BG SHA0 Mary 

Chapel & BG, ? PC NFA0 Mary 
PC & BG STL0 Mary 

Chapel, PC & BG EDA0 Mary 
PC & BG WEL0 Mary 
PC & BG DEE0 Mary, Peter 
PC & BG HAR0 Michael 
PC & BG STN0 Nicholas 

Chapel, PC & BG ORP0 Nicholas 
Chapel, PC & BG HOL0 Nicholas 

PC & BG HOY0 Nicholas 
PC & BG EVI0 Nicholas 
PC & BG NRO0 Olaf 

Chapel, PC & BG SOL0 Olaf 
PC & BG SNK0 Peter 

Chapel, PC & BG SRN0 Peter 
Chapel, PC & BG, monastic STR1 Peter 

PC & BG STP0 Peter 
PC & BG GRA0 Unknown 

Chapel, PC & BG FLO0 Unknown 
PC & BG FIR0 Unknown 
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6.3.2 Chapel Location Analysis 

There are 148 sites that include ‘chapel’ in their designation (see table 6.2 for a breakdown 

of site designations and figure 6.1 for a visual representation of the sites). The results of 

the location analysis of these ‘chapel’ designated sites are presented in table 6.4 and show 

that, similar to the parish churches, the majority of ‘chapel’ sites were found within 500m 

of the coast, with good/reasonable access and good quality land, reasonable visibility, 

within settlement areas and with associated archaeology. This indicates their that 

locations are generally favourable for fulfilling a pastoral role rather than being isolated 

and contemplative and, as such, is in partial agreement with Clouston (1918a: 91).   

 

Table 6.4 Results of chapel location analysis 

Location analysis Total of all 
chapel sites 

 Location analysis Total of all 
chapel sites 

Topographical Location 1 28  (19%)  Visibility 1 58       (39%) 
Topographical Location 2 104  (70 %)  Visibility 2 86       (58%) 

Topographical Location 3 13  (9%)  Visibility 3 1          (1%) 
Topographical Location 0 3  (2%)  Visibility 0 3          (2%) 

     
Access 1 60          (41%)  Settlement Proximity 1 74       (50 %) 

Access 2 71         (48 %)  Settlement Proximity 2 60       (41 %) 

Access 3 14          (9 %)  Settlement Proximity 3 11       (7 %) 
Access 0 3            (2%)  Settlement Proximity 0 3         (2%) 

     
Land Quality 1 63        (42 %)  Associated Archaeology 1 20       (13%) 
Land Quality 2 66        (45 %)  Associated Archaeology 2 96       (65%) 

Land Quality 3 16         (11%)  Associated Archaeology 3 25       (17%) 
Land Quality 0 3           (2%)  Associated Archaeology 0 7         (5%) 

     
 

As stated above, there are 148 sites designated ‘chapel’. These 148 can be divided into two 

groups: chapels without burial grounds, of which there are sixty-nine; and chapels with 

burial grounds, of which there are seventy-nine (tables 6.2 and 6.5 and shown in figure 

6.1).  This contradicts Clouston’s interpretation of the Orkney chapels as being 

predominantly funerary in nature (1932a: 143). It is in contrast to the chapels in Iceland, 

which Clouston compares to the Orkney chapels, where Vésteinsson emphasises their 
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funerary purpose (section 2.3.2).  The thirteen parish churches with evidence for earlier 

chapel sites are included in this analysis and, although it is probable that the majority of 

parish church sites were previously chapel sites, only the thirteen sites with 

archaeological evidence have been included. 

 

The  ‘chapel’ and ‘chapel & BG’ designated sites have been further divided, as a result,  of 

the location analysis and the desk-based survey, with seven sites designated as ‘isolated’ 

and six as ‘monastic’. The remaining 135 have not been given a secondary designation but 

could be termed ‘settlement chapels,’ as they are all found within settlement areas (table 

6.4).  The table shows that the majority of isolated and monastic sites are without burial 

grounds, and this will be discussed in the conclusions of the location analysis of the 

chapel sites. 

 

Table 6.5 Chapel sites grouped by secondary designations 
 

Designation Number of entries Totals 
Chapel (C) 59  

Chapel + isolated (+ I) 6  
Chapel + monastic (+ M) 4  

  69 
Chapel and BG (C and BG) 63  

Chapel and BG + isolated (+ I) 1  
Chapel and BG + monastic (+ M) 2  

Chapel and BG + PC (+ PC) 13  
  79 
  148 

 

There are some differences between the variously designated sites which make the 

predominance of the chapels in settlement areas more interesting.  The results of this 

more detailed location analysis of the chapel sites are presented in tables 6.6 and 6.7, 

which show the sites divided into the two main groups, ‘chapel’ and ‘chapel & BG’, and 

subdivided as noted above by ‘monastic’, ‘isolated’ and ‘parish church’ designations.  The 

‘total’ columns in Table 6.6 give the percentage out of 148 (the total number of sites 
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designated ‘chapel’ and ‘chapel & BG’) for each topographical analysis and, when added 

together, correspond with the percentages given in table 6.4. In table 6.7 the totals are 

given as a percentage within each group (‘chapel’ and ‘chapel & BG’), thus allowing the 

two groups (consisting of sixty-nine and seventy-nine sites) to be compared.  

 

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 show four main differences between those sites with and without burial 

grounds.  The first difference is found in classification 1 and 2 of the topographical 

location category.  In classification 1, 28% of the non-burial ground chapel sites are located 

on small offshore or loch islands, and peninsulas. Only 12% of the burial ground chapels 

are in these locations.  In several instances the size of the island determines whether a 

burial ground can be located with the chapel and thus a topographical explanation can 

account for the greater number of non-burial ground sites, for example, The Burrian 

(ROU2). However, this topographical location includes all but one of the isolated and 

monastic sites and, therefore, it can be suggested that this particular location was 

attractive to builders of isolated/contemplative sites. It can also be suggested these sites 

were generally not associated with burial grounds and therefore were not funerary in 

purpose.   In classification 2, 78% of chapels with burial grounds are located within 500m 

of the coast/loch, whilst only 61% of chapels are found in this location.  This is explained 

by the statistics discussed from classification 1, and it can be concluded that the most 

common location for both groups of chapel is classification 2, but that there is a greater 

proportion of chapels without burial grounds found in classification 1.  

 

The second and most marked difference is found in the ‘access’ category, with a 31% 

difference in classification 1.  55% of the ‘chapel & BG’ sites are easily accessible in 

contrast to 24% of the ‘chapels’ (without burial grounds).  This indicates that ease of 

access was important for the burial ground sites, and of course this makes sense, as the 
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burial grounds would need to be easily accessed in order for the corpse to be carried to its 

place of rest.  Chapel sites without the purpose of burial need not be as easily accessible, 

as those attending the chapel could negotiate less easily traversed ground, and this is 

reflected in their more even distribution in the classifications: 24% class 1, 58% class 2 and 

15% class 3.  There is a 10% difference in class 3, which should be considered with the 

topographical category class 1 results, as it reflects the restricted access to smaller islands 

and loch peninsulas. 

 

The third variation is in the ‘land quality’ category where the majority of the chapels with 

burial grounds are found in areas of good land (51%) and the majority of the chapel sites 

without burial grounds are found in areas of reasonable land (53%).  This variation should 

be considered together with the fourth variation, where there is a twenty-seven 

percentage point difference between chapels with burial grounds (36%) and chapels 

without (63%) in their proximity to the nearest probable medieval settlement.  These two 

results indicate that the burial ground sites are closer to farms than the chapel sites 

without burial grounds and that the land around the farm is of better quality (infield) 

than that further from the farm.  This is exemplified by Stove in Cross parish, Sanday 

(SAC3) where the chapel and burial ground are located close by the settlement and on 

good land, and by St Colm’s chapel, St Peter’s, South Ronaldsay (SRN2) which is more 

centrally located in the settlement area, on reasonable land and more than 500m from the 

nearest farm.  
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Table 6.6 Location analysis showing percentages out of total of 148 

Location analysis Chapels 
(69 sites) 

Chapel & BGs 
(79 sites) 

 C + 
I 

+ 
M 

Total as 
% of 148 

C& 
BG 

+ 
I 

+ 
M 

+ 
PC 

Total as  
% of 148 

Topographical Location 1 10 5 4 13 6 0 2 1 6 

Topographical Location 2 42 0 0 28 50 0 0 12 42 

Topographical Location 3 5 1 0 4 6 1 0 0 5 

Topographical Location 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Access 1 17 0 0 12 32 0 0 11 29 

Access 2 36 2 2 27 28 1 1 1 21 

Access 3 4 4 2 7 2 0 1 1 2 

Access 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Land Quality 1 21 0 2 15 31 0 0 9 27 

Land Quality 2 32 3 2 25 26 0 0 3 20 

Land Quality 3 4 3 0 5 5 1 2 1 6 

Land Quality 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Visibility 1 22 5 1 19 25 0 1 4 20 

Visibility 2 35 0 3 26 37 1 1 9 32 

Visibility 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Visibility 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Settlement Proximity 1 24 0 1 17 40 0 0 9 33 

Settlement Proximity 2 30 2 2 23 21 0 1 4 18 

Settlement Proximity 3 3 4 1 5 1 1 1 0 2 

Settlement Proximity 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Associated Archaeology 1 6 0 0 4 8 0 1 5 9 

Associated Archaeology 2 38 2 3 29 43 1 1 8 36 

Associated Archaeology 3 10 4 1 10 10 0 0 0 7 

Associated Archaeology 0 5 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 1 
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Table 6.7 Location analysis showing percentages out of total of each group 

Location analysis Chapels 
(69 sites) 

Chapel & BG 
(79 sites) 

 C + 
I 

+ 
M 

Total as 
% of 69 

C& 
BG 

+ 
I 

+ 
M 

+ 
PC 

Total as 
% of 79 

Topographical Location 1 10 5 4 28 6 0 2 1 12 

Topographical Location 2 42 0 0 61 50 0 0 12 78 

Topographical Location 3 5 1 0 8 6 1 0 0 9 

Topographical Location 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Access 1 17 0 0 24 32 0 0 11 55 

Access 2 36 2 2 58 28 1 1 1 39 

Access 3 4 4 2 15 2 0 1 1 5 

Access 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Land Quality 1 21 0 2 34 31 0 0 9 51 

Land Quality 2 32 3 2 53 26 0 0 3 37 

Land Quality 3 4 3 0 10 5 1 2 1 11 

Land Quality 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Visibility 1 22 5 1 40 25 0 1 4 38 

Visibility 2 35 0 3 56 37 1 1 9 61 

Visibility 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Visibility 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Settlement Proximity 1 24 0 1 36 40 0 0 9 63 

Settlement Proximity 2 30 2 2 50 21 0 1 4 33 

Settlement Proximity 3 3 4 1 11 1 1 1 0 3 

Settlement Proximity 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 

          

Associated Archaeology 1 6 0 0 9 8 0 1 5 17 

Associated Archaeology 2 38 2 3 62 43 1 1 8 67 

Associated Archaeology 3 10 4 1 22 10 0 0 0 13 

Associated Archaeology 0 5 0 0 7 2 0 0 0 3 
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By taking these four differences of location analysis into account, it can be suggested that 

the locations of the sites indicate that chapels with burial grounds are predominantly 

found within 500m of the coast and 300m of the nearest settlement, and that they are built 

on good land and are easily accessible, whereas the chapels without burial grounds are 

more often found on reasonable land with reasonable access, more than 300m from the 

nearest settlement, and there is a greater number of these sites on small islands and 

peninsulas.  This difference has not been discussed before and may help better 

understand the sites when considering them at parish level.  From the results presented in 

tables 6.6 and 6.7, it is possible to create a location code for the majority of chapel sites 

without burials grounds of 2|2|2|2|2|2 and for chapel sites with burial grounds of 

2|1|1|2|1|2.  The ‘chapel & BG’ code is the same as the ‘PC’ code.  Figure 6.1 shows that 

the distribution of chapel sites and chapel and burial ground sites is not the same in each 

parish. For example, there are a greater number of chapel and burial ground sites in 

Sandwick and more chapels without burial grounds in Firth.  The implication is that 

burial grounds were not a prerequisite, but were decided upon by the individual builders, 

with some choosing to have one and others not; an indication of organic growth from 

below rather than a programme of building led by the Earl or Bishop.  

 

The conclusions on burial grounds and chapels are revealing in relation to the isolated 

and monastic sites.  As already mentioned, the majority of these sites are without burial 

grounds and they account for almost half of the sites in the topographical category 

classification 1, thus explaining the variation in the results.  The majority of these sites 

have restricted access, are built on reasonable or poor land, and are not within settlement 

areas.  They are clearly very different in location from the majority of sites and, as such, 

should be considered as separate elements of ecclesiastical organisation. Location codes 

can be determined for these two types of site with the isolated sites generally being 
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1|3|3|1|3|3, whilst the monastic sites are more difficult but can be coded 1|-|-|2|2|2 

(the two ‘-’s represent the categories where there is no dominant classification. It is not 

possible to use this code for analysis of sites because it is incomplete and is similar to the 

isolated and chapel site codes).  These sites are more akin in location to the two 

designated hermitage sites (STN6 and WEC1) than they are to the majority of chapel sites.  

The hermitage sites both have the same location code as the isolated sites, 1|3|3|1|3|3, 

being situated on off-shore stacks (topographical location classification 1), with restricted 

access (class 3), poor land quality (class 3), excellent visibility (class 1), not within a 

settlement area and with no known associated archaeology (both class 3).  The 

combination of location code and tradition is the reason for their designation as 

hermitages.  The hermitage and isolated sites have a very different code from the average 

chapel site and therefore are clearly a small and differently located group of sites. 

 

There are two sites in the inventory known as burial grounds only.  These are Skaill in 

Lady Parish, Westray (WEL5) and Middle Banks in Nicholas Parish, Stronsay (STN5). 

From analysis of their locations it is possible to make tentative conclusions concerning 

their designation.  STN5 has location code 2|2|3|2|3|2 and is therefore unusual when 

compared to the location code for chapels with burial grounds 2|1|1|2|1|2 in terms of 

accessibility, land quality and settlement proximity; all areas outlined above as important.  

The combination of location and the lack of evidence for this site’s existence have resulted 

in its designation as ‘not a BG’.  WEL5 has location code 2|2|1|1|1|2, which 

corresponds with the general pattern of chapels with burial grounds, although access is 

reasonable rather than good.  This site has evidence for a medieval settlement 

immediately adjacent to the burial ground.  There are two possibilities to consider. The 

most likely is that the burial ground is all that remains of what was once a chapel and 
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burial ground site associated with a medieval settlement, or this could be the one instance 

in Orkney of a burial ground without a chapel22. 

 

6.3.3 Analysis of sites designated ‘unknown’ 

The remaining sites to be considered are those designated ‘unknown’ based on a lack of 

evidence (they are all evidence classification 3) meaning the site cannot be termed either a 

‘chapel’ or ‘not a chapel’.   There are twenty-nine such sites.  By considering the location 

code of each site and comparing it with the location profiles for the groups of sites, the 

‘unknown’ sites with locations can be tentatively arranged. It is highly unlikely that any 

of the unknown sites are parish churches, because they are all well-documented after the 

sixteenth century and, therefore, the ‘PC’ designation is not included.   

 

Table 6.8 shows the unknown sites grouped by code profile and indicates, on location 

alone, the possible designation of the site if it were a chapel site. These sites can also be 

seen in figure 6.1 and are indicated by an orange dot.  The ‘unknown’ sites are included in 

a code only if four of the six category classifications are the same.  This analysis must be 

regarded as a very basic method of testing the site locations, bearing in mind that within 

each designated group there are sites with numerous combinations of location attributes.  

There are three ‘unknown’ sites that are not included as they are not located (St Nicholas 

Chapel, Shapinsay (SHA5); St Brando, Stromness (STR5) and St Peters, Walls (WAL4)). 

 

                                                 
22 Information from Mrs Nan Scott, who once lived in the farm of Skaill, stating that a field located 
next to the house was called ‘Kirk Toomal’ further suggests there was once a chapel at the site and 
thus supports the findings from the location analysis (pers. comm. April 2005).  
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Table 6.8 Unknown sites grouped by location code 

Location code  Unknown sites grouped  
by location code 

Number  
of sites 

Chapel and BG 
211212 

DEE1 – 211222 
EVI2 – 212232* 
GAI1 – 112212 
HAR1 – 321212 
HAR2 – 321212 
REN1 – 211211 
ROU7 – 211211 
SAL5 – 211113 
SAN5 – 212112 

STL/N2 – 211122 
WEC4 – 213222* 

11 

Chapel 
222222 

EDA2 – 222223 
EVI2 – 212232 * 
FIR2 – 322222 
NRO3 – 222112 
ORP3 – 222223 
SAC4 – 222112 
SAL12 – 222122 
WEC4 – 213222* 

8 

Isolated site 
133133 

BIR10 – 133232 
EDA4 – 132233 
NRO4 – 223133 
STP2 - 000123 

5 

No similar code EGI1 – 322323 
HAR3 – 122232 
NRO2 – 221111 
SAN6 – 322113 
STE2 - 122111 

5 

*site entered in two profile groups. 

 

The table shows that, by using the location codes, the ‘unknown’ sites can be grouped 

according to location and given possible designations, if they are chapel sites.  These are 

the sites with the poorest evidence in the inventory and yet, through the location analysis, 

they can be grouped and their locations better understood.  The table results may be used 

to conclude that the five sites with codes different from the profiles for the groups may 

not be chapel sites, and that those with similar codes to known sites may be similar to 

those sites in terms of location and context.  This is particularly interesting for the sites in 

the isolated group as their locations differ greatly from the other groups.  This is not to 
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say that the sites in the table are definitely from the grouping they are placed in, only that 

there is a possibility that they could belong to those groups.  This is progress from merely 

stating that the sites are unknown and that there is not enough evidence to discuss them.   

 

This use of the location codes can only give very tentative and general results and cannot 

be used either to confirm or deny chapel status on any of the ‘unknown’ sites.  It can only 

provide hypothetical designations, which need to be confirmed with new reliable 

evidence.   Nevertheless, this analysis shows what can be achieved from location analysis 

of sites with very poor evidence and illustrates how the location codes can be used to 

some affect. 

 

 

6.4 Summary 

The findings of this chapter all help in understanding the material, its limits and its 

significance, both in terms of the way in which it can be analysed and the results which 

can be produced; something which had not been fully realised before (section 3.4).   

Section 6.1 introduced the material and showed the dearth of datable archaeological 

evidence; only thirteen sites out of 220 can be securely dated to the medieval period. 

However, the section continues by indicating the great variety of evidence available and 

the way in which those forms of evidence, when combined, greatly increase the amount of 

information available on each site.  Two thirds of the sites have a reasonable or good 

variety of evidence and this allows the location analysis to be undertaken effectively.   

 

The location analysis, more than anything else, has shown how important it is to visit the 

sites and to explore their environment (6.2.1).  The categories making up the location code 

are varied and make use of fieldwork as well as desk-based material. However, the 
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accuracy of the code can only be verified by visiting the site and becoming familiar with 

its locality.  Even if the site is no longer visible, experiencing where it once stood is 

incredibly helpful in determining its existence and purpose, as well as its demise and 

removal.  For example, by visiting the island of Shapinsay, one can much better appreciate 

the effects of the improvements on the landscape (section 5.4) and can see where those 

effects were most obvious, thus indicating the more likely locations for lost sites.  Again, 

by visiting Stove in Cross parish, Sanday one can appreciate that the site was removed 

because of a shortage of suitable land to build new steading. That, when in use, the chapel 

would have been a significant feature at the head of the bay and was clearly a private 

chapel for the occupiers of the farm.  It is only by being in the landscape and walking 

through it that one appreciates the relationships between chapel and farm, chapel and 

mound, chapel and settlement and chapel and chapel.  These relationships are not so 

apparent from studying maps and documents.   

 

The analysis of the location codes and the patterns that have emerged from it, have 

illustrated the merits of this form of categorisation.  The number of sites included in the 

analysis (c.95%) and the way in which the data have been examined has produced better 

results than was expected at the outset, even allowing for the inevitable groupings, the 

benefits are worthwhile. The map in figure 6.1 shows the benefits of the analysis and the 

usefulness of the designations as the distribution of ecclesiastical sites with different 

attributes are visually expressed.  This map, however, does not indicate the temporality of 

the building and using processes nor the context of the sites.  In an attempt to show the 

chapels within temporal and contextual frameworks, the parish maps in the inventory 

include prehistoric, medieval and post-medieval features, thus emphasising the passing of 

time and the associations between settlement and site.  The purpose of this chapter was to 

describe the analyses that formed the basis of this study, prior to discussing the sites in 
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parish-by-parish format.  Even at this stage, some general thoughts on location and 

context can be presented which will be further discussed and modified in the next two 

chapters.  The most significant points of the location analysis are summarised below. 

 

There is a discernible similarity in the location of chapels expressed in the location profile 

2|1 or 2|1 or 2| 2| 1|2.  This general pattern is developed when the sites are analysed by 

designation, as three distinct location profiles are evident. There is a group of sites 

identified by their isolated nature and their restricted access with a location code of 

1|3|3|1|3|3.  This profile is different from the overall chapel profile and may indicate 

that the sites were performing a different function, or were a separate part of ecclesiastical 

structure. For example, they may have been monastic retreats or contemplative cells. The 

second and third groups surprisingly reveal new information, showing that chapels 

without burial grounds are situated in slightly, but significantly, different locations from 

those with burial grounds, and the groups therefore have different codes being 

2|2|2|2|2|2 and 2|1|1|2|1|2 respectively.  The analysis has also shown that the 

number of sites without burial grounds is greater than previously thought by Clouston 

(1932a: 143; the number is clearly shown in figure 6.1), and this may indicate that those 

sites with burial grounds were serving a different function from those without.  Finally, it 

was discovered that the monastic sites could not be clearly identified by location analysis, 

indicating that location was not the most distinctive characteristic of these sites, although 

they are all located on comparatively small islands.  

 

The decision to give each site a designation did not come easily, as the very act of 

designating implies a certainty that is not justified for all the sites (6.2.2).  However, this 

was overcome, at least partially, by including an ‘unknown’ category within the 

designations.  The designations are helpful when discussing the sites and are necessary 
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for that reason.  The results of examining the location codes of the ‘unknown’ sites (6.3.3) 

gave unexpected results and showed the benefits of both designations and codes.  The 

choice of ‘chapel’ was made because it is the most common locally used term for the sites 

and it is a reasonably neutral term.  The usefulness of the designations is proved in figure 

6.1 where the differing sites can be seen clearly and the complexity of ecclesiastical 

buildings is thus revealed. There was no attempt made to designate possible head-kirks as 

the evidence was not good enough. This also explains why the parish churches are not 

given a designation prior to their parochial status.  The possibility of head-kirks and the 

origins of the parish churches are discussed in more detail in chapters seven and eight 

when the sites are considered with contextual material.  

 

In section 6.2.3 the strength of the written and cartographic sources is shown in the 

number of recorded dedications and the number of recorded sites that are now no longer 

extant.  The early records of the sites are often where the dedications are preserved and, 

because of the number of dedications, it has been possible to consider them in a general 

but informative manner.  Dedications are problematic and there is no easy way to 

examine them.  Nonetheless, they show the variety of saints being revered in Orkney and 

they also, by their survival, show that the dedications have remained significant in the 

community.  Even when the sites are gone, the dedications survive as place-names within 

the landscape.   By examining the archaeology and the dedication of a site together it is 

possible to look more closely at the dating of the site. For instance, at the Brough of Birsay 

there are two dedications and two phases of activity, and the dedications support the 

suggestion that there could have been a Pictish church on the site dedicated to Colm and a 

later foundation dedicated to Peter (BIR2).  This form of interpretation should always be 

tempered with caution.  
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The framework of this chapter, and particularly sections 6.2 and 6.3, is based around the 

analysis of the sites and is therefore determined by the systematic nature of the analysis.  

The data, when gathered, were so great that, in order to study it in any meaningful way, it 

had to be grouped. This is not to say that the groups are solid and defined, they are 

necessary to begin re-examining the chapels and are open for re-evaluation, as seen in 

chapters seven and eight.  That patterns of location emerge at all is significant as it shows 

that location was a determining factor in the building of the sites.  The shape of the 

Orkney landscape has determined settlement (chapter four) but the locations of chapels 

and chapels and burial grounds has been decided by more than topographically defined 

features as there is a difference in location within the settlements which is not easily 

explained merely through topographical factors.  This chapter provides a degree of 

reflexivity on the nature and quality of the evidence and the location analysis shows 

similarities and differences between sites in terms of their spatiality (their position in the 

landscape), contextually (what they are located near to) and temporality (again by 

considering what they are next to and on top of).  The ability to look at all four aspects is 

most encouraging as it allows meaningful consideration of the sites individually and also 

as a group of buildings with a shared history.   

 

The groupings and the location characteristics presented in this chapter will be discussed 

in chapter seven where their usefulness as groupings will be considered by evaluating the 

sites in their parish context rather than only by immediate location.
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Chapter Seven 

 

Orkney Parishes - towards a new understanding 

 

 

This chapter uses the site-by-site and parish-by-parish sections in the inventory as the 

basis for a discussion of the parishes.  The parish-by-parish analysis will be outlined and 

reference made to the site-by-site analysis from chapter six.  The discussion will focus on 

the parish, its internal features and its boundaries. It  will discuss how the findings from 

this thesis change our interpretation of the parochial system and the landscape of high 

medieval Orkney.  Examples of the detailed parish analyses found in the inventory have 

been included in the chapter to illustrate particular points and to demonstrate the 

usefulness of detailed research.  

 

 

7.1 The Parishes 

The parishes in Orkney vary in size from North Faray at 2km2 to Walls 85km2 and in 

urislands value from ½ urisland to 17 ½ urislands (table 7.1).  Therefore the parishes were 

not formed to create a system of equally valued areas for taxation, nor areas of equal 

geographic size.   Initially, when considering the parishes, they appear to be clearly 

defined by topography and to be geographic units of settlement, and this appears to be 

the case for the smaller single parish islands. However, when studied in detail the 

boundaries of adjacent parishes are not always topographically distinct, particularly in 

the Mainland (HAR, BIR, SAN, EVI, FIR, REN, STE).  The areas included within the 

parish limits do not always appear to sit comfortably within the parish framework. For 

instance the Wideford area of St Ola (SOL), the Midland area of Rendall (REN), and the 
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Hourston area of Sandwick (SNK) are all geographically associated with a neighbouring 

parish, whilst Cross Parish Westray, Birsay and Evie each appear to have been formed out 

of two smaller but distinct units, and South Ronaldsay may have at one time been divided 

into three and then later into two (section 7.2.1).   

 

Table 7.1 Parish size and urisland value 

Parish ID Approximate size in km2 Urisland value 

BIR 76 13 
BUR 13 ½ 
DEE 23 6 
EDA 29 2 
EGI 7 4 
EVI 33 8 
FIR 33 3 
FLO 11 ½ 
GRA 4 2 
HAR 36 4 ½ 
HOL 30 6 ½ 
HOY 63 2 ½ 
NFA 2 Unknown 
NRO 9 4 
ORP 50 4 ½ 
PWE 9 4 
REN 26 5 
ROU 45 5 
SAB 10 6 ½ 
SAC 20 12 ½ 
SAL 30 17 
SAN 38 5 ½ 
SHA 30 6.5 
SNK 49 17 ½ 
SOL 45 7 
SRN 32 4 
SRS 23 4 
STE 34 3 ½ 
STL 12 4 
STN 16 4 ½ 
STP 10 4 ½ 
STR 32 6 ½ 
WAL 85 4 ½ 
WEC 25 7 
WEL 25 7 
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Therefore, instead of being obvious long-standing geographic units, easily defined by the 

topography, the parishes are apparently more complex in their creation.  The complexity 

is partially revealed from the settlement areas, townships and urislands, the parish 

churches, the chapels and the parish names.  It is from studying the parishes in detail, and 

by focussing on the ecclesiastical aspects of the parish, that a new interpretation of their 

creation can be postulated.  

 

7.1.1 Settlement Areas, Townships and Urislands 

One of the most striking revelations from the landscape analysis has been the correlation 

in almost every instance of topographically defined areas and settlement. These 

settlement areas are usually coincident with the townships (where they are known or can 

be inferred), either defining one or several townships within their bounds.  The level of 

correlation is variable and, to a certain extent, determined by topography. For instance the 

townships and topography in Lady parish South Ronaldsay correlate in the north where 

the settlements are topographically defined, but in the south, where there is a flat plain of 

settled land, the townships are more difficult to determine (see SRS for a full description, 

a summary is provided below).   

 

The parish of St Mary’s is bounded on three sides by sea and on the fourth by hills.  A 

ridge of hills runs through the north of the parish and they naturally form a very good 

boundary, but the actual boundary is less well defined topographically in order to include 

the township of Sandwick in the parish.  This indicates the pre-existence of the township 

and suggests it was consciously included in the south parish, even though it is 

geographically more closely linked to the north parish.   The best farmland is near the 

shore around several bays, while the interior of the parish is mostly hill ground.  There 

are several lochs and wet areas in the south of the parish that help to define settlement. 
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The settlement distribution in terms of topographically defined areas is as follows.  In the 

north of the parish there are three clearly defined areas: -  

(1) Sand Wick, a township defined by a valley with the houses built on its lower slopes. 

(2) Wind Wick is the focus for a settlement defined by hills comprising the townships of 

Windwick, Linklater, Burwell, Massater, Lythe and Osquoy.   

(3) Gairy Hill defines the district of Holland which comprises the settlements of Halcro, 

Holland, Quoys and Flaws.  This settlement is defined in the reverse way from most 

settlements with the hill being central and the boundaries being low wetland.  To the 

south of these areas the divisions are less clear as the landscape flattens out, but three 

main areas are notable:  

(4) Cairn Hill defines the settlement of Barswick which is located on its upper slopes.  

(5) Bur Wick is the main settlement in the south of the parish, where the parish church is 

located, its centre focuses on the bay, but there are no clearly defined boundaries other 

than gently sloping hills and some wetter ground.  

(6-10) There are five settlements surrounding Bur Wick with unclear topographical 

boundaries. The focus of each settlement is clear and their boundaries are defined by lack 

of settlement rather than any obvious landscape features.  

 

This description shows the variety of topographical features that can define settlements as 

well as exemplifying the variety of townships within individual areas. In the south of the 

parish the lack of differing physical features reveals that settlement in Orkney is 

particular to the topography.  Most of the archipelago consists of more variable 

topography and therefore the settlements are, more often than not, defined by that 

topography. Had the topography been less variable, the landscape approach would 

probably have been less successful. 
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In the North Isles, where the old townships are no longer known, possible medieval 

settlement areas have been identified based on the topography.  These postulated areas 

correlate with the townships given in the Rentals (EDA, SAB, SAC, SAL, STP, STN, STL, 

WEC, WEL).  This allows the islands to be considered in terms of settlement rather than 

trying to understand them only in terms of their fifteenth/sixteenth century urisland 

units, which do not necessarily reflect medieval settlement development.  This means that 

the chapels and churches can be considered in relation to settlement units which have 

been developing from the Iron Age. It extends the area of consideration beyond those 

places where evidence of townships remain, which was what limited Clouston’s work 

(see Clouston’s lack of discussion of the North Isles for evidence of his study area, 1918a; 

1918b and 1918c; 1932a: 141-156).   

 

The parish of Burness in Sanday provides a good example of a parish that is no longer 

defined by its townships (SAB). This is possibly because it is one of the smallest parishes 

(c.10km2) and, as a result of population decline and better means of transport, the parish 

has become the main unit. The parish is defined on three sides by the coast and on its 

landward side by an area of wet ground across a narrow neck of land.  Topographically, 

Burness can be divided into seven small discreet settlement areas: Hermisgarth on the 

south side of a gently sloping brae; Simbister on the west coast and divided from the rest 

of the parish by a low hill ridge and a burn; Stangasetter on the north side of the burn; 

Skelbrae on the higher ground on the north side of Lamaness Firth; Noltland at 

Otterswick Bay; Hellihowe at the north end of Otterswick Bay and Sander on the fertile 

ground south of the north coast. All the settlements are defined, unless otherwise stated, 

by the coast and unsettled low-lying land.   
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The topographical areas of settlement, in this instance, correspond with the taxation units 

as shown in table 7.2, apart from the extra taxation unit of Brabister.  This indicates that 

Brabister, which is now an area of wet unsettled land, was settled in the 1500s. The parish 

was valued at 6 ½ urislands, which is a high valuation based on the early development of 

the sandy soils that are found throughout all of Sanday.  The parish church (SAB0) is 

located centrally in the north of the parish, close to the old settlements of Sand and 

Westove amidst the most fertile land (Pringle 1874, 33).  Kirk Geo chapel (SAB2) is located 

near the coast and the house of Viggar in the small well-defined settlement area of 

Simbister in the far west of the parish.  The Holms of Ire chapel (BSA1) is in an isolated 

position and its possible dedication to Colm may indicate it was a pre-Norse site, as could 

its alternative, and more probable, dedication to Peter.   

 

Table 7.2 Burness parish divisions and chapels 

 1500 Rental Pennyland Value* Mackenzie 1750: IV Church/Chapel 
Simbister 18d Simbuster BSA2 
Sand 18d Sander 

Westove 
BSA0 

Brabuster 9d Brebuster  
Hellehow 18d Hellyhow  
Noltland 18d Noltland  
Scalbray 18d Skelbrae  

Stangasetter 18d Stangasetr  
Hermansgarth  Shown but not named  
 
*land in Sanday was Skatted highly because of the sandy nature of the soils and their 
early development. 
 

The above summary of Burness demonstrates the way in which the settlements can be 

identified, through landscape analysis combined with documentary sources, even in areas 

where those settlements are no longer known.  This shows that it is possible to locate 

deserted settlements by means of landscape analysis and, although there are very few 

deserted areas in Orkney, this discovery will be of use if comparative studies are ever 

made in the future.   
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The topographical settlement areas generally fit within the parish units, although not 

always, and it is possible to conclude that townships existed prior to parishes.  The 

evidence is found in two instances of the division of a township by parish boundaries.  

The one instance is of the townships of Cottascarth in Rendall and Settiscarth in Firth, 

which originally formed one township. The other instance is Sanday in Deerness and 

Upper Sanday in St Andrews, which again originally were a single township. The name of 

Midland on the north side of Rendall also suggests that it was in the middle of a 

settlement prior to being on the northern edge of a parish.  This is supported by the 

archaeological evidence of the brochs/Iron Age settlements and the developed soils at the 

centre of many of the townships, proving that the township areas were settled before the 

medieval period (section 4.1).  The pre-existence of townships is also apparent in the way 

most parish boundaries that are not defined by topographically dominant features 

incorporate whole townships within their bounds. For instance in Lady parish, South 

Ronaldsay where Sandwick is included, and in Sandwick parish where Hourston is 

included.   

 

The importance of the township as a settlement unit is undeniable and, as Johnston 

argued, it was probably the most important territorial unit within the islands (section 

3.2.2). This is supported by the analysis of farm-names (section 5.2), the use of townships 

in the Rentals as the basis for the fiscal units of administration - urislands (section 5.1), 

and the longevity of the unit in areas of Orkney where the farming method remained 

largely unaffected by pioneering agricultural improvements (sections 5.1.2 and 5.4).  

 

The urislands, the fiscal units on which the assessment of Skat was based, have been 

previously considered important in the location of the chapels (Clouston section 3.2.3, 

Cant section 3.3.1) and a summary of urislands and pennylands is presented in section 
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5.1.1. The parish-by-parish study shows that the urislands often consisted of either one 

large township or several smaller townships, and this is the case in the Rendall urisland of 

Gairsay and Ellibister where the urisland is made up of two geographically separate 

townships (section 5.1.1). This particular urisland has been convincingly used to prove 

that the parishes existed prior to the urislands and, throughout Orkney, this can be 

assumed because of the organisation of these fiscal units within the parishes. There is no 

instance of an urisland being made up of areas from more than one parish.   

 

As noted above, the urislands are related to the townships, but they are not coincident 

with them.  The post-parish artificial construction of the urislands is in contrast to the pre-

parish organic and topographically determined townships. Any association between the 

two units is merely that the townships, where suitable, were used as a basis for forming 

the urislands.  Where the townships were valued as a single urisland, the name ‘ursland’ 

was occasionally applied as an alternative generic name for the township (Clouston 

section 5.1.1). There is no suggestion that the urisland units throughout Orkney were 

considered territorial units as there was no need because the township already existed.  

From chapter five we know that the urislands were probably first used for assessment of 

renders between the mid-eleventh century and 1194 (section 5.1.1). Therefore, the creation 

of the parishes must have begun before then, placing their creation very roughly in the 

mid-eleventh to twelfth centuries.  These two units (township and urisland) were very 

different in nature and origin; the one being a topographical unit determined by the 

continuing development of the farming society and the other being a fixed fiscal 

administrative unit imposed from above.   

 

Clouston began his research by attempting to fit the chapels into a fiscal urisland 

framework, where each chapel was associated with an 18 pennyland or 36 pennyland 
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unit, but all the chapels did not conform to this rigid pattern.  He then identified 

geographical districts, that he called urslands, which he believed were adapted fiscal 

urislands and he associated the chapels with these ursland districts (sections 3.2.3 and 

5.1.1). Clouston saw the erection of chapels as an Earldom-directed initiative based on 

administrative units (urislands and parishes) already in existence in the tenth century, 

having been based on an earlier pre-Norse administrative system (section 3.2.3). However 

it has since been argued, on the basis of the Cologne Mark, that the urislands were not 

taxation units until after the mid-eleventh century.  Therefore, we can either accept 

Clouston’s theory that the chapels post-date the urislands but alter the dates accordingly, 

so that the chapels must have been built in the mid-eleventh to twelfth century at the 

earliest (section 5.1.1), challenge the chronology or consider that the chapels predate the 

urislands. The implications of this will be clearer after the parishes, chapels and parish 

churches have been discussed. Possible theories concerning the development of the 

chapels are discussed in this chapter and in chapter eight.  

 

7.1.2 The South Isles 

In the South Isles, the inhabited areas of the parishes are generally smaller and the 

urisland value lower than in the rest of the archipelago (table 7.1) and the number of 

chapels in the parishes is also small.  In all seven parishes, the majority of the chapels are 

located within settlement areas, with only St Peter’s Chapel, Muckle Skerry, St Mary’s 

parish, South Ronaldsay (MSK1) in an isolated location.  In the areas where there is no 

evidence for medieval settlement, there are no chapels. For example, the hill land in Hoy 

and Walls and the poorest land in Flotta.  Therefore, the chapels are not evenly 

distributed throughout the parishes but are distributed according to settlement.   
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The above may seem an obvious statement but is significant because of the emphasis on 

settlement rather than parish.  This is exemplified in South Ronaldsay’s parishes where 

the chapels were located in the townships, thus best serving the settlement of the island. 

The burial grounds were well dispersed to allow ease of burial in the island.  The parish 

boundary divides the island from east to west and also divides a natural settlement area 

in two (see inventory and section 7.1.1).  This division appears unnatural, in contrast to 

the topographically defined settlement areas in which the chapels are located.  

Furthermore, there is a slight indication from Craven  (SRS3), which is supported by the 

topography, that the island may at one time have been in three parts, with the settlement 

areas of Sandwick (SRS) and Lythes, Kirk, Stews and Braeland (SRN) forming a separate 

middle section and the chapel at Sandwick serving as the head or main church.  This is 

further supported by the Cross dedication of the church which, in Orkney, is found 

mainly as a dedication of parish churches and churches of importance (Appendix Three).  

The significance of this is the realisation that the chapels are not dependent on the parish 

for their distribution, but on settlement.  This is something that is noticeable in the larger 

landmasses where there is more than one parish on the island (section 7.1.3). 

 

On Hoy there is a different situation where the Walls/Hoy boundary is obviously a very 

arbitrary divide across uninhabitable hill land. In both parishes, the useable land only 

makes up a small part of the parish and they are clearly separate units with no 

overlapping townships or settlements because of the barrier created by the hills. The hills 

must always have formed the parish boundary, even though the original division may not 

have been as defined as the very straight present boundary.  Therefore, even though Hoy 

is a two-parish island, it cannot be considered in the same way as the Mainland and the 

North Isles where the settlements in the parishes meet at the boundaries.  In Hoy and 

Walls the emphasis of chapel location is on settlement areas, particularly in Walls where 
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the chapels and chapels with burial grounds are evenly dispersed in the south of the 

parish. There are no chapels or burial grounds in the north, which was probably much 

less densely settled, if at all.   

 

In the small parishes of Flotta, Graemsay and Burray there was only one chapel in 

existence at any one time and, as with the larger parishes, the single site is found 

associated with the largest settlement area in all three parishes.   In the cases of Flotta and 

Burray the single site is the parish church and, in both instances, it is associated with a Bu 

farm.  The distance between the church and farm in Burray is c.850m but there is no 

doubting the association between the two buildings. This indicates that the 300m cut-off 

established for determining settlement associations (as discussed in section 1.4.4 and 

chapter six) should not be rigidly adhered to in all instances but used as a guide (BUR).  

This applies to all chapel sites and changes the findings of chapter six, with more sites 

being associated with particular farms than the 300m cut-off allows for.  There is a Bu in 

Walls parish with no associated parish church or chapel, which is unusual.  Clouston 

argued that there is no parish church at the Bu because it was built after the parish church 

had been created (1932a: 155).  This is possible; although the Bu is situated between Red 

Kirk (WAL3) and Brims chapel and burial ground (WAL1) and is therefore close to two 

chapels, as well as being near the area of the dedication to St Peter (WAL4).  The choice of 

parish church in Walls may have been determined by the influence of the occupier of the 

farm at the parish church or, more likely, the site was chosen because it was a known 

early ecclesiastical site, thus giving the parish church an ecclesiastical history preceding 

the Scandinavian occupation of the islands.   

 

Of the seven parish churches in the South Isles, three are associated with Bu farms: 

Burray, Flotta and Hoy.  It is probable that all three Bus were originally Earldom property 
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although, by the time it appears in records, Flotta had become Bishopric land. Of the 

remaining four parish churches, St Mary’s (SRS0) and St Colm’s (WAL0) are at the main 

settlement areas in their parishes, beside the best landing places but not central to the 

parish. Judging by the Papar place-name St Peter’s (SRN0) is probably on an old 

ecclesiastical site. It is in the most fertile area of the parish, and, again, not central.  

Graemsay parish church (GRA0) is south of a settlement area, near a landing place and 

reasonable land, and in a convenient situation for the majority of the inhabitants of the 

island (and the settlement at the Bay of Quoys in Hoy).  In this respect, it differs from the 

other parish churches in the South Isles, which are more closely associated with a large 

farm and less well situated for the parish as a whole.   

 

The dates of sites in the South Isles are difficult to ascertain, as no site or burial ground 

has been excavated.  However, from their designations possible functions for the sites can 

be postulated.  The majority of chapels in the South Isles have burial grounds and are 

within probable medieval settlements and so can be tentatively dated to the medieval 

period. A pre-parish church date can be postulated as, after consecration, the parish 

church would have become the designated burial place for the parish.   As indicated by 

their location and traditions, the two St Colm’s chapels (in St Mary’s (SRS5) and 

Graemsay (GRA2)) are probably earlier in date than most of the chapels.  SRS5 has a 

location profile of 1|2|1|2|1|2 showing it is on a peninsula in a settled area but clearly 

separated from the settlement. There is no indication of a burial ground and the proximity 

of the site to the parish church (SRS0) strongly suggests that St Colm’s was superseded by 

St Mary’s. However, the date of the chapel is not known.  There are a number of small 

chapels without burial grounds on peninsulas and islands which may be early in date 

and, from their location and their lack of relationship to medieval settlement, it can be 

suggested that their origins are not medieval but earlier and their function is not 
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associated with burial or public worship (e.g. ROU1, ROU2, HAR3, SNK2, PWE3).  In 

contrast, GRA2 is not on a peninsula but is at a distance from settlement. The strong 

tradition that it was a pre-Norse chapel is supported by its dedication to Colm.  

 

St Ninian’s (SRN4) and Brims (WAL1) are difficult to interpret as both are on the edges of 

settlements rather than being central.  It is possible that their situations are due to location 

factors. For instance, WAL1 is near to a good landing place and is therefore more 

accessible than if it were more centrally placed in the settlement, whilst SRN4 is in an area 

of limited farming potential, so may be built on the edge of the settlement to avoid using 

up better farmland.   That both these sites have burial grounds indicates the community 

accessed them and their location within the settlement areas, although not typical, is still 

evidence enough to suggest they are medieval in date. 

 

Four main points emerge from the South Isles parishes.  Firstly, parishes vary greatly in 

size.  Secondly, the chapels, chapel and burial grounds and parish churches are found 

predominantly in settlement areas and form a basic distribution which provides each 

settlement with a chapel, either in the immediate or adjacent area. Thirdly, from the 

location of the sites and their context, it is possible to suggest that they pre-date the 

creation of the parish churches and that two sites are probably of pre-Norse origin so 

might not have been in use when the other chapels were built.  Fourthly, it is evident that 

six out of the seven parish churches are more closely associated with high-status 

settlement than with central places, and there is a particular association between ‘bus’ and 

parish churches, as Clouston previously identified (section 3.2.3).   
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7.1.3 The Mainland 

The Mainland is the largest island in Orkney and consists of thirteen parishes, and eighty-

four chapel and parish church sites.  It is therefore ideal for studying the formation of the 

parishes and their boundaries as, in all instances, at least one boundary is shared with 

another parish and is not determined by the coast.  However, the land at the coast was 

still the focus for settlement and forty-nine of the eighty-four chapels are within 500m of 

the coast or on peninsulas or offshore islands, with a further eighteen being within 500m 

of a loch or on a peninsula or on an island in a loch. This leaves sixteen sites with inland 

locations and one site ‘not located’.  

 

Clouston placed emphasis on the different number of chapels in adjacent parishes and 

suggested it as proof that the parishes were created before the chapels and urislands 

(1918b: 229; 1932a: 188).  His evidence came from the Mainland parishes where the 

number of chapels per parish does vary, as does the urisland value, the size of the parish 

and the density of settlement (table 7.3).  But none of the above features is consistent 

within the parishes. For example, St Ola has the lowest number of chapels but is one of 

the largest parishes in area with a high number of settlements and a higher than average 

urisland value; whereas Stenness has three chapels, three settlement areas, a small overall 

area and a higher than average urisland value.  Table 7.3 shows there is no obvious 

correlation between any of the features in the parishes and there is no indication that there 

has been a deliberate attempt to organise the parishes in any way, at least according to the 

features below.  This is no surprise as the settlements are determined by topography and 

land quality. Both are variable within the parish as well as differing between parishes, 

thus resulting in the variable urisland values of the parishes.   
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Table 7.3 Parishes comparing chapels, taxation value, size and settlement 

Parish Number of 
chapels 

Urisland 
value 

Approximate Size 
in km2 

Topographically defined 
Settlement areas 

SOL 2 [4] 7 45 10 
STE 3 6.5 30 3 
HOL 3 3.5 34 6 
EVI 5 8 33 3 
HAR 6 4.5 36 9 
STR 6 6.5 32 6 
REN 6 5 26 4 
DEE 6 6 23 7 
SAN 7 5.5 38 7 
SNK 8 17.5 49 12 
FIR 9 3 33 8 
ORP 10 4.5 50 7 
BIR 11 13 76 11 

 

An illustrative example is Deerness, the smallest parish in size, which was fertile and 

therefore has an above average urislands value.  As shown in table 7.4, it has an average 

number of settlements and this is because its topographically defining features are similar 

to most parishes. The number of chapels is similar to the number of settlement areas.  It is 

the relationship between settlement areas and chapels that is most significant and will be 

discussed further below.  But it is clear from this example and table 7.3 that the differing 

number of chapels in the parishes does not necessarily mean that the parishes were 

created first.   

 

The maps of the Mainland in the inventory show topography and parish boundaries, and 

the ridges of hills separating parishes, both in the East and West Mainland, are very 

noticeable. It is, however, clear that some of the boundaries are not based on obvious 

topographical features. These are most important when considering parish formation as 

they offer clues to other reasons why boundaries are where they are, which can provide 

very general evidence for the context of the parishes, and is discussed where applicable 

below.  
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Table 7.4 Deerness Divisions and chapels (DEE) 

1500 Rental 1595 Rental Pennyland 
Value 

Mackenzie 
1750: III 

District Church/ 
Chapel 

Sanday Sanday 3d  Southend  
Holland Holland 6d  Southend  

Brabustare Brabustare 18d Brebuster Braebuster DEE1 
Calgarth Calgart 2 1/8 d  Kirbuster  

 Yarpha 2 ½ d  Kirbuster  
Brek in 
Kirbuster 

Breck 5 ½ d  Kirbuster  

 Midhous in 
Kirbuster 

2 ½ d  Kirbuster  

Hallay Halla 1d  Kirbuster  
Stoif Stoif 1d  Sandwick  

Sandisend Sandisend 4 ½ d Sandside Sandwick  
Gloupquoy    Sandwick  

Ska Ska 9d Skitown Skaetun  
Flenstaith Flenstaith alias 

Sandis 
9d Sands Watland  

Deldale Deldale 9d Delday Delday  
 Kirbustar 18d Kirbuster Kirbuster DEE3 
 Sandwick 18d Sandwick Sandwick DEE0 
 Pwle 1 ½ d  Skaetun  
 Colsetter 1 ½ d  Skaetun  
 Air 6d Air Skaetun  
 Cobinschaw 3d   COP1 
 Wattin (incl. 

Newark) 
9d Newark Watland DEE4 

   Watland   
 

Clouston discussed the chapels on the Mainland in considerable detail and, from his 

analysis, he noted there was a dearth of chapels in the parishes or parts of the parishes of 

St Ola, Evie and Birsay (1918b: 227; 1932a: 147-9).  His explanation for this dearth was that 

the parish churches in these parishes were in early Bishopric estates and had been head-

churches prior to the parochial system along with the parish churches in Hoy and Lady in 

Westray (1918b: 227; 1932a: 147-9).  There is no evidence for or against this conclusion. 

However, in the case of Evie, the topography would seem to explain the lack of chapels, 

as the amount of good land was restricted to the coastal belt where settlement was 

focused. Birsay and Kirkwall were established Earldom and ecclesiastical centres. The 

single ownership of the area and the existence of a church and a Bishop may go far in 
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explaining the lack of chapels.  There were other chapels in Birsay and St Ola located in 

the settlement areas outwith the Earldom lands, so it could be that there is only one 

church in the area because the area was a single estate held by one person (as Clouston 

suggested for the smaller chapels (1918b: 231-2).  

 

Lamb, Clouston and Cant postulated the existence in Orkney of head-kirks pre-dating the 

parochial system (sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) and there is little doubt these existed. However, 

their location, their role and the districts they administered are not known because of a 

lack of evidence and in-depth research.  It is probable that the ‘minster’ church at Birsay, 

established by Earl Thorfinn, served an administrative purpose but to what extent there 

were defined districts is not known.  By considering the parishes, it is possible to 

postulate that certain larger units that may have existed prior to parishes, which may help 

with any future research into these illusive ‘minster’ or herað churches. 

 

7.1.3.1 The East Mainland 

There is an area of hills and uncultivated land to the west of St Ola that divides the 

Mainland into East and West.  The eastern part of the Mainland consists of four parishes 

(Deerness, Holm, St Andrews, and St Ola), of which only Holm is topographically defined 

beyond question.  Holm was made up of two distinct units (HOL), as was Evie in the 

West Mainland (EVI). The distinct parts of Holm, documented in the 1492 Rental, are still 

known today; thus the existence of Holm as a unit does not appear to have been long 

established or pre-medieval.  This can also be argued for the three remaining parishes in 

the East Mainland. Here there are no obvious boundaries between the parishes (as 

discussed at length in the inventory) and the larger than township-sized districts of Toab 

and Tankerness in St Andrews are similarly independent from the individual districts in 

Evie and Holm.   
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It is from studying chapels and settlements in these parishes that the boundaries begin to 

appear late in date.  As discussed in the inventory, Wideford in St Ola is topographically 

linked to Essonquoy in St Andrews and the two districts could have shared the chapel of 

Essinquye (SAN1). Whilst on the east side of St Andrews, the boundary with Deerness 

does not appear to have always been at the isthmus but may originally have been further 

west including the township of Sanday, and possibly also Foubister in Deerness (they are 

in St Andrews today).  Contrary to Clouston’s conclusion, the occurrence of the name 

Deerness in the Orkneyinga Saga does not prove that the parish was in existence c.1030, as 

the name was applied to the peninsula. The above evidence shows the parish originally 

included lands to the southwest of the peninsula as well as the peninsula (1932a: 186-7). 

Also the use of the term in the Orkneyinga Saga implies a topographic feature rather than a 

parish as the phrases state ‘hann lagðisk austan undir Dýrnes’ and ‘Þorfinnr lá undir 

Dýrnesi’ (Orkneyinga Saga Guðmundsson 1965: xx 45-46). The evidence presented in the 

inventory suggests that the parishes in the East Mainland and South Ronaldsay were 

created at a relatively late date and probably after the chapels were built, not before, as 

has been generally assumed.   

 

The parish church and chapel sites, as discussed in the inventory, are settlement chapels, 

apart from the Brough of Deerness (DEE2), Cornholm (COP1) and Lamb Holm (HOL3) 

and appear to have been of medieval origin, apart from DEE2 and The Ness (SAN5) 

which may have been Pictish. The chapels in Holm, Deerness and St Andrews correspond 

with the settlement units, which are clearly defined, in contrast to the parish boundaries. 

There are noticeably fewer chapels in Holm and St Ola than in the other parishes.    

 

There are only two possible pre-twelfth century chapels in St Ola, excluding St Magnus 

Cathedral (SOLC) built in 1137 and St Duthac’s chapel (SOL3) built c.1448.  Kirk Do 
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(SOL1) and St Olaf’s (SOL0) are in typical chapel locations, near water, settlement and 

good land.  SOL0 is associated with a Papar name indicating that Scandinavians associated 

the area with early ecclesiastics. Clouston suggests there was a head-church in Kirkwall, 

thus explaining why there were no other chapels in the area (1932a: 147-9). This may be 

true, as the name of the town is based on a church, ON kirkju vagr. It is unusual that there 

is no chapel at Lingro or Gaitnip in Scapa, where there is evidence of medieval and earlier 

settlement, and it is possible that a chapel site was lost at Lingro when the broch remains 

were removed (The Orcadian, 26th February 1981: 1, 4).  Judging by other parishes, there 

were probably never more than four medieval chapels in St Ola as the Peedie Sea was 

much larger and the hill land much more extensive than today.  As with St Peter’s (SRN0) 

and St Nicholas’ (HOL0), the Papar name is associated with the parish church.  The parish 

church in St Ola is in Kirkwall, indicating this was always the main settlement in the 

parish.  The outlying settlements are generally small and those in the east are more closely 

linked to St Andrews (see above).  It is obvious that the parish of St Ola is based around 

Kirkwall and the church there, and there is no reason to suppose that the parish pre-dates 

St Olaf’s church or SOL1. In fact, the topography, settlement distribution, chapel at 

Essonquoy (SAN1) and parish name indicate the late creation of the parish unit. 

 

As noted above, Holm comprised two distinct areas and each with a chapel. The third 

chapel is on Lamb Holm and appears deliberately isolated from the rest of the parish and, 

as such, was possibly contemplative in nature.  The dearth of chapels is not remarkable as 

the settlement in the parish is focused around the two existing sites and there is no 

settlement any great distance from either one of the sites.  The parish church is located in 

Paplay close to the Bu of Skaill, thus built near to a high-status medieval settlement on 

land which must have been previously associated with the church (hence the Papar name).  
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In Deerness, the parish church (DEE0) is adjacent to a high-status medieval Skaill 

settlement and near to a possible Pictish chapel at the Brough (DEE2).  In situation DEE0 

and DEE2 are similar to St Magnus parish church (BIR0) and the Brough (BIR2). Lamb has 

postulated that Thorkel Amundison in Deerness established a similar settlement to Earl 

Thorfinn at Birsay (1997: 16), and that DEE2 was a monastic foundation supported by 

Thorkel. If so, Cornholm (COP1) and Lamb Holm (HOL3) could be considered 

retreats/outliers supported by that monastic establishment, in a similar way to that 

postulated for the hermitage sites in the North Isles (see below). The chapels in Deerness 

are more numerous than Clouston and Lamb supposed (Clouston 1918b: 235; Lamb 1997: 

16), with evidence for four chapels and the parish church having been found in this study. 

These sites fit well with the settlement units and, in this instance, the taxation units (DEE). 

The burial grounds are dispersed throughout the settled areas of the parish, and the 

monastic site (DEE2) situated away from settlement.   

 

In St Andrews, the chapels are again evenly dispersed among the settled areas.  There is 

reason to suggest there was once a burial ground at Essonquye (SAN1) as the chapel is in 

the only area of the parish without easy access to one.  The settlements are focused on the 

best land and the two main settlement areas of Toab and Tankerness are where the largest 

churches are found. St Ninian’s in Toab existed long after the Reformation as a meeting 

place for courts (SAN2), and may have outlived the original parish church, which was 

moved during the late Middle Ages when its location immediately adjacent to the Hall of 

Tankerness (once ‘the Bull’) became inconvenient (SAN0). The parish church gave its 

name to this parish and was built at the probable homestead of Erlingr, goðingr (Appendix 

Five) to the Earls, giving another parish church and high-status bu-settlement pairing.  
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 Of the four parishes in the East Mainland, two are named after parish churches, St 

Andrews and St Ola. These are two parishes where the boundaries are not 

topographically distinct but determined by township boundaries and march stones.  As 

suggested in the inventory, it is very probable that none of the East Mainland parishes 

was established units before the erection of the parish churches and the division of the 

land by the church into administrative units for the exaction of tithe.  This implies the 

chapels, which are evenly dispersed according to settlement, were erected prior to the 

formation of the parishes and were based on settlement areas rather than on urislands in 

parishes as Clouston postulated (1918b: 224; 1932a: 154; sections 3.2.3 and 5.1.1).    

 

The designations of the parish churches and their context, as given in the inventory, is 

heavily reliant on glimpses of information from the Orkneyinga Saga.  There are very few 

mentions of houses or churches from the South Isles in the Saga but, in the East Mainland, 

West Mainland and North Isles, there are several significant references to settlements that 

provide valuable contextual material for the churches.  For instance, the settlement name 

Bu í papuli is found in the text as part of a dowry from an Earl (Guðmundsson 1965: xlii 

101; HOL0) indicating that the settlement adjacent to the church was originally Earldom 

land.  Also, Earl Magnus’ mother is found living at the settlement, again indicating its 

importance as a high-status settlement.  The number of parish churches that can be 

contextualised through Saga evidence is surprisingly large and this is discussed in more 

detail through individual examples in chapter eight.  The Saga provides the only 

opportunity of looking at individual areas, considering the occupiers of the settlements 

and the roles of the churches within the settlement. Even though this is usually in the 

upper levels of society, it allows some insight into how the church affected society at an 

individual level.  
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7.1.3.2 The West Mainland 

The west of Mainland provides the most complex example of parish formation in Orkney 

as it has the greatest number of parishes with land boundaries.  The chapels within the 

parishes have been discussed in the inventory and, as in the South Isles and the East 

Mainland, the majority of sites are well dispersed throughout the main settlement areas, 

especially in Orphir.  There is a lack of chapels in some areas but, in all instances, this can 

be explained.  For example, the large inland area without a chapel in North Sandwick was 

not farmed prior to agricultural improvements and there are no indications of early 

settlement. The dearth of chapels in the Barony area of Birsay can be explained by its 

single-farm status and early transfer to the church (BIR), whilst the lack of chapels in Evie 

can be explained by the distribution of settlement (EVI).  

 

The origins of the majority of the chapels in settlement areas can be tentatively attributed 

to the medieval period.  This conclusion is based on their proximity to medieval 

settlement, their remains (where present) and their omission from later documentary 

sources which would have recorded their foundation.  Kirk of Cletton (HAR3) does not fit 

this probable medieval date pattern. It is an isolated site on a peninsula in the Harray loch 

and is similar to St Colm’s (SRS5) in many respects, as well as being similar to ROU2, 

FIR5, BIR10 and PWE3.  It is unsafe to attribute a medieval origin to any of these six sites 

as they all appear to be early in date, although their (re-) use in the medieval period 

cannot be ruled out. This is certainly true of St Tredwell’s (PWE3), which continued in use 

well beyond the medieval period.  The monastic associations of Kirk of Etheriegeo (BIR6), 

Kirk o’ Kirkgeo (BIR8), Park Holm (BIR10) and Kirk of Norrisdale (EVI1) with Eynhallow 

(EYN1) are discussed in the inventory and below. These sites represent a third type of site 

found in the West Mainland, being sites of probable medieval origin and affiliated with a 

monastery.   
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The parish churches in the West Mainland fall into two groups: those associated with a 

high-status settlement and those in central places.  St Michael’s (HAR0), Firth (FIR0) and 

St Lawrence (REN0) are centrally located in their parishes and it is possible that FIR0 

replaced Thickbigging (FIR1), as seen with St Colm’s (SRS5) and St Mary’s (SRS0) in South 

parish, South Ronaldsay. The parish church is located at the bay around which the parish 

of Firth is formed and it is therefore in the most convenient situation for the whole parish.  

This is also true of Harray parish church, where St Michael’s dominates the surrounding 

parish on its hilltop location in the largest township (HAR0).  Rendall parish is unusual as 

it contains within its bounds three larger than average chapels, associated with single 

settlements, which could have become the parish church. The most central church with 

regards to settlement density became the parish church and so, as with Firth and Harray, 

the centrality of the parish church was the foremost factor.  Some of these centrally 

located parish churches are associated with known medieval settlements within the 

township in which they are built.  However, the most significant feature in their location 

within the parish is their centrality, which is in marked contrast to most of the parish 

churches in Orkney.   

 

There are three known high-status Earldom sites in the West Mainland and they are all 

associated with parish churches: The Bu of Orphir and St Nicholas’ (ORP0); the Earldom 

centre at Birsay and Christ Kirk/St Magnus (BIR0); and the Bu of Cairston and the old 

parish church in Stromness (STR0).  The high-status settlement of Skaill in Sandwick is 

near the parish church although in a different district (SNK0).  There was possibly once a 

Bu in Stenness near to the parish church (STE0), and St Nicholas parish church (EVI0) is 

on land that was Earldom prior to being gifted to the Bishopric.  Therefore these 

remaining six parish churches are associated with the Earldom or high-status sites and 

only in Evie is there no evidence of a medieval settlement near the church.  As discussed 
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in the inventory, the chapels in these parishes are well dispersed within settlement areas, 

as are the burial grounds.  Evie is an anomaly in the lack of a medieval settlement near the 

church, and yet there are reasons to suggest that the church in Evie was associated with 

the Earldom as its dedication is to St Nicholas, a known preferred dedication of the Earls 

(section 6.2.3.1).  Evie was gifted to the Bishopric at an early date and is the nearest part of 

Mainland to Eynhallow.  As suggested in the inventory, the inland hill chapels in Evie 

and Birsay may have been associated with Eynhallow and it is worth considering the 

possibility that EVI0, and maybe EVI3, were associated with the monastery.   

 

A spine of hills forms the parish boundaries separating Firth, Rendall and Evie from 

Orphir, Harray and St Ola. Hills also separate Evie from Birsay and part of Orphir from 

part of Stenness. These boundaries are obviously topographically based and there is a gap 

in settlement between the parishes in the poor hill ground.  These hills have always 

physically defined settlement in the West Mainland and probably always were used as 

territorial markers of some kind, separating the eastern coastal settlement strip of Firth, 

Rendall and Evie from the inland, loch-based, settlement area of Birsay, Harray, part of 

Sandwick, part of Stenness and part of Stromness. This inland-based settlement is 

separated by hills from the west-facing part of Orphir and the coastal part of Stromness. 

Hills again separate the southeast facing part of Orphir from the rest of the West 

Mainland and St Ola.  The hills create four very different sized settlement areas.   

 

The Firth, Rendall, Evie settlement strip is almost divided in two by hills at the 

Evie/Rendall boundary, but a narrow coastal plain prevents the division from cutting 

across the whole strip of land.  The boundaries of Rendall are not clear, especially the 

southern boundary that cuts through the township of Cottascarth/Settascarth and this, 

together with the centrality of the parish churches, may be taken to indicate that the 
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parishes were created late and for an ecclesiastical purpose. The larger area of Firth, 

Rendall and part of Evie combined may have preceded the parish as a working unit as it 

is almost entirely topographically defined.  

 

Evie parish, consisting of two separate settlement areas, faces northeast towards 

Eynhallow, Rousay, Wyre and Egilsay. The proximity of this coastal settlement to the 

adjacent islands must have been significant when the main means of transportation and 

communication was by sea.  This is further supported by the natural gap in settlement 

between Evie and Harray, and Evie and Birsay created by hills.  Although only 

speculation, there is reason, from the geography, to see Evie (apart from the very south 

section which is likely to have been associated with Rendall) more closely associated with 

the islands to the northeast than with its neighbouring Mainland parishes.   

 

The second area is by far the largest and most cohesive unit, defined centrally by the lochs 

of Harray and Stenness and by a chain of smaller lochs and wet areas (Crawford 2004), on 

the west and east by hills, and on the north and south by the coast.  This large area 

stretches the length of the West Mainland.  One can imagine that, in the medieval period 

when the sea level was higher and before modern drainage, the extent of the wetland 

would have been even greater and this is supported at Houseby (BIR5) where the chapel 

was originally on an island in the loch but is now on the edge of the loch. The old road 

from Kirkwall to Birsay also indicates that the ground was wetter, as it follows the lower-

mid slopes of the hills around the back of Harray to Dounby and again on the lower 

slopes of hills to Birsay, avoiding low-lying land.  

 

This inland area can be accessed from the coast at five good landing places and appears to 

have been an area of importance by the existence of a Houseby farm at its centre and the 
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high-status settlement at Birsay Bay in the North (Crawford 2004).  From a northern 

approach Birsay allows the best access.  Earl Thorfinn had his secular and ecclesiastical 

power base at Birsay and this is where the ‘Minster’ church and first Bishop’s seat in the 

Earldom were located (section 4.1.3). The place-names Bu, Langskaill and the unique 

Wattle, are all high-status indicators with Skaill and Wattle having possible 

administrative functions (section 5.2.4).  This was the centre of the Earldom until the 1130s 

when Rognvald established Kirkwall as the new centre.   Marwick allows a second access 

point through a valley leading east to low-lying land.  The head farm of Skaill at Marwick 

indicates the high-status nature of the settlement, which is supported by the existence of a 

chapel (BIR9) in close proximity to the original house and the presence of deep top soils of 

medieval date in the township (Davidson and Simpson 1994: 69-71).  Skaill Bay in 

Sandwick is a third access point, where a high-status Skaill settlement and the parish 

church are located.   A fourth access point is at the Brig of Waithe, and incorporates the 

third separate settlement area comprising parts of Stromness, Stenness and Orphir.  

Guarding this entrance to the Loch of Stenness is the Earldom estate of the Bu of Cairston 

and the original parish church of Stromness (STR0).  A fifth access point is less direct and 

incorporates the fourth settlement area of part of Orphir.  Waulkmill Bay leads by means 

of the Kirbister valley and a narrow pass in the hills to the Harray Loch.  A Skaill farm 

and chapel (ORP8) are located at a key point in the narrow pass overlooking the valley to 

the south, whilst St Nicholas parish church (ORP0) and the Earldom Bu are on the coast to 

the west at a better landing place, which may also have allowed access to the valley and 

the pass (as suggested in the Orkneyinga Saga where Sweyn escapes from the Bu of Orphir 

to Damsay probably by this route (Taylor 1938: lxvi 244)).  

 

The combinations of Bu and Skaill names, parish churches and access points cannot be a 

coincidence and indicate the importance of this central West Mainland area.  This is 
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further supported by two internal place-names. The only Houseby in the Mainland is 

situated on the lower slopes of the hills defining the eastern extent of the district and on 

the edge of what was probably once a wet tract of land stretching northwest to the Loch of 

Boardhouse and possibly south to the Loch of Harray (the importance of this Houseby has 

recently been examined by Crawford (2004)).  There is also a Langskaill on higher ground 

to the east of the Harray Loch.  

 

This naturally defined area, clearly marked at all access points by Skaill and Bu names, 

and Earldom land is now divided between five parishes, but perhaps was once a single 

entity and one of importance to the Earls. It is possible to speculate that this wider area, 

rather than just the parishes of Birsay and Harray alone, was the Byrgisherað, mentioned in 

the Orkneyinga Saga (BIR) as, topographically, this wider area is better defined and thus a 

more cohesive unit.   If this is the case, then the later parishes were carved out of this unit 

and defined by the wetland which separated the farmland in each area.  For example, the 

parishes of Harray, Stenness and Sandwick meet in the Harray Loch, whilst Stenness, 

Sandwick and Stromness meet in the Stenness Loch, and the Burn of Cruland divides 

Stromness from Sandwick. These internal boundaries within this large district are based 

on topography.  Where the boundaries meet near what is now Dounby appears unusual, 

yet they are based on township boundaries. This must have been pre-existing. 

Topographically, Hourston would sit more comfortably in Harray and it is also nearer to 

the Harray parish church than the Sandwick parish church, yet it is part of Sandwick 

parish (SNK). It is possible that Hourston was initially a smaller settlement nearer 

Sandwick that grew as the wetland around the loch edge was drained and brought into 

cultivation.  
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By considering the parish churches and chapels in the West Mainland, the distribution of 

chapels according to settlement becomes even more evident than in the East Mainland 

and the South Isles as the land quality is more varied and the chapels are clearly located 

in the areas of best land.  Two types of parish church are evident with three parish-central 

churches and six churches located adjacent to high-status settlements.  The presence of a 

small number of chapels that could be Pictish has been identified together with the 

possibility that some chapels (recognised by their more isolated locations) were associated 

with monastic institutions.  Eynhallow, located off the coast of Evie, is a monastery that 

could have had retreats in the Mainland, whilst the chapel on the Brough of Birsay 

appears to have been a more localised monastic foundation closely associated with the 

Earldom residence on the adjacent mainland.  

 

The most interesting find in the West Mainland is the possible existence of a pre-parish 

large district with Earldom controlled entrances, all with chapels or parish churches and 

an administrative Royal farm within it23. This district must be considered in the 

development of the parishes and it is interesting there is an important towered church at 

either end of it, with the Brough (BIR2) at the north and Stenness parish church (STE0) at 

the south.  The West Mainland is useful in showing the complexity of chapel sites and the 

variety of different forms and possible functions of chapels. St Mary’s Kirk (HAR5) and 

Kirk of Cletton (HAR3) are two very different sites in similar locations, both on 

peninsulas jutting into the Harray Loch; and St Mary’s chapel (FIR5), Cava (CAV1) and 

                                                 
23 Houseby in Beaquoy, ON husebyar = ‘the houses-farm’, or the farm with many houses, indicating 
something special or notable about the houses.  Steinnes saw the Orkney Huseby farms (of which 
there are four known) as an Earldom extension of a system which, in Norway and Sweden, was 
considered to consist of administrative centres for the collection of renders and for military 
organisation (1959). Crawford has recently proposed that the Birsay Houseby was centrally placed 
within the Byrgisherað and so was the administrative farm responsible for the gathering of renders 
in the West Mainland, and that the Housebys could represent Royal administrative farms 
established at the behest of Magnus Barelegs in the late eleventh century during the reign of his 
son Sigurd and his Royal officials (Crawford 2004). 
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Gairsay (GAI0) demonstrate that not all chapels on small islands are monastic but can also 

be associated with secular settlements.   

 

7.1.4 The North Isles 

North of the Mainland are eleven main islands forming fifteen parishes, with a total of 

ninety-three sites.  Only three of the islands form single parish units. These are North 

Ronaldsay, Shapinsay and Papa Westray.  Eday and Faray may have been single island 

parishes although, from the size of Faray, it is more likely that the two islands formed one 

parish (FAR).  Westray comprised two parishes. Sanday and Stronsay each had three, and 

Rousay, Egilsay and Wyre appear to have formed two parishes.  

 

The single island parishes have obvious coastal boundaries but are very different 

internally.  North Ronaldsay and Papa Westray have prehistoric dykes dividing the 

islands into three and two respectively.  Clouston saw these divisions as the important 

units in defining the chapel districts in North Ronaldsay (1918a: 104).  However, from the 

analysis of settlement and the landscape, it is clear that the medieval settlement patterns 

are much more closely related to the chapels than the earlier divisions, as shown in table 

7.5.  The chapels with burial grounds are evenly distributed in North Ronaldsay in the 

most densely settled areas in the medieval period, and the parish church is associated 

with the largest farm and most fertile area of the island.  
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Table 7.5 North Ronaldsay divisions and chapels 

Prehistoric 
Divisions 

1595 Rental 
 

Pennyland 
value 

Mackenzie 
1750:IV 

Topographical 
areas 

Church/ 
Chapel 

North Yard  
Sailness, 
Sand 

24d North Yard 
Seness 

 

 
Senness 

Ancumtoun 

NRO5 

No Name 
for middle 
section 

Linklet 
(Part of Nestoun is 
in this part of the 

island) 

18d Linclet Linklet  

South Yard  
Nes, 
Busta, 
Sand 

(Holland) 

30 ¾ d South Yard 
 

Busta 
Sander 
Holland 

 
Nesstoun 
Bustatoun 
Nouster 

Hollandstoun 

 
NRO1 
NRO3 

 
NRO0 

 

In complete contrast is Papa Westray where, unusually, there are no chapels associated 

with the farm-names of Holland and Skaill.  Instead the parish church (PWE0) is located 

on the west coast, neither very central nor near a high-status place-name. The Kirk of 

Howe (PWE2) was close to the parish church and St Tredwell’s (PWE3) some distance 

away in an isolated location.  It is likely that the early monastic status of this island, as 

postulated by Lamb and Thomson (section 4.1.3), explains the unusual chapel 

organisation.  It is possible that the whole island belonged to the church and therefore 

there were no wealthy secular magnates to build settlement chapels in the same way as in 

the rest of the archipelago.  Certainly neither St Tredwell’s nor St Boniface appears to fit 

the criteria for such chapels.  Kirk of Howe (PWE2) is interesting and, although the 

tradition recorded by Marwick of the church having three doors suggests a late 

architectural date (PWE2), the location and the existence of a burial ground indicate a 

possible medieval date, as does the dedication to Moluag.  The chapel is built on a rise 

and is in a dominant position. Although close to the farm of Howe, it does not appear to 

be particularly associated with it and is central to settlement in a similar way to St 

Michael’s Parish Church, Harray (HAR0).  Perhaps the Kirk of Howe was where the non-

ecclesiastical population were buried prior to the designation of St Boniface as parish 
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church.  The choice of St Boniface church (PWE0) as parish church must have been 

because of its ecclesiastical status from an early period, and yet the very fact it became a 

parish church means that its special monastic status was replaced by parochial status.  

The disassociation of church and Skaill may indicate the deliberate separation of the 

centre for the collection of renders from the ‘monastic’ ecclesiastical centre of the island, or 

may indicate the dispersed settlement distribution of a whole island held by the church.  

The island is a very interesting enigma and stands out in its lack of conformity with any 

other island.  Its religious significance may well be the reasons for its differences. 

 

Shapinsay is problematic because the medieval settlement pattern and the location of the 

chapel sites have been almost entirely removed by agricultural improvements (section 

5.4). The sites that remain are evenly distributed in the settlement areas, as are the burial 

grounds. It is possible, if we assume that the burial grounds were evenly dispersed in the 

settlements in Shapinsay, that St Salvador’s (SHA6), an unlocated chapel and burial 

ground, could be the same site as either Linton (SHA4) or Weland (SHA8) and not 

another chapel and burial ground site. The parish church (SHA0) is not immediately 

adjacent to any remaining high-status settlement and is centrally placed only for those 

living in the south of the island.  The proximity of a Housebay farm to the parish church is 

noteworthy and it may be that the Housebay, which by its nature ought to be a large farm, 

once included the parish church within its lands.  This would group the parish church 

with those associated with high-status settlements rather than those centrally placed.  

 

Eday and Faray each have evidence for a parish church (EDA0 and NFA0) and have been 

considered separate parishes in the inventory because documentary reference has been 

made to them as separate parishes. However, it is very unlikely that Faray was ever a 

parish in its own right, because it is so small.  It may have had a church that performed 
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the functions of a parish church, serving the community and having baptismal and burial 

rights, but was part of the parish of Eday. Yet locally it was called a parish church and so 

was recorded as such.  Faray Parish Church (FAR0) is associated with a Bu farm and is the 

only ecclesiastical site on the island.  Eday has five sites, of which three are on Eday 

(EDA0, EDA1 and EDA3), the fourth on the Calf of Eday (EDA4) and the fifth on Muckle 

Green Holm (MGH1).   The three sites on Eday are evenly dispersed and only the parish 

church has evidence of a burial ground.  The parish church is built very close to Skaill 

farm.  The two sites on smaller islands are both isolated from settlement and may have 

had monastic associations, been retreats or contemplative sites.   

 

Today Rousay forms a single parish with Wyre, but was probably originally divided into 

two unequal parts, with the larger part forming a parish with Wyre and the smaller part 

forming a parish with Egilsay.  The main reasons for this assumption are that a Housebay 

settlement straddled the seaway between Rousay and Egilsay and that Scockness and 

Sourin in the east of Rousay (possibly part of the original Housebay) are much closer to 

Egilsay. Egilsay can be reached more easily by sea than Westness, in the west of Rousay 

where the Rousay parish church is located, over land.  The separation of Scockness and 

Sourin from the rest of the island is obvious on the west and north with hills and the sea 

forming natural divisions. However, on the south the division is less clear and Knarston, 

although not recognised as part of the Housebay estate, may also have been part of 

Egilsay/Rousay parish. It is closer to Egilsay and clearly divided topographically from the 

rest of Rousay.   

 

The chapels in Rousay are in settlement areas and, as in South Ronaldsay, indicate the 

lack of need for a parish structure on which to base the chapels.  In Rousay, settlement is 

around the coast and therefore many settlements are a distance apart and are not 
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geographically linked.  The parish church (ROU0) is associated with a high-status 

medieval settlement and a Skaill farm, and is in the most fertile stretch of land in the 

island. It is an area settled since the Neolithic.  Wasbister district appears to have been an 

early Christian focus and may include several pre-Norse sites within its bounds, as well as 

a Crosskirk which appears medieval and is of a larger size than the other chapels in the 

area.  St Mary’s chapel in Wyre (WYR1) is a typical high-status chapel associated with a 

Bu farm and a twelfth-century castle. Its burial ground is still used for island burials and, 

because of this, the chapel and the burial ground have survived. 

 

The parish church of St Magnus (EGI0) dominates Egilsay and the surrounding islands. It 

is an important site in the story of Magnus’ martyrdom as well as being an early 

endowment from the Earls to the Bishop and associated with a Skaill site (EGI). From 

toponymic evidence it is possible that the church was dedicated to Mary prior to Magnus. 

It is therefore another example of a Mary and Skaill combination; something that is found 

at several other sites. There is only one other possible site on the island and its existence is 

questionable.  This is no surprise, as the island appears to have originally been a single 

worked unit (Housebay) and an early church endowment. Just as in Papay, there may not 

have been any secular magnates with the desire to built private chapels.  

 

Westray is a two-parish island where the parishes are divided by a hill and unsettled 

land.  The settlement chapels in the island are all associated with the largest farms and are 

dispersed in such as way as to include all settlement areas.  There are two 

hermitage/monastic sites in the island, one in each parish (Holms of Aikerness WEL2 and 

Castle of BurrianWEC1), which may have been associated with the monastic foundation 

on Papa Westray.  There are two chapels, one in each parish, which can be tentatively 

dated as pre-Norse through their location and their dedications (Curquoy WEL1 and 
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Peterkirk WEC6).  Lamb noted a dearth of chapels in Westray (RCAHMS 1983: 8) yet, by 

comparing the large settlement units in the island and the number of chapels, there is a 

good deal of correlation.  In the south of the island, on the large Bu of Rapness estate, 

there is one medieval chapel site near the bu farm (WEC7) and a possible earlier church to 

the south (WEC6).  Another chapel is in a settlement focused at Skelwick Bay (WEC5), 

forming the outer part of the Bu estate.  In the northeast of Cross there is a chapel at the 

large farm of Cleat (WEC2).  Cross parish church (WEC0) is associated with a large Boer 

settlement with The Knowe of Burristae (WEC4) near Langskaill and Kirbist chapel 

(WEC3) in the settlement of Kirbist.  In Lady, the parish church is in the village of 

Pierowall; WEL3 is associated with Noltland farm; WEL4 with Noup and WEL5 with 

Skaill.  Each chapel in the island is therefore associated with a farm and settlement, as 

they are throughout the rest of Orkney and there is no obvious dearth of chapels, just a 

greater number of large farms.  Skaill (WEL5) is the only instance of a burial ground 

without a chapel in Orkney, although the farm name Skaill, the field name  ‘kirk toomal’ 

(section 6.3.3. ftnt) and the unusual occurrence of a burial ground alone, may be taken as 

evidence that there could have been a chapel associated with the farm, which was 

destroyed when the steading was built and the house extended.  

 

It is probable that, prior to the creation of the parishes, the island had three power centres 

all with important chapel sites: Pierowall (WEL0), the Bu of Rapness (WEC7) and the Boer 

settlement (WEC0) now partially lost to the sea and divided up (Tuquoy, Air and 

Midbea). A similar tripartite division is found in Sanday and Stronsay, although the 

parishes reflect the division, whereas for some reason in Westray only two parishes were 

created.  It may be postulated that these three islands were each once seen as single units 

with three main settlements and were later divided into smaller parishes.  In Westray this 
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may have occurred when the Bu of Rapness was no longer as important as Pierowall and 

Tuquoy; hence the creation of only two parish churches.   

 

Stronsay is a three-parish island with each parish comprising an arm of the island. The 

internal parish boundaries are not clearly demarked in particular in the southwest.  The 

parish churches are associated with high-status medieval settlement sites, with Lady Kirk  

(STL0) being adjacent to The Bay (Bœr), St Nicholas (STN0) at Holland and St Peter’s Kirk 

(STP0) at Strenzie.  The chapels within the island show they may have had several 

functions through their varying locations. The majority of sites are associated with 

settlement areas and farms. However, there is a unique example in Stronsay of two 

chapels built on, or very close to, the parish boundaries, and not directly associated with 

any one settlement (the chapel of Kildinguie, STP1 and Guydin chapel STL/N1).  This 

may be used as evidence that these chapels were founded before the parishes were 

formed and that their nature was not pastoral. The one site is associated with a healing 

well and the other with dulse.  There are also two chapels on the smaller islands of 

Auskerry and Linga Holm (AUS1 and LIN1) and a hermitage (Tam’s Castle, STN6). These 

may all have been associated with the probable monastic foundation on Papa Stronsay.  

As with Papa Westray and Westray, it is possible that the monastery had retreats in the 

stack sites of neighbouring islands (the Castle of Burrian WEC1 and Tams Castle STN6) 

and offshore islands may also have been retreats (WEL2) or pasture islands (AUS1 and 

LIN1).   

 

Sanday is the second three-parish island and is again divided geographically, with each 

arm of the island forming a separate parish. As in Stronsay and Westray, the internal 

divisions are based on settlement limits and wet land. The three parishes, unlike Westray 

and Stronsay, are not evenly sized or valued, with Burness being much smaller than Cross 
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and Lady.  The sites in the parishes of Burness and Cross are evenly distributed according 

to settlement area and there is an isolated site in the north of Burness that may be of pre-

Norse origin (SAB1).  The parish churches in both Cross and Burness are associated with 

large settlements. This is particularly so in Cross, where the original Bœr settlement unit 

stretched the full length of the bay incorporating two large present day farms (SAC0).  In 

its layout, this parish church is similar to St Lawrence’s (BUR0) and St Nicholas’ (HOL0) 

where the church and settlement are some distance apart but clearly associated.   

 

Lady parish is different from most parishes in Orkney in the high number of its chapel 

sites (14). However, this is partially explained by the fertility of the soil and its suitability 

as a place for settlement.  The chapel and burial ground sites are distributed evenly 

throughout the parish.  The chapel sites are less easily understood.  As with all the 

parishes, the majority of chapels are associated with settlements and large farms. 

However, there is an unusual clutch of chapels in the far east of the island and a few areas 

of settlement without chapels.  This is the only instance where there is an obvious lack of 

chapels in a parish in Orkney. This is ironic as this area lacking chapels is found in the 

parish with the highest number of chapel sites.  This parish is also unusual because the 

location and context of the parish church are not clear.   

 

A number of problems brought to light by the chapel distribution can be accounted for by 

the great changes in the landscape due to erosion and windblown sand, and this is 

probably why there is a lack of sites in the south of the island, in areas now near 

windblown sand.  However, this does not explain the existence of four chapels in the east 

of the island where, according to the distribution in the rest of the Orkney parishes, there 

should probably only be two.   The parish church (SAL0) is in the far west of the parish 

and is not centrally placed. Therefore, according to the pattern of the parish churches, it 
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ought to be associated with a high-status settlement and probably near the coast.  This is 

not the case, with the site being on the edge of a sandy bay, which was probably once 

land, and with no adjacent high-status settlement. However, there are indicators of a Bœr 

settlement in the vicinity, a Bu farm to the east and a Langskaill to the south. All that can 

be concluded concerning the church is that it was probably associated with a high-status 

settlement, of which only slight toponymic traces now existence.   

 

The North Isles are similar in many respects to the South Isles and the Mainland in that 

they provide evidence supporting the association of chapels with larger settlements, the 

existence of two main parish church locations and the probable creation of the parishes 

after the chapels were founded.  There is a distinctive settlement pattern in the North 

Isles, exemplified by the parish churches of Cross in Westray, Cross in Sanday, Rousay, 

and Shapinsay. In these instances, the churches and high-status settlements are located on 

either end of a large bay, with the settlement stretching into the hinterland and with 

evidence of several settlement components in the area.  An illustrative example is at Cross 

in Sanday where the Bea names indicate an old Bœr settlement, whilst How is a 

topographic name and Backaskaill indicative of a settlement with an administrative 

function.  Thus the church is within this large dispersed settlement area (SAC0). The 

topography of the North Isles lends itself to this form of dispersed settlement and a 

similar layout can be seen in comparable geographic areas in other parts of Orkney, such 

as Sandwick, Evie, Burray and Holm where the settlement components are dispersed.  

The North Isles also show diversity of sites and possible influence of monastic institutions 

both on the islands in which they were situated and adjacent islands. 
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7.2 Synopsis 

From the study of the parishes, settlements, chapels and parish churches in Orkney, as 

presented in chapter six, the inventory and the previous sections, it is evident that a 

revised interpretation of the chapels and churches in Orkney can be postulated.  The five 

main points to consider are outlined below.  

 

The first point is that the majority of chapels are associated with settlement areas and are 

centrally placed in those settlements, either adjacent to a large farm (in the case of most 

chapels with burial grounds) or near several farms (in the case of most chapels without 

burial grounds).  The 300m cut-off used for association with a single property in chapter 

six had to be adjusted after considering the sites in their settlement contexts. This is 

because the relationship between chapels and farms is dependent on the scale of the 

township.  The adjusted figures are listed in table 7.6.  These figures show that the 

greatest majority of chapel sites within settlement areas are associated with a single farm 

within that area.  The fifty sites that are not have been divided to show which sites are 

central in the settlement and look medieval, and those which are particularly associated 

with water and could be earlier in date.  This is based on their lack of association with 

settlement, even though in a settlement area. 

 

In almost every instance, the settlement areas in which the chapels are situated have 

evidence of pre-Norse settlement, usually being traces of Iron Age occupation. Also in 

many instances there is occupation evidence for the Bronze Age and Neolithic.  The 

association of chapels and brochs/Iron Age settlement mounds is immediately obvious 

when the sites are visited.  The way in which the brochs/settlement mounds are often 

flattened on one side, in order to create a platform on which to build the chapel, (Burness 

FIR3, Kirk of Cletton HAR3, Howen Broch HAR1, St Michael’s HAR0, St Nicholas HOL0) 
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indicates that the brochs were no longer occupied and that there was a deliberate attempt 

by the chapel builders to elevate the chapel and to build it on top of the earlier 

settlements. Clouston believed the existence of a broch was a dominant factor in chapel 

location for the very functional purpose of a ready-made quarry (1918a: 105). This is 

certainly arguable, but it is also possible there was a religious and symbolic significance 

placed on building a chapel on top of a pre-Christian building, as occurred much earlier 

in the Rhine and other areas of central Europe (Parsons 1983). The focus of the locations 

and the distribution of the chapels in settlement areas indicate strongly that the parishes 

need not have been in existence when the chapels were founded.  

 

Table 7.6 Readjustment of chapel proximity to single farms 

Type of 
site 

Sites associated with 
a single farm 

Sites associated with 
settlement areas 

PC BIR0; BUR0; DEE0; EDA0; EGI; FLO0; 
HOL0; HOY0; NFA0; NRO0; ORP0; 
REN0; ROU0; SAB0; SAC0; SAL0; SNK0; 
SHA0; SRS0; SRN0; SAN0; SOL0 STE0; 
STR0; STL0; STN0; STP0; WEC0; SOLC 

EVI0; FIR0; GRA0; HAR0; WAL0; 
WEL0 

C BIR4; BIR7; EDA1; FIR1; FIR3; FIR4; FIR5; 
FIR6; FIR8; HOL1; ORP2; ORP4; ORP6; 
REN2; ROU6; SAC2; SAC5; SAL1; SAL3; 
SAL4; SAL7; SAL8; SAL14; SAL15; SHA1; 
SHA3; SHA7; SRN2; SAN1; SAN3; SOL3; 
STL1; STN3; STP3; FAR1; WEC3; WEC5; 
WEL4 

BIR1; HOY1; 
SAL2; SAL11; 
SRN3; SOL1; 
WAL2 

HAR5; ROU1; 
ROU2; SAL6; 
SNK2; STN4; 
STL/N1; STP1; 
WEL1 

C & BG BIR2; BIR5; BIR9; DEE4; FIR7; GRA1; 
HAR4; ORP1; ORP7; ORP8; CAV1; REN3; 
REN4; ROU3; ROU5; ROU8; WYR1; 
SAC1; SAC3; SAL10; SNK1; SNK5; SHA8; 
SRS2; SRS3; SRS4; SRN5; SAN2; SAN4; 
STE1; STR2; STR3; STR4; STN1; STN2; 
STP5; WEC2; SEC7; SEL3; SEL5 

BIR3; DEE3; 
EVI3; NRO5; 
ORP5; PWE2; 
ROU4; SAB2; 
SAL9; SNK6; 
SHA4; SWO1; 
SRN1; SRN4; 
WAL1; WAL3 

NRO1; SNK4; 
SNK7; SNK8; 
SRS5 WEC6 

Unknown DEE1; EGI1; FIR2; HAR2; NRO2; NRO3; 
ORP3; REN1; GAI1; ROU6; SAC4; SAL5; 
SAN5; WEC4 

EDA2; EVI2; 
HAR1; SAL12; 
SAN6 

STE2 

  Central to 
settlement 

Lochside sites, 
possibly early 
in date 

Totals 121 50 
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The second point is that pre-Norse and monastic sites have been designated by this thesis.  

From the location of some sites and their lack of association with medieval settlement 

patterns, several have been identified as possibly pre-Norse in origin (see figure 7.6).  This 

is useful because the number of chapels previously dated is so slight.  These sites should 

be targeted for investigation as they may provide pre-Norse and medieval dates that 

could shed light on the chronology of the Christianisation of Orkney. The monastic sites 

are less obvious in terms of location profile but are designated from a combination of 

tradition, place-names and a clear topographical definition between settlement and site.  

There are four main monastic sites, as determined by their location.  These are Eynhallow 

(EYN1), St Peter’s, Stromness (STR1), St Boniface church, Papa Westray (PWE0) and St 

Nicholas’ Chapel, St Peter’s parish, Stronsay (PST6).  The other monastic sites are less 

clear in their purpose than the four listed which are arguably more likely to be monastic 

that the rest.  These sites are incredibly significant but were not considered part of the 

development of the parochial system by Clouston or Cant. Yet in Scotland, Norway, 

England and Ireland the monasteries played a significant role in the spread of Christianity 

and the formation of the proto-parishes and parishes (chapter two and Lamb section 

3.3.2).  Although there are no written records associated with the possible monastic sites 

in Orkney, one may acknowledge their existence and include them in the development of 

the parochial system, particularly as two of the churches become parish churches (PWE; 

STR1).  The complexity of the monastic sites is not understood, and datable evidence is 

minimal.  As first discussed by Lamb (section 3.3.2), there must have been monastic 

foundations in medieval Orkney, and this is an area which needs to be further studied, 

perhaps by investigating some of the sites that have been designated as monastic in this 

study (section 8.1). 
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The third point is that, the parish churches (which appear to have originated as chapels 

(section 6.3.2.)) were situated in two different locations within the parish.  This conclusion 

was first introduced in chapter six when the location of the parish churches was discussed 

in relation to their settlement context and two groups were identified - twenty-four parish 

churches closer than 300m to the nearest settlement and twelve farther than 300m (section 

6.3.1).  This grouping can be altered after considering the parish churches in their parish 

context, as it is clear that some settlements are more dispersed in nature than others 

(section 7.1.4).  The most useful grouping of parish churches separates those where their 

central location in the parish is the most obvious feature, from those that are not as 

centrally located and are associated with a high-status settlement.  By doing this, there are 

nine parish churches centrally located (EGI0, EVI0, FIR0, GRA0, HAR0, REN0, SOL0, 

PWE0, WEL0) and twenty-seven not centrally located. These figures differ from those in 

table 7.6, as table 7.6 relates to proximity to high-status settlement within each settlement 

area whilst table 7.7 relates to the parish context of the parish churches.  The parish 

churches not in a central location are almost always associated with high-status 

settlements (often Earldom estates) with Bus, Skaills, Hollands and Bœrs being the 

predominant farm-names, (see table 7.7 below).   The association with high-status estates 

indicated by place-names, and specially those estates known to have been the homes of 

the Earls and the gœðingr from the Orkneyinga Saga, is significant as they provide a means 

of exploring the social and political reasons behind the location and designation of the 

parish churches (chapter eight).   
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Table 7.7 Parish church locations and associated place-names 

Inv no Location in relation to parish Associated place-name* 
BIR0 Not Central Langskaill, Bu (E) 
BUR0 Not Central Bu (B) 
DEE0 Not Central Skaill (U) 
EDA0 Not Central Skaill (B) 
EGI0 Central Skaill (B) 
EVI0 Central - 
FIR0 Central - 
FLO0 Not Central Bu (B) 
GRA0 Central - 
HAR0 Central - 
HOL0 Not Central Bu, Skaill (E) 
HOY0 Not Central Bu (E) 
NFA0 Not Central Bu later Holland (B) 
NRO0 Not Central Holland  
ORP0 Not Central Bu (E) 
PWE0 Central - 
REN0 Central - 
ROU0 Not Central Skaill (U) 
SAB0 Not Central Sand (E) 
SAC0 Not Central Bœr, Backaskaill (E) 
SAL0 Not Central Bœr, Langskaill, Bu  
SAN0 Not Central Bu (U) 
SHA0 Not Central Housebay (B) 
SNK0 Not Central Skaill (B) 
SOL0 Central Papdale (B) 
SRN0 Not Central Kirkhouse, Paplay  
SRS0 Not Central Burwick (E) 
STE0 Not Central Bu?  
STL0 Not Central Bœr (B) 
STN0 Not Central Holland (E) 
STP0 Not Central Strenzie (E) 
STR0 Not Central Bu (E) 
STR1 Central - 
WAL0 Not Central Osmundwall  
WEC0 Not Central Bœr (E) 
WEL0 Central Kaup  

* (E) – Earldom land; (B) – Bishopric land; (U) –Udal land 

 

The fourth point is that there is no topographical or archaeological evidence to suggest 

that the parishes are older than the medieval period. In fact, the parish discussions 

(inventory) have shown there is evidence contradicting the idea of longevity. The 

medieval formation of the parish is supported by the 1492 and 1500 Rentals which show 
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that, in certain areas, the parishes are not in their final form. For instance, in 1492 

Sandwick is divided into two parishes; only some of Birsay parish is entered, with the 

Barony area being termed Birsay, Marwick being a separate parish and the rest of the 

parish being omitted; and Holm and Paplay are entered separately. Surely this must 

indicate that the parishes, rather than being ancient, were created in the medieval period, 

using the pre-existing and physically visible townships as their basis.  The names of 

certain parishes support this beyond doubt and indicate that there was an ecclesiastical 

purpose in the creation of the parishes. Why are eleven of the parishes named after their 

parish churches, if they were based on pre-existing established units that surely must 

have had names?   Parishes without church names can also be interpreted as medieval 

creations, as is evident from the six instances where the name of the parish is taken from 

the township in which the parish church is located and usually also where an Earldom 

settlement is found.  Thus, the most important medieval township gave its name to the 

parish.  It is possible that a number of the parishes now known by topographic names 

were at one time also known by church dedication, as exemplified in St Michael’s or 

‘Bucht’ in Harray (HAR), Cross or Stromness (STR), and Colm or Burness (COL0). Of the 

remaining eighteen parishes, eleven are named after the island that forms the parish, six 

are named after prominent topographical features and one is named after a district Herað.  

 

It is evident that the ecclesiastical purpose of the parish was supported by, and also 

beneficial to, the secular authority, as seen from the predominance of parish churches 

located on Earldom estates or the estates of the gœðingr of the Earls (see point three 

above).  This indicates that the Earls played a part in the designation of parish churches 

and that they were able to ensure that, in the majority of instances, the parish church was 

established on their estates or the estates of their chief councellors.  It also indicates that 

the parish churches were designated at a time when the power structure in Orkney was 
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similar to that portrayed in the Orkneyinga Saga, and prior to the period of absentee Earls 

(i.e. post-1231).   

 

The fifth point is that there is a small amount of evidence suggesting that larger units 

based on settlements may have preceded the parishes.  In the North Isles the internal 

parish boundaries are not clear. In Stronsay two chapels are found on the boundaries, 

suggesting the chapels preceded the boundaries and supporting the theory that the 

islands were regarded as larger units prior to the parochial system. This is further 

supported by the retention of the island names and the island identity.  Groups of islands 

may have formed even larger districts but, at present, there is no evidence to discover 

what these units were.  Geographically, the following would be sensible groupings: - 

Papa Westray and Westray  

Rousay Egilsay, Wyre, Eynhallow and Evie  

Perhaps Eday, Faray and Stronsay 

Sanday and North Ronaldsay. 

In the Mainland and the South Isles seven possible larger units have been identified: - 

St Andrews, Deerness and St Ola  

Holm and Burray  

South Ronaldsay 

Walls and Flotta 

Hoy, Graemsay, Stromness (coast)  

Stenness (coast) and Orphir (west) 

Birsay, Harray, Sandwick, Stenness (inland), Stromness (inland) Orphir (inland    

and east)  

Firth and Rendall.   
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Although only a tentative suggestion, this shows that the islands can be divided and 

grouped according to geography and topography into units unrelated to the parishes. 

  

 

7.3 Theories and Conclusions 

These five points when combined form a new way of looking at the development of the 

parochial system in Orkney:  a way where the churches and chapels are analysed within 

the landscape and are presented as being inherently connected with the land and 

medieval settlement as evidenced on the ground.  This is in contrast to an analysis based 

primarily on later taxation records.  A tentative chronology has emerged indicating that 

the chapels could have been built before the parishes were created, and this contradicts 

Clouston (section 3.2.3).  It is likely that there were larger units before the parish, as found 

in Scotland, Norway and England, and these may have formed proto-parishes or been 

part of a pre-parochial attempt to administer Christianity within the islands. This should 

perhaps be associated with Earl Thorfinn and the establishment of the Bishopric at Birsay 

in c.1050. Possible units have been suggested for these proto-parishes based on 

topography. The acceptance of Christianity by Thorfinn and the establishment of the 

Bishopric can be suggested to have been the impetus for the founding of the chapels 

throughout the islands, and possibly the medieval monastic institutions also began to 

develop at this time (for instance at Birsay and Deerness).  If there were ‘Minster’ 

churches, or head churches, in the islands they probably existed during this early phase 

when the church was beginning to establish and form ties with the community through 

the foundation of the chapels and burial in consecrated ground.   

 

The chapels were small, central to settlement and, in most instances, were associated with 

one large farm and can be regarded as private chapels for the occupier of the farm and his 
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dependants.  Other chapels (see table 7.6) were more centrally located in townships and 

may have been founded by a group of nearby farmers.  The chapels appear to have 

developed throughout the islands at the behest of the individual founders. Perhaps this 

was encouraged by the Earls and Bishops, but not forced by them, as there is an organic 

element to their distribution indicating sporadic rather than systematic growth.  It may 

even be that, as settlement developed, so did the chapels.  For example, settlement 

expansion may have led to the building of chapels in remote settlement locations later 

than in the more central areas (REN2, SAN6, FIR2, BIR1) and, as the large Bœr and 

Housebay settlements divided, so the number of chapels increased. At Skelwick (WEC5), 

Scockness (ROU8) and Greenay (BIR3) chapels appear on the edges of large estates.    The 

association of chapel building with settlement development is interesting and highlights 

some possible chronological implications to chapel building that have hitherto not been 

noted.  With further research it may be possible to look into the chronology of the chapels 

in more detail, although the significance of the organic nature of the building of the 

chapels revealed from the landscape analysis indicates there may not be an identifiable 

spatial pattern of chronology.  The sites appear to have been built according to the 

preference of the builder and not based on a single model or directive.  This suggestion 

can be made because there is no indication of a chronology developing outwards from 

centres of power, as one might expect if a directed system of building were the case.  The 

sites appear to have been built at most of the largest settlements in Orkney around the 

same period, although there is not enough datable evidence to be certain of this or to 

determine the chronology of the sites beyond what is given in the inventory and above. 

 

Parish churches and parishes were probably formed at the same time for the same 

reasons; the proper administration of pastoral care and the collection of tithe and, as such, 

were the final stage in the organisation of the church within the islands.  This may be seen 
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as contemporary with, or later than, the building of the Cathedral and the shift in focus 

from Birsay to Kirkwall.  That the parish churches were in many instances associated with 

Earldom and Bishopric land and the land of the goðingr, indicates that the Earldom, 

Bishopric and leading men were behind the designation of parish churches.  In order to 

undertake such a fundamental reorganisation of the land, there must have been strong 

ecclesiastical and political figures behind the move which, when instigated, must have 

taken a considerable time to implement. The possible context of the parochial system is 

explored in chapter eight. This indicates that fiscal urislands should also be considered no 

earlier than the twelfth century as they were defined within a parish structure and thus 

could not have existed as recorded in the Rentals before the parishes existed. 

 

In order to accept this theory, one must be prepared to dismiss the once widely adopted 

theory that the taxation system in the Orkney Earldom was implemented in the eighth-

ninth century and also reconsider the chronology and development of Clouston’s church 

history for Orkney. Historians have been questioning the early date of taxation, so 

strongly advocated by Marwick, Clouston and Johnston, for some time. This study, where 

a very different form of analysis based on the land and the topography and the church has 

been used, confirms these doubts and supports scholars such as Smith who, in terms of 

Shetland, strongly felt that the taxation system was imposed much later (Smith 2000: xii 1-

15; Smith 2003c). Another point is that Scandinavian historians currently agree that land 

valuation systems date from the high Middle Ages, and as late as the thirteenth century 

and onwards (Smith 2000: 39; Vésteinsson 2000: 68).   

 

Clouston’s chapel and parish church model was based on a chronological framework 

which historians have now accepted as flawed (section 3.2) and, because of this 

chronology, he placed the development of the church in the eleventh century and focused 
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on the conversion of Earl Sigurd the Stout in 995 as a crucial date.  However, historians 

are now less inclined to accept all that the Saga says, specially in terms of such a 

significant and political incident as the forced Christianisation of an Orkney Earl by a 

King of Norway.  Even if we fit Clouston’s model into the later chronology, there are still 

flaws surrounding the institutional and systematised approach which he implied was 

behind the building of the chapels and their correlation with pre-existing parishes and 

urislands.  It is easier to see the chapels as evolving out of the landscape and being 

founded in the larger townships and districts by the wealthiest men as they converted and 

desired to show their Christian adherence, perhaps influenced, but not forced, by the 

Earls.  The proposed later date of the creation of the parishes and the parish churches fits 

better with later Rental records and is thus more acceptable than the earlier date 

suggested by Clouston.  All the evidence points towards the gradual build-up of different 

chapels in the landscape, with the conversion of certain chapels to parish church status 

coinciding with the imposition of tithe payment in the mid/late twelfth century.  The 

enlargement of the parish churches and the finalisation of the parish boundaries should 

be seen as extending over a long period of time.   

 

The strength of this hypothesis, for it can only be that at this stage, is the focus on the land 

and how it was divided topographically and organised, and why. The parish in Orkney 

does not appear to have served any practical purpose for the population until the 

requirement of a parochial system. This is evident when the topography of the parishes is 

studied. In many instances there are areas of hill and bog between settlements within 

parishes, which means that access between settlements is difficult whilst there are no 

barriers between adjacent settlements in different parishes (for example, at the Orphir and 

Stenness boundary). Prior to the unifying role of the parish church, there would be no 

reason for people living in one settlement to associate themselves with another settled 
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area, not visible nor easily accessible to them, in preference to a nearer and more easily 

accessible settlement. The chapel locations, almost always in settled areas, further support 

the longevity of the settlement units, and their very existence supports the argument for 

the later creation of the parishes. There would have been no need for township chapels if 

there had already been a larger unit with a single unified identity.  

 

The parishes must have been created by a higher authority with a desire to organise the 

land into manageable portions for a particular reason, probably to collect tithe. This 

would place parish formation in Orkney, and its association with tithe, in line with parish 

formation throughout Western Europe (section 2.1). The parishes almost always 'respect' 

townships, and often derive their names from the largest township within the parish. It is 

only with the creation of the parish that a parish identity can begin to form. This would 

have been through the church, as it was the church that was the common factor in the 

lives of those inhabiting a parish. However, in certain areas where the parish was not a 

cohesive or natural unit, the individual townships/districts maintained their importance 

and took longer to be associated with the parish in which they were situated - thus 

explaining the divided parishes in the Rentals.  

 

The topographical and archaeological material presented in this study, the detailed Rental 

and dedication studies of Smith and Thomson and the most recent work by Crawford, all 

concurred that much of the infrastructure previously considered to have been created 

from the eighth to tenth centuries is of high medieval date. The twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries should be seen as the period of realisation of the institutions that dominated the 

islands in the following centuries, with the twelfth century being a period of embryonic 

development and experimentation. It was a time when the parochial system, and possibly 
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also the fiscal administration of the islands, was established with its centre at Kirkwall, 

and gradually took shape throughout the archipelago over the next two or three centuries.   

 

Table 7.8 summarises the proposed chronology for the development of the parochial 

system in Orkney.   

 

This chapter has outlined a proposed development of the parochial system in Orkney as 

discovered from the analysis presented in the inventory.  Chapter eight will explore this 

proposal in its Earldom context by close examination of the Orkneyinga Saga and, in so 

doing, will examine how the conclusions presented in this chapter fit into medieval 

Orkney society and the Earldoms.   

 

  

Table 7.8 Proposed chronology for parochial development in Orkney 

Date Event 
Mid C11  Formal Acceptance of Christianity by Earl Thorfinn 

Creation of a permanent Bishop’s seat 
Chapels are built by nobility and bondi 
Several churches overseeing administration of proto-parishes 
Possible establishment of monasteries 

Early C12 Power shift from Birsay to Kirkwall 
Foundation of St Magnus Cathedral 
More chapels built by nobility and bondi /some go out of use/some 
continue in use  
Parish churches created out of existing chapels on land of Earls and 
chieftains 
Division of land into parishes based on townships, due to compulsory 
exaction of tithe 
Urislands and pennylands used with the parishes to exact tax based on land 

Early C13 
to C14/15 
 

Chapels enlarged to accommodate ‘parishioners’ 
Continued consolidation of parish boundaries as land brought in and out of 
use 
More chapels built by nobility and bondi /most go out of use/some 
continue in use 
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Chapter Eight 

 

The Parochial System in the Orkney Earldom 

 

 

This chapter brings the landscape analysis together with information from the Orkneyinga 

Saga, place-names and dedications, and explores the various conclusions reached in the 

previous chapters at a variety of levels.  In doing so, this chapter attempts to look at the 

church in Orkney at a local level and an Earldom level thus bringing together as much 

material as possible.  The themes of spatiality, temporality, contextuality and reflexivity 

are interspersed throughout the sections in this chapter and are brought out in full in the 

conclusion.  Chapter nine looks at the wider picture and places the discoveries from this 

chapter in a European context as well as reflecting on the thesis, its strengths and 

weaknesses. 

 

 

8.1 Orkneyinga Saga Case Studies  

As stated in chapter seven, it is within a high medieval framework that parish church 

formation should be considered. This is supported by the information which can be 

gleaned from the Orkneyinga Saga, place-name analysis based on the Saga and recorded 

farm-names.  In the Orkneyinga Saga, twenty-seven farms/houses/halls in Orkney are 

mentioned which can be located based on their place-names and context. These are 

mainly large settlements on Earldom or Bishopric land, or land belonging or granted to 

the gœðingr (see Appendix Five).  This is no surprise as the Saga is a story about the Earls 

and so the action often takes place on their estates (section 1.5.2).  There are possible 

chapel sites recorded at twenty-three of these farmsteads (Appendix Four), thus 
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indicating the strong association between high-status properties and chapels and, in 

particular, the association of these properties with parish churches (twelve of the located 

houses in the Orkneyinga Saga have adjacent parish churches).   Four sites are discussed 

below and, because of the Orkneyinga Saga we can glimpse into the lives of the people 

who may have used them in the twelfth century. 

 

8.1.1 Kolbein Hruga 

The small chapel of St Mary’s in Wyre is part of an estate, which we know from reading 

the Saga, was occupied by Kolbein Hruga in c.1154.  The Saga states that, 

Í þann tíma [c.1154] bjó sá maðr í Vigr í Orkneyjum, (en norsk mand), er 
Kolbeinn hrúga hét ok var it mesta afarmenni.  Hann lét þar gera 
steinkastala góðan; var þat öruggt vígi. Kolbeinn átti Herbjörgu, systur 
Hákonar barns, en móðir þeira var Sigríðr, dóttir Herborgar Pálsdóttur.  
Þessi váru born þeira: Kolbeinn karl, Bjarni skáld, Sumarliði, Áslákr, Fríða; 
þau váru öll mikils háttar24 (Guðmundsson 1965: lxxxiv 192-3).   

 

Kolbein was from a wealthy family in Norway and, according to Clouston, he may have 

been given Wyre as part of a dowry for marrying Herbjorg (great-granddaughter of Earl 

Paul), or the estate may have belonged to Herbjorg (Clouston 1932a: 173; Johnston and 

Johnston 1907: no. 18).  So the estate in which Kolbein built his castle, steinkastala, was 

originally Earldom.  As the Saga tells us, Kolbein built a stone castle, and the remains of a 

small stone keep, similar to many found scattered along the western seaboard of Scotland, 

still stand on the island overlooking the Bu farm, St Mary’s chapel and Rousay Sound 

(Grieve 1999: 53-8).   

 

Kolbein’s relationship with the Earls was one of kinship and of duty.  Kolbein married 

into the Earldom and into a structured society where we can imagine he held reasonable 

                                                 
24 At that time there lived in Wyre in the Orkneys (a Norwegian) called Kolbein Hruga, and he was 
the most outstanding of men.  He had a fine stone castle built there; it was a safe stronghold.  
Kolbein married Herbjorg, sister to Hakon the Younger, while her mother was Sigrid daughter of 
Herbjorg Paulsdaughter. Their children were: Kolbein the Elder, Bjarni the Skald, Sumarlidi, Aslak, 
Frida; they were all well brought up (after Taylor 1938: lxxxiv 275). 
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sway.  Termed ‘jarlaættir’ and ‘gœðinga’ in the Saga, he was certainly reputed as a man of 

wealth and standing (Guðmundsson 1965: xxxiii 85).  His reputation out-lived him and a 

corrupted form of his name was given to a local giant, Cubbie Roo, who, following 

Norwegian tradition, was a stone hurler.  But Kolbein was not just an ‘Earl’s man’, he held 

sway within the Earldom in his own right and this is exemplified when Earl Rognvald 

warns John Wing to return Kolbein’s foster son (Olaf Sweynsson), whom he had captured, 

for fear of retribution by Sweyn and Kolbein (Taylor 1938 xcvii 327-8).  

 

Kolbein’s relationship with the Earls was comparable with that of vassal and a lord and, 

although it is generally believed that feudal relationships in Norway were restricted to the 

King and his liegemen, there are some feudal-type features that penetrate beyond the 

upper echelons (Helle 1998: 63).  The act of holding land, of castle building, chapel 

building, providing service and in return being protected are features one would find in 

contemporary feudalised Scotland. Although the central theme of knighthood is missing, 

the effects of social cohesion are apparent in the more frequent meetings between Earls 

and leading men (Macquarrie 2004: 129-135).  The Orkneyinga Saga recorded Earl Harald 

paying what appears very much like feudal homage to King Eystein of Norway in 1151, 

which again reflects the impact of aspects of feudal society on the relationships between 

the Kings of Norway and the Earls of Orkney (Taylor 1938: xci 304).  

 

The estate that Kolbein held in Wyre was called The Bu and comprised three parts: a farm, 

a castle and a chapel.  Although it cannot be proven, it is very likely that Kolbein built the 

chapel contemporaneously with the castle.  The present farm of The Bu is built into a 

small but defined mound, reminiscent of a settlement mound, and again although it 

cannot at present be proven, it is likely that there was Iron Age occupation at this prime 

site.  The chapel is dedicated to St Mary. A second dedication to St Peter has also been 
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recorded.  This dedication appears to have arisen because the island was part of the 

prebend of St Peter (WYR1).  Clouston suggested that Bjarni Kolbeinsson founded the 

prebend (WYR1).  Although the chapel is not a parish church, it may well have had 

parochial responsibilities attached to it.  It was the only chapel on the island and the only 

burial ground, and continued to serve the island as a place for worship and burial after 

the creation of the parish church in Westness, Rousay.  

  

Kolbein’s family is just one of the many families who built chapels as part of their 

homesteads.  The extent of Kolbein’s estate is not known. The island of Wyre was valued 

at 12 pennylands and it is plausible the estate comprised the whole island.  The Saga told 

that Kolbein’s foster son was on Eynhallow (Taylor 1938 xcvii 327-8), which suggests he 

may have been receiving education from the monastery there. This again provides an 

indication of Kolbein’s status.  Bjarni Kolbeinsson became Bishop of Orkney after the 

death of William (1188-1223) and this, in part, was due to his father’s position within 

society.  St Mary’s chapel was clearly an estate chapel built by Kolbein for his family and 

probably was also used as a communal burial ground for the island’s population, bearing 

in mind they could all have been tenants of Kolbein.  The discovery of a large grave inside 

the chapel and medieval chain mail in the grave has been used to suggest that it was the 

burial place of Kolbein. Although this cannot be proven, the prime location of the burial, 

the tradition and the chain mail are indicative of the resting place of someone of particular 

prestige and importance. 

   

8.1.2 Sigurd of Westness 

Across Rousay Sound from Wyre was the estate of Sigurd of Westness, another figure of 

prominence in the Orkneyinga Saga.  Like Kolbein, Sigurd was a kinsman of Earl Paul, 

through marriage to Paul’s granddaughter, Ingibjorg the High-born. He was therefore, a 
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grandson of Earl Paul and an uncle, through marriage, to Herbjorg (Kolbein’s wife). 

Sigurd is described in the Saga as kærstir [to Earl Paul], göfugr maðr and bóndi  

(Guðmundsson 1965: liv 116, lvi 120, lxxvi 171).  He was clearly a man of rank and was 

appointed by Earl Paul to muster arms in Rousay (Taylor 1938: lxvi 241).  He is also found 

entertaining the Earl on two occasions and accompanying him to battle (Taylor 1938: lxv 

237-8, lxxiv 256).  

Sigurd’s homestead was located in a strip settlement extending to 2.5km and including 

within it four brochs, three tombs, a burnt mound, two deserted later medieval farms, an 

early medieval farmstead and noust, a medieval hall house with a tower, several Viking 

burials, a Pictish/Viking cemetery, a modern farm and the old parish church of St Mary.  

The settlement area was clearly the most fertile and extensive settlement in Rousay and 

had been occupied since the Iron Age, and probably earlier.  There is no description given 

of Sigurd’s house in the Orkneyinga Saga but an idea of what it comprised can be gathered 

from the remaining archaeology.  The combination of Skaill and parish church has already 

been noted, as well as the proximity of medieval settlement to Iron Age settlement 

(chapter seven).  However, the archaeology and toponymic evidence suggest that, like the 

Bu in Wyre and several other sites (for example, HOL0), Sigurd’s homestead comprised at 

least three component parts.  There was the farm near the shore, towered hall-house and 

chapel.  The dating of these structures is problematic but their location as a cluster along 

the fertile coastal strip suggests they may have been contemporary. The church as it 

stands has been dated to the thirteenth century, whilst the unexcavated remains of the 

hall-house have been ascribed a date in the twelfth or thirteenth centuries (ROU0).  The 

farmstead and noust have been termed ‘Viking’ (ROU0).  It is highly probable that there 

was an earlier smaller chapel under the parish church and that the church was rebuilt on a 

larger scale in the thirteenth century to accommodate the parishioners.  The proximity of 

The Wirk to the church cannot be coincidence and is reminiscent of the Saga description 
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of the hall and church at Orphir (section 8.2).  One can imagine the Earl and his retinue 

sitting down to a feast in the hall and rising for mass in the church immediately to the 

west periodically throughout the feasting, just as occurred in Orphir (Taylor 1938: lxvi-

lxvii, 241-245).   

Sigurd was a gœðingr and a bóndi, an Earl’s man and a freeman.  His estate appears to 

have been his own, as it is later documented as udal and not Earldom (figure 7.6). The 

place-name Skaill, the act of feasting and the remains of a large hall-house indicate that 

Sigurd was responsible for collecting the food renders in his area and, as such, he would 

have been a man of power and reckoning.  The combination of place-name Skaill and 

dedication to St Mary is found in Sigurd’s estate and it is perhaps no coincidence that the 

chapel in Wyre (in the parish of Rousay) is also dedicated to St Mary.  These two high-

status settlements are very similar.  Both have three settlement components, both were 

held by men who were important enough to be featured in the Saga of the Earls.  Sigurd 

and Kolbein were kin of Earl Paul and both, in part, owed their positions to his favour.  

Although, they were also clearly favoured by Earl Rognvald, as both families continued to 

hold high positions after Earl Paul’s disappearance.  It can be no coincidence that the 

parish church in Rousay was built on Sigurd’s estate.   

 

The sites held by Kolbein and Sigurd are typical for Orkney in their location, with the 

chapel and burial ground sites being closely associated with an estate.  It is possible to 

conclude that men of similar standing founded many of the chapel and burial ground 

sites in Orkney, and this is supported by the nomenclature, archaeology and later 

documentary evidence found for these sites.  Another example of a possible manorial 

chapel and burial ground site is in Papa Stronsay.  It is only from a close reading of the 

Orkneyinga Saga that the secular nature of the estate can be postulated, as it is generally 

believed to have had monastic, rather than secular, associations. 
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8.1.3 Rognvald Brusison and Papa Stronsay 

The island of Papa Stronsay features in the Saga as the place where Earl Rognvald 

Brusison was killed in c.1046 (Taylor 1938: xxix 183-4; Guðmundsson 1965: xxxix 73).  Earl 

Rognvald travelled to Papa Stronsay for a supply of malt to brew ale for his Yule feast.  

Whilst there, he was ambushed by Earl Thorfinn and, although initially escaping in the 

disguise of a deacon, he was eventually killed on the rocky coast of the island.  There is no 

mention of any chapel in the account but there are several interesting references that shed 

light on the island.  The first is the use of the name Papey ina litlu, indicating that the 

Scandinavians associated the island with priests. The second is Rognvald’s decision to get 

malt from this particular island.  The third is Rognvald’s disguise, which shows that 

Thorfinn was not surprised to find a deacon (djáknanum) in the house (Bœrinn) with the 

Earl and his party. The fourth is the decision to bury Rognvald in Papa Westray (Papeyjar, 

Guðmundsson xxx 75).   These four points, when considered with the archaeology and 

later documentary sources, can be used to suggest a number of possibilities.   

 

There are two chapel sites on the island; one is said to have had a burial ground and an 

early Christian stone was found there, although it is now lost (STP6).  The chapels are 

dedicated to Bride and Nicholas.  Papa Stronsay was Earldom land and possibly 

Bordland, as it paid no Skat (Johnston 1903a: 187). The farm name Bœr indicates a farm of 

considerable status.  Therefore, Papa Stronsay was an island the Scandinavians associated 

with priests. It was part of the estate of the Earls and may have consisted of a good farm, a 

large hall (it states in the Saga that Rognvald and a large retinue sat before a roasting fire) 

and possibly a chapel.  The dedication to Nicholas (as noted in section 6.2.3) was 

associated with Earldom estates and this is another example of such an association.  The 

chapel may have been founded by the Earl for use when he and his retinue were visiting 

his estate, being administered either by clergy within his retinue or resident in the island.  
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But an Earldom estate is not what one would expect on the island of the priests.  The 

subject of the Papar sites and their origins and purpose is one of contention and is still 

unresolved.  Yet it is possible to suggest that an Earldom estate dominated Papa Stronsay 

in the eleventh century and not an ecclesiastical settlement.  Nevertheless, the fact that 

Thorfinn was not surprised to find a deacon in the house would indicate there might have 

been a particular ecclesiastical association with the island.  However, the Nicholas 

dedication strongly suggests that the Earls were responsible for dedicating the chapel.  

There are some indications that the Nicholas and Bride dedications have been confused, 

as the tradition of a burial ground is associated with Nicholas, and yet there was no 

evidence for a burial ground found during the excavations. There was, however, a human 

skull found at St Brides.   From recent excavations of St Nicholas’ it appears that the 

chapel was built in the eleventh century on top of an earlier site with a chancel being 

added in the twelfth century. This chapel had three altars, was not associated with the 

main settlement area and had no burial ground. In contrast, St Bride’s is close to the main 

settlement area and has some evidence of burial. St Bride’s dimensions were recorded as 

being similar to St Nicholas’ and so both have been ascribed an eleventh century date.  

 

Perhaps St Nicholas is the dedication of the chapel in the settlement area and St Bride is 

the dedication of the more remote and ecclesiastically special chapel. Lowe has suggested 

that the presence of three altars in St Nicholas Chapel, and the occurrence of two probable 

contemporary chapels on the small island, are indicative of a special monastic 

establishment and this could certainly be true (STP5 and STP6).  It may be that there was a 

monastic community on Papa Stronsay which was part of the community on Papa 

Westray and that the Old Norse name of Papey ina litlu was used to distinguish the 

smaller part of the community from the larger base in Papa Westray, rather than 

differentiating between the physical sizes of the islands.   The subject is very much open 
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for discussion but the Saga evidence strongly indicates that in the eleventh century there 

was a high-status Earldom estate on the island.  Whether this estate was later gifted to a 

monastic community (Papa Westray) by the Earl is not known, nor is the nature of the 

earlier ecclesiastical context of the island.  Earl Rognvald was buried in Papa Westray, 

implying the writer of the Orkneyinga Saga considered it to have been the most important 

burial place in Rognvald’s share of the Earldom at the time of his death.  More than 

anything else, this case study emphasises the complexity of the church in the medieval 

period. The possible inference of a monastic community supported by and contemporary 

with the Earldom is most interesting and should be given more thought.  This could 

explain the Papar place-names as being given to functioning monastic estates in the 

medieval period rather than only commemorating a memory of a previous religious 

establishment. 

 

8.1.4 Bishop William and St Magnus Church, Egilsay 

The fourth case study is St Magnus Church, Egilsay (EGI0).  This church, associated with 

the Cult of St Magnus, is considered to have been an early Earldom endowment to the 

Bishopric (EGI0).   As a church belonging to the Bishopric it is different in its context to 

the three previous sites.  Although, there are some similarities in location and 

nomenclature that indicate that the church may have originally been a chapel of a similar 

kind to those discussed above.  The present church, with an impressive round tower, is 

dedicated to St Magnus and has been dated to the twelfth century.  The church is 

considered to have been a Bishop’s church, with a first floor chamber and a gallery.  It was 

most likely built to commemorate the martyrdom of St Magnus on Egilsay, either on the 

site of the martyrdom or on the site of the church where Magnus prayed before he was 

murdered (EGI0). The date, dedication and significance of the standing church are not in 

doubt, but there are questions relating to what was there before.   
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As mentioned previously (sections 4.3.2.2 and 7.1.4), there is reasonable evidence that 

Egilsay and the east side of Rousay formed a Housebay estate.  The Housebay estates are 

assumed either to have been administered on behalf of the Orkney Earls or the Kings of 

Norway.  Perhaps King Magnus Barelegs [King 1093-1103] gifted his Housebay estate to 

the Bishopric when he appointed William Bishop of Orkney (Thomson 1993: 341).   

Bishop William is a prominent figure in the Saga (section 8.3). His skills as a negotiator 

and diplomat and his shrewd judgement ensured that he was a key figure in events 

concerning disputes between Earls, and between Earls and chieftains.  Egilsay was chosen 

by the bóndi as a meeting place for Earl Magnus and Hakon, which signifies the neutral 

nature of the island, and the trust the bóndi had in Bishop William as an objective 

mediator.  He was obviously regarded as an important man whose opinions were valued.  

This is exemplified in the Saga when Earl Paul was advised by the bóndi not to reprimand 

the Bishop for helping Sweyn Asliefarson to escape after the murder of Sweyn Breatrope.  

The passage implies that Bishop William was a kinsman, frændum, of Sweyn Asliefarson 

and thus indicated the quality of the Bishop’s character as he was still chosen as an 

adviser, even though related to a powerful and often wayward chieftain (Guðmundsson 

1965: lxvii 156).  Bishop William was a powerful man, and had equal if not greater 

standing than the three other bóndi in the vicinity: his kinsman Sweyn Asliefarson, Sigurd 

of Westness and Kolbein Hruga.  

 

The main house in the estate has not been located, although the name ‘Husabae’ is 

preserved in Rousay rather than Egilsay.  In Egilsay there is evidence for a medieval 

settlement near two ‘skaill’ properties on the west of the island; perhaps this was an 

original Skaill, which was later separated into two properties.  There is also slight 

evidence for a Mary dedication in the island with the existence of a mound known as 

Howe Mary. There is no explanation for this name and it is possible that it retains the pre-
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Magnus dedication of the church on the island.  This would fit with the Skaill and Mary 

pairings found elsewhere in the archipelago and particularly on the nearby island of 

Rousay (table 7.6).  It is therefore possible that the first church on the island to have been 

built by Scandinavians was part of an Earldom estate.  King Magnus then confiscated the 

estate when he took over the Earldom and gifted it to Bishop William. There is no 

convincing evidence for any other chapels on the island, which supports the island’s 

status as an early church endowment.  The two chapels on the Rousay side have been 

discussed previously and may well have been founded later as the Housebay lost its 

identity as a single unit and small communities began to form within its bounds (section 

7.1.4 and ROU). 

 

It can be postulated that St Magnus Church was built on Bishopric property to 

commemorate the martyrdom of St Magnus. The importance of the island in the story of 

Magnus ensured that Magnus superseded the previous dedication, possibly to Mary.  

This Bishopric estate appears to have been the home of the Bishop in the early twelfth 

century, and certainly at the time of the martyrdom. It was also close to the estates of 

Sigurd and Kolbein (both of which had Mary dedications).  By the time the parish 

churches were designated, the seat of the Bishop had moved to Kirkwall and he had a 

grand hall-house built adjacent to St Magnus Cathedral (SOLC).  As part of the new 

parochial organisation, the Bishopric Housebay became a parish comprising Egilsay and 

part of Rousay, and St Magnus Church became the parish church.   

 

By studying the Orkneyinga Saga with the landscape analysis it has been possible to 

consider these four sites in detail and to understand them better as a result.  Part of this 

understanding is reliant on later sources and particularly place-names.  The place-names 
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can be used to explore sites not mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga and to postulate 

contextual backgrounds for those sites. 

 

A notable feature summarised in section 7.2 and discussed above is the predominance of 

certain place-names associated with the Earls and the gœðingr25 in the Orkneyinga Saga. 

The high-status nature of these place-names in later Orkney records and their high values 

in the Rentals26 is of significance.  From a close reading of the Orkneyinga Saga and 

consideration of the early Rentals, it is evident that the place-names Bu, Bœr and Skáli 

generally indicate high-status settlements in Orkney.  It is thus possible to identify high-

status medieval settlements, which are not mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga, based on the 

occurrence of these place-names and their status in the Rentals.  The association of 

chapel/church sites with these high-status names is striking and indicates that many sites 

were built on the largest properties in medieval Orkney.  There are sixty-two entries in the 

inventory with an association with one or more of these three name types and, of these, 

twenty-two are parish church sites (see Appendix Six for list of sites and names).   

 

The association between chapels and places described as homes of gœðingr in the 

Orkneyinga Saga, as exemplified above, allows a glimpse of some of the people who may 

have founded the chapels and been responsible for, or played a part in, the allocation of 

parish churches.  References to gœdingr, bóndi, hirðmenn and other jarlsmenn can be found 

in Appendix Five.  These men were the advisers and supporters of the Earl and were the 

ruling elite in the islands, living on the Earl’s land or owning their own properties.  It is 

no coincidence that the parish churches are found on land belonging to these men, such as 

Sigurd of Westness, and this must indicate that the parish churches were chosen when 

they were in power and living on their estates.  The parish churches located adjacent to or 

                                                 
25
 See Appendix Five for discussion of term 

26
 For discussion of low value and high-status of Skáli place-names see section 5.2.4. 
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on the lands of the large properties correlate with people mentioned in the Saga and there 

can be little doubt that the designation of parish churches should be seen as a twelfth 

century event, although the churches were probably not enlarged until a later date (for 

example, WEL0 and ROU0 date from the thirteenth century and EDA0 from fourteenth).   

 

Examples of the correlation of the homesteads of gœdingr mentioned in the Orkneyinga 

Saga and chapel sites are also found in Shetland and Caithness. In Caithness, Sweyn 

Asliefarson, who owned an estate on Gairsay, was looking after his stepson’s estate at 

Freswick (Taylor 1938: xcii 306), which appears to have been an Earldom Bu (Batey 1989: 

71).  Archaeological excavation has revealed a medieval settlement at Freswick and there 

is a broch in the area (Batey 1989: 67, 69).  The settlement at Freswick is similar in situation 

to settlements in Orkney and the tradition of a chapel and burial ground dedicated to St 

Maddan is well known (Grieve 2005: 4, 13).  Freswick chapel is in a topographically 

defined settlement focused on the hinterland of a bay, it has evidence for Iron Age 

occupation as well as a medieval settlement and a high-status later medieval residence. 

Freswick is therefore similar, in location and context, to many Orkney chapel sites.   

 

Figure 8.1 Freswick, Canisbay from the WSW  

 

A Shetland example is given in Taylor’s version of the Orkneyinga Saga where he referred 

to ‘bondi Einar in Gulberwick’ (1938: lxxxv 278), whom the Earl visited when 

shipwrecked in Shetland.  The place where they were shipwrecked has not been 
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identified, although the description of ‘a rocky beach in front of them, and only a narrow 

foreshore, and cliffs beyond’ could fit Gulberwick (Taylor 1938: lxxxv 277).   

 

Figure 8.2 Gulberwick, Shetland 

 

 

There is a chapel site located at the head of the bay in Gulberwick, in Wick, which is 

where the later parish church is also located.  The remains of the chapel can be seen in the 

front of figure 8.3 as a low grassy rise.  As shown in figure 8.2, a valley defines the 

settlement area topographically, and it is noticeably more fertile than the surrounding 

land. It is possible that Einar lived in Wick and that the chapel was part of his estate, 

although the exact location of Einar’s farm is not known27.  

 

The Orkneyinga Saga evidence for settlements and chapels in Shetland and Caithness is 

slight.  This is because most of the action in the Saga takes place in Orkney.  However, by 

using place-name evidence, some more sites can be explored in a Saga context.  

 

 

 

                                                 
27 It is no longer considered likely that Einar lived at Muckligert. The reasons for this are discussed 
in Smith’s 2003 conference paper (2003c) where he advocated assembling documents and visiting 
sites in order to avoid making ‘big blunders’.  It would seem more plausible that Einar lived near 
the bay in a typical ‘Bu’ location and the fact the parish church is there reinforces this suggestion.  
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Figure 8.3 Chapel site at Wick, Gulberwick in the foreground with modern church on left 

 

 

 

8.2 Chapels and Place-names 

Most of the sites in the inventory are associated with settlement and therefore are found 

linked to a variety of settlement names.  The names are listed in Appendix Six and 

summarised in table 8.1.  Two place-name elements that are not in the table but are 

worthy of discussion are ‘Cleat’, because of its association with chapels, and ‘Kirk’, 

because of its use as a church indicator (all ecclesiastical names are in Appendix Seven). 

 

Table 8.1 Summary of place-names associated with chapel/church sites 

Place-name Total in Orkney  
(Thomson) 

Associated  
Chapel/Church 

Bœr 41 22 
Bu 35 27 
Skáli 42 35 
Bólstaðr 83 28 
Stadir 31 7 
Land 109 13 
Garðr 161 8 

Sætr / Setr 60 3 
Kví 438 8 

 

The farm-name Cleat occurs five times uncompounded in Orkney and in four instances 

has a chapel on its land.  The name Cleat in Orkney is unusual. It was thought by 

Marwick to have been derived from ON Klettr, a rock, but ‘there is rarely, if ever, to be 
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seen in the vicinity of a –cleat farm any boulder or rocky protuberance that might have 

given rise to the name’ (Marwick 1952: 7).  Lamb in his most recent publication discussed 

the possibility of the name meaning ‘stone building’ and being particularly associated 

with ecclesiastical buildings including chapels, prayer houses and early oratories (Lamb 

2004: 169-173). Although there is no Old Norse linguistic root linking klaet with ‘stone 

building’, Lamb’s hypothesis raised the questionable derivation of the Cleat names and 

the existence of chapels at all but one of the uncompounded Cleat farms is noteworthy.  

 

The four chapel sites near Cleat farms are in Lady in Sanday, Cross in Westray, Nicholas 

in Stronsay and St Ola on Mainland.  Cleat Chapel and burial ground in Sanday were said 

to have stood close to the farmhouse and, although there are no longer remains, there is 

no reason to doubt the existence and location of the site.  Cleat is a small defined 

settlement and the chapel would appear to have been closely associated with it.  Similarly, 

Cleat Chapel in Westray is only 80m from the farmhouse.  It has a strong tradition of a 

burial ground and is closely associated with the 6 pennyland farm.  Cleat Chapel and 

burial ground in Sanday are again similarly placed, having stood in an enclosure adjacent 

to the 18 pennyland farm’s house. In contrast, Cleat in St Ola is approximately 600m 

northwest of the chapel site. The chapel is not closely associated with any single farm but 

at the head of a bay with several reasonable-sized farms surrounding it on the lower 

slopes of raised ground.  (Cleat was valued at approximately 9 pennylands). There is no 

burial ground associated with the chapel and it would seem to be located in a suitable 

place for the surrounding area.  It was built of red sandstone and in 1870 was still 

standing, albeit in a ruinous condition (SOL1). This chapel is the only one in St Ola parish 

not located in the Burgh. From its location it would seem to have served the community 

surrounding the bay.    There are no obvious reasons for the place-name Cleat at any of 

the above farms and their associated chapels are also not all in the same situation.  Further 
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exploration into the etymology of the place-name is needed before anything further can be 

postulated.  All the farms were reasonably sized properties in the sixteenth century and it 

is perhaps their size rather than their name that has led to their association with chapel 

sites.  

 

Another place-name believed to indicate the existence of a chapel is Kirkbister, ON kirkju-

bólstaðr, described by Marwick as ‘a farm-settlement containing a church’ (1952: 56, 233-

44). There are ten such names in Orkney, of which seven are associated with a 

chapel/church site.  However, three of the sites have been designated ‘unknown’ because 

of the lack of evidence for a chapel at the site.  This is because it is unsafe to assume that a 

‘kirk’ name, alone, is proof of the existence of a chapel.  The name could refer to a nearby 

or prominent chapel/church, to land belonging to the church, or to land adjacent to land 

belonging to the church. (For a concise summary of the various opinions on the derivation 

of ‘kirk’ names in the North Isles see Lowe 1987, Appendix 5 355-360).  

 

The name Kirkbreck has also been used to indicate the existence of chapels and this is 

particularly unsafe, as it has been shown in this study that most chapels are central within 

townships and on good land.  Kirkbreck names are not in usual chapel locations and 

should not be considered proof of a chapel in the area, but regarded as a name applied 

because of a more distant association with either a chapel/church or land belonging to the 

church.  Kirkubreck in Tingwall, Rendall is a good example of such as name.  The farm is 

450m from the coast on the edge of the township and there is no trace of any 

archaeological remains at the farm. It is 560m from Tingwall, (ON þingavoll 

(Guðmundsson 1965: xcv 262) described as the home of Helgi in the Orkneyinga Saga 

(Taylor 1938: xcv 321-2).  The location of the farm suggests that its name derives from an 

association with a chapel rather than being the site of a chapel.  It is more likely that a 
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chapel was located in the vicinity of the main farm in Tingwall and close to the parliament 

site and that the farm name indicates that the breck either belonged to the chapel, or was 

the nearest to the chapel (REN1).   However, bearing this cautionary tale in mind, it is 

worth emphasising the importance of ‘kirk’ names in locating and identifying 

chapel/church sites when combined with other evidence.  There are 128 inventory entries 

with ‘kirk’ or other ecclesiastical names (Appendix Seven) and, of these, 106 have been 

designated as either chapels or parish churches, whilst fifteen have an ‘unknown’ 

designation and seven have been considered not to be chapel/burial ground sites.  The 

‘kirk’ names are most commonly paired with names of natural features and therefore are 

useful indicators of possible sites, as shown above (REN1).  

 

In Shetland there are twenty-three ‘kirk’ names associated with chapel sites.  St Ola’s 

parish church, Nesting, is in the area of Kirkabister and adjacent to a farm with the same 

name.  The burial ground is maintained and there is a rise in its north end where the 

church may once have stood.  There is a broch nearby and the site is well defined in a 

reasonably fertile coastal settlement (Grieve 2005b: 21).  The farm and the burial ground 

are shown in figure 8.1 below.  There is no doubt that a church once stood in the burial 

ground and the district and farm name clearly take their name from the church. 

 

Figure 8.4 St Ola’s Parish Church, Nesting, Shetland from the northeast.  
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A more complex ‘kirk’ name is found in Tingwall parish, Shetland where the site of a 

chapel is located on a low peninsula in the Loch of Tingwall.  The site name is Kirkasetter, 

which is also the name of the nearest farm, roughly 250m to the west.  There is a tradition 

of the site having been a place of refuge and a Roman Catholic chapel. There are slight 

indeterminate traces of a circular structure on the peninsula.  It is very likely that the site 

provided the farm with its name, as the other two nearby farms are North Setter and 

South Setter indicating this was an original settlement later divided and named according 

to location (North and South) or a nearby feature of prominence (kirk).    

 

Figure 8.5 Kirkasetter Chapel site from the southwest 

 

 

However, the site is about 1km south south west of St Magnus Parish Church, Tingwall 

and about 720m south south west of Lawting Holm.  Tingwall Parish Church is recorded 

as having originally been a towered church similar to Egilsay (EGI0) and was the seat of 

the Archdeacons of Shetland (Smith 2003b: 162-166).  The context of this site and the ‘kirk’ 

names need to be carefully considered because of the proximity of the chapel to the parish 

church.  The chapel location, on a peninsula in a loch, is similar to several sites in Orkney 

that have been tentatively suggested to be early in date (sections 6.4, 7.1.2, 7.1.3.2).  It can 
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be postulated from its location that the peninsula chapel in Tingwall was also of an early 

date, although the tradition of criminals receiving absolution through touching the chapel 

indicates the existence of a building in the later medieval period, at least (ONB I 1878:  53).   

 

Figure 8.6 Loch of Tingwall  - with the mound on Lawting Holm in the foreground and 

Kirkasetter chapel jutting out on the right hand side, taken from St Magnus parish church 

 

 

The importance of Tingwall parish church is revealed in its position as the Archdeacons of 

Shetland’s centre of power. Its architectural and dedicatory similarities with St Magnus 

church Egilsay are also notable and the churches may have been contemporary in date, 

thus being early twelfth century constructions.  The chapel site in the loch may have 

preceded the parish church (as in St Mary’s South Ronaldsay (SRS0 and SRS5) or it may 

have been contemporary or later in date, serving a different purpose.  Perhaps the parish 

church, the Lawting and the peninsula chapel were all contemporary features of the 

medieval centre of secular and ecclesiastical power in Shetland.  Without datable material 

from the sites it is impossible to know. It is, however, possible that the Kirkasetter farm 

may have taken its name from the imposing nearby parish church rather than the lochside 

chapel.  It is therefore not safe to assume association with the nearest site when there is 

another, particularly prominent, site in the vicinity.  
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In Caithness there are only two sites with associated ‘kirk’ names: the compound name 

Kirkstyle in Canisbay and Kirk Mains in Bower (this does not include the sites with ‘kirk’ 

as part of the name of the chapel).   St Drostan’s parish church in Canisbay is adjacent to 

the farm of Kirkstyle, ON Kirkja-stilli, church enclosure.  The church is built on a 

substantial mound in a coastal settlement area with fertile farmland. Canisbay church is 

one of the churches listed in Gilbert de Moravia’s charter compiled between 1223 and 

1245, and its dedication to Drostan may indicate an earlier site (RCAHMS: NMRS 

ND37SW4).  The church is built on top of a broch, indicating the area has been settled 

since the Iron Age. It is similar in location to parish churches in Orkney and the farm 

name has clearly arisen because of the church.  Kirk Mains is a farm in the area of Kirk in 

Bower. Two chapels are recorded in the area, neither well-attested (Grieve 2005: 4).  It 

would seem there was only one chapel, the location of which had been forgotten over the 

years, resulting in two separate possibilities being recorded.  The chapel traditions may 

well have arisen from the name ‘Kirk’ and it is particularly unsafe to assume from this 

evidence alone there was a chapel in the area.  Archaeological remains of a possible 

rectangular structure in a mound have been identified as the probable site, but this ought 

to be treated with caution until substantiated by some other means.   

 

The variety of names shown in Appendices Six and Seven indicate the widespread 

distribution of sites within Orkney.  The sites are mainly associated with names generally 

given to larger settlements such as bólstaðr, skáli, Bu and Bœr, rather than names given to 

smaller or more peripheral settlements such as kví and sætr/setr.  This shows that the 

wealthiest members of society founded the chapels, which is what one would expect.  The 

chapels on the larger farms, and particularly the Bu and Houseby farms, can be regarded 

as manorial chapels in the sense that they were probably founded by the owner/occupier 

of the main farm and built to provide for the founder’s family and his dependants. This 
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explains the lack of chapels surrounding these farms, for example, at Rapness in Westray, 

where one chapel served a large portion of the southeast of Cross parish and similarly, 

with large dispersed settlements based on Bœr or ‘bu’ names, throughout the rest of the 

archipelago.  As mentioned in chapter seven, it is possible that a result of the break-up of 

these large estates was the foundation of other small chapels on the newly-divided 

properties (section 7.3).  These manorial-type chapels often have burial grounds 

indicating the funerary nature of the chapel (section 6.3.2).  The farmsteads on which 

these chapels are found could, in many instances, have consisted of three component 

parts – hall, farm and chapel as well as outbuildings, dependent properties and, in certain 

instances, a keep or tower (Grieve 1999).  Examples of such homesteads have been found 

at Tuquoy in Westray (WEC0), Westness in Rousay (ROU0), Skaill in Deerness and 

elements of these homesteads at Backaskaill in Sanday (SAC0), Paplay in Holm (HOL0) 

and Cairston in Stromness (STR0).   

 

There are lesser-known settlements that can be added to the list above, indicating they 

may also have belonged to the Earldom, Bishopric or wealthiest udallers; for example, 

Housebay in St Nicholas parish, Stronsay.  There is good written evidence for the chapel 

and burial ground at Housebay (STN1). It was pro rege land in 1595 (Peterkin 1848: II 87) 

indicating that it was originally probably Earldom land (section 5.3.5).  The chapel and 

burial ground are located in a park immediately adjacent to the modern house, which is 

built on a large settlement mound.  This mound indicates that the focus of settlement has 

been in the vicinity of the house for a long time, probably as far back as the medieval 

period.  The place-name Housebay shows the farm to have been a large estate run either 

by the Earls of Orkney or the Kings of Norway and its 18-pennyland value corroborates 

this.  Associated broch remains and a chambered cairn prove the area to have been 

inhabited since prehistory and the large farmhouse and steading show its continued 
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inhabitation and success as a farm.  Another example is St Mary’s Kirk in Isbister, Rendall.  

The chapel was built on a broch and there were indications of a possible burial ground.  

The farm of Skaill is approximately 350m from the chapel and is the largest farm in the 

township of Isbister.  The township was valued at 12 pennylands in 1492 (REN3).  The 

chapel is located, unusually, upslope from the farm on the better land.  The central area of 

the township is low-lying and wet and the chapel’s situation is such that it is prominent, 

on dry land, and closer to Skaill than any other settlement. The locations of these two 

sites, on the hinterland of sheltered bays, is similar to those listed above and consequently 

they should be seen in a similar context. 

 

Examples of this type of chapel, with its high-status place-name association, are also 

found in Shetland and Caithness (particularly the northeast corner). As mentioned above, 

the chapel and settlement at Freswick in Caithness are associated with a Bu place-name. 

Another example is Duncansby in Canisbay, Caithness (Batey 1989: 71; Crawford 1977: 97) 

where medieval settlement remains have eroded out of the shore near the location of 

Ladykirk (Grieve 2005: 4, 11).  Duncansby ON Dungalsbœ  (Guðmundsson 1965: xx 45) is 

mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga as the place where Earl Thorfinn resided after defeating 

Muddan in c.1029 (Taylor 1938: xx 164).  The place-name element Bœr indicates a large 

farm which, according to the first place-name element, belonged at some time to Dungal.   

Olaf Hrolfsson held an estate in Duncansby for Earl Paul, which Sweyn inherited after his 

father’s untimely death (Taylor 1938: lvi 218; lxvi 241; lxxviii 264).  It is probable that the 

estate where Thorfinn resided was an Earldom estate, the stewardship of which later may 

have been held by Olaf and his son Sweyn. This is implied in the phrase Þá er Sveinn var í 

Suðreyjum, þá hafði hann sett Margað Grímsson í Dungalsbœ til forráða ok fengit honum í hendr 

sýslu þá, er hann helt af Rögnvaldi jarli  (Guðmundsson 1965: lxxxii 187).    From the Saga 

descriptions, archaeological and written evidence, it is possible there was a three-
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component estate in Duncansby similar to those found in Orkney, for instance, at 

Westness (ROU0) and Cross, Sanday (SAC0).  There is evidence for a Ladykirk chapel, 

Bœr farm and hall (there must have been a large hall to house Sweyn and his retainers).  

The Mary dedication is significant and again links the estate with those in Orkney, 

particularly because Mary dedications were not as common in Caithness, with only six of 

the forty-one known dedications in the county being recorded as Mary.   

 

As mentioned above, Canisbay church is adjacent to a settlement, not in a central location 

and is associated with a Bœr name.  Skinnet Parish Church and Halkirk Parish Church are 

also close to large medieval settlements so could be argued to be similar to the Orkney 

churches in their settlement context, although there are no obvious place-name indicators 

at the sites today.  Spittal Parish Church is slightly different in that it was associated with 

a hospital. However, it is next to a large farm and could originally have been founded by 

the landowner.  Therefore, the four visited parish churches in Caithness are similarly 

located to the majority of Orkney parish churches.  Their association with large 

settlements and the best land indicates that the owners/occupiers of the settlements may 

have played a significant role in the decision to create the parish churches. Halkirk 

Church, adjacent to the Earldom seat at Braal, was the head of the diocese before Bishop 

Gilbert moved it to Dornoch, and therefore it can be compared to Tingwall in Shetland, 

and to Birsay and Kirkwall in Orkney.  The existence of the church on Earldom land and 

the preservation of the status of the church in the parish name, indicate that Halkirk 

Church may have been the head church in Caithness. The Bishop and the Earl resided 

close together in a central location within Caithness and centrally within the combined 

parishes of Halkirk, Spittal and Skinnet, perhaps indicating that this was originally one 

large unit (as it is today) before being divided into three smaller parishes.  This compares 

with the possible larger units in Orkney outlined in chapter seven.  
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In Shetland, where the place-names are almost entirely Old Norse, as in Orkney, there are 

surprisingly few Bu/ Skáli and Bœr names.  Smith has argued this is not because there 

were no large farms but because many of the larger farms were broken up by the time the 

islands were recorded in the Rentals (2003c).  There is one example of a chapel site 

associated with a Skáli name, two possible chapels near Bœr names and a very uncertain 

chapel and Bu association.  The church and burial ground in Twatt, Aithsting has been 

considered to be the site of an old parish church (Cant 1975: 18, 49).  Near to the church is 

the farm of Langskaill and both sites are centrally placed within the area.  Access and land 

quality are good and it is probable that the farm and church were associated in the 

medieval period. The two Bœr sites are Kirkaby in Unst south parish and Norby in 

Sandness. It is possible that the farms were reasonably wealthy estates in the medieval 

period and both names are associated with chapels and burial grounds, as one would 

expect in Orkney.   The Bu place-name is in Fair Isle, where the only chapel site is located 

on the south coast less than 1km away from Busta.  Medieval remains have been found at 

Gaila at the head of the bay near to the chapel.  There is no evidence to support the idea 

that the name Busta has moved, and so, although there is an association, at present its 

context cannot be determined.  In Shetland, where the place-name evidence is not present 

in the same way as it is found in Orkney and north east Caithness, it is still possible to 

identify sites within settlement areas.  However, because of the changes in settlement, it is 

not possible to distinguish easily between those associated with a single settlement and 

those associated with several settlements. 

 

In Caithness and Shetland the chapels appear, as in Orkney, to be mostly in settlement 

areas.  Although, as noted above, it has not been possible to determine to the same extent 

as for the Orkney sites, whether they are more closely associated with a single settlement 

or with several.  In the modern parish of Halkirk (comprising three medieval parishes) 
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most of the chapels (ten) are associated with a single farm, these are, St Katherine’s Parish 

Church; St Thomas’ Parish Church; St Magnus Chapel, Spittal; Gavin’s Kirk, Dorrery; 

Gerston Chapel and burial ground, St Columba’s Chapel, Dirlot; St Magnus Chapel, 

Banniskirk; St Trostan’s Chapel, Westerdale; St Trostan’s Chapel, Westfield and Sibster 

Chapel (Grieve 2005: 14-21).  Of the remaining seven chapels, six are within small 

settlement areas and do not appear to have been associated with a single settlement, 

although early documentation has not been examined so the possibility of lost settlements 

remains.  The ten sites listed above are all associated with a large settlement and this is 

identified in the names of the sites, which often include the farm name.  The following six 

are named after the township/area and so may always have been identified this way: 

Achardale Chapel; Achanarras Chapel; St Bridget’s Chapel, Achscoriclate; St Ciaran’s 

Chapel, Dalnawillan, Strathmore; Scotscalder Chapel and St Peter’s Chapel, Olgrinbeg.  

The Chapel of St David’s in Dorrey could not be located and so it cannot be included in 

this summary.  

 

In Shetland there is very little evidence for medieval settlement and consequently it has 

not been possible to determine, in any detail, the location of the chapels in relation to 

settlement.  The modern parish of Nesting comprises the medieval parishes of 

Lunnasting, Nesting and Whalsay.  Eleven of the twelve sites in these three parishes were 

visited and the following ascertained.  Six of the sites were almost certainly associated 

with a single farmstead within a settlement area: Lunna Church and Kirkabister chapel in 

Lunnasting; St Ola’s Church and the chapel at Garth in Nesting; Isbister Chapel and St 

Nicholas Chapel, Housay in Whalsay (Grieve 2005: 6, 19-24).  Four sites appeared to be 

more centrally located:  the chapel at Vidlin in Lunnasting, the chapel at Laxafirth in 

Nesting and the parish church and chapel at Symbister in Whalsay.  The two remaining 
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sites were classified as a monastic site at Lunna Knowe in Lunnasting and an isolated site 

at Kirk Knowe, Inner Holm of Skaw in Whalsay.   

 

Therefore, very tentatively, it can be suggested that the Caithness and Shetland chapels 

were located similarly to those in Orkney with the majority being associated with a single 

farm in a settlement area. This conclusion is reliant on the place-names as much as the 

location analysis. This is particularly in Shetland, where the medieval settlements are not 

visible archaeologically, so interpretation of the site is reliant on the examination of the 

chapel name and the associated settlement names. Although it is also very clear that the 

settlement names in Shetland today are, in many cases, different from the medieval names 

which appear to have been altered and replaced prior to the earliest written records 

(Smith 2003c). 

 

The fifty Orkney chapels built centrally in a settlement area but not immediately adjacent 

to a single large farm (table 7.6) are more difficult to understand in terms of ownership 

and use.  There are no place-names that help better understand these sites. It is probable, 

based on the shared nature of land within a township, that some of these chapels were 

built to serve the needs of the township or settlement area and were probably founded at 

the behest of the owner/occupier of the head farm, or by several of the larger farmers.  

These are the sites listed in column three in table 7.6, and examples include Cleat in St 

Ola, which has been discussed above, and Senness Chapel and burial ground in North 

Ronaldsay (NRO3). At Senness there is evidence for three farms with the element 

‘biggings’ in their name and the chapel is central to the township of Senness and these 

three farms.  It is possible that, when the chapel was built, there was only one farm, but it 

is as likely that the farms had already divided and were shared amongst family members. 

Therefore the chapel is classed as a centrally located chapel.   
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The chapels in settlement areas but not associated with a single settlement are those 

associated with water.  There are no associated place-names that shed light on the 

function of these sites, although the lack of names is itself informative.  These sites are 

listed in column four in table 7.6 and include St Mary’s Kirk, Harray (HAR5) and Veron 

Point Chapel and burial ground, Sandwick (SNK8).  St Mary’s Kirk is built on a levelled 

broch on a peninsula jutting into the Loch of Harray and is within the largest township in 

the parish.  There are several farms on the rising ground around the chapel site, but all are 

a good distance from the site and separated from it by an area of wetland, which 

surrounds the site.  The farm names are not indicative of high-status farms with the 

nearest farms being Biggings, Hybreck, Vola, Nistaben and Ness. In nomenclature and 

location this site is not like the ‘manorial’ chapels discussed above.   Veron Point is like St 

Mary’s Kirk with the chapel built beside a broch on a peninsula jutting into the Loch of 

Stenness.  However, this site has an associated burial ground.  The two farms of Voy are 

the nearest to the site and, although they may once have been a single settlement, they are 

not closely associated with the chapel and are not high-status names. At both Mary Kirk 

and Veron Point the location of the chapels in the lochs is significant, and the placing of 

the chapels on brochs may also be symbolic, as well as practical (section 7.2).   These 

chapels are not conveniently located for the population and are clearly separated from the 

rest of the township by narrow necks of land.  They do not appear to be pastoral in 

nature, nor do they usually have enough room to allow for anything other than a very 

small cemetery.  Because of the location, Iron Age associations and non-pastoral nature, 

these sites can be seen as being separate from the ‘manorial-type’ chapels and are more 

likely to have been contemplative in nature.   There are sixteen sites that can be described 

this way, as well as those that are associated with lochs and are more remotely located, for 

example, St Tredwell’s Chapel, Papa Westray (PWE3).  
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There are similar chapels in Shetland and Caithness that are associated with water. For 

instance, in Shetland there is Kirkasetter in Tingwall, as discussed above, and Whalsay 

Parish Church at Kirk Ness as shown below in figure 8.6 (Grieve 2005: 6,8, 23 and 28). In 

Caithness there is St John’s Chapel and burial ground in the parish of Dunnet.  This site is 

associated with a tradition of pilgrimage involving walking around the loch, similar to St 

Tredwell’s in Papa Westray (Grieve 2005: 5; PWE3). 

 

Figure 8.7 Whalsay Parish Church, Shetland 

 

 

The hypotheses concerning the purposes of the central chapels are derived from the 

location of the sites, and a consideration of later township social structure where the 

inhabitants worked closely together.  They cannot presently be supported 

archaeologically or historically. What can be accepted with certainty is that there is a 

difference in location and possibly in function between these more central sites and the 

manorial-type sites that are much more closely associated with a single farm.  The 

manorial-type and centrally-located settlement chapels may be tentatively considered in 

tandem with the two forms of township identified by Clouston (section 5.1.2) and may 

represent two different ways in which the chapels were built based on the social structure 

within the settlement area.  

 

The monastic sites were shown in chapter six to be difficult to identify by location (section 

6.4).  Unlike the central chapels, there are some good place-name indications of sites that 
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were perceived to have been monastic. These names are given in Appendix Seven.  The 

most common term for a possible monastic site is ‘munker’, and it occurs five separate 

times.  It is associated with the chapel on Auskerry (AUS1), Eynhallow (EYN1), St 

Boniface Parish Church, Papa Westray (PWE0), Ladykirk Sanday (SAL0) plus two nearby 

chapel sites (SLA1 and SAL5), and St Peter’s Church, Stromness (STR1).  Another possible 

indicator is ON bœn, ‘prayer’, as found in Binnaskirk (PWE1), Bonie-hole (ROU4), 

Beniecot (ROU7), Bonnie-hill (SHA7) and Benni Cuml (STN1).  The combination of 

‘Munkerhouse’ and ‘Binnaskirk’ at St Boniface Parish Church in Papa Westray strongly 

suggests that the site was regarded as monastic. The names indicate there were a prayer 

house, a monks’ house and a church and can be used tentatively to suggest the presence 

of a monastic complex at the site.  The same can be inferred from St Peter’s Church, 

Warbeth, where Monkerhouse relates to a site adjacent to the chapel and broch, again 

suggesting a complex of more than one building.  In the Sanday instance, ‘Munkermae’ is 

a name without a precise location and it can only be used to indicate that there was 

traditionally an ecclesiastical site in the area, which someone associated with 

monasticism.   The place-name evidence for some of these sites indicates the possibility of 

there having been more than one ecclesiastical building in the area. This is the only 

evidence for monastic complexes at sites where the remaining archaeology is 

fragmentary, eroding and unexamined.  

 

The place-name evidence outlined above shows how significant the associated names are 

for understanding the various sites.    The associations range from simple ‘chapel’ names 

to high-status settlement names and to more complex names where the meaning is not 

always obvious. The names, when combined with other forms of evidence, inform on later 

perceptions of sites as well as contemporary ones.  In many cases the name is all that is 

left of the site, for example, ‘Chipple Brae’ at the Hall of Clestrain (ORP4) and the three 
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farms of East, West and Mid Kirbist in Cross, Westray (WEC3).  In other instances, the 

names provide an extra dimension to the context of the site. For example, at Crosskirk in 

Westray where the name Midbea shows there was once an old Bœr farm in the area 

(WEC3), and at the parish church in Shapinsay where the township name ‘Kirbister’, with 

a ‘Housebay’ in its bounds, shows that the church was probably part of an early large 

Earldom estate, although today there is no trace of associated high-status farms or 

settlements nearby.  The farm-names also show where chapels may have been located, 

and the associations with Bu, Skaill and Bœr allow the sites to be better understood in 

their medieval social context.  By using the place-names and the Orkneyinga Saga together, 

an overview of the Earldom context of some of the sites can be postulated and an overall 

sense of how Christianity was absorbed into society can be considered.  

 

 

8.3 The Earls, the Gœdingr and the Bishops 

The very clear association of Bu/Skaill and chapel/church should be considered in the 

context of the peripatetic government of Orkney in the eleventh and twelfth century with 

the Earl, his hirð (Appendix Five) and his Bishop travelling around his properties being 

entertained (Orkneyinga Saga – veilzu see Appendix Five), settling disputes, receiving acts 

of homage and attending church.  By the twelfth century attending church had become 

part of this lifestyle and chapels/churches should not be seen as separate from the secular 

aspects of medieval Orkney, but instead regarded as very much an integral and accepted 

part of society.  This is illustrated in the Orkneyinga Saga description of Earl Paul’s Yule 

feast c.1135 where Sweyn Asleifsson murdered Sweyn Breastrope on the way from 

drinking hall to church.  Throughout the duration of the feast the action occurred either 

while men are drinking or attending church.   
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‘Earl Paul held a great Yule feast… 
…after that men went to Evensong… 
…and in the evening when the men had finished their drinking, the Earl 
went to bed and most of the men… 
…and during the night the men rose up and went into the church and 
heard Divine Service; and after High Mass the men returned to the 
board… 
…And when they had been drinking for a time, they went to Nones… 
…and when the men came in, memorial healths were proposed, and 
drunk from horns… 
…the drinking now went on until Evensong… 
…soon after the manslaughters had been done in Orphir, men rushed up 
from the Church, and Sweyn was carried into the house… 
…and then Sweyn Asliefsson was missed’ (Taylor 1938: lxvi-lxvii, 241-
245).   
 

This portrayal of the meeting of two different cultural ideals indicates how Christianity 

was incorporated into the lives of the Earls and leading men of Orkney in the twelfth 

century.  The scene juxtaposed a ‘pagan’ lordship ritual and violent murder with church 

service and, in doing so, highlighted the transition from the ‘old world’ to the new.  It is 

significant that Sweyn Asliefsson, portrayed as a grieving man, murdered Sweyn 

Breastrope who is inferred to be pagan (he was accustomed to sitting out all night (ibid: 

lxvi 243)) and then escaped to the refuge of the Bishop in Egilsay (ibid: lxvi 244).  This is 

one of several occasions in the text where the Bishop or the church was used for sanctuary 

and always the appeal for sanctuary was respected (ibid: lxxvi 25928, xciv 321, xcix 331).   

 

The scenario depicted at Orphir can be taken to be customary for the time and therefore 

similar feasting and praying episodes can be inferred at other Earldom sites.  The way in 

which the people feasting moved from table to church and back provides a good reason 

for the close proximity of hall and church, as found at many sites.  Considering this 

context, it is possible to imagine similar movement from hall to church and back at The 

Wirk and St Mary’s in Westness, Tuquoy and Crosskirk, Housebay farm and chapel, Papa 

Stronsay Bœr and chapel.  By combining the Saga and the location analysis an impression 
                                                 
28 This is a problematic section of text in terms of its possible misplacement in the narrative but this 
does not affect the relevance of the use of seeking sanctuary in the church.  
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of the social reality of the churches on the estates can be formed, showing that the chapels 

were deeply integrated in the social and political spheres of Earldom government. The 

chapels were founded and formed a component part of the high medieval estates, just as 

the hall and farm did, and all three functioned together as a single unit.  This is again 

shown in the Saga when Bishop John visited Earl Rognvald during Yule at Knarston in St 

Ola.   Rognvald gave the Bishop his seat in the hall and the Bishop performed ‘Divine 

Service early’ the following morning before travelling to Egilsay to Bishop William 

(Taylor 1938; lxxvii 261).  Later in the Saga, Knarston is described as a farm and so the 

implication is again of an estate with the three components of hall, chapel and farm 

(Taylor 1938: xciv 317-8).  There are no remains of this estate and no tradition of a chapel 

in the area, but this whole part of St Ola has been greatly altered in the intervening 

period.   It is likely that the medieval estate was near to a broch that was removed in the 

1980s.   

 

There are no direct examples of similar encounters at farmsteads in Caithness or Shetland 

in the Orkneyinga Saga.  However, one can imagine similar events taking place at Earl 

Harald Hakonsson Earldom estate in Sutherland, Earl Harald Maddadson’s estate in Wick 

and Einar’s estate in Gulberwick, Shetland where there is reference to Earls visiting and 

overnighting (Taylor 1938: liv 214, lxxviii 264, lxxxv 278, xcii 306).   It can also be inferred 

that there were churches in Shetland during Rognvald’s reign as he is recorded as 

attending church when in Orkney and may also have done so in Shetland (Taylor 1938: 

lxxi 252).   The Saga is based on Orkney and, because of this, there is much less detail 

given for the times when the Earls were in Caithness or Shetland.  However, it is very 

probable that the Earldom estates in all three areas were similar and the same drinking 

and praying events took place.  
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Unfortunately, there is no written evidence to reveal the relationship between individuals 

and Christianity in medieval Orkney or of how the church affected the lives of the 

population, other that what has been gleaned above.  However, in the Orkneyinga Saga 

there is evidence of the relationships between the Earls and Bishops which provide some 

clues as to how the church operated, how it affected the way the Earl governed and the 

role the Bishop had within society.  The first reference to the establishment of a Bishopric 

in the Earldom describes how Thorfinn, after having been on pilgrimage to Rome, ‘gave 

up warring-cruises, and turned his mind to the government of his land and people, and to 

the making of laws.  He lived usually in Birsay, and had Christ’s Kirk built there, a 

magnificent church.  The Episcopal seat in the Orkneys was first established there’ (ibid: 

xxxi 189). Within the text of Adam of Bremen there is a reference to Thorolf being 

appointed Bishop of Orkney and it is thought that he was Thorfinn’s candidate for Bishop 

(Tschan 2002: 216). The close geographic association of secular and ecclesiastical centres 

recurs throughout the Saga text and illustrates the physical closeness of the two powers.  

This is shown in the number of instances an Earl and Bishop (or priest) are at the same 

house at the same time (ibid: lvii 221, lxxvi 259, lxxvii 261, lxxxv 281).  The peripatetic rule 

of the Earls is paralleled in early church administration, which also appears to have been 

peripatetic, and it is no surprise that the Earls and the Bishop are found together at the 

homes of the gœðingr ensuring the loyalty of these leading men. 

 

The close relationship between Earl and Bishop is evidenced in the Orkneyinga Saga with 

the Bishop being considered an adviser to the Earl and a diplomat in times of trouble and 

confrontation. This is similar to the way priests in Iceland were regarded in the twelfth 

century (Vésteinsson 2000: 219).  For example, Bishop William organised conferences for 

the bondi to meet Earl Rognvald (Taylor 1938: lxxvii 260); Earl Rognvald sent for the 

Bishop to mediate between himself and Earl Paul over the division of the Earldom (Taylor 
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1938: lxxiii 254) and Bishop Bjarni interceded on Earl Harald’s behalf in Norway (Taylor 

1938: cxii 348; Sverrissaga Sephton 1899: cxxiv 155).  The Bishop, by this time, was 

considered by rival Earls to be an independent mediator and this indicated he was, to a 

reasonable extent, free from direct influence of a particular ruling Earl.  The power and 

wealth of the Bishop was such that, by the mid-twelfth century, Bishop William captained 

a ship on Rognvald’s crusade to the Holy Land (Taylor 1938: lxxxv 280).   

 

The relationship between Earl and Bishop was not always congenial.  For instance, Bishop 

William lost favour with Earl Paul when he began to promote the sanctity of Magnus 

(Taylor 1938: lvii 220) and there were great disputes in Caithness between Earl Harald 

and Bishop John, and Earl John and Bishop Adam (Taylor 1938: cxi 346-7; Thomson 2001: 

126-7, 130-131; section 4.3.1).  It would seem from the troubles recorded in the later 

twelfth and early thirteenth centuries that the Bishop of Orkney had originally held 

jurisdiction over Caithness and Sutherland and this is supported with documentary 

evidence recording the Orkney Bishopric owning scattered estates throughout Caithness 

(Crawford 1993b: 131-2).  This would provide a suitable context for the violent outbursts 

that occurred between the Earls and the Scottish appointed Bishops of Caithness.   

 

The trouble between Earl Harald and Bishop John began when John refused to collect 

Peter’s Pence in Caithness; a household tax levied for the benefit of the Papacy.  This tax 

was being collected in Norway and was therefore collected in Orkney, as Orkney was part 

of the diocese of Nidaros.  The tax was not, however, collected in Scotland and therefore 

Bishop John would not permit it to be collected in his Scottish diocese of Caithness. The 

conflict existed because Caithness was originally part of the Orkney diocese and Harald 

felt hostility at its removal from Orkney and its new Scottish links (Thomson 2001: 123). 

The animosity created over this dispute was exacerbated by Harald’s belief that Bishop 
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John was the reason behind his deteriorating relationship with King William.  The 

hostility came to a head in 1201 when, according to the Orkneyinga Saga, Earl Harald 

Maddadson crossed from Orkney to Caithness and tortured Bishop John by attempting to 

cut out his tongue and to blind him (Taylor 1938: cxi 346-7).  These punishments were 

those that befell a spy and an informer. It is likely that the Bishop was tortured for having 

betrayed Earl Harald by informing King William of Harald’s secret communications with 

King John of England.  The dispute was not only a religious one; rather it was a dispute 

over loyalty and trust. Bishop John was clearly siding with King William over Earl Harald 

and, as a consequence, was punished (Thomson 2001: 126-7).   

 

The torture of Bishop John by Harald was the result of a personal conflict between Bishop 

and Earl that stemmed from Bishop John’s Scottish appointment to Caithness and his 

reluctance to adhere to Harald’s desires.  A similar situation was behind the more serious 

problems that arose between Harald’s son, Earl John, and Bishop Adam in 1222.  Bishop 

Adam was appointed to the Caithness diocese in 1213 and immediately began collecting 

tithe. He is reported to have doubled the butter tithe and to have altered the hay tithe as 

well as possibly interfering with other matters.  Bishop Adam’s actions so infuriated the 

farmers of Caithness that they burnt him at his estate in Halkirk.  Earl John was at his 

Earldom estate at nearby Braal and was held partly accountable for the incident because 

of his failure to prevent it.  He lost half of his Caithness estate, but was able to buy it back 

the following year (Thomson 2001: 130-1).  The death of the Bishop signified the extent to 

which the Caithness farmers and the Earl of Orkney resented the changes being made to 

church organisation in the diocese. As a result of this hostility, Bishop Adam’s successor, 

Bishop Gilbert, moved the centre of the diocese to Dornoch in the south where he could 

rely on family support and, as a result of the stability provided, he was able to reorganise 

the diocese successfully.  
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There are no surviving accounts of disputes between Earls and clerics in Shetland and this 

may be because Shetland was more closely associated with Norway and was part of the 

diocese of Orkney.  This meant its ecclesiastical developments were directed from 

Nidaros and implemented through Orkney.  The later Archdeacons of Shetland were 

based at Tingwall and there is every reason to believe that this was always the case.  The 

towered church close to the ting site provided a combined centre of secular and 

ecclesiastical power, as seen in Kirkwall and in Halkirk.  In all three areas the Earldom 

and Bishopric seats were in close proximity, possibly reflecting that the Bishopric was 

partly under the power of the Earldom when the seats were created.  The seats in 

Shetland and Orkney did not move and this indicates that the relationship between the 

two powers was amicable, whereas the deliberate shift of the Bishopric centre in 

Caithness to the southern border of the diocese clearly shows the affiliation of the Bishop 

with Scotland and his distrust of the Earls of Orkney.    

 

The above examples show that the church was integrally linked with secular authority 

and, as such, the success or failure of the church was dependent on the personal 

relationship between Earl and Bishop. In periods when the Earldom was divided between 

several claimants, the Bishops had to choose carefully whom to support.  Bishop William 

changed his allegiance from Earl Paul to Earl Rognvald at a crucial point in their struggle 

for power, and it is likely that he did this after having been offered the opportunity of a 

new Cathedral by Rognvald (Thomson 2001: 104-5).  The accounts of the Bishops in 

Orkney and Caithness give some insights into the relationships within the Earldom.  The 

good relationship between Earl Rognvald and Bishop William, and likewise between Earl 

Harald and Bishop Bjarni, led to the creation and continued building of St Magnus 

Cathedral.  The Bishops acted as diplomats and were able to assist when the Earls 

required assistance.  The troublesome relationships with the Caithness Bishops support 
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the notion that Orkney originally held jurisdiction over Caithness and this is in turn 

supported by the similarities discovered in the chapel and parish church sites between 

Caithness and Orkney.   

 

 

8.4 Dedications in the Earldoms 

The Orkney dedications are discussed in chapter six (section 6.2.3).  Even with the many 

problems associated with dedications, they are worthy of some consideration as, when 

incorporated into place-names, they are often used as indicators of where chapels may 

once have been located.  This is also the case in Shetland and Caithness and so the 

dedications are one of the few ways in which the three areas can be compared.  

 

In Orkney there are 113 dedications that relate to possible chapel sites. This equates to 

roughly just over half of the total number of sites.  In Shetland there are fifty-four 

dedications recorded from 134 sites and, in Caithness, forty-one of the eighty sites have 

dedications.   Appendix Eight shows all the dedications in the three areas in tabular and 

graph form.  It is immediately obvious that there were different saints revered in the three 

areas. 

 

In Orkney, the five most common saints are Mary with thirty-three dedications, Peter 

with nineteen, Colm/Columba with thirteen, Cross with nine and Nicholas with eight 

(section 6.2.3).  In Shetland, Olaf is most common with eight occurrences, then Cross, 

John, Magnus and Mary with six each (figure 8.8).  In Caithness, the dedications are 

different again, with Mary being the most common with six occurrences, Drostan with 

four Colman/Columba and Magnus each with three, and Catherine, Fergus, John, Peter 

and Triduana each with two (figure 8.9).    
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Figure 8.8 Shetland dedications 
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Figure 8.9 Caithness dedications 
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In Shetland the dedications are varied, with the greatest number of occurrences being for 

Nordic saints, followed by universal saints and then Scottish/British saints (Cant 1975: 

29).  The predominance of Nordic dedications is at variance with Orkney where the 

majority of dedications are of universal saints (figure 6.3).  It may be that the choice of 

dedications in Shetland reflects the closer affinity Shetland had with the Scandinavian 
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world. Certainly the smaller number of Scottish Celtic saints is in notable contrast to 

Orkney, again probably reflecting the more close geographical and cultural associations of 

Shetland with Norway than Scotland.  The single occurrence of Nicholas on Housay is 

interesting as it has previously been argued to be a dedication favoured by the Earls 

(section 6.2.3), and although it is in an outlying position may denote an Earldom 

residence.  The sites can be compared in Appendix Eight. 

 

What is immediately striking in Caithness is the variety of dedications and this is most 

obvious when looking at the nine parish churches with dedications, as each church has a 

different dedication (see table 8.2). They vary from the Orkney Saint Magnus, to Celtic 

Faelchu, Scottish Drostan, Pictish Peter and the universal saint, Mary. This highlights 

beautifully the cultural influences upon this northeast corner of Mainland Scotland and 

also indicates there was no one saint in Caithness revered above the rest.  

 

Table 8.2 Caithness parish church dedications 

Dedication Parish 

Catherine; Fergus Halkirk 
Colman Reay 
Drostan Canisbay 
Fergus Wick 
Magnus Spittal 

Mary; Faelchu Dunnet 
Peter Thurso 

Thomas Skinnet 
Trothan Olrig 

 

In Shetland there are only two parish churches without recorded dedications and, of the 

remaining twenty-five, three have two dedications making a total of twenty-eight 

dedications.  As seen in table 8.3 the two most common dedications are to Magnus and 

Olaf. The number of Magnus dedications possibly reflects Shetland’s reverence for 
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Magnus, as shown in the ‘miracle’ chapter in the Orkneyinga Saga where the majority of 

people cured came from Shetland (Taylor 1938: lvii 219-224). The Olaf dedications may 

reflect the more direct influence of Norway on Shetland, culminating in the direct 

Norwegian government of the islands after 1195.  Although problematic, the dedications 

are informative showing that the most popular Shetland dedications were local or 

Norwegian, and that the number of Scottish dedications was significantly lower than in 

Orkney, thus reflecting the more northerly position of Shetland and its closer association 

with Norway.  The number of Magnus dedications may also indicate that the churches in 

Shetland were built later than in Orkney, as Magnus was only recognised as a saint in 

1136.  However, it is possible that existing chapels were re-dedicated so it is not safe to 

assume a late date without corroborating evidence.  

 

Table 8.3 Shetland parish church dedications 

Dedication Parish  

Columba; Paul Cunningsburgh 
Cross Dunrossness; Whalsay 
Cross; Bartholomew Fetlar 
John Mid Parish Unst; North Parish Unst; Mid Parish Yell 
Lawrence Burra and Quarf 
Magnus Sandwick; Northmavine; Tingwall; South Parish Yell 
Magnus; Gregory Northmavine 
Margaret Lunnasting; Sandness 
Mary Bressay; Sandsting; Weisdale 
Olaf Nesting; Northmavine; Whiteness; South Parish Unst; North Parish 

Yell  
Paul Delting; Walls 
 

The Orkney parish church dedications, discussed in chapter six (section 6.3.1), are 

different from Shetland and Caithness.  There are thirty-three churches with known 

dedications. Mary is the most common, followed by Nicholas, Cross and Peter. These are 

all universal saints. Nicholas, as stated previously, appears to have been a saint preferred 

by the Earls, Cross is a preferred dedication for parish churches in Scandinavia and Peter 
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could indicate continuity of dedication from the previous Pictish church, or could be 

medieval in date.  Mary is clearly the preferred dedication and this is in line with church 

dedications across Western Europe in the high Middle Ages (section 6.3.1). 

 

Table 8.4 Orkney parish church dedications 

Dedication Parish 

Andrew St Andrews  
Boniface Papa Westray 
Christ Birsay 
Colm, Columba Burness; South Walls 
Holy Cross Cross, Sanday; Stenness; Stromness; Cross, Westray 
Lawrence Burray; Rendall 
Magnus Birsay; Egilsay (secondary dedications) 
Mary Deerness; Eday; Egilsay; North Faray; Rousay; Lady, Sanday; Shapinsay; 

South Parish South Ronaldsay; Lady, Stronsay; Lady, Westray 
Michael Harray 
Nicholas Evie; Holm; Hoy; Orphir; Nicholas, Stronsay 
Olaf North Ronaldsay; St Ola 
Peter (Deerness); Sandwick; North Parish South Ronaldsay; St Peter’s, 

Stronsay; Stromness 
 

The parish churches in the three areas are revealing in their dedications.  The revelations 

are not unexpected, with Shetland having more Nordic saints and Caithness having a 

mixture of Scottish and Nordic saints.  Orkney in contrast to Shetland and Caithness, has 

more dedications to universal saints and appears to be conforming to a high Middle Ages 

trend, although Nordic and Scottish/Celtic saints are also present.   By considering all the 

dedications, and not just those of the parish churches, the lack of shared saints is notable.  

Appendix Eight shows all saints dedicated in Orkney, Shetland and Caithness. There 

were only seven dedications common to all three areas and four of these were common to 

Western Europe being Mary, Peter, John and Holy Cross.  Two of the other shared saints, 

Ninian and Columba, indicate the continued importance of the early church in the 
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medieval church whilst the third shared saint is symbolic of the political and ecclesiastical 

links which united the three areas – Magnus.   

 

The dedications, although problematic because of their date of origin, are clear indicators 

of the diverse influences on both Earldoms and show how the medieval churches and 

chapels mixed old Celtic, Scottish and British dedications with universally renowned 

saints, newly-created saints and local saints.  In this way the church embraced the pre-

Earldom past and the present, in terms of affiliations with Rome, Norway, Scotland and 

Orkney.  It is within this mixed milieu that the influences on the formation of the 

parochial system should be considered.   

 

 

8.5 Summary 

This chapter has focused on providing as much of a contextual background to the 

medieval sites as is possible with the limited sources.  The Orkneyinga Saga has been used 

extensively and, as a result, glimpses of individuals, their homesteads, their social status 

and their relationships with each other have been discussed.  This is as close as one can 

get to learning about the people who may have built, worshiped in and been buried in or 

near the chapels and churches.  Although only dealing with the upper echelons of society, 

by comparison and reflection it has been possible to identify the type of person who may 

have built the many other chapels not mentioned in the Saga text.  The Saga also allows 

comparisons to be made between Orkney, Shetland and Caithness.  By interspersing case 

studies from Shetland and Caithness in this chapter, an attempt has been made to show 

the similarities and differences between the three areas.   
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The worth of place-names has also been evidenced.  From their basic use as indicators of 

ecclesiastical sites to the more complex way they can be examined in order to learn about 

the context of the chapels, the onomastic evidence is incredibly valuable.  This value is 

shown most clearly in the way the settlements associated with the chapels have been 

explored and aspects of their medieval context revealed.    The place-names have 

provided spatial, temporal and contextual information, which has greatly enhanced 

understanding of the sites in Orkney.  The conservative nature of place-names means they 

are often the last remaining piece of evidence for a site, and their conservatism also means 

they are recognisable in earlier written evidence and so can be used to chart a history of 

an area, a farm, a house or a chapel.  The onomastic evidence in Shetland and Caithness 

has not been discussed in this chapter in any detail, although examples have been 

introduced to show comparisons.  The value of the place-names for the Orkney chapels is 

such that there should be a similar attempt made to research the names associated with 

the chapels in Shetland and Caithness.  

 

The dedication research has been by far the most successful comparative study and, 

although not having surprising results, the way the dedications reflect the geographical 

and political dimensions of the three areas is remarkable.  The dedications, more than any 

other source of evidence, directly indicate the possible influences on those who dedicated 

the churches and chapels in the medieval period.  These indications are discussed in 

chapter nine when the wider context is considered.  

 

The Earldom context explored in this chapter has shown that the Earl and Bishop 

frequented some of the chapels and churches in the settlement areas of Orkney, Shetland 

and Caithness as they travelled around the islands. It is highly probable that the earliest 

chapels were built on Earldom estates so there were chapels at the estates the Earls 
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visited, for example, the chapel and Earldom estate at Birsay, in Papa Stronsay, in 

Tingwall (Shetland) and in Halkirk (Caithness).  Some of these churches may have been 

administering an early form of pastoral care, as Lamb and Cant have suggested (sections 

3.3.1, 4.2, 4.3.2.2, 7.3).  This is an area which requires further exploration possibly in 

conjunction with a more thorough landscape analysis of possible larger pre-parochial 

units, as identified in chapter seven for Orkney.  The building of chapels symbolised the 

acceptance of Christianity at a new level.  After Earl Thorfinn built his ‘Minster’ the 

building of settlement chapels appears to have flourished, with some on old sites, some 

on new sites but all of roughly similar dimensions and apparently functioning as centres 

for pastoral care and burial.  As Christianity continued to flourish, more small chapels 

may have been built throughout the islands and, as estates changed over time, so new 

chapels were built and others abandoned.  At present there is no evidence that there was a 

strong desire to build settlement chapels before the mid-eleventh century. There may 

have been chapels built earlier, but the majority of settlement chapels appear to have been 

built in a reasonably short time and they fit well in an eleventh to twelfth century context 

of the peripatetic rule of Earls and Bishops.  Examples of such chapels can be seen at 

Tuquoy in Cross parish in Westray (WEC0), Duncansbay in Caithness and Trebister in 

Shetland (Grieve 2005b: 19).  

 

The Orkneyinga Saga provides an impetus for the formalisation of the church in the twelfth 

century. This is the promise made by Rognvald to the people of Orkney to build a 

Cathedral in honour of Magnus (section 4.3.2). It is under the direction of the dynamic 

power duo of Bishop William and Earl Rognvald that the parochial system can first be 

considered.  By 1137 there was relative stability in the Earldom and Rognvald’s deliberate 

transfer of power from Birsay to Kirkwall is significant as an attempt to re-organise and 

re-establish the centre of the Earldom in Kirkwall.  That the cathedral is built beside the 
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Earl’s seat is significant and reflects the importance of Christianity in the administration 

of power; a common twelfth century ideal throughout Western Europe.  By 1137 the 

medieval population of Orkney, Shetland and Caithness had probably been Christian for 

at least two generations. Chapels were spread throughout both Earldoms and the 

Bishopric had had a fixed seat at Birsay for over seventy years.  Therefore, there must 

have been a rudimentary form of ecclesiastical administration in place.  This chapter has 

again discussed the possibility of pre-parochial ‘Minster’ churches. These may have 

initially corresponded with some of the larger Earldom estates, later gifted to the church 

(for instance Egilsay and Birsay).  By moving the centre of ecclesiastical power to Kirkwall 

and building a Cathedral, Rognvald was consolidating the already established church and 

providing it with an urban seat.  He was also, very obviously, making his mark on the 

Earldom.  This move was a permanent expression of his power and the Cathedral 

provided a symbol of the sanctification of his authority.   

 

In order successfully to administer a Cathedral, parishes needed to be created so that 

tithes could be collected.  Tithes were needed for the provision of the parish church clergy 

and were used to fund the maintenance of the Cathedral and its clergy.   A feature of the 

creation of parishes was greater stability in the islands with the local population being 

united in small groups focused around a parish church with shared duties. There must 

have been a change in social structure resulting from the creation of a single place of 

worship for a set group of people and the imposition of a tax shared by those people.  The 

establishment of parishes and exaction of tithe - a territorial based tax - represent a 

process whereby the islands were brought under more strict and permanent control 

through the creation of cohesive units on which taxation was based. The population 

would have been organised according to which parish people belong to and the parish 

church was the building that became the social focus as well as the spiritual centre of each 
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newly-formed unit.  Before the need for tithe there was no need for parishes and the 

evidence gathered in previous chapters supports this.  Parishes preceded urislands and 

therefore the taxation system recorded in the Rentals (which occurred in Shetland and 

Caithness as well) may have been another result of the creation of the parishes by the 

church.   It is very likely that there was a reorganisation or consolidation of secular 

administration which ran in tandem with the ecclesiastical reforms. There may be a 

glimpse of this in the Orkneyinga Saga when Rognvald seized all the udal lands but 

allowed the bóndi to buy them back in order to finance the building of the Cathedral 

(Taylor 1938: 260-1).  This may be the only record of when the Bishop and the Earl 

decided to restructure the Earldom, and to collect tithe and Skat on parish-based systems 

of administration.  

 

These processes must have taken a long time to implement and to become accepted, as it 

involved a huge reorganisation of land and people.  The description in the Saga may 

record one of the initial meetings held to discuss the changes, but the process of 

designating parish churches and deciding who paid tithe to which church must have 

taken a long time, and must have been instigated by a powerful ruling administration, 

such as is found with Rognvald and William. It is their combined rule that saw the 

transition of the Earldom from a rural based, newly-established society in the mid-

eleventh century to an ordered and more closely controlled Christian cosmopolitan 

society with its centre in a developing urban town by the thirteenth century.   

 

Bjarni and Harald were another powerful combination and the development of the 

parochial system should be seen continuing during their time as Bishop and Earl 

respectively.  There is direct evidence from Harald’s decision to collect Peter’s Pence that 

he was implementing changes as directed from Norway, on behalf of the Bishopric, not 
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only in Orkney but also in Caithness (see above).  The number of visits made by Bjarni to 

Norway indicate his close links with the metropolitan see and those in royal power. The 

architectural advances in St Magnus Cathedral show that Bjarni and Harald were working 

together to accelerate the building progress (Thomson 2001: 122-3).   Chapter nine 

explores these ideas in a wider framework and considers the possible external influences 

upon the parochial system in the Earldoms.  
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Chapter Nine 

 

The Wider Context 

 

 

This final chapter provides a synopsis of the research conclusions, it discusses the wider 

context of the findings from chapters seven and eight, it considers the thesis as a whole 

and reflects on the research and its contribution to the study of the medieval church in the 

Orkney Earldom.  

 

 

9.1 Synopsis 

The thesis, so far, has studied the chapels and churches in medieval Orkney, with 

reference to Shetland and Caithness.  From the analyses there have been many discoveries 

made.  These discoveries allowed the development of the parochial system to be 

reconsidered.  This reconsideration included looking at the chapels in their landscape 

contexts and their historical contexts and, in doing so, previous interpretations of church 

development have been revised, and new ideas proposed.   

 

Firstly, Clouston proposed that the chapels were usually associated with burial grounds 

and were built within settlement areas.  This study has shown that, in Orkney, under half 

of the chapels do not have associated burial grounds.  This may be because the burial 

grounds were removed and forgotten, but could be because certain chapels did not have 

funerary rites.  The settlement chapels that Clouston identified have been added to with 

previously unidentified sites and it has been possible to explore the context of the sites 
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further.  By doing so, differences in the locations of the settlement chapels have been 

revealed.  The majority of the chapels are found associated with a single settlement, but 

some chapels were located centrally within a settlement without a prominent farm and 

may have been built communally. However, a few chapels, although within settlement 

areas, were separated from the inhabited areas by water and do not appear to have been 

pastoral or funerary in nature.  This emphasises the different types of chapel and shows 

that all chapels in settlement areas were not the same. 

 

Clouston based the settlement areas he discovered on urisland units (sections 3.2.3 and 

5.1.1).  The landscape and onomastic analyses have shown the correlation between the 

majority of the chapels and settlement areas to be correct.  Clouston was the first to 

recognise this association which, as has been proven in this thesis, is of significance, not 

just in understanding the chapels, but in the better understanding of settlement 

development as a whole.  The landscape-based research has challenged Clouston’s 

chronology of urislands and is instead in agreement with Thomson and Smith, who 

believe the urislands to be a later medieval development (section 5.1.1).   The landscape 

analysis has shown that the topographically defined settlement areas, in which the 

chapels are situated, do not always fit within the parish boundaries. This has been taken 

to imply that the parishes post-date the settlements and the foundation of most chapels, 

thus contradicting Clouston who believed that the parishes were in place before the 

chapels were built.    

 

The landscape analysis has shown that the chapels were built in settlement areas that had 

been occupied for millennia, and a particular association or proximity to settlements from 

the Iron Age has been established.  Previously, Clouston noted that Bu farms always had 

a chapel and a broch nearby and he suggested this was to utilise the broch as a source of 
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building stone (section 7.2).   Lamb noted that Peterkirk sites were always built on 

brochs/Iron Age settlements and suggested there may have been a symbolic reason for 

this (section 4.2). This thesis has shown that the association of Iron Age settlement and 

chapel is not restricted to Bu and Peterkirk sites.  In fact, most of the chapels are found in 

an area for which there is evidence for Iron Age occupation and section 7.2 suggests 

reasons for this association.  

 

It is useful to remember that the chapels are built near to medieval settlements and the 

medieval settlements determine the location of the chapels.  Therefore, to a certain extent, 

the chapel location is determined more by the medieval landscape than the Iron Age 

landscape. Whatever the reasons were, there does appear to have been a deliberate 

attempt to place some chapels on or near prominent Iron Age occupation sites. The fact 

they were placed there indicates the Scandinavian population were interacting with and 

adapting the earlier landscape and that the chapels were part of these adaptations. That 

the chapels were often deliberately situated on or near to prominent reminders of the 

wealth and success of the Iron Age population may be significant but should not be over-

emphasised.  This is because there was at least a two- generation gap between the arrival 

of the Scandinavians in Orkney and the foundation of the chapels. Clouston proposed that 

the chapels were built from the early eleventh century in the context of Sigurd’s forced 

conversion in 995 (section 3.2.3). However, there is no supporting archaeological or 

written evidence for this.  A more likely date for the foundation of the majority of the 

chapels is between 1050 and 1150 (sections 4.1.3, 7.3 and 8.3; table 7.8). This is based on 

information from the Orkneyinga Saga and supported with archaeological evidence from 

the very few sites that have been excavated.  
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Secondly, in agreement with Craven and Clouston, ‘isolated’ sites have been identified 

(section 3.2.3).  However, some adjustments and refinements have been made to previous 

interpretations of these sites. The landscape analysis has helped to differentiate between 

sites that are completely apart from settlement and those that are within settlement areas 

but are clearly separated from the populous. There are only a very few sites which are 

completely apart from settlement and these have been tentatively associated with 

monastic foundations (section 7.2).  The other sites are those that are found on peninsulas 

and islands in lochs and the Iron Age associations discussed above are particularly 

relevant for these chapels.  By studying the location of these sites, it has become clear that 

they have a particular and deliberate association with water and are separated from the 

rest of the landscape by water (section 6.2.1.1).  These sites, because of their location, have 

been tentatively suggested to be early in date and possibly pre-Scandinavian in origin.  

This proposal has partly arisen because the deliberate building of a chapel on an area 

which looks as if it were once significant as a pagan religious site is all the more 

meaningful if it has been done by the same population who occupied the Iron Age site.  

The location of the chapels hints at a deliberate attempt by the church to transform pagan 

sites into Christian sites, in a similar way to pagan festivals being transformed into 

Christian festivals.  Areas which were once important liminal places within Iron Age 

society become contemplative Christian sites.   Although this is conjecture, it exemplifies 

how landscape analysis can identify possible differences in date and purpose of site.  

These sites have been shown to be different from the majority of sites and should be 

explored further, in order to consider their purpose and origin.  The sites are often found 

in later descriptions as pilgrimage sites that retain their attraction long after the 

Reformation (for example St Tredwell’s Chapel in Papa Westray PWE3). 
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Thirdly, as Clouston proposed, the parish churches have been shown through landscape 

analysis to be, in most instances, upgraded chapels.  This is clear from looking at the 

parish maps. By removing the parish churches from the map, there would be no chapel 

site in what is usually the largest settlement area in the parish. It is unlikely that the 

settlements in which the parish churches are found did not have a chapel before the 

parochial system was implemented because these settlement areas are often where an 

Earldom estate was located.  There are two instances where there is a chapel and a parish 

church in the same settlement area, and both support the idea postulated above.  In St 

Mary’s in South Ronaldsay the parish church (SRS0) is near to St Colm’s chapel (SRS5) 

which is found on a peninsula in a loch.  This site has no burial ground and could not 

have been enlarged because of the small size of the peninsula.  It seems likely that St 

Mary’s was the place for burial and for worship and that St Colm’s was a contemplative 

site and not part of the parochial system.  In Firth, the parish church (FIR0) is located near 

to a small chapel and again it would seem that the parish church was the original chapel 

and that the small chapel (FIR1) was a later chapel and not part of the parochial system.  

 

Clouston drew attention to the association between many parish churches and Bu farms 

and this association has been supported and extended through the landscape analysis.  

The majority of parish churches and chapels are associated with high-status settlements, 

often with the place-name indicators of Bu, Bœr and Skáli.  This is particularly obvious 

with the parish churches. Clouston also noted that the parish churches were often on 

Earldom land and this too has been verified.  However, parish churches on Bishopric and 

udal land have also been identified.  In several instances, a farm or house near a parish 

church or chapel has been identified as the home of a chieftain depicted in the Orkneyinga 

Saga (sections 8.1 and 8.3). This has provided contextual material for some of the sites and 
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also indicates that the parish churches and chapels were on land held in the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries by some of the wealthiest and most important people in the Earldom.  

 

Clouston suggested that the parish churches were created in the twelfth century and this 

proposal has been modified. From a combination of archaeological and Saga evidence it is 

more probable that the parish churches were designated after 1137 and before 1230. This 

does not mean they were built in this period and it is likely that the building of the parish 

churches and the creation of fixed boundaries took several generations.  For example, the 

parish church in Eday was dated architecturally to the fourteenth century and there is no 

reason to suppose that this was not the first enlargement of an original ‘manorial’ chapel 

(EDA0).  In Rousay and Lady Westray the parish churches date architecturally to the 

thirteenth century, again suggesting that the building of the parish churches was not 

immediately after their designation but some time after.  

 

The fourth discovery, and perhaps the most surprising, is that the parishes need not have 

been created earlier than the medieval period. This contradicts Clouston, Marwick and 

many other more recent scholars who have implied that the parishes were probably 

created in the Iron Age (section 3.2.3 and 7.2).  This proposal, based on landscape-

analysis, later documentary evidence and the Orkneyinga Saga, has led to the discovery of 

possible larger pre-parish units in medieval Orkney in which a ‘Minster’ system and an 

earlier secular administrative system may have been based.  Therefore the medieval 

period should not be seen as static with its secular and ecclesiastical administration being 

based on pre-existing settlement and taxation units, but rather it should be seen as a 

period of settlement development and fluctuation when new units and forms of secular 

and ecclesiastical administration are created, modified and replaced. The culmination of 

these changes resulted in the creation of the parochial system and of a taxation system 
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based on parishes and urislands, both of which continued to be revised and reformed well 

into the thirteenth century. 

 

Fifthly, the chapels, parish churches and parishes in Orkney, when compared to those in 

Shetland and Caithness, show an affinity that suggests the parochial system developed in 

a similar manner in all three areas.  This is in contrast to Cant, who firmly believed that 

the chapels developed very differently in Shetland from in Orkney (section 3.3.1).  The 

dedications in the three areas show that there were differences in the saints who were 

revered, but the similarities in locations and contexts indicate there was, at least, a basic 

level of similarity.  This is supported in the Orkneyinga Saga and the place-names (chapter 

8).  The inference is that the chapels were built and the parish churches designated during 

a time when the three areas were part of the Earldoms of Orkney and Caithness and were 

ruled over by the Earls. That is to say before Shetland was directly ruled by Norway 

(1195) and, before Caithness became firmly established as a Scottish Bishopric (1222).  

 

These findings have clarified some of the questions surrounding the origins of the chapels 

and the formation of parishes within the Earldoms.  However, the influences behind the 

building of the chapels and churches have still not been explored.  An eleventh century 

impetus for the building of chapels has been suggested. Resulting from Earl Thorfinn’s 

desire to convert after his journey to Rome (section 4.1.3, 7.3 and 8.3).  Earl Hakon may 

also have had influence upon the church in Orkney.  It has also been proposed that it was 

as a direct result of Hakon’s pilgrimage to Jerusalem that the Round Church in Orphir 

was built (ORP0) and possibly also why the dedications to Nicholas arose (section 6.2.3).  

According to the Orkneyinga Saga, Kol, Earl Rognvald’s father, is responsible for the idea 

of building St Magnus Cathedral in Kirkwall (4.3.2.3).  All three of these possible 

influences have an external element. Two suggest influences from Christian centres in 
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Europe and one possibly suggesting Norwegian influence.   Other possible influences 

have been highlighted in this thesis and have included comparisons of aspects of the 

church in Orkney with the church in Iceland (sections 2.3.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.6, 5.2.4, 6.3.2, 8.3), 

Norway (sections 2.3.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.6, 4.3.1, 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, 6.2.3, 6.3.1, 7.3, 8.1.1, 

8.1.4, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5), Scotland (sections 1.2, 4.1.3, 4.3.1, 6.2.3, 8.4, 7.3, 8.1.1, 8.4 and 8.5) 

and England (sections 6.3.1 and 7.3). 

 

 

9.2 The Wider Context of the Parochial System in the Orkney Earldom 

The Earls of Orkney and Caithness and the Bishops of Orkney united Orkney, Shetland 

and Caithness in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Therefore, the three areas were 

governed by similar secular and ecclesiastical administrations and, although Orkney was 

perhaps the most influenced by the Earls and Bishops as it was their main home, their 

influences can be seen in Caithness and Shetland in the archaeological remains of 

settlements, chapels and field systems and historically in the later records of shared fiscal 

arrangements which date back to a time when the three areas were administered by a 

central body, i.e. before the mid-late twelfth century (sections 4.3.1 and 5.1.1).  This section 

considers the influences behind the formalisation of ecclesiastical and secular 

administration in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.  It does this by considering the 

influences that helped shape the way in which the chapels were built and how they were 

developed into the parochial system, as found in the later documented period. 

 

The immediate and most obvious sources of influence in the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries are Norway and Scotland. Unfortunately, due to a lack of source material, the 

development of the parochial system is not well understood in either country (sections 2.2 
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and 2.2.1), but from the evidence it is possible to compare, to a certain extent, the chapels 

and the parishes in Orkney with those in Scotland and Norway. 

 

The Earls of Orkney were subordinate to the Kings of Norway for the Earldom of Orkney 

which included Shetland.  Although theoretically not subordinate to the Kings of Scotland 

for the Earldom of Caithness, because they conquered it by their own means and it was 

not originally granted as a fief, as Orkney is recorded to have been (Orkneyinga Saga, 

Taylor 1938: iv 138-9), they paid homage to Scottish Kings rather than risk losing their 

claim (Crawford 1993b: 130).   In the Orkneyinga Saga there are frequent references to Earls 

visiting Kings of Norway and, to a lesser extent, Earls visiting Kings of Scotland to settle 

disputes (Brusi and Thorfinn, Taylor 1938: xvii-xix, 157-162), get support (Hakon and 

King Magnus, ibid: xxxviii 197; Rognvald and King Harald ibid: lxvii 247; Sweyn 

Asliefsson and King David ibid: lxxxiii 273) or to be given the title of Earl (Hakon’s visit to 

King Sigurd, ibid: xliii 203; Magnus’ visit to King Eystein, ibid: xliv 204; Erlend’s  visit to 

Malcolm ibid: cxii 305; Erlend’s visit to King Eystein ibid: xcii 306; Harald’s visits to King 

Magnus and King Malcolm ibid: cix 342-3).  The Kings of Norway also travelled to 

Shetland, Orkney and Caithness to assert their authority over the Earls and King William 

of Scotland advanced an army into the north against Earl Harald (King Harald 

Sigurdsson, ibid: xxxiv 191; King Magnus ibid: xxxviii and xxxix 198-199; King Eystein ibid: 

xci 304; King William ibid: cxii 347).   

 

The extent to which the Kings of Norway and Scotland asserted any real authority over 

the Earldoms is not known. There is no evidence for any direct Norwegian or Scottish 

intervention, apart from the instances noted above, in the eleventh and early twelfth 

centuries as the Kings of both countries were concentrating on consolidating power closer 
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to home (Barrell 2000: 67-74; Helle 1995: 70; McDonald 2003: 17-60; Sawyer and Sawyer 

2000: 230).   

 

The development of the pre-parochial church in Scotland and Norway has been discussed 

in chapter two.  One of the striking features in both countries is the crucial role of the King 

in church development. Orkney, therefore, is in contrast as it had no direct royal 

influence. This led to earlier scholars considering Iceland as a possible source of influence.  

However, Orkney, unlike Iceland, had a clear hierarchical structure with the Earl or Earls 

being responsible for decision making in the Earldoms, and they were subordinate to the 

Kings of Norway and Scotland (section 4.3.2.1). Therefore, church development need not 

have been the same in Orkney as in Iceland. However, Iceland, with its early written 

sources, expertly examined by Vésteinsson, provides a useful basis for comparison. 

 

There is little doubt that the Earls were influenced by the style of government in their 

countries of upbringing which, for many of the Earls and particularly significantly 

Thorfinn Sigurdsson and Rognvald Kali Kolsson, were not Orkney but Scotland and 

Norway respectively.  Thorfinn and Rognvald’s roles in establishing the Bishopric and the 

parochial system have been discussed (sections 4.1.3, 4.3.2.3, 8.1, 8.3 and 8.5). Significantly 

both these Earls travelled widely and made pilgrimages to Rome, and were therefore 

open to a variety of external influences from all over Western Europe.  There was, 

however, another powerful influence and that was the Bishop.   By the twelfth century the 

Scandinavian-backed Bishop William was firmly in place in Orkney (section 4.3.1). He 

must have played a crucial role in influencing the development of the church in the 

Earldoms as his long episcopacy, which coincided with the decisions to found the 

Cathedral, and his close relationships with several Earls suggests.  Unfortunately the lack 

of documentation means we do not know the extent of Bishop William’s involvement but 
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we do know from the Orkneyinga Saga that he was in Norway shortly before the 

foundation of the Cathedral, possibly around the same time as Rognvald Kali Kolsson 

vowed to built a Cathedral in the name of St Magnus29. It is possible therefore that the 

Earl and Bishop responsible for building the Cathedral were influenced by ecclesiastical 

development in Norway, perhaps even directed from Norway.   

 

The possibility of Rognvald and William being influenced by Norwegian ecclesiastical 

developments does not explain the influences behind the foundation of chapels from the 

mid-eleventh century. Yet, from the very slight evidence, it seems that the chapels and 

churches in the Earldoms were similar in their conception, foundation and location to the 

pre-parochial Heraðkirkjur and hœgendiskirkjur in Norway (section 2.2.1).  The chapels were 

built after the establishment of the Bishopric by Thorfinn, by the Earls, gœðingr and bóndi, 

and probably were privately maintained by those who used them.  They were based on 

townships, as the Norwegian chapels were, and there is no association between chapels 

and parishes, as was also the case in Norway (section 2.2.1).  There is no indication that 

the Earls insisted upon the building of chapels, although the presence of a chapel on 

almost every large Earldom estate must have been an incentive for others to follow suit.   

Just as in Norway, some of the chapels were integrated into the later parochial system 

whilst others went out of use.   

 

Icelandic Goðakirkja are similar to Norwegian hœgendiskirkjur because they date to the 

twelfth century and were founded by chieftains (Vésteinsson 2000: 85).  However, the 

location of the chapels and the power of the chieftains in Orkney are more akin to Norway 

than Iceland. The Icelandic Bishops in general were more forceful than they appear to 

                                                 
29 In the Miracles of Magnus, Bishop William is said to have sailed back from Norway and, after 
two miracles, he unearths Magnus grave and the narrative states he had ‘lain in the earth twenty-
one year’ (Taylor 1938: lvii 220) which implies a date of c.1138.  Thus William can be assumed to 
have been in Norway in the mid-late 1130s, which is roughly coincident with the time when 
Rognvald vowed to build St Magnus Cathedral (Taylor 1938: lxviii 248). 
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have been in Orkney, making the power balance different (Vésteinsson 2000: 221-223). In 

Iceland a great number of the chapel owners were priests, especially in the twelfth 

century (Vésteinsson 2000: 238). There is no evidence of this from Orkney and surely if 

there were powerful aristocratic priests they would have featured in the Orkneyinga Saga.  

The location analyses in Orkney show the settlement chapels to be either close to single 

farms or central to several farms.  This indicates that the chapels were built either by the 

owners of the largest farms or by a group of bóndi from smaller farms, similar to that 

which occurred in Norway. In Iceland the literary sources indicate that chapels were built 

by individual chieftains and there is no reference to group foundations (Vésteinsson 2000: 

45).  The central location of the chapel to settlement in Orkney is very different from 

Iceland where archaeology has revealed chapels with burial grounds outside the 

homefield, on the edge of settlement and associated with pre-Christian gravefields 

(Vésteinsson 2000: 52, 57). In Orkney there is no recognisable association of medieval 

chapels with pre-Christian burial grounds. Instead the sites tend to be associated with 

pre-Scandinavian Christian sites and/or pre-Christian settlements rather than pre-

Christian cemeteries.  There is good reason to postulate that the Icelandic church did not 

influence the Orkney church because of the different social/political situation and the 

different pre-Scandinavian settlement contexts.  

 

There is no indication that the whole population in the Earldom was served by a 

church/chapel in the late eleventh to mid-twelfth century, but there is evidence of a 

hierarchy of churches comparable with that in Norway.  Larger churches may have 

accommodated veizlu-Bishops in the early to mid twelfth century (Andersen 1988: 60).  

Bishop William, the first Bishop to be mentioned in detail in the Orkneyinga Saga, can be 

described as a veizlu-Bishop as he was found either at his estates/churches in Birsay, 

Egilsay and Kirkwall, or with the Earl. This suggests a semi-peripatetic form of 
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government shared with the Earldom administration.   As the Earldom administration 

was Scandinavian in form, it is very likely that the church administration was as well.  

Certainly there was a comparable abundance of chapels and churches built on estates in 

Scandinavia in the eleventh and twelfth centuries (Sawyer and Sawyer 2000:112).   In 

chapter eight it was shown that most of the Earldom estates mentioned in the Orkneyinga 

Saga had a chapel, and that many of these chapels became parish churches.  It is possible 

that, prior to the parish churches, these were part of a network of chapels administered by 

the peripatetic bishops under the head churches, possibly in Egilsay, Birsay and St Ola.  

 

The parishes in Orkney and Shetland, and possibly Caithness, do not appear to have been 

based on pre-existing land units the size of parishes, although many of the parishes in 

Scotland were based on already existing units.  However, the majority of parishes in 

Norway and Iceland were formed because of the need to create units from which to exact 

tithe in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (section 2.2.1; Vésteinsson 2000: 91-2).  The 

fundamental unit of settlement and society in Orkney and Shetland was smaller than the 

parish and is comparable to Norway where the main unit was loosely based on an 

extended family (Christiansen 2002: 38-75). The parish community only formed in the 

high medieval period and later.  It developed from the ecclesiastical creation of cohesive 

territories where the congregation was united by their attendance at the same church and 

payment of tithe for its upkeep.  The tithe in Norway and Iceland created the need for 

parish boundaries and the research in this thesis would suggest it also did so in Orkney. 

The evidence indicates that, until tithe imposition, Orkney was not divided into parish 

units but was ecclesiastically administered in a much less formal manner.  There is some 

evidence in Orkney for pre-parochial larger districts, like those found in Norway (section 

2.2.1), at least one of which bore the Norwegian name for district –herað.  It is possible that 

the ‘Minster’ church at Birsay was based on a Norwegian Heraðkirkjur model, and served 
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the district postulated in chapter seven (7.1.3.2).  The church was, after all, probably 

served by the Norwegian-named bishop, Thorolf (Tschan 2002: 216).  

 

The Earls must have been behind, or at least supported, the formalisation of parish 

churches and tithe implementation because they would have been the prime beneficiaries. 

As many as seventeen of the parish churches in Orkney may have been Earldom property, 

and, as in Norway, it is likely that initially the church owner, and not the Bishop, would 

have received half the tithe (Sawyer 1988: 41).  The significance of the support of an Earl 

in Orkney can be compared to the support of a King because, without his support, it is 

unlikely that the Bishop could have introduced tithe or made any major alterations within 

the Earldom.  The power of the Earls is shown in the alleged curbing of Magnus’ sanctity 

by Bishop William for fear of what Earl Paul might do (Orkneyinga Saga Taylor 1938: lvi 

219, lvii 219-221).  

 

The occurrence of private chapels and a pre-parochial hierarchical system of ecclesiastical 

administration was found throughout Western Christendom in the early Middle Ages. 

The creation of parochial systems, the tightening of ecclesiastical administration and the 

growth in ecclesiastical independence was promoted in the high Middle Ages (section 

2.1). The parochial systems in Scandinavia and Scotland are products of this papacy-led 

campaign, as is the parochial system in Orkney, and therefore the Orkney chapels and the 

parishes conform to Western European trends.  However, the location of the Orkney 

Earldom chapels and their possible functions are similar to those in Norway. Bishop 

William was under the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Lund, as was the rest of 

Scandinavia.  He was found visiting Norway but never Lund. It is therefore likely that his 

superiors were in the West of Norway and that he attended synods there. It is therefore 

not surprising that church development in Orkney appears to have been influenced by 
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Norway.   Although Scotland is geographically closer and the Caithness Earldom shares a 

land boundary with it, politically and ecclesiastically Orkney looked north in the 

medieval period.  

 

Also, church development in Scotland was carefully directed by David I and went hand in 

hand with his promotion of feudal society through the immigration of English nobility 

who were already familiar with the parochial system.  In this way David accelerated 

church development and in form it was, in many ways, a close replica of the Norman 

church in England. The creation of parishes in Scotland was based on the remaining pre-

existing parochial system in a large portion of Scotland, which was adapted by David into 

medieval parochial divisions (section 2.1).   The evidence in the high medieval period for 

struggles between the Bishops in Orkney and Caithness supports the notion that, like 

Orkney and Shetland, Caithness was influenced by the Norwegian church and not the 

Scottish church in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Therefore, although David was 

attempting to assert power in the north of Scotland, he did not manage to override the 

authority of the Bishop of Orkney in Caithness.  This occurred much later, and only 

successfully after 1222 and the shift of the Bishopric centre to Dornoch (section 8.3). 

 

In summary, the foundation and creation of chapels and churches in Orkney does not 

appear to have been centrally controlled and planned to the same extent as in Scotland. 

The majority of sites in Orkney appear to date from the mid-eleventh century and were 

probably built in response to Thorfinn’s newly-established ecclesiastical and political 

administration.  His administration may have been influenced by his upbringing at the 

court of the Scottish King, but apparently more so by his superiors in Norway and his 

travels in Europe. The Earldom chapels are comparable to pre-parochial chapels in 

Scotland and throughout Western Europe, but the settlement patterns associated with the 
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chapels are unexpectedly similar to those found in Norway.   The main differences in 

Orkney are that the chapels appear to have been built of stone from the outset, that they 

were in certain instances associated with pre-Scandinavian Christian sites and that they 

had no association with pagan sites.  There have been no comparable examples found in 

Norway of the early chapels associated with water, nor of the isolated inland sites.  These 

differences are particular to the chapels in Orkney and make them unique. Because of a 

lack of information the role of monasteries in Orkney cannot be discussed at present. 

Therefore, the monastic situations in Norway and Scotland and Orkney cannot be 

assessed. 

 

 

9.3 A Summary of the Parochial System in the Orkney Earldom 

This examination of the ecclesiastical sites in Orkney that may date from the medieval 

period has shown that the evidence is poor (section 6.1). Particularly lacking is 

archaeological evidence for dating chapels and cemeteries, and documentary evidence 

detailing the provision of priests and the function of the chapels.  This means there is a 

limit to what can be learned about the context of the medieval church in the Orkney and 

Caithness Earldoms.  However, the landscape analysis has shown that a certain amount of 

increased understanding can be achieved.  This understanding is not just of the church 

but also of settlement and society as a whole.   

 

The evidence at the present time, primarily based on the Orkneyinga Saga and supported 

by landscape analysis, points towards a revival of Christianity throughout the Orkney 

Earldom in the late eleventh century.  Earl Thorfinn possibly instigated this revival, which 

was promulgated by the chief men in the Earldoms.  This origin for the foundation of the 

chapels is later than was supposed by historians of the early twentieth century. The 
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medieval chapels, churches and parishes were not based, other than very loosely, on any 

earlier form of Christian organisation that may once have been in the islands.  This is 

significant as there is much debate surrounding whether there was ecclesiastical 

continuity between Picts and Scandinavians.  This discovery is also important as it is the 

first time anyone has suggested that parishes in Orkney are of medieval ecclesiastical 

origin.   

 

By the late twelfth century the chapels which had been built in the preceding centuries 

were organised and particular chapels, often closely associated with the Earls, were 

upgraded to parish churches. Parishes were also created for the better provision of 

pastoral care and this was achieved by imposing tithe payments on the population.  This 

gradual but concerted process of reform was a response by the leading ecclesiastical and 

secular figures to a Europe-wide centralising initiative led by the Papacy (Trevor-Roper 

1965: 131).  In responding, the Orkney Bishops and Earls were doing the same as their 

counterparts in neighbouring countries, and similar chapel building and parish church 

establishments can be seen in England, Scotland and Norway (chapter two).  The chapels 

and settlements in Orkney appear similar to those in Norway and reflect the shared social, 

political and ecclesiastical cultures in the two areas. 

 

There is no doubt that there were variations in the way in which the parochial system was 

established in different areas.  This can be seen at a country and regional level and is 

determined by innumerable political, social, economic, ecclesiastical, geographic and 

historical factors (chapters two and four).  Therefore, it is no surprise that parochial 

developments in Orkney, Shetland and Caithness show distinctive aspects.  Some of these 

aspects arise from the pre-Scandinavian culture in the islands.  Medieval settlement was 

certainly based on Iron Age settlement, and yet was structurally similar to that in 
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Norway.  It is no surprise that the Scandinavians who emigrated to Orkney brought their 

own traditions of settlement structure and society with them. The emphasis on 

Scandinavian culture indicates that the immigrant people dominated culturally in the 

islands and replaced most traces of pre-Scandinavian society with Scandinavian. 

However, this was not done deliberately but by means of incorporating and transforming 

the Iron Age landscape into a more Scandinavian one.   This can be seen in the layout of 

the farms, the nousts and the field systems, which all echo those found in medieval 

Norway. The semi-independent rule of the Earls meant that the Earldoms had a unique 

character arising from a combination of the pre-Scandinavian landscape, internal 

initiatives as well as responses and influences from Scotland, Norway and wider Europe. 

St Magnus Cathedral is an illustrative example of the combination of various influences.  

 

The outstanding Romanesque Cathedral was founded by Rognvald, a Norwegian-born 

Earl of Orkney, and dedicated to his Saintly uncle Magnus, who was Earl of Orkney and 

appears to have spent time at the English court.  Its architectural influences were from 

Northern England and Southern Scotland, with its designers and builders probably 

having been Durham masons who arrived in Orkney by way of Dunfermline Abbey.  The 

Cathedral was the new heart of the Earldom and was built close to an Iron Age settlement 

site. It was the centre of the Cult of St Magnus, a saint’s reliquary, and a dynastic 

mausoleum for the Earls of Orkney.  Thus the building beautifully illustrates the local 

‘politics and passions’ which lay behind its inception, the northern influences on its 

foundation and the southern influences on its design (Crawford 1988: 69).   
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9.4 Reflections and Conclusions 

The aims of this thesis were to explore the origins and early development of the parochial 

system in the Orkney Earldom, to reassess previous interpretations, to consider the 

context of the sties and to compile an inventory of sites.  The chosen methodology was a 

landscape-based approach derived from the theoretical stand-points of landscape 

historians and other recent contributors to the developing field of medieval landscape-

based studies in Britain and Scandinavia.  The intentions were, to better understand the 

topic by incorporating temporal, spatial, contextual and reflexive elements in the study, to 

assess the suitability of a landscape history methodology and to stimulate new 

discussions of medieval Orkney. The reality of these objectives and intentions will now be 

considered.  

 

When beginning this study there was no indication of what the outcomes would be or of 

whether there would be enough data to produce any findings of significance. The amount 

of data gathered was much greater than originally expected and shows how much 

material is available when all sources are considered together.  The research and 

conclusions demonstrate beyond doubt that the landscape-based approach to this subject 

has been successful and that the more sources included and the more detailed the 

examination the better the results.  This is demonstrated by comparing the results from 

Orkney with the Shetland and Caithness examples, on which a more limited data search 

was performed.  The evaluation of the source material has shown the limits of the data 

and also how little is known about a large number of the sites; something that previously 

had not been examined.  This, if anything, has strengthened the study and given more 

value to the discussions and the conclusions.   
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Historiographically, this subject was fascinating as it was intertwined in Orkney politics 

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The parochial system was one area 

studied by scholars devoted to creating a medieval ‘Golden Age’ and they did this by 

separating Orkney from Scotland and focusing on its Scandinavian past. Although not 

explored in detail, it seems that Shetland was also part of this movement, or at least was 

included in it by external scholars (consider the publications by Johnston (1907; 1914 and 

1915) and Jakobsen (1936) on Shetland and the work of Goudie 1896). Caithness was not 

obviously part of the same movement, perhaps because it was more deeply rooted in 

Scottish history than the Northern Isles. Realising that there was an overt political agenda 

behind much of the previous research into medieval Orkney changes how that research is 

understood and explains much about the direction of the research.  This does not devalue 

it. On the contrary, it allows the material to be better understood and therefore it is of 

greater significance.  Interestingly, the conclusions reached in this thesis regarding the 

influences behind the church in medieval Orkney agree with much of what these previous 

scholars wrote.  However, there is little evidence of a link between the church in Orkney 

and Iceland, as was suggested by Clouston.   Nevertheless, the identification of 

similarities between Orkney and Norway was unexpected and informative.   

 

The landscape-basis for the analysis proved incredibly useful and was most successful.   It 

allowed the data to be analysed and the full context of the sites, both individually and in 

parishes, to be discussed. It was only from the detailed examination of the topography in 

conjunction with the ecclesiastical sites and settlements (throughout time) that the 

conclusions relating to chapels and parish formation were reached.  By visiting the sites 

and understanding their locations in terms of settlement and place-names, it was possible 

to envisage why the sites were where they were and to group them according to 

characteristics of location. The features identified in chapter four as being relevant to the 
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parochial system were all featured in the landscape studies. The role of previous 

landscapes, and in particular the Iron Age landscape, was shown to be crucial for 

determining medieval settlement.  The Pictish church has also been shown as influential, 

with a number of later churches being built on the sites of earlier ones, although there 

does not appear to have been continuity of chapel use.  The most significant factors in 

determining the foundation of the chapels and the creation of the parishes appear to have 

been medieval in origin. The landscape analysis has shown that, in the high medieval 

period, there may have been a reorganisation of land and people which has not 

previously been identified by field survey.  

 

One of the more significant aspects of the research has been from the reconsideration of 

previous interpretations. In particular, the way in which the uncomfortable association of 

chapels with urislands has been unravelled.  The realisation that Clouston was the first to 

identify the medieval settlement units is exciting and he should be credited with this 

discovery.  In reconsidering and adjusting his proposals, the chapels and parish churches 

in the Earldom are now better understood and have a more acceptable context.  By 

promoting a more simple association of chapels and settlements (which later become the 

basis for parishes and urislands) there is no need to ‘systematise’ their existence or fit 

them into a pre-conceived plan of church development, as Clouston tried to do. The 

landscape analysis has shown that it is probable that the chapels preceded the creation of 

the parishes and the fiscal organisation of the Earldom, and so Clouston’s chronology can 

no longer stand.   This conclusion complements the most fundamental realisation from 

this study - that the parishes need not have been based on pre-existing units, but were 

created in the medieval period specifically for church organisation and the 

implementation of tithe.  Further to this, it is suggested that the urislands and fiscal 

organisation of Orkney and Shetland (reflected in the Rentals) arose from the increased 
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organisational control provided by the parishes.   These two conclusions are supported by 

the literary evidence from the Orkneyinga Saga and the later Rentals, and coincide with 

recent work on medieval Shetland and Orkney by Smith, Crawford and Thomson (see 

section 7.3). A very basic postulated chronological framework places the building of the 

chapels from the mid-tenth century to the early/mid-twelfth century when the parochial 

system – including the creation of new parish units and parish churches – was begun and 

continued into at least the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, before being completed.   

 

The comparison of the parochial system in Orkney with the Earldoms of Orkney and the 

wider context has been more difficult to implement, due to the lack of available 

comparative material.  It has only been possible to conclude very generally that Caithness 

and Shetland seem to have had a similar chronology of chapel building. Caithness was 

under the care of the Bishop of Orkney until the mid-twelfth century and Shetland 

continued under the care of the Orkney Bishopric for its duration.  The chapels in 

Caithness and Shetland, and their possible pre-parochial organisation, appear to have 

been similar to those in Norway, although this must be treated with caution as the chapel 

structure in Scotland was not dissimilar to that in Scandinavia. The general nature of these 

conclusions on the wider context are disappointing, but the Orkney research indicates 

that there is a possible way in which to study the chapels in Shetland, Caithness, Scotland 

and Norway which may prove useful in better understanding their development and the 

way in which the parochial system was realised. It is, however, significant that St Magnus 

Cathedral in Orkney can be seen to encompass a range of influences, from England to 

Norway, uniquely adapted to suit the ecclesiastical and political situation in medieval 

Orkney and, for the present, this is the most that can be derived from the sources 

considered.   
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This thesis has shown the potential for a landscape-based approach in examining 

medieval Orkney and the few examples from Shetland and Caithness indicate similar 

potential.  Equivalent studies for Caithness and Shetland would greatly benefit 

understanding of the two areas, and consequently the Earldoms, and ought to lead to 

more conclusive findings on the development of settlement and medieval society in the 

Earldoms.  A useful means of extending the research would be also to look more closely at 

smaller areas.  For example, to look at a single parish or township, and to examine more 

thoroughly all the data in order to achieve a more detailed analysis of the settlement over 

time.  By focusing on the loch sites in this way, it might be possible to gain a better 

understanding of their changing roles through time.   The objective to look at the context 

of the sites has been realised in the inventory and has shown that there is a wealth of 

information available with which to consider medieval Orkney.  It is to be hoped that this 

will lead to explorations of landscape structure and formation in the high and late 

medieval periods, where there currently is a distinct lack of documentation and 

archaeological research.  It is only because the sites were considered in their context that 

the conclusions regarding settlement were reached.  The maps have been particularly 

successful in illustrating the landscape analysis results and the context of the sites. The 

form of mapping employed allowed the sites to be considered in their contemporary 

settlements within the parish, but with reference to settlement features from earlier and 

later periods.  The maps also showed the significance of the topography on settlement.  By 

creating these maps, an attempt has been made to show the evolving landscape of which 

the chapels were a part.  It was important to try to move away from a mapping technique 

that showed the chapels as static and contemporary.  This has been achieved to an extent 

that was not expected.  
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Suggested new areas for research include attempting to increase the amount of datable 

material, the lack of which was a great obstacle in this study.  A number of sites in the 

inventory with unexamined remains ought to be excavated in order better to understand 

the chronology of chapel development.  Priority at the moment should go to Tammas Kirk 

in Rendall (REN5) where coastal erosion resulted in a partial excavation of the cemetery 

(AOC March 2005).  There are still remains of the chapel which was cleared and 

investigated by Clouston and signs of possible medieval occupation near the chapel, on 

the far side of the broch on which it is built.  Any excavation of this site should focus on 

answering questions pertaining to relationships between the chapel and the broch, the 

chapel and the settlement, the chapel and the burial ground and the chapel and the 

enclosure wall, as well as providing dates for the use of the cemetery and whether there 

are burials in the floor of the chapel.    

 

Another excellent site to explore would be Kirkhouse in St Peter’s South Ronaldsay 

(SRN5).   Viking remains and burials have recently been exposed at this site by coastal 

erosion (pers. comm. Mrs J Gibson, OAT).  This settlement has the potential to reveal 

much about settlement development throughout the millennia and a landscape-based 

study into the area should produce some excellent findings, especially if combined with a 

programme of survey and excavation.    

 

As mentioned as a possible development above, these two suggested targets would allow 

for an intense and focused study of two smaller areas.   Thus comparisons could be made 

between the two townships and their medieval landscapes, as well as being able to look 

more closely at landscape development and its possible differences and similarities in 

these two areas.     
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A larger scale project could be directed towards Shetland or Caithness.  In choosing 

examples from Shetland and Caithness for this thesis a general lack of information on 

medieval settlement became apparent.  A suggestion would be to implement a 

programme of field survey to identify possible medieval settlements combined with a 

close examination of the toponomy and Rentals, similar to that carried out for the thesis 

but broadened to extend beyond chapel sites.  This would benefit understanding 

settlement development in areas that are under-studied and yet have great potential. 

 

The success of the landscape-based approach has been shown throughout the thesis and 

the inventory. However, the discussions, although attempting to consider the role of some 

individuals, have focused primarily on the evolving structure of the landscape and of the 

buildings within it.  This is because it has not been possible to focus on the impact of the 

parochial system on the individuals in Orkney.  As mentioned in chapter two, the nature 

of the remaining evidence in Orkney has placed constraints on what can be discovered 

about individuals.  Some of the discussions in chapters eight and nine have postulated 

scenarios but they cannot at present be proven.  It might be possible, through careful 

excavation of an appropriate site (perhaps one of the two outlined above), to discover 

more about how the church impacted upon the lives of individuals. This information 

would have to be extracted from a spatial analysis of the settlement, excavated chapel and 

excavated homestead, a careful examination of the material remains within the chapel, 

and house, as well as examination of burial practice and skeletal remains.  This would 

require an extensive excavation programme of a settlement and, even with such a 

programme, answers cannot be guaranteed.  This form of analysis would, however, 

greatly benefit our understanding of medieval Orkney, and would be an extremely useful 

study with which to compare the partial rescue excavations of medieval sites in recent 

years.  
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Overall, this thesis has brought the subject of medieval chapels and parishes up to date.  It 

has, through landscape analysis, produced a useful gazetteer of sites in their contexts, 

which should be of interest to anyone choosing to study Orkney landscapes. By 

reconsidering previous interpretations, the creation of the parochial system has been 

carefully reassessed and new conclusions reached in the light of research carried out in 

the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The study, more than anything else, has revealed 

the potential of landscape analysis for understanding not just the church, but all aspects of 

medieval Orkney. It is hoped that, as this success is realised, the methodology will be 

advanced and more studies undertaken so that the Earldoms of Orkney and Caithness can 

continue to be reassessed and new discoveries made.  
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Table 7.2.1  Topographical Location 
 

 
 
Table 7.2.2 Access  
 
Classification 

number 
Classification explanation 

Where the site is: - 
Evidence 

Evaluation 1 
Evidence 

Evaluation 2 
Evidence 

Evaluation 3 
Total for each 
classification 

Total as a 
percentage % 

- Unable to be analysed 0 0 10 10 5 
1 Easily accessible 21 57 15 93 42 
2 Reasonably accessible 10 48 40 98 44 
3 Difficult to access/restricted access 3 8 8 19 9 

 
 
Table 7.2.3 Surrounding Land Quality 
 
Classification 

number 
Classification explanation 

Where the land is: - 
Evidence 

Evaluation 1 
Evidence 

Evaluation 2 
Evidence 

Evaluation 3 
Total for each 
classification 

Total as a 
percentage % 

- Unable to be analysed 0 0 10 10 5 
1 Of good quality 21 56 15 92 42 
2 Of reasonable quality 11 48 33 92 42 
3 Of poor quality, uncultivated 2 9 15 26 11 

 

Classification 
number 

Classification explanation 
Where the site is: - 

Evidence 
Evaluation 1 

Evidence 
Evaluation 2 

Evidence 
Evaluation 3 

Total for each 
classification 

Total as a 
percentage % 

- Unable to be analysed 0 0 10 10 5 
1 Located on an island less than 3 km2, including detached 

and causewayed holms, excluding peninsulas 
7 17 12 36 16 

2 Less than 500m from the sea or a loch, excluding burns 26 84 38 148 67 
3 More than 500m from water, excluding burns 1 12 13 26 12 
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Table 7.2.4 Visibility  
 
Classification 

number 
Classification explanation 
Where the visibility is: - 

Evidence 
Evaluation 1 

Evidence 
Evaluation 2 

Evidence 
Evaluation 3 

Total for each 
classification 

Total as a 
percentage % 

- Unable to be analysed 0 0 9 9 4 
1 Clear for a considerable distance beyond the vicinity of 

the site in more than two directions 
17 47 21 85 39 

2 Good in the vicinity 17 66 41 124 56 
3 Restricted  0 0 2 2 1 

 
 
Table 7.2.5 Settlement Proximity 
 
Classification 

number 
Classification explanation 

Where the site is: - 
Evidence 

Evaluation 1 
Evidence 

Evaluation 2 
Evidence 

Evaluation 3 
Total for each 
classification 

Total as a 
percentage % 

- Unable to be analysed 0 0 9 9 4 
1 Less than 300m from the nearest settlement, excluding 

recently built houses on new sites 
21 61 26 108 49 

2 Within a settlement area but more than 300m from the 
nearest house/farm 

12 46 25 83 38 

3 Isolated and not in a settlement area 1 6 13 20 9 
 
 
Table 7.2.6 Associated Archaeology 
 
Classification 

number 
Classification explanation 

Where there is: - 
Evidence 

Evaluation 1 
Evidence 

Evaluation 2 
Evidence 

Evaluation 3 
Total for each 
classification 

Total as a 
percentage % 

- Unable to be analysed 0 0 13 13 6 
1 Medieval and prehistoric archaeology in the vicinity  19 12 5 36 16 
2 Medieval or prehistoric archaeology in the vicinity  14 85 28 127 58 
3 No associated archaeology 1 16 27 44 20 
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Site 
evaluation 

Inventory 
number 

Site name Parish or island 

1 BIR2 Brough of Birsay Birsay 
1 DEE2 Brough of Deerness Deerness 
1 EGI0 St Magnus Church Egilsay 
1 EYN1 Eynhallow Church and Monastery Eynhallow 
1 ORP0 St Nicholas Church Orphir 
1 PWE0 St Boniface Church Papa Westray 
1 PWE3 St Tredwell's Chapel Papa Westray 
1 SHA4 Linton Chapel Shapinsay 
1 SOLC St Magnus Cathedral St Ola 
1 STP6 St Nicholas Chapel Papa Stronsay 
1 WEC0 Cross Parish Kirk Westray, Cross 
1 WEL0 Lady Kirk Westray, Lady 
1 WYR1 St Mary's Chapel Wyre 
2 AUS1 Auskerry Auskerry 
2 BIR0 St Magnus Parish Church Birsay 
2 BIR5 Houseby Chapel, Beaquoy Birsay 
2 BIR9 Marwick Birsay 
2 CAV1 Chapel Cava 
2 DEE4 Newark Deerness 
2 EVI0 St Nicholas Church Evie 
2 EVI3 Peter's Kirk Evie 
2 FAR1 Upper House Fara 
2 FIR3 Chapel Knowe Firth 
2 FIR5 Chapel, Loch of Wasdale Firth 
2 FIR8 St Mary's Chapel, Damsay Firth 
2 FLO0 Flotta Church Flotta 
2 HAR3 Kirk of Cletton Harray 
2 HAR5 St Mary's Kirk, Grimeston Harray 
2 HOL1 St Nicholas Church, Mass Howe Holm 
2 LIN1 Linga Holm Linga Holm 
2 MGH1 Muckle Green Holm Muckle Green Holm 
2 MSK1 St Peter's Chapel Muckle Skerry 
2 NFA0 Parish Church North Faray 
2 NRO1 Bride's Kirk North Ronaldsay 
2 NRO5 Senness North Ronaldsay 
2 ORP1 Bay of Myre Orphir 
2 ORP5 Kirkhouse Chapel, Houton Head Orphir 
2 REN0 Old Parish Church Rendall 
2 REN4 Tammas Kirk Rendall 
2 ROU0 St Mary's Church Rousay 
2 ROU6 St Colm's Kirk Rousay 
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Site 
evaluation 

Inventory 
number 

Site name Parish or island 

2 ROU8 Scockness Rousay 
2 SAB1 Holms of Ire Sanday, Burness 
2 SAN3 St Peter's Kirk, Campston St Andrews 
2 SNK4 Lyking Sandwick 
2 SNK5 St Bride's Chapel Sandwick 
2 SNK6 Tenston Chapel Sandwick 
2 SOL0 St Olaf's Church St Ola 
2 SOL1 Kirk Do, Head of Holland St Ola 
2 SRN1 St Colm's Chapel, Grim Ness South Ronaldsay, NP 
2 SRS2 Our Lady's Chapel, Halcro South Ronaldsay, SP 
2 SRS5 St Colm's Chapel, Burwick South Ronaldsay, SP 
2 STN1 Housebay Stronsay, Nicholas 
2 STR0 Bu of Cairston Stromness 
2 STR2 Breckness Stromness 
2 SWO1 St Peter's Chapel Swona 
2 WAL1 Brims Chapel Walls 
2 WAL3 Red Kirk Walls 
2 WEC1 Castle of Burrian Westray, Cross 
2 WEL5 Skaill Westray, Lady 

2; 3 assigned 
2 for SE stats 

GRA2 St Colm's Chapel Graemsay 
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Dedication Inventory number Designation 

Andrew SRS4 chapel & BG 
Andrew SAN0 PC & BG 
Augustin SAL9 chapel & BG 
Boniface PWE0 chapel, PC & BG 
Brando STR5 unknown 
Bride EDA2 unknown 
Bride GRA1 chapel & BG 
Bride NRO1 chapel & BG 
Bride STP5 chapel & BG 

Bride, Mary SNK6 chapel & BG 
Brittiva; Bridget; Bride ROU1 chapel 

Catherine SHA4 chapel & BG 
Catherine STL2 not a chapel 
Catherine? SAL5 unknown 

Colm SRS5 chapel & BG 
Colm ROU6 chapel 
Colm SRN1 chapel & BG 
Colm GRA2 chapel & BG 
Colm SRN2 chapel 

Colm, Columba WAL0 PC & BG 
Colm, Peter BIR2 chapel & BG, monastic 
Columba SNK2 chapel 

Columba, Colm SAB0 PC & BG 
Curadan; Moluag PWE2 chapel & BG 

Duthac SOL1 chapel 
Duthac SOL2 not a chapel 
Duthac SOL3 chapel 
Duthac? SNK7 chapel & BG 
Ereran? WEL1 chapel 

Holy Cross SAC0 PC & BG 
Holy Cross SRS3 chapel & BG 
Holy Cross ROU4 chapel & BG 
Holy Cross STE0 PC & BG 
Holy Cross STR0 chapel, PC & BG 
Holy Cross WEC0 chapel, PC & BG 

Holy Cross; Mary; Giles NRO5 chapel & BG 
Holy Cross? NRO3 unknown 
Holy Cross? WAL3 chapel & BG 

John NRO6 not a church 
John? WAL1 chapel & BG 

Lawrence REN0 PC & BG 
Lawrence BUR0 PC & BG 
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Dedication Inventory number Designation 

Magdalen SAL11 chapel 
Magnus STP4 chapel 
Magnus SOLC cathedral & BG 

Magnus, Christ BIR0 chapel, PC & BG 
Magnus, Mary EGI0 chapel, PC & BG 

Margaret SRN3 chapel 
Margaret STP3 chapel 
Margaret? SNK4 chapel & BG 

Mary WEL3 chapel & BG 
Mary ROU3 chapel & BG 
Mary REN3 chapel & BG 
Mary ORP8 chapel & BG 
Mary ROU0 PC & BG 
Mary WYR1 chapel & BG 
Mary WAL2 chapel 
Mary AUS1 chapel, monastic 
Mary FIR6 chapel 
Mary FIR8 chapel 
Mary HOY1 chapel 
Mary HAR5 chapel 
Mary HAR4 chapel & BG 
Mary WEL0 PC & BG 
Mary STR4 chapel & BG 
Mary SRS0 PC & BG 
Mary SRS2 chapel & BG 
Mary SHA0 PC & BG 
Mary EDA1 chapel 
Mary EDA0 chapel, PC & BG 
Mary NFA0 chapel & BG, ?PC 
Mary ROU8 chapel & BG 
Mary SAL13 chapel 
Mary SAL8 chapel 
Mary STL0 PC & BG 
Mary SAL0 PC & BG 
Mary SAC1 chapel & BG 
Mary EVI1 chapel 

Mary, Peter DEE0 PC & BG 
Mary; Peter SHA3 chapel 
Michael HAR0 PC & BG 
Nicholas ORP0 chapel, PC & BG 
Nicholas HOY0 PC & BG 
Nicholas HOL0 chapel, PC & BG 
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Dedication Inventory number Designation 

Nicholas HOL1 chapel 
Nicholas SHA5 unknown 
Nicholas EVI0 PC & BG 
Nicholas STP6 chapel, monastic 
Nicholas STN0 PC & BG 
Ninian SRN4 chapel & BG 

Ninian, John SAN2 chapel & BG 
Ninian? NRO2 unknown 
Olaf STL/N2 unknown 
Olaf SOL0 chapel, PC & BG 
Olaf STL1 chapel 
Olaf SRN5 chapel & BG 
Olaf NRO0 PC & BG 
Peter EVI3 chapel & BG 
Peter WAL4 unknown 
Peter HOL2 not a chapel 
Peter WEC6 chapel & BG 
Peter SRN0 chapel, PC & BG 
Peter SNK0 PC & BG 
Peter SWO1 chapel & BG 
Peter ROU2 chapel 
Peter SAN3 chapel 
Peter STR1 chapel, PC & BG, monastic 
Peter SAL10 chapel & BG 
Peter SAC3 chapel & BG 
Peter STP0 PC & BG 

Peter, Colm SAB1 chapel, isolated 
Peter? SAN1 chapel 
Peter? MSK1 chapel, isolated 
Peter? ORP6 chapel 

Salvador SHA6 chapel & BG 
Salvador STL3 not a chapel 
Thomas REN4 chapel & BG 
Tredwell PWE3 chapel & BG 
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Houses/Halls/Farms mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga in Orkney, Caithness and 
Shetland which have been located, plus references to associated churches.  
 
All references are to Taylor’s 1938 edition of the Orkneyinga Saga, in format of chapter in 
small roman numerals followed by page number after the comma.  Ordered by area and 
then according to when first mentioned in the text.  The entries in italics are for places 
where a church is mentioned but the exact location is not known.   
 
 
 Location and references Inv. no. 

   

 ORKNEY: South Isles  

 Earl Thorfinn Skull-Splitter buried at Hoxa (viii 145). SRN2 
1 Steinvor married Thorljot who lived in Rackwick (liii 214). HOY1 
2 Grim and his sons lived in Swona (lvi 218; lxvi 241). SWO1 
3 John Wing lived at Upland in Hoy (lvi 218). HOY0 
4 House at Barthwick South Ronaldsay (xcv 325). - 
   
 ORKNEY: East Mainland  
5 Amundi and Thorkel lived at Hlaupandanes in Sandwick (xiv 151). Earl 

Einar at feast at Sandwick (xvi 155). 
DEE0 

6 Earl Rognvald took up house in Kirkwall (xxix 183).  SOL0 
7 Kol Kali’s son given Gunnhild, Earl Erlend’s daughter, in marriage and 

the estate of Paplay is part of her dowry (xlii 203).  Hakon the Elder, son 
of Earl Magnus’ mother and Sigurd, lived in Paplay (xliv 204). Earl Hakon 
feasts at Paplay (lii 212). 

HOL0 

8 Erling lived at Tankerness (lvi 218). SAN0 
9 Grimkell lived at Glaitness (lvi 218; lxxxv 282). - 
10 Thorstein of Flydrunes (lvi 218). SAN4 
 Church at Kirkwall (lvii 221).  
11 Arnkel lived at Knarston, Scapa (lxvi 242). Earl Rognvald had an estate at 

Knarston (lxxvii 261). Botolf Bungle lived at Knarston (xciv 317).  
- 

12 Borgar lived at Gaitnip (lxxvi 258). - 
13 Thorbjorn Clerk had a house in Kirkwall (c 330). SOL0 
   
 ORKNEY: West Mainland  
14 Earl Thorfinn lived usually at Birsay, had Christ’s kirk built there, 

Episcopal seat first there, Thorfinn buried at Christ kirk (xxxi 189). Earl 
Rognvald in Birsay (xcviii 328). Earl Magnus buried at Christ’s church (lii 
212). 

BIR0 

15 Earldom estate at Orphir with a church and hall (lxvi 242; xciv 317; lv 216; 
lxvi 241; xciv 317). 

ORP0 

16 Olaf lived in Gairsay (lvi 218) as did his son Sweyn after Olaf’s death 
(lxxvii 262; lxxx 267; xcv 322-3; cv 338-9; cvi 340) and Sweyn’s sons after 
his death (cviii 342).  

GAI1 

17 Blan kept a castle on Damsay (lxvi 244). Large Earldom hall in Damsay 
(xciv 319; xcv 322). 

FIR8 

18 Earl Harald took refuge in a castle at Cairston (xcii 308). STR0 
19 House in Rendall (xciv 320; xcv 321). REN4 
20 Helgi lived at Tingwall (xcv 321-2). REN1 
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 ORKNEY: North Isles  
 Earl Rognvald buried in Papa Westray (xxx 185). PWE0? 
21 Earl Rognvald at a farmstead in Papa Stronsay (xxix 184). STP5&6  
22 Sigurd lived at Westness in Rousay (xxxiii 191; lvi 217). Paul feasted at 

Westness (lxxiv 256). 
ROU0 

 Magnus prayed in church on Egilsay (xlviii 208). EGI0 
23 Kugi a bondi at Rapness, Westray (lvi 218). Earl Rognvald at Rapness 

(xcvii 327). 
WEC7 

24 Helgi a bondi lived in the village of Pierowall, Westray (lvi 218; lxxi 251).  
Church in Pierowall (lxxii 252). 

WEL0 

25 Richard lived at Brecks in Stronsay (lvi 218). STP0 
26 Ragna and Thorstein had an estate in North Ronaldsay (lxvii 246). NRO3? 
27 Kolbein Hruga lived in Wyre (lxxxiv 275). WYR1 
 
 
    
Caithness 
Hlodver buried at Ham (x 148). 
Thorfinn took up residence at Duncansby (xx 164). 
Moddan lived in Dale (liii 213). 
Earl Harald Hakonson lived mostly in Caithness (liv 214). 
Earl Ottar in Thurso (lv 217). 
Olaf Hrolfsson had an estate in Duncansby, which his son Sweyn had after his death (lvi 
218; lxxviii 264). 
Sweyn Asleifson at Freswick kept guard over his stepson’s estate (xcii 306).  Hall of 
Freswick (xciii 311).  
Thurso Castle (xciv 315).  
Amundi Hnefisson lived in Stroma (xcvii 326-7). 
Lifolf lived in Thurso Dale (cii 333). 
Hallvard Dufa’s son, lived at Forsie in Calder Dale (cii 333). 
Fortress at Scrabster, Bishop in (cxi 346). 
Hroald in Wick (lxxx 267). 
 
 
Shetland 
Thorbjorn burnt to death in his house at Burra Firth (xlvi 206). 
Dagfinn in Fair Isle (lvi 218). 
Sigrid Sigurd’s daughter, from Sand (lvii 223). 
Sigrid Arnfrid’s daughter from Unustadir (lvii 223). 
Thorlak from Baliasta, Unst (lvii 223). 
Sigurd from Dale, North Shetland (lvii 224). 
Bondi Einar in Gulberwick (lxxxv 278). 
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Hirð, Bóndi and Gœðingr  
These three terms are used frequently in the Orkneyinga Saga to describe variously the 
chieftains/farmers.  The overlapping use of these terms for the same figures in the Saga 
text indicates that the same people held various positions within the Earldom.  The terms 
are used in the plural to describe groups of men and the singular for a particular man.   
 
Hirð 
Hirð is translated as ‘a King’s or Earl’s body-guard’ (Vigfusson 1874: 264) and this is how 
it is used in the Orkneyinga Saga: ‘hann veitti allri hirð sinni ok mörgum öðrum ríkismönnum 
allan vetr í gegnum bæði mat ok mungát,’ (Guðmundsson 1965: xx 52).  This first mention of a 
hirð is significant as it is in a passage comparing Earl Thorfinn’s generosity and wealth 
with that of ‘kongunum eða jörlum er títt í öðrum löndum’ (Guðmundsson 1965: xx 52).   This 
very neatly compares Thorfinn with the most prominent rulers at the time and indicates 
the envisaged importance of the Earldom and the rule of subsequent Orkney Earls to the 
writer of the text.  The terminology used presents Thorfinn as an equal with other great 
rulers.  From this point on, the term hirð is used frequently throughout the text either on 
its own or as a suffix with other terms such as ‘-menn’, for example the ‘Hirðmenn’ are 
burnt in Thorfinn’s house when attacked by Rognvald (xxviii 72) and, more unusually, in 
the singular an example being ‘–vist’, an Earl’s man, ‘er hon fekk hirðvist Halli’ 
(Guðmundsson 1965: lxxxi 185).  
 
Bóndi/búandi 
Translated as ‘peasant proprietor’ by Taylor. Bóndi is a term originally describing ‘any 
freeman holding land by odal right’ which is later restricted to the ‘lowest land-owning 
class’ (Taylor 1938: 353).  Taylor retained an anglicised version of the ON form in his 
translation of the Orkneyinga Saga as it is less awkward that a direct English translation.  It 
is clear from a consideration of the use of Bóndi in Orkneyinga Saga that it is used 
predominantly in its original meaning.  For example ‘Kúgi hét búandi í Vestrey, vitr maðr ok 
auðigr, í Hreppisnesi’ (Guðmundsson 1965: lvi 120) portrays a man of considerable wealth 
and standing.  The term is sometimes paired with an adjective describing the nature of the 
bóndi for example ‘Helgi hét göfugr bóndi á Katanesi’ (Guðmundsson 1965: c 274) and ‘at 
einn bóndi ok félítill30‘ (Guðmundsson 1965: lxxxv 199) which suggests that the term was 
general and needed to be specified for particular contexts.  This is the most common term 
for the people farming in Orkney in the Orkneyinga Saga text and implies that the farmers 
associated with the Earls were termed proprietors rather than tenants.  There is an 
instance where a tenant is specifically mentioned in the text and the term used is ‘landseta’ 
(Guðmundsson 1965: lxxxv 206).  This is not to suggest that all farmers in Orkney were 
landowners, merely that those mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga (the Saga of the Jarls) 
were.   
 
Gœðingr 
Gœðingr is a term frequently used in the Orkneyinga Saga to describe a group of 
independent chieftains associated with the Earl.  Taylor described the term as deriving 
etymologically from the ON term goði, meaning chief, although he left it untranslated in 
the text.  His footnote explained that the name, in the Orkneyinga Saga context, applies to 
the greater landowners in the Earldom who were related to the Earl and had 
governmental duties in war and peace.  Zoega translated gœðingr as nobleman, chief e.g. 
‘Kongungr ok hans gœðingar’ (1910: 176).   In Orkney it would seem from the Orkneyinga 
Saga that the gœðingr had certain administrative and governmental obligations to perform.  
The gœðingr were often found residing in ‘Bu’ and ‘Skaill’ estates and there is evidence 

                                                 
30 ‘That a peasant proprietor that had little money’ (author’s translation) 
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that these ‘Bu’ estates were gifted by the Earls to the gœðingr in return for their support 
and for the performing of military and administrative service (Clouston 1914: 159).  The 
‘skaills’ appear to have been settlements with a particular focus on the collection of render 
and the provision of hospitality, ON veizlu (Lamb 1997).  In the context of land gifting and 
service, the relationship between Earl and gœðingr can be seen as quasi-feudal. The feudal 
nature of the relationship becomes more evident in the later twelfth century as the 
number of gœðingr and Earls increase, and the gœðingr are no longer bound to the Earl 
with such close kinship ties as during the rule of Paul Hakonsson when the term first 
appears in the text (Guðmundsson 1965: xxxiii 85).   
 
 Crawford regarded the gœðingr as an intermediate class between the Earls and the bóndi, 
(1987: 198).  In accepting this interpretation, it is possible to identify the gœðingr with the 
social rank of ‘Höldr’ which Taylor translated as a ‘free bondi who held his lands by 
inheritance from both father and mother’ (1938: 353).  This association is corroborated by 
the lack of the use of ‘höldr’ for Orkney farmers in the Orkneyinga Saga, with the term only 
being applied to farmers outwith Orkney (Guðmundsson 1965: lxxvii 176; lxxviii 178, 179, 
180; lxxxix 237; c 274; ci 274). 
 
Gœðingr had the role of mediators between rival Earls, and the Earls and the farmers, and, 
as such, had diplomatic duties as well as administrative and military roles. The delicate 
nature of this important aspect of the role of the gœðingr was illustrated in the passage 
where Hakon and Erlend have a quarrel which cannot be resolved and the gœðingr were 
called in as mediators (Taylor 1938: xxxv 193). 
 

Kom þá enn svá, at þeir urðu ósáttir ok fórusk at með fjölmenni.  Hávarðr 
Gunnason ok allir aðrir gœðingar jarla báru enn samam með sér ok báru sáttmál á 
milli. (Guðmundsson 1965: xxxv 88). 
 

The importance of the gœðingr is evident in the text, but care is taken to ensure that they 
are not presented as having total control and it was made clear that Hakon decides to 
leave the islands ‘partly through the arguments of the men, and partly because Hakon 
was envious of his kinsmen in the isles and liked the idea of getting to know the ways of 
other chiefs…Thus a settlement was made between them by the advice of good men’ 
[‘Gekk þá enn sættin saman at góðra manna ráði’ (Guðmundsson 1965: xxxv 88)] (Taylor 
1938: xxxv 194).  Therefore, the implication is that, if the Earls had not agreed with the 
gœðingr, there would not have been a settlement. 
 
The ON goði in pre-Christian societies had the role of priest which should be borne in 
mind when considering the development of Christianity in Orkney. Clouston has 
calculated there were between sixteen and eighteen gœðingr in Orkney in the twelfth 
century and that one of their duties was to raise a manned warship for the Earl when 
requested (1932a: 157-168).  This duty implied that the gœðingr had direct authority over a 
number of men.  It is therefore possible to propose a form of hierarchical government 
within the Earldom, with the Earl at the top being nominally subject to the King of 
Norway for Orkney and Shetland, and to the King of Scotland for Caithness, the gœðingr 
below the Earl, the bóndi below the gœðingr and the lesser free men below the bóndi.  This 
suggests a quasi-feudal society with the Earls and gœðingr representing lords and vassals 
and, in certain instances, the allegiances and expectations required of both parties is of a 
feudal nature (Lamb 1997: 15).   
 
The gœðingr were the nobility within the islands, originally related to the Earl and bound 
to him through a series of obligations.  However, they maintained a certain degree of 
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independence and most were able to survive successfully the dynastic struggles for power 
within the Earldom, and to develop into a powerful class of prosperous and influential 
landowners.  The loss of a number of the gœðingr in a boat accident in 1231 was a deciding 
factor in the collapse of the Norse Earldom and indicates the power these men held.  The 
loss of these men resulted in a power vacuum in the islands which led to a change in land 
ownership and the introduction of new families, thus changing the political and social 
dynamics of Orkney. 
 
 
Examples of Hirð Bondi, Gœðingr and other related terms in the Orkneyinga Saga.  The 
references are to Guðmundsson 1965.  
 
Hirð 
xx 52 hann [Þorfinnr] veitti allri hirð sinni ok mörgum öðrum ríkismönnum allan vetr í 

gegnum bæði mat ok mungát (Orkney) 
xxix 74-5 Váru þat flestir hirðmenn Magnúss kongungs ok vinir (Norway men in Orkney) 
xxx 76 Var þat hirðmaðr kongungs einn…hirðmönnum Magnúss kongungs (Norway) 
xl 98 Ok kom fram um síðir í hirð Melkólms Skotakonungs (Scotland) 
lxv 145 Hann var hirðmaðr jarls (Orkney) 
 
Bondi 
ix, 20 Ragnhildr Eiríksdóttir réð Arnfinni, bónda sínum, bana í Myrkkol á Katanesi. 

(Caithness)  
xiv 29 & 30 En bœndr kurruðu illa…þá mælti Þorkell af hendi bónda…ok átti þing við 

bœndr…bóndum. (Orkney) 
xxxv 90 En landshöfðingjar ok stórbœndr kurruðu illa…kom því svá, at bœndr tóku sér 

annan konung (Sweden) 
xliv 102-3 Þat líkaði bóndum vel (Orkney) 
il 109 Svá segir Holdboði, réttorðr bóndi í Suðreyum (Hebrides) 
liv 117 Bóndum þótti stòr mein á vera um deilur þeira (Orkney) 
lv 119 Tók Páll jarl…ríki allt undir sik með samþykki allra bónda í Orkneyjum (Orkney) 
lvii 122 Bergfinnr Skatason hét búandi á Hjaltlandi ok var blindr (Shetland) 
lxiv 144 Ok fögnuðu bœndr þeim vel (Shetland) 
lxv 146 Fjórða Sigurðr þar búandi (Orkney) 
lxv 146 Þá kom til hans Erlingr búandi af Tannskaranesi (Orkney) 
lxv 148 Hlaupa þeir saman ok höfðu búanda samnað mikinn (Shetland) 
lxix 160 En bœndr allir fóru til jarls (Orkney) 
lxxiii 165 Ok svá bœndr (Orkney) 
lxxvi 171 Sigurðr bóndi senda menn at leita þeira (Orkney) 
lxxvi 172 Því er bœndr beiddu…at hann átti jafnan þing við bœndr…at Rongvaldr jarl átti þing 

við bœndr (Orkney) 
lxxvi 174 Þá lét Rögnvaldr jarl kveðja þings ok buað bœndum at kaupa ódulin (Orkney) 
 
Gœðingr 
xxxiii 84-5 Páll jarl Þorfinnsson fekk dóttur Hákonar jarls Ívarssonar, ok áttu þau mörg born; 

sonr þeira hét Hákon. Þau áttu dóttur þá, er Þóra hét; hon var gipt í Nóreg Halldóri, 
syni Brynjólfs úlfalda.  Brynjólfr hét sonr þeira; sonr hans hét Halldórr, er átti Gyðríði 
Dagsdóttur. Önnur dóttir Páls hét Ingiríðr, er átti Einarr Vörsakrákr. Herbjörg hét in 
þriðja dóttir Páls; hon var möðir Ingibjargar tignu, er átti Sigurðr á Vestnesi, ok váru 
þeira synir Hákon pík or Brynjólfr.  Sigríðr var enn dóttir Herbjargar, móðir Hákonar 
barns ok Herborgar, er Kolbeinn hrúga átti.  Ranghildr hét in fjórða dóttir Páls jarls; 
hon var móðir Bendikts, föður Ingibjargar, móður Erlings erkidjákns.  Bergljót hét 
enn dóttir Ragnhildar, er átti Hávarðr Gunnason; váru þeira synir Magnús ok Hákon 
kló ok Dufníall ok Þorsteinn. Þetta eru allt jarlaættir ok gœðinga í Orkneyjum, ok 
koma þessir menn allor við söguna síðarr. (Orkney) 
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xxxv 88 Hávarðr Gunnason ok allir aðrir gœdingar jarla báru enn saman með sér ok báru 
sáttmál á milli…góðra manna (Orkney) 

liv 115 Gerðusk þar brátt greinir miklar með stórmenni, ok hurfu gœðingar mjök í tvá staði 
(Orkney) 

lxv 145 Gerði jarl þá orð kúga í Vestrey ok Þorkatli fletti; þeir váru vitrir menn; ok mörgum 
öðrum gœðingum stefndi hann til sín (Orkney) 

lxvi 149 Ok bauð til sín gœðingum sínum (Orkney) 
lxx 161 Ok þar kómu allir gœðingar jarls (Orkney) 
 
Veizlu 
ix 21 Hann þá veizlu at Hávarði, ok at þeiri veizlu töluðu þau mart, Ragnhildr ok Einarr 

(Orkney) 
xvi, 33 Þorkell fóstri skyldi þá í sætt tekinn ok vináttu við Einar jarl, ok þat var ok mælt, at 

hvárr þeira skyldi öðrum veita veizlu, ok skyldi jarl fyrri sœkja í Sandvík til Þorkels.  
En er jarl var þar á veizlu, þá var þar veitt kappsamliga… Þorkell fara með honum 
til veizlu (Orkney) 

l 110 Til veizlu boðit (Orkney) 
lii 112 Eptir fundinn þá hafði Þóra, móðir Magnúss jarls, boðit báðum jörlum til 

veizlu…(Orkney) 
lv 117 Þat var of daga þeira brœðra, Harlads jarls ok Páls, at þeir skyldu taka jólaveizlu í 

Ørfjöru at búi Haralds jarls (Orkney) 
lxiv 144 En fóru at veizlum of landit (Shetland) 
lxv 145 Þá var Páll jarl í Hrólfsey á Vestrnesi at Sigurðar á veizlu (Orkney) 
lxxiv 168 En Páll jarl hafði verity um náttina á Vestnesi at Sigurðar á veizlu (Orkney) 
lxxvii 175 Þá tók hann [Rognvaldr] jólaveizlu at búi sínu (Orkney) 
 
Miscellaneous other related terms  
xx 44 Karl konungr vildi setja þann höfðingja á Katanes (Caithness) 
xlvii 105 Þá var þar með jörlunum nær allt stórmenni (Orkney) 
xlviii 107 Hávarðr Gunnason var á jarls skipi, vinr ok ráðgjafi jarla (Orkney) 
xxviii 72 Karlmönnum (Orkney) 
il 109 Höfðingjar hljópu þá upp (Orkney) 
liv 115 Gerðusk þar brátt greinir miklar með stórmenni (Orkney)  
liv 116 Þeir vru kærstir Páli jarli, Sigurðr á Vestnesi…ok Þorkell Sumarliðason (Orkney).  
lvi 120-2 Þá var í Orkneyjum mart göfugra manna, þeira er komnir váru af jarlaættum. Þá bjó á 

Vestnesi í Hrólfsey göfungr maðr, er Sigurðr hét; hann átti Ingibjörgu ina tignu, en 
móðir hennar hét Herbjörg, dóttir Páls jarls Þorfinnssonar. Synir þeira váru þeir 
Brynjólfr ok Hákon pík/ Þeir váru allir gœðingar Páls jarls.  Synir Hávarðs 
Gunnasonar váru ok vinir Páls jarls, Magús ok Hákon kló, Þorsteinn ok Dufníall. 
Móðir þeira var Bergljót, en hennar móðir var Ragnhildr, dóttir Páls jarls. Erlingr gét 
maðr, hann bjó a Tannskaranesi í Hrossey; hann átti fjóra sonu ok alla vel mennta.  
Ólafr hét maðr ok var Hrólfsson, erbjó í Gáreksey; annat bú átti hann í Dungalsbœ á 
Katanesi. Ólafr var it mesta afarmenni ok hafði miklar virðingar af Páli jarli. Ásleif 
hét kona hans; hon var vitr ok ættstór ok in mesta fyrir sér.  Valþjófr hét sonr þeira, 
annarr Sveinn, þriði Gunni; allir váru þeir vel menntir. Infiferðr hét systir þeira.  
Sigurðr jarlsmágr átti Þóru, móður Magnúss ins helga; þeira sonr var Hákon karl.  
Þeir feðgar váru höfðingjar miklir.   Rínansey bjó sú kona, er Ragna hét, göfug 
húsfreya. Þorsteinn hét sonr hennar, gildr maðr fyrir sér. Kúgi hét búandi  í Vestrey, 
vitr maðr ok auðigr, í Hreppisnesi.  Helgi hét búandi skilgóðr ok ríkr, er bjó í Vestrey 
í þorpi því, er þar var þá.  Þorkell flettir hét búandi í Vestrey, ódæll ok mikilhæfr. 
Þorsteinn ok Hafliði váru synir hans; þeir váru óvinsælir. Í Svíney á Péttlandsfirði bjó 
félítill maðr, hans synir váru þ eir Ásbjörn ok Margarðr, inir vaskligstu menn.  Í 
Friðarey bjó sá maðr, er Dagfinnr hét. Þorsteinn hét maðr, er bjó á Flyðrunesi í 
Hrossey; hans synir váru þeir Þorkell krókauga ok Blánn; þeir váru allir ódælir menn. 
Jaddvör, dóttir Erlends jarls, bjó á Knarrarstöðum ok Borgarr, sonr hennar; þau váru 
heldr óvinsæl. Jóan vængr bjó í Háey á Upplandi. Ríkarðr, bróðir hans, bjó at 
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Brekkum í Strjónsey. Þeir váru gildir menn, frændr Óláfs Hrólfssonar.  Grímkell hét 
maðr, er bjó á Glettunesi (Orkney & Fair Isle) 

lvii 124 Alla ina göfgustu menn í Orkneyjum (Orkney) 
lvii 126 Hann var leigumaðr Bergfinns af Hjaltlandi (Shetland) 
lxiii 143 Ek hefi nú gipta Margrétu Hákonsdóttur Maddaði jarli af Atjoklum, er göfgastr er 

allra Skatahöfðingja at ættum (Sutherland) 
lxiv 144 Ok þessir höfðingjar með honum (Norway) 
lxiv 144 Þar var Ölvir rósta höfðingi fyrir því liði (Sutherland) 
lxv 147 Sveinn brjóstreip var fremstr allra jarlsmanna (Orkney) 
lxvi 149 Þá váru ok skipaðir menn til uppkvaða um [tekit] allar Eyjar (Orkney, Caithness) 
lxvi 150 Hann bauð þangat mörgum göfgum mönnum…Valþjófi var manna bazt menntr 

(Orkney) 
lxvi 155 Var hann þar höfðingi mikill [Holdboði] (Hebrides) 
lxvii 155 Hann var höfðingi mikill [Hákonar karls] (Orkney) 
lxvii 155-6 Hann vingaðisk þá mjök við stórmenni ok gaf nær á tvær hendr (Orkney) 
lxix 160 Þar váru engir höfðingjar í för nema Kolr (Shetland) 
lxxiii 165 En flestir ríkismenn (Orkney) 
lxxvi 171 Ok fundu þar nítján jarlsmenn (Orkney) 
lxxvi 172 At við mart stórmenni var at eiga (Orkney) 
lxxvii 175 Gerðisk hann þá höfðingi mikill ok hafði jafnan fjölmennt með sér (Orkney & 

Caithness) 
lxxvii 176 Hann [Þorbjörn klerkr] var sonr Þorsteins holðs ok Guðrúnar (Sutherland) 
lxxix 180 At þeir hölðrinn höfðu sætzk á laun (Isle of Man) 
 
Bishop/churchman 
xxix 73 Ok er menn váru út dregnir flestir, gekk mðr út í dyrrnar í línklæðum, ok bað 

Þorfinnr þá seilask í mót djáknanum (Orkney) 
lii 113 Í þenna tíma var Vilhjálmr byskup í Orkneyjum; hann var þar fyrstr byskup. Þá var 

byskupsstóll at Kristskirkju í Byrgisheraði (Orkney) 
lvi 122 Þá var Vilhjálmr byskup í Orkneyjum, ok var byskupstóll at Kristskirkju í 

Byrgisheraði (Orkney)  
lvii 123 Byskup tók því þungliga, er þat var mælt…Þat var eitt sumar, at Vilhjálmr byskup 

fór austr til Nórges… (Orkney & Norway) 
lvii 125 Vilhjálmr byskup austr í Kirkjuvág með göfgu föruneyti (Orkney) 
lxi 134 Ok sendi Kali hann suðr í Alviðru til prests þess (Norway) 
lxvi 154 En Blánn fylgði honum um morgininn norðr til Egilseyjar á fund Vilhjálms 

byskups… (Orkney) 
lxxiii 166 Sendi jarl Rögnvaldr menn á fund byskups ok beiddi hann meðalferða… (Orkney) 
lxxvi 171 Sindi Sigurðr menn til Egilseyjar á fund byskups at segja honum þessi tíðendi… 

(Orkney) 
lxxvi 172 En hann [Sveinn] svaraði fá ok bað kalla byskup til sín…(Orkney) 
lxxvii 175 Þá var sá maðr, er Hrólfr hét ok var hirðprestr jarls (Orkney) 
lxxvii 175 Þat var Jón byskup ofan af Skotlandi af Atjoklum… (Scotland) 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 AUS1 - - - - 
 BIR0 Bu Langskaill - Wattle 
 BIR1 - - - - 
 BIR10 - - - - 
 BIR2 - - - - 
 BIR3 - - - - 
 BIR4 - - - - 
 BIR5 - - Houseby; Beaquoy - 
 BIR6 - - - - 
 BIR7 - - - Hundland 
 BIR8 - - - The Castle 
 BIR9 - Langskaill; Netherskaill - The Castle 
 BUR0 Bu - - - 
 CAV1 - - - Mucklehouse 
 COP1 - - - - 
 DEE0 - Skaill - - 
 DEE1 Bu - - Braebuster 
 DEE2 - - - Bairnes of Brugh 
 DEE3 - - - - 
 DEE4 - - - Meal 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 EDA0 - Skaill - - 
 EDA1 - - - Castle of Stackel Brae; Greentoft 
 EDA2 - - - - 
 EDA3 - - - - 
 EDA4 - - - - 
 EGI0 - Mid Skaill; Nether Skaill - - 
 EGI1 - - - - 
 EGI2 - - - - 
 EVI0 - - - - 
 EVI1 - - - - 
 EVI2 - - - - 
 EVI3 - - - - 
 EYN1 - - - Grange 
 FAR1 - - - Upper House & Muckle House 
 FIR0 - - - Thickbigging 
 FIR1 - - - Thickbigging 
 FIR2 - - - Binscarth 
 FIR3 - - - Burness 
 FIR4 - - - Redland 
 FIR5 - - - Wasdale 
 FIR6 Rennibister - - Rennibister 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 FIR7 - - - Grimbister; Netherbigging 
 FIR8 - - - Wasdale 
 FIR9 - - - - 
 FLO0 Bow; Busta - - - 
 FLO1 - - - - 
 GAI1 - Langskaill; Skelbist - Skelbist 
 GRA0 - - - - 
 GRA1 - - - Corrigall 
 GRA2 - - - - 
 HAR0 - - - Overbrough 
 HAR1 - - - Garth; Corston 
 HAR2 - - - - 
 HAR3 - - - Cletton 
 HAR4 - - - Bigging, New Bigging, Nistaben 
 HAR5 - - - - 
 HAR6 - - - Winksetter 
 HOL0 Bu of Paplay; Bu of Skaill Bu of Skaill - - 
 HOL1 - - - Meal 
 HOL2 - - - - 
 HOL3 - - - - 
 HOY0 Bu of Hoy - - Upland 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 HOY1 - - - Rackwick 
 LIN1 - - - - 
 MGH1 - - - - 
 MSK1 - - - - 
 NFA0 Bu - - Holland - later name of Bu 
 NRO0 - - - Holland 
 NRO1 - - - Ness 
 NRO2 - - - - 
 NRO3 Busta - - - 
 NRO4 - - - - 
 NRO5 - - - Senness 
 NRO6 - - - - 
 ORP0 The Bu Skelbister - - 
 ORP1 - - - - 
 ORP2 - - - Groundwater 
 ORP3 - - - - 
 ORP4 Bull of Clatestrand - - - 
 ORP5 - - - Houth 
 ORP6 - - - - 
 ORP7 - - - Swanbister 
 ORP8 - Skaill - Tuskerbister; Oback 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 PWE0 - - - - 
 PWE1 - - - - 
 PWE2 - - - Howe 
 PWE3 - - - - 
 PWE4 - - - Via 
 REN0 Bu of Gorseness - - Aetoft 
 REN1 - - - Tingwall 
 REN2 - - - Cottascarth; Settascarth 
 REN3 - Skaill - Isbister; Gorn 
 REN4 - - - Hall of Rendall 
 ROU0 - Skaill - Brough, Westness 
 ROU1 - Saviskaill - Wasbister 
 ROU2 - Saviskaill - Wasbister; Burrian 
 ROU3 - - - Hullion; Banks 
 ROU4 - Saviskaill - Wasbister 
 ROU5 - - - Knarston 
 ROU6 - Langskaill - - 
 ROU7 - Saviskaill - Wasbister 
 ROU8 - - Husabae Scockness 
 SAB0 - Langskaill; South Skaill; North Skaill? - Burness; Sand 
 SAB1 - - - - 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 SAB2 - - - Viggar 
 SAC0 - Backaskaill; Skelbister Bea; Southerbie Howe 
 SAC1 - - - Marygarth 
 SAC2 - - - Lambiness; Pool 
 SAC3 - - - Gardemeles 
 SAC4 - - - Warsetter 
 SAC5 - - - Brough 
 SAL0 ?Bu ?Skaill; Langskaill ?Beafield Gardemeles 
 SAL1 Bu Skaill Beafield Bressigar;  Overbister 
 SAL10 - - - Sellibister 
 SAL11 - - - Overbister 
 SAL12 - - - Scofferland 
 SAL13 - - - - 
 SAL14 Bu of Tresness - Erraby - 
 SAL15 Bu of Walls - - - 
 SAL2 - - - Arstas; East Brough 
 SAL3 - - - Cleat 
 SAL4 - - - Colligar; Colliness 
 SAL5 Bu Skaill Beafield Bressigar; Overbister 
 SAL6 - - - Howe 
 SAL7 Bu of Lopness - - Lopness; Stackald Brae 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 SAL8 - - - East Brough; Langtas 
 SAL9 - - - Burrian 
 SAN0 Bull of Tankerness - - Tankerness 
 SAN1 - - - Essonquoy 
 SAN2 - Langskaill - - 
 SAN3 - - - Campston 
 SAN4 - - Sebay Flydrunes 
 SAN5 - - - Ness 
 SAN6 - - - Bigging; Foubister 
 SHA0 - - Housebay Kirbister 
 SHA1 - - Erraby Ha'quoy 
 SHA2 - - - Helliar 
 SHA3 - - - Sound 
 SHA4 - - - Linton 
 SHA5 - - - - 
 SHA6 - - - - 
 SHA7 - - - Sandsend/Sandside 
 SHA8 Bu House? - - Weland 
 SNK0 - Skaill - Snusgar 
 SNK1 - Skaill - - 
 SNK2 - - - Clumlie 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 SNK3 - - - Hourston 
 SNK4 - - - - 
 SNK5 - - - Lyking 
 SNK6 - - Yesnaby - 
 SNK7 - - - Laith; Tenston 
 SNK8 - - - Voy 
 SOL0 - - - - 
 SOL1 - - - Holland, Cleat 
 SOL2 - - - Cleat 
 SOL3 - - - Pickaquoy 
 SOLC - - - - 
 SRN0 - - - Kirkhouse 
 SRN1 - - - Grimness 
 SRN2 The Bu of Hoxa? - - The Hall, Howe 
 SRN3 - - - - 
 SRN4 - - - Stews 
 SRN5 - - - Widewall 
 SRS0 - - - Burwick 
 SRS1 - - - - 
 SRS2 - - - Holland 
 SRS3 - - - Mucklehouse; Sandwick 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 SRS4 - - - Windwick 
 SRS5 - - - Burwick 
 SRS6 - - - - 
 STE0 - - - Palace of Stenness; Barnhouse 
 STE1 - - Bea Hall of Ireland 
 STE2 - - - Bigging; Clouston 
 STL/N1 - - Everby - 
 STL/N2 - - - - 
 STL0 - - The Bay - 
 STL1 Bu of Rothiesholm - - - 
 STL2 - - - - 
 STL3 - - - - 
 STN0 - - Erraby Holland 
 STN1 - - Housebay - 
 STN2 - - - Cleat 
 STN3 - - Evirby Kirbuster 
 STN4 - - - Holland 
 STN5 - - - - 
 STN6 - - - - 
 STP0 - - - Strenzie, Brecks 
 STP1 - - - Hunton; South Strenzie 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 STP2 - - - Strenzie 
 STP3 - - - Clestran; South Strenzie 
 STP4 - - - Huip 
 STP5 - - - - 
 STP6 - - - - 
 STR0 Bu of Cairston - - Congesquoy; Cairston 
 STR1 - - - - 
 STR2 - - - Breckness 
 STR3 - Langskaill - Kirkbister 
 STR4 - - - Castle Bloody 
 STR5 - - - - 
 SWO1 - - - - 
 WAL0 - - - - 
 WAL1 - - - - 
 WAL2 - - Chuccaby Kirbuster; Myre; Wyng 
 WAL3 - - - - 
 WAL4 - - - - 
 WEC0 - - Midbea Are; Tuquoy 
 WEC1 - - - - 
 WEC2 - - - Cleat 
 WEC3 - - - Kirbist 
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 Inv No Bu Skaill Boer Other 
 WEC4 - Langskaill? - - 
 WEC5 - Langskaill; N, S & W Langskaill - Surrigarth; Skelwick 
 WEC6 - - - Rusland 
 WEC7 Bu - - Rapness 
 WEL0 - - - Kaup 
 WEL1 - - - Wa 
 WEL2 - Skaill - - 
 WEL3 Bow of Noltland - - Noltland 
 WEL4 - - - - 
 WEL5 - Skaill - Aikerness 
 WYR1 Bu - - - 
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Appendix Seven: Kirk and other ecclesiastical place-names 
 

 

Inv No Kirk name Other Ecclesiastical name 

 AUS1 Kirk Geo Munkerhouse 
 BIR0 Kirkgreen - 
 BIR1 Curcum; Kirkholm; Kirkasteathe - 
 BIR4 Kirbuster;  Kirkie Brae; Kirk Hill - 
 BIR5 Kirk Green; Curquoy - 
 BIR8 Kirkgeo - 
 BUR0 Kirk Taing - 
 COP1 Kirkholm - 
 DEE0 Kirk Burn - 
 DEE3 Kirbister; Kirk Banks; Kirk Knowe; Kirk Meadow Bishops 
 DEE4 Kirk-a-day - 
 EDA0 Kirk Taing Chapel grip 
 EDA1 The Kirk The Chapel 
 EDA2 Bradakirk - 
 EDA3 - Papley-house 
 EDA4 - - 
 EGI0 - Howe Mary 
 EGI1 Kirbist - 
 EGI2 - Kili Holm 
 EVI1 Kirk of Norrisdale - 
 EVI3 Kirk Geo - 
 EYN1 - Monkerness, Grange 
 FAR1 Kirka Taing - 
 FIR1 - Black Chapel 
 FIR2 Kirkbreck - 
 FIR3 - Chapel Point; Chapel Park 
 FIR4 Kirk Sheed Chapel field 
 FIR5 - - 
 FIR6 Marykirk - 
 FIR8 - Hellie Boot 
 FLO0 Kirkie Taing; Kirk Bay; Kirkieshead               - 
 GRA0 Kirk Geo - 
 GRA2 Colm Kirk                  - 
 HAR1  Kirkbreck              Corston; Glebe of Messquoy 
 HAR2 Kirkabreck Maesquoy 
 HAR3 Kirk of Cletton                 - 
 HAR4 Kirkquoy      - 
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Inv No Kirk name Other Ecclesiastical name 

  HAR5 Marykirk      - 
  HAR6 The Kirk      - 
 HOL0 - Paplay 
 HOL1 - Mass Gate; Mass Howe 
 HOL2 Kirkbreck - 
 HOL3 Kirk Point - 
 NFA0 Kirk Noust The Chapel 
 NRO0 Kirk Brae Messigate 
 NRO2 Steeven o' Papy     - 
 NRO3 Kirbist Cruesbreck 
 NRO4 Kirk Taing - 
 ORP0 - Masey Gate 
 ORP1 Kirk o' Myre - 
 ORP2 Kirkshed                  - 
 ORP3 Kirbister, Kirk of Leean - 
 ORP4 Chapel Park; Chapel Brae - 
 ORP5 Kirkhouse - 
 ORP6 Orakirk                  - 
 PWE0  Kirk Geo; Kirkger; Kirkhouse; Binnaskirk Munkerhouse 
 PWE1 Binnaskirk; Kirkhouse Binnaskirk 
 PWE2 Kirk of Howe - 
 PWE3 Messigate - 
 REN1 Kirkubreck - 
 REN2 Kirk of Cot - 
 REN3 St Mary's Kirk - 
 REN4 Tammas Kirk - 
 ROU3 Kirk Brae              Church Knowe 
 ROU4 - Bonie-hole 
 ROU5 Kirk Noust; Kirk Geo; Kirkhouse The Chepple 
 ROU7 - Benyiecot 
 SAB1 Kirk Swarfs Peter Hellyo; Breeks o' Betyiehoose 

 SAB2 Curcasetter; Kirk geo                - 
 SAC1 - Corsequoy 
 SAL0 Kirkhall; Curcatae Mestragate; Munkermae 
 SAL1 - Munkermae 
 SAL10 Peterkirk - 
 SAL14 Kirk Taing - 
 SAL15 - Mounthille 
 SAL2 - Chapel Park 
 SAL3 Kirk Taing - 
 SAL5 Karny Kirk Munkermae 
 SAL6 Kirk an' Kill o' Howe Egiltun? 
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 Inv No Kirk name Other Ecclesiastical name 

  SAL8 - Mary Park 

 SAN0 Kirkgair Messigate 
 SAN2 - Upper Messigate 
 SAN3 - St Peter's Bay; St Peter's Pool 
 SAN4 Kirabreck Chapel Taing 
 SAN6 Kirk Style - 
 SHA0 Kirbister; Ladykirk - 
 SHA1 - Chapel of Stave 
 SHA2 Kirk Geo - 
 SHA3 Kirk Banks - 
 SHA4 Kirkhill; Kirkiber; Kirkton - 
 SHA7 - Bonnie-hill 
 SNK0 - Messigate; Deesgate 
 SNK1 - Chapel Field 
 SNK3 Curkabreck - 
 SNK4 Kirkness - 
 SNK6 - Crossiekeld 
 SNK7 Doehouse - 
 SOL0 Kirkwall Papdale 
 SOL1 Kirk Do - 
 SOLC Kirkwall Papdale 
 SRN0 Kirkhouse Point; Kirk Taing; Kirk Ness; Kirkhouse Paplay 
 SRN1 Kirk Geo - 
 SRN2 Kirkie Brae - 
 SRN5 Kirkhouse - 
 SRS2 - Chapel Brae 
 SRS6 Kirk Geo; Kirk Geo - 
 STL0 Ladykirk - 
 STL1 - Quoyolie 
 STN1 - Benni Cuml 
 STN3 Kirbuster; Kirk Park; Kirk Hall - 
 STN4 Mells Kirk - 
 STP0 Peter's Kirk - 
 STP1 Curster - 
 STP2 Curcabreck - 
 STP5 - Papa Stronsay 
 STP6 - Papa Stronsay 
 STR1 Kirk Rocks Monkerhouse 
 STR2 Kirk Geo                  - 
 STR3 Kirkbister - 
 WAL0 Kirkhope - 
 WAL1 Kirk Geo - 
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 Inv No Kirk name Other Ecclesiastical name 

  WAL2 Kirbuster - 
  WAL3 Burn of Redkirk - 
 WEC0 Crosskirk; Kirk Taing; Kirknes               - 
 WEC3 Kirbist - 
 WEC5 Over Kirk; Netherkirk; Kirkhouse - 
 WEC6 Peterkirk - 
 WEL0 Ladykirk - 
 WEL1 Kirkhouse; Curquoy Saintear 
 WYR1 - Helziegietha 
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Dedication Caithness Orkney  Shetland 

Andrew 0 2 0 
Anne 0 0 1 

Augustin 0 1 0 
Bar 1 0 0 

Barnabas 0 0 1 
Bartholemew 0 0 2 

Benedict 1 0 0 
Boniface 0 1 0 
Brando 0 1 0 

Bride/Bridget/Brivitta 1 8 0 
Catherine 2 2 0 
Christ 0 1 0 
Ciaran 1 0 0 

Columba/Colm/Colman 3 13 2 
Curadan 0 1 0 
Cuthbert 1 0 0 
David 1 0 0 
Drostan 4 0 0 
Duthac 1 3 0 
Faelchu 1 0 0 
Fergus 2 0 0 
Finbar 1 0 0 
Giles 0 1 0 

Gregory 0 0 1 
Hilary 0 0 1 

Holy Cross 1 9 6 
John 2 2 6 

Lawrence 0 2 1 
Leven 0 0 1 

Magdalen 0 1 0 
Magnus 3 4 6 
Margaret 0 3 2 
Martin 1 0 0 
Mary 6 33 6 

Matthew 0 0 1 
Michael 0 1 0 
Modan 1 0 0 
Moluag 0 1 0 
Nicholas 0 8 1 
Ninian 1 3 3 
Olaf 0 5 8 
Paul 0 0 3 
Peter 2 19 1 

Salvador 0 1 0 
Sunniva 0 0 1 
Tear 1 1 0 

Thomas 1 1 0 
Tredwell/Triduana 2 1 0 

Trothan 1 0 0 
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Bull Lon Ins Archaeol  
University of London Institute of Archaeology Bulletin 
 
CANMORE  
RCAHMS database. www.rcahms.gov.uk  
 
DGDLM  
Depot Generale de la Marine, Paris ‘Carte des isles Orcades’ 1803 
 
Discovery Excav Scot 
Discovery and Excavation Scotland 
 
HS 
Historic Scotland 
 
KLMN  

Kulturhistorisk leksikon for Nordisk Middelalder fra Vikingetid til reformationstid, 1982 
 
NMRS   
National Monuments Record of Scotland  
 
Nor Arch Rev  
Norwegian Archaeological Review. Oslo 
 
NSA   
New Statistical Account 
 
OA   
Orkney Archive 
 
OAT 
Orkney Archaeological Trust 
 
OLM   
Old Lore Miscellany of Orkney, Shetland, Caithness and Sutherland. London 
 
ONB    
Ordnance Survey Original Name Book 
 
OPS  
Origines Parochiales Scotiae the antiquities ecclesiastical and territorial of the parishes of Scotland, 
volume second, in two parts, part II. 1855. Edinburgh 
 
OS 1882  
First Edition Ordnance Survey Map 1882, 1:10560 scale 
 
OSA   
Old Statistical Account  
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OSMR   
Orkney Sites and Monuments Record 
 
POAS   
Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Society 
 
Proc Soc Antiq Scot  
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Edinburgh 
 
RCAHMS  
Royal Commission for the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland 
 
REO   
Records of the Earldom of Orkney, (ed) J S Clouston, 1914 
 
SBVC   
Saga Book of the Viking Club 
 
SSMR   
Shetland Sites and Monuments Record  
 
Scot Hist Rev  
Scottish Historical Review. 
 
TOR   
Tor, Tidskrift för Arkeologi 
 
Trans High Agri Soc Scot 
Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland. Edinburgh and London 
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